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TURNING A BLIND EYE:  WALL STREET 
FINANCE OF PREDATORY LENDING*

Kathleen C. Engel** & Patricia A. McCoy***

INTRODUCTION 
Numerous studies have discussed the negative externalities that 

securitization imposes on creditors.1  Scholars have paid scant attention, 
however, to harms caused by securitization to debtors whose loans are 
securitized.2  This issue has erupted in the subprime home mortgage 
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 1. See, e.g., David Gray Carlson, The Rotten Foundations of Securitization, 39 Wm. & 
Mary L. Rev. 1055 (1998); Christopher W. Frost, Asset Securitization and Corporate Risk 
Allocation, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 101 (1997); Edward J. Janger, Muddy Rules for Securitizations, 7 
Fordham J. Corp. & Fin. L. 301 (2002); Lynn M. LoPucki, The Death of Liability, 106 Yale 
L.J. 1 (1996); Lois R. Lupica, Asset Securitization:  The Unsecured Creditor’s Perspective, 
76 Tex. L. Rev. 595 (1998); Steven L. Schwarcz, Intermediary Risk in a Global Economy, 
50 Duke L.J. 1541, 1580-81, 1585-86 (2001). 
 2. Kurt Eggert was among the first to discuss this issue, in the context of the holder-in-
due-course rule. Kurt Eggert, Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, 
and the Holder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002).  Jonathan Remy 
Nash also highlighted this issue in his work on securitization and environmental superliens. 
Jonathan Remy Nash, Environmental Superliens and the Problem of Mortgage-Backed 
Securitization, 59 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 127 (2002).  Other works have examined 
securitization’s effect on third-world countries. See Carl S. Bjerre, Project Finance, 
Securitization and Consensuality, 12 Duke J. Comp. & Int’l L. 411, 434-35 (2002); Anupam 
Chander, Odious Securitization, 53 Emory L.J. 923 (2004); Tamar Frankel, Cross-Border 
Securitization:  Without Law, But Not Lawless, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int’l L. 255, 260, 265 
(1998); David W. Leebron, First Things First:  A Comment on Securitizing Third World 
Debt, 1989 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 173. 
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market, where charges of predatory lending, many of which have been 
substantiated, are mounting.3   

The vast majority of subprime loans are now securitized, leading to 
claims that securitization facilitates predatory lending and should actively 
police lenders.  Nonetheless, the entities involved in securitization have 
resisted addressing such concerns and continue to serve as major conduits 
for predatory loans.4  As this excerpt from one prospectus illustrates, 
securitization turns a blind eye to the underwriting of subprime loans:  

 With the exception of approximately 20.82% of the mortgage loans in 
the statistical mortgage pool that were underwritten in accordance with 
the underwriting criteria of The Winter Group, underwriting criteria are 
generally not available with respect to the mortgage loans.  In many 
instances the mortgage loans in the statistical mortgage pool were 
acquired by Terwin Advisors LLC from sources, including mortgage 
brokers and other non-originators, that could not provide detailed 
information regarding the underwriting guidelines of the originators.5

As this suggests, Wall Street firms securitize subprime home loans without 
determining if loan pools contain predatory loans.  In the worst situations, 
secondary market actors have actively facilitated abusive lending.6

At first blush, securitization’s lack of concern about subprime 
underwriting seems odd.  After all, investors in mortgage-backed securities 
should be concerned about the heightened default risk of subprime loans 
and predatory loans in particular.7  Furthermore, they should be concerned 

 3. See infra note 121.  The subprime market charges higher interest rates and fees and 
is designed for borrowers with weaker credit. 
 4. For instance, a 2005 study of securitized subprime loans found that 57.2 percent of 
those loans had one or more predatory features, i.e., a balloon clause or a prepayment 
penalty with a term of at least three years. See Roberto G. Quercia, Michael A. Stegman & 
Walter R. Davis, The Impact of Predatory Loan Terms on Subprime Foreclosures:  The 
Special Case of Prepayment Penalties and Balloon Payments 22-23, 32 tbl.6 (Jan. 25, 2005) 
(unpublished manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review).  The role of securitization 
can also be seen in predatory lending lawsuits involving loan assignees or trustees of 
securitized trusts that hold home loans. See, e.g., Jackson v. Mundaca Fin. Servs., Inc., 76 
S.W.3d 819 (Ark. 2002) (assignee); Stuckey v. Provident Bank, 912 So. 2d 859 (Miss. 2005) 
(trustee); Skinner v. Preferred Credit, 616 S.E.2d 676 (N.C. Ct. App. 2005) (trust and 
trustee); Bankers Trust Co. v. West, No. 20984, 2002 WL 31114844 (Ohio Ct. App. Sept. 
25, 2002) (assignee). 
 5. Merrill Lynch & Co., Prospectus Supplement to Prospectus dated June 18, 2004 
(Form 424B5), at S-16 (June 24, 2004), available at http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/ 
data/809940/000095013604002052/0000950136-04-002052.txt.  Our thanks to Alan White 
for drawing this language to our attention. 
 6. In the most notorious example to date, in 2003, a federal jury held Lehman Brothers 
liable, as an investment bank and provider of a warehouse line of credit to the subprime 
lender First Alliance Mortgage Corp. (FAMCO), for aiding and abetting FAMCO’s fraud on 
borrowers. See infra notes 106-107 and accompanying text. 
 7. Subprime home loans are more likely than prime loans to go into default. See, e.g., 
FitchRatings, U.S. Subprime RMBS in CDOs 5-9 (Apr. 15, 2005); Michelle A. Danis & 
Anthony Pennington-Cross, The Delinquency of Subprime Mortgages 5-6 (Fed. Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis, Working Paper No. 2005-022A, 2005).  Predatory loans present an even 
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that subprime lenders will try to pass off their worst loans through 
securitization—the “lemons” problem that George Akerlof described.8

Given investors’ concerns, one might expect the capital markets to screen 
out the riskiest, predatory loans from securitized subprime loan pools.  
There is growing evidence, however, that securitizing entities perform 
inadequate screening.  When meaningful screening does occur, it focuses on 
loans originated in states that impose liability on assignees of predatory 
loans.  In states with weak anti-predatory lending laws, screening is 
minimal or non-existent. 

As we explain, securitization solves the lemons problem for investors 
without requiring the capital markets to screen out predatory loans from 
securitized offerings.  Investment banks employ a variety of techniques, 
primarily structured finance and deal provisions, to shield investors from 
virtually all of the credit and litigation risk associated with predatory loans.  
Market and legal forces provide additional protection to investors.  For 
example, the holder-in-due-course rule shields investors and securitized 
trusts from most litigation contesting predatory loan terms.  Evidence also 
suggests that investors extract price concessions as recompense for the 
lemons problem, which pushes up the cost to borrowers of subprime loans.  
As a result, investors can safely invest in top-rated subprime mortgage-
backed securities without worrying about losses, even when the underlying 
loan pools are replete with questionable loans.9

The protections that securitization provides investors do not safeguard 
borrowers.  To the contrary, securitization inflicts negative externalities on 
subprime borrowers in at least four ways.  First, securitization funds small, 
thinly capitalized lenders and brokers, thus enabling them to enter the 
subprime market.  These originators are more prone to commit loan abuses 
because they are less heavily regulated, have reduced reputational risk, and 
operate with low capital, helping to make them judgment-proof.  Second, 
securitization dilutes incentives by lenders and brokers to avoid making 
loans with excessive default risk by allowing them to shift that risk to the 
secondary market, which has other ways to protect itself.  Third, 
securitization denies injured borrowers legal recourse against assignees by 
triggering the holder-in-due-course rule and impeding work-outs.  Lastly, 
securitization drives up the price of subprime loans because investors 
demand a lemons premium for investing in subprime mortgage-backed 
securities. 

higher risk of default than subprime loans generally. See Quercia, Stegman & Davis, supra 
note 4, at 25, 35 tbl.10. 
 8. See George A. Akerlof, The Market for “Lemons”:  Quality Uncertainty and the 
Market Mechanism, 84 Q.J. Econ. 488 (1970). 
 9. See Stephen Wallenstein, Situating Project Finance and Securitization in Context:  A 
Comment on Bjerre, 12 Duke J. Comp. & Int’l L. 449, 451 (2002) (“[N]egative effects on 
select populations are not a concern of . . . securitization (by which I mean the financing 
aspects).”). 
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The resulting cost to borrowers is substantial.  One recent study 
estimated that lengthy prepayment penalties in securitized subprime loans 
boosted borrowers’ risk of foreclosure by sixteen to twenty percent.10  
Balloon clauses in those loans raised borrowers’ risk of foreclosure by an 
additional fifty percent.11  Securitization also exacts significant tolls on 
municipalities by fueling predatory lending.  When borrowers, saddled with 
onerous loan payments, lose or cannot maintain their homes, cities must 
contend with abandoned and deteriorating properties, which strain city 
resources and threaten the vitality and stability of neighborhoods.12

Given securitization’s role in enabling and perpetuating predatory 
lending, we contend that the law should impose full, quantifiable assignee 
liability on securitized trusts that do not adopt adequate controls to filter out 
predatory loans from loan pools.  Today, new automated due diligence 
software makes it technologically and economically efficient to screen out 
loans with predatory features. 

In an earlier article, we proposed federal legislation to require subprime 
lenders and brokers to make suitable loans.13  In this Article, we argue that 
assignee liability should apply to suitability violations and certain other 
legal violations by mortgage brokers and lenders.  Imposing properly 
tailored liability on securitizers would force them to take into account the 
negative externalities of securitization on borrowers and communities.14

Our analysis of the securitization of subprime residential mortgages 
expands the debate about negative externalities from securitization by 
demonstrating that such externalities are not necessarily limited to 
originators’ unsecured creditors.  To the contrary, securitization can impose 
negative externalities on debtors who are liable on the underlying 
receivables, as well as on surrounding communities. 

Moreover, our research helps explain why securitization has taken root.  
Claire Hill has argued, for instance, that securitization exists because 
valuing a lender’s receivables is simpler than valuing the lender itself.  
Professor Hill offers the further insight that thinly capitalized lenders—
which she dubs “lemons firms”—have the most to gain from securitizing 

 10. See Quercia, Stegman & Davis, supra note 4, at 25. 
 11. Id. 
 12. See Kathleen C. Engel, Do Cities Have Standing?  Redressing the Externalities of 
Predatory Lending, 38 Conn. L. Rev. 355 (2006) (describing externalities that predatory 
lending imposes on cities); see also William C. Apgar & Mark Duda, Collateral Damage:  
The Municipal Impact of Today’s Mortgage Foreclosure Boom 4 (May 11, 2005), available 
at http://www.hpfonline.org/PDF/Apgar-Duda_study_final.pdf (estimating that vacant 
properties from foreclosures cost cities more than $30,000 per unit in some cases); Family 
Housing Fund, Cost Effectiveness of Mortgage Foreclosure Prevention 16-17 (1998) 
(estimating that Minneapolis and St. Paul lost $2000 on average in tax revenues on vacant 
homes and spent up to $40,000 per home rehabilitated and $10,000 per home demolished). 
 13. See Kathleen C. Engel & Patricia A. McCoy, A Tale of Three Markets:  The Law 
and Economics of Predatory Lending, 80 Tex. L. Rev. 1255 (2002). 
 14. See Janger, supra note 1, at 302, 315. 
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their receivables.15  We extend her analysis by arguing that securitization 
solves two “lemons” problems, not one:  the originator’s possible 
bankruptcy and adverse selection in the loans being sold and ultimately 
securitized. 

Finally, our research implicitly questions the binary nature of the larger 
debate about negative externalities from securitization.  Too often, the 
debate is framed as whether securitization must be defended from all attack 
or altered at its core.16  The parable of the subprime market, however, 
suggests that there may be a middle, low-cost course that can protect 
borrowers from loan abuses without impeding securitization. 

The Article unfolds as follows:  In Part I, we provide a brief definition of 
predatory lending.  Part II describes the growth of subprime securitization, 
while Part III provides a thumbnail sketch of securitization of subprime 
home mortgage loans.  In Part IV, we discuss the risks posed by subprime 
securitization and the resulting lemons problem that investors face.  Part V 
analyzes how securitization solves the lemons problem through a variety of 
techniques, including sequential tranches, pricing, limited due diligence, 
and contract provisions.  In Part VI, we explain why predatory lending 
persists despite the substantial risk management techniques employed by 
securitization.  Part VII presents normative justifications for imposing 
assignee liability on residential mortgage-backed securitizations, while Part 
VIII sets forth the details of our assignee liability proposal.  Finally, in Part 
IX, we respond to critics of assignee liability for predatory loans. 

I.  PREDATORY LENDING DEFINED 
Predatory lending is a syndrome of loan abuses that benefit mortgage 

brokers, lenders, and securitizers to the serious detriment of borrowers.17  
Such abuses include the following:  

(1)  Loans structured to result in seriously disproportionate net harm to 
borrowers:  A major example is asset-based lending, which consists of 
loans to borrowers whom the lender knows cannot afford the monthly 
payments.  Pushing borrowers to take on more debt than they need, steering 
prime-eligible borrowers to subprime loans, and refinancing low-interest 
loans into costlier loans with no justification can also inflict seriously 
disproportionate net harm on borrowers.18

 15. Claire A. Hill, Securitization:  A Low-Cost Sweetener for Lemons, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 
1061, 1091-92 (1996); accord Edward M. Iacobucci & Ralph A. Winter, Asset Securitization 
and Asymmetric Information, 34 J. Legal Stud. 161, 180-82 (2005). 
 16. Compare sources cited in supra notes 1, 2, and 10, representing different viewpoints 
in this debate. 
 17. Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1259-70. 
 18. Freddie Mac, Automated Underwriting:  Making Mortgage Lending Simpler and 
Fairer for America’s Families, ch. 5 & nn.5-6 (1996), http://www.freddiemac.com/ 
corporate/reports/moseley/chap5.htm; see also Mortgage Bankers Ass’n, MBA Best 
Practices ¶ III (2007), available at http://www.mortgagebankers.org/IndustryResources/ 
StandardsandBestPractices/MBABestPractices.htm (last visited Feb. 10, 2007); Patricia 
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(2)  Rent seeking:  Numerous subprime loans charge fees and interest 
rates that are exorbitant compared to the risk that the borrowers present.  
Rent seeking also encompasses steering and charging prepayment penalties 
and points without a corresponding cut in the interest rate, as is customary 
in the prime market.19

(3)  Loans involving illegal fraud or deception:  Many predatory loans 
involve fraud or deception by brokers or lenders.  For example, brokers or 
lenders may procure inflated appraisals or make false promises to refinance 
loans down the road on better terms.20

(4)  Other forms of non-transparency that do not amount to fraud:  These 
occur when lenders or brokers withhold information from borrowers in 
circumstances that fall short of fraud.  For example, subprime lenders keep 
rate sheets containing their prices secret because they do not want 
borrowers to shop for better rates.21  Neither the Truth in Lending Act22 nor 
the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act23 requires disclosure of rate 
sheets to borrowers.24  This secrecy impedes comparison shopping. 

(5)  Loans requiring borrowers to waive meaningful legal redress:  
Subprime loans often contain mandatory arbitration clauses that require 
borrowers to take disputes to arbitration and preclude them from joining 
class actions.  Such provisions deny borrowers access to the courts.25

(6)  Lending discrimination:  Many predatory loans impose more 
onerous terms on members of protected groups, resulting in discrimination 
even after controlling for risk.26

(7)  Servicing abuses:  Once loans are securitized, a servicer typically 
becomes responsible for collecting the loan payments and distributing the 

Sturdevant & William J. Brennan, Jr., A Catalogue of Predatory Lending Practices, 
Consumer Advoc., Nov.-Dec. 1999, at 36, 37, 39. 
 19.  Howard Lax et al., Subprime Lending:  An Investigation of Economic Efficiency, 15 
Hous. Pol’y Debate 533, 535 (2004); Sturdevant & Brennan, supra note 18, at 38-39; Alan 
M. White, Risk-Based Mortgage Pricing:  Present and Future Research, 15 Housing Pol’y 
Debate 503 (2004); Mark Shroder, The Value of the Sunshine Cure:  Efficacy of the RESPA 
Disclosure Strategy 11 fig.2, 14-15, 14 tbl.4 (Apr. 4, 2000) (unpublished manuscript, on file 
with the Fordham Law Review). 
 20. Dep’t of Hous. and Urban Dev. & -Dep’t of the Treasury Task Force on Predatory 
Lending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 24, 79-80 (2000) [hereinafter 
Treasury-HUD Report], available at http://www.huduser.org/publications/hsgfin/ 
curbing.html. 
 21. White, supra note 19, at 509-12; see also Peter J. Hong & Marcos Reza, Hidden 
Costs to Homeowners:  The Prevalent Non-Disclosure of Yield Spread Premiums in 
Mortgage Loan Transactions, 18 Loy. Consumer L. Rev. 131, 132-34 (2005) (describing 
rate sheets). 
 22. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1667 (2000). 
 23. 12 U.S.C. §§ 2601-2617. 
 24. See Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1305-07. 
 25. Shelly Smith, Mandatory Arbitration Clauses in Consumer Contracts:  Consumer 
Protection and the Circumvention of the Judicial System, 50 DePaul L. Rev. 1191, 1193 
(2001). 
 26. See, e.g., Debbie Gruenstein Bocian, Keith S. Ernst & Wei Li, Unfair Lending:  The 
Effect of Race and Ethnicity on the Price of Subprime Mortgages (2006), available at 
http://www.responsiblelending.org/pdfs/rr011-Unfair_Lending-0506.pdf. 
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proceeds.  Some servicers have employed abusive servicing practices, 
including charging unjustified fees, actively pushing borrowers into default, 
and employing exploitative collection methods.27

II.  THE ADVENT OF SUBPRIME SECURITIZATION 
Subprime securitization, a relatively new phenomenon, followed on the 

heels of securitization in the prime residential loan market, first pioneered 
in the late 1970s.28  By the early 1990s, technological advances made it 
possible to estimate and price the risk of subprime home loan pools, paving 
the way for subprime securitizations.29  In 2005, total securitizations of 
subprime and home equity loans ballooned to an estimated $525.7 billion.30  
Today, lenders securitize almost eighty percent of subprime mortgages.31

III.  HOW SECURITIZATION WORKS 
Securitization is the financial technology that integrates the market for 

residential mortgages with the capital markets.  In securitization, investment 
banks take pools of home loans, carve up the cash flows from those 
receivables, and convert the cash flows into bonds that are secured by the 
mortgages.  The bonds are variously known as residential mortgage-backed 
securities (RMBS) or asset-backed securities (ABS). 

Securitization goes by the moniker “structured finance,” in part because a 
securitizer structures the transaction to isolate the loan pool from the 
original lender.  This is accomplished by selling the loan pool to a special 
purpose vehicle or “SPV” that is owned by, but legally distinct from, the 
lender.  The SPV then resells the loan pool to a second SPV, which is also 
independent of the lender and takes title to the bundle.  The second SPV is 
typically in the form of a trust.32

 27. Kurt Eggert, Limiting Abuse and Opportunism by Mortgage Servicers, 15 Housing 
Pol’y Debate 753, 756-61 (2004). 
 28. See, e.g., Steven L. Schwarcz, Bruce A. Markell & Lissa Lamkin Broome, 
Securitization, Structured Finance and Capital Markets 1-3 (2004); Michael H. Schill, 
Uniformity or Diversity:  Residential Real Estate Finance Law in the 1990s and the 
Implications of Changing Financial Markets, 64 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1261, 1267-71 (1991). 
 29. See, e.g., Eric Bruskin, Anthony B. Sanders & David Sykes, The Nonagency 
Mortgage Market:  Background and Overview, in The Handbook of Nonagency Mortgage-
Backed Securities 5, 12-16 (Frank J. Fabozzi, Chuck Ramsey & Michael Marz eds., 2d ed. 
2000); Bill Shepherd, Perils and Phantasm:  The Mortgage Securitization Boom Is 
Threatened by Recession, Legislation and Rate Change, Investment Dealers Dig., Feb. 3, 
2003. 
 30. See Standard & Poor’s (S&P), Rating Transitions 2005:  U.S. RMBS Volume and 
Rating Activity Continue to Set Records, tbl.1 (Jan. 24, 2006). 
 31. See S&P, The Subprime Market 7 (June 17, 2005). 
 32. See, e.g., Steven L. Schwarcz, Securitization Post-Enron, 25 Cardozo L. Rev. 1539, 
1552-53 (2004).  This Article focuses on the “nonconforming” or “private label” market.  
The conforming market refers to home loans that conform to underwriting guidelines of 
government-sponsored entities (GSEs) such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.  The GSEs 
purchase and package conforming individual mortgages, create the securities, and market the 
securities through brokers. See Freddie Mac, The Secondary Market for Mortgage Loans, 
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This two-tiered structure protects investors by preventing lenders’ 
creditors from reaching the assets backing the securities in case the lender 
goes bankrupt.33  Bankruptcy remoteness also boosts ratings of securitized 
offerings.  Rating agencies evaluate and rate securitized loan pools.  To the 
extent that SPVs protect investors from the risk of the lender’s bankruptcy, 
it is often possible for the loan bundle to earn a higher rating than the lender 
itself would receive.  In this way, “non-investment grade and unrated 
originators (the majority of the market) [can] create investment-grade 
transactions.”34

After the loans are transferred to the second SPV, the investment bank 
for the issuer35 carves the principal and interest payments into tranches of 
bonds.36  Then, rating agencies gauge the credit risk of each tranche by 
comparing the loan pool’s characteristics with historical data and 
forecasting the tranche’s performance.37  In calculating credit risk, 

http://www.freddiemac.com/corporate/about/what_we_do/secmkt.html (last visited Feb. 28, 
2007).  The nonconforming market, in contrast, finances loans that do not meet the GSE 
guidelines. 
 33. See, e.g., Steven L. Schwarcz, The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. 
& Fin. 133, 142 (1994).  In many securitizations, a subsidiary of the lender retains some of 
the risk, either in the form of subordinate tranches, subordinated excess spread, or cash 
reserves.  If a lender were to retain those residual interests within its own corporate entity 
and later went into bankruptcy, the bankruptcy court might rule that the lender, not the 
investors, owned the securitized pool, relegating the investors to the role of secured 
creditors. See Len Blum & Chris DiAngelo, Structuring Efficient Asset-Backed 
Transactions, in Asset-Backed Securities 237, 243-44 (Anand K. Bhattacharya & Frank J. 
Fabozzi eds., 1996).  Only on rare occasions have courts disregarded bankruptcy-remote 
status. See Michael J. Cohn, Note, Asset Securitization:  How Remote Is Bankruptcy 
Remote?, 26 Hofstra L. Rev. 929 (1998); see also Schwarcz, Markell & Broome, supra note 
28, at 80-86; Kenneth M. Ayotte & Stav Gaon, Asset-Backed Securities:  Costs and Benefits 
of “Bankruptcy Remoteness” (Apr. 2, 2006) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the 
Fordham Law Review) (finding that bankruptcy remoteness protects investors and is priced 
into the securities). 
 34. Henry C. McCall III & Len Blum, Evolution of the B&C Home-Equity Loan 
Securities Market, in Asset-Backed Securities, supra note 33, at 137, 140. 
 35. The issuer is the special purpose vehicle (SPV) that issues the securities. 
 36. Collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) use a senior-subordinate tranche 
structure and are the most common type of nonconforming mortgage-backed security (MBS) 
today. See Bruskin, Sanders & Sykes, supra note 29, at 14.  CMOs are derivatives which 
consist of interest payments plus principal, interest-only (IO) strips, or principal-only (PO) 
strips.  Other, less common types of MBS include mortgage pass-through securities, in 
which investors buy fractional interests in pools of whole single-family mortgages, and 
mortgage-backed bonds (MBBs), which are priced according to the liquidation value of the 
loans and thus require higher collateral than CMOs. See Andrew Davidson et al., 
Securitization:  Structuring and Investment Analysis 185-87, 196, 206-08 (2003); John R. 
Brick, A Primer on Mortgage-Backed Securities, in Current Readings on Money, Banking, 
and Financial Markets 25, 26, 29-32 (James S. Wilcox & Frederic S. Mishkin eds., 1987). 
 37. See Neil D. Baron, The Role of Rating Agencies in the Securitization Process, in A 
Primer on Securitization 81 (Leon T. Kendall & Michael J. Fishman eds., 1996); see also 
Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 24-25; McCall & Blum, supra note 34, at 142.  Typically 
the loan review scrutinizes the lender’s underwriting standards, borrower profiles, the 
geographical distribution of the loans, loan size, loan-to-value ratios, and the prepayment 
characteristics of the bundle.  The rating agency will perform a static pool analysis on the 
lender’s historical loss and delinquency record, using data on the average loss, slope, and 
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however, rating agencies do not assess the suitability of the underlying 
loans for individual borrowers. 

The tranche system is termed a “senior-subordinate structure” and is the 
“predominant structure of choice in subprime RMBS.”38  The tranches are 
arrayed from the most senior to the most junior, with “as many as five 
mezzanine or subordinated tranches going down the ratings ladder” from 
AAA to B.39  The senior class is the AAA tranche, the mezzanine class 
consists of the AA and A tranches, and the BBB, BB, B, and unrated 
classes take the junior position.40  Any rating of BBB-/Baa3 or above is 
deemed investment-grade and serves to assuage investors’ concerns about 
the credit quality of the mortgages backing the securities. 

In a feature known as a “waterfall,” the senior tranche is paid off before 
any other tranche.  Once the senior tranche is paid off, the next tranche 
moves to the head of the line for principal payments until all of the tranches 
are retired.41  As a result, the junior tranche is the first to absorb any losses 
and shields the senior tranches from losses due to loan defaults.42  Only in 
the extremely unlikely event that losses exceeded the amounts due the 
holders of the junior tranches would the senior tranches absorb credit 
losses. 

Before rating agencies issue investment-grade ratings, they insist on 
added financial cushions known as “credit enhancements.”43  According to 
rating agencies, when determining the needed level of credit enhancements, 
they assume catastrophic losses on an order of magnitude of the Great 
Depression, with the amount of enhancements depending on the rating 
desired, the type of collateral, and the reliability of the historical pool 
data.44

peak loss period of the loan pool to forecast future losses and delinquencies.  In addition, the 
rating agency will assess the average coupon rate, seasoning, and average maturity of the 
loans and sample the loan files to test those statistics. See Baron, supra, at 84-85; Anand K. 
Bhattacharya & Frank J. Fabozzi, The Expanding Frontiers of Asset Securitization, in Asset-
Backed Securities, supra note 33, at 1, 14; Suzanne Michaud, A Rating Agency Perspective 
on Asset-Backed Securitization, in Asset-Backed Securities, supra note 33, at 269, 271-73. 
 38. S&P, Trends in U.S. Residential Mortgage Products:  Fourth-Quarter 2003 LTV 
Ratios, FICO Scores, and Credit Support Levels (2004). See generally Steven L. Schwarcz, 
Structured Finance:  A Guide to the Principles of Asset Securitization § 2.4 (3d ed. 2003). 
 39. Shepherd, supra note 29; see Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 20; Schwarcz, 
Markell & Broome, supra note 28, at 4-5; Hill, supra note 15, at 1070 n.39 (describing the 
rating systems used by major rating agencies). 
 40. See Lakhbir Hayre, A Concise Guide to Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBSs), in 
Salomon Smith Barney Guide to Mortgage-Backed and Asset-Backed Securities 9, 54-60 
(Lakhbir Hayre ed., 2001). 
 41. See Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 208-09, 333; Blum & DiAngelo, supra note 
33, at 257-58. 
 42. See Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 333; S&P, Rating Transitions 2003:  Another 
Record Year of Credit Performance for U.S. RMBS (2004). 
 43. See Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 24-26; Schwarcz, Markell & Broome, supra 
note 28, at 14; Blum & DiAngelo, supra note 33, at 252-53; Leon T. Kendall, Securitization:  
A New Era in American Finance, in A Primer on Securitization, supra note 37, at 4; McCall 
& Blum, supra note 34, at 140-41. 
 44. See Baron, supra note 37, at 85; Michaud, supra note 37, at 272. 
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Credit enhancements come in two types, internal and external 
enhancements.45  Normally, the lender will provide sufficient internal 
enhancements to boost the offering to an investment-grade rating.  If the 
internal enhancements do not raise the senior tranche to a top AAA rating, 
monoline insurers or other outside providers may add external 
enhancements to raise the senior tranche to an AAA.46   

Once investment-grade ratings are in hand, the investment bank will 
price the mortgage-backed securities and sell them to investors, either 
through a public offering or a private placement.47  If the offering succeeds 
as planned, the lender receives two forms of revenue.  The first is cash from 
the sale of the securities.  The second is “excess spread,” which is the right 
to any interest on the loans that exceeds the interest paid to the investors 
after deducting expenses on the asset-backed bonds.  In most situations, the 
present value of the cash proceeds plus the excess spread exceeds the cash 
that the lender would have received from selling whole loans.48

IV.  THE LEMONS PROBLEM 
In order to succeed, securitization must solve a core problem—that is, 

why should investors buy mortgage-backed securities when lenders can 
deceive them about the quality of the loans in the loan pool?  Lenders have 
incentives to cherry-pick their loans and sell the worst ones to investors.49  
And knowing that they can unload the worst loans onto investors, lenders 
have less reason to underwrite loans carefully.  Thus, securitization gives 

 45. Internal credit enhancements earmark part of the cash flow from the mortgages to 
fund a cash buffer to protect the senior and mezzanine tranches from losses.  The most 
common internal enhancements are the senior-subordinate structure, excess spread accounts, 
and over-collateralization. See Baron, supra note 37, at 85-87; Brick, supra note 36, at 29-
32; Bruskin, Sanders & Sykes, supra note 29, at 31-35; Lina Hsu & Cyrus Mohebbi, Credit 
Enhancement in ABS Structures, in Asset-Backed Securities, supra note 33, at 277, 281-83.  
Most external credit enhancements consist of guarantees by monoline insurance companies. 
See Baron, supra note 37, at 86-87; Hsu & Mohebbi, supra, at 278-80. 
 46. See Schwarcz, supra note 38, §§ 2:3, 2:4; Hsu & Mohebbi, supra note 45, at 278. 
 47. See Davidson et al., supra note 36, at 20; Alfred J. Puchala, Jr., Securitizing Third 
World Debt, 1989 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 137, 141. 
 48. See McCall & Blum, supra note 34, at 141-43. 
 49. As the president of one of the largest mortgage lenders put it in announcing that the 
company planned to securitize all of its subprime loans, “‘We’re looking to hold only 
pristine product on the balance sheet.’” Ruth Simon & James R. Hagerty, How American 
Lenders Shelter Themselves, Wall St. J., Sept. 22, 2005, at C1 (quoting Stanford Kurland, 
President, Countrywide Financial Corp.).  Similarly, Armando Falcon, Jr., the former 
director of the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight, testified before Congress that 
Fannie Mae cherry-picked the loans it securitized and kept the best in portfolio, consistent 
with its policy to “keep the best; sell the rest.” OFHEO Agreement with Fannie Mae:  
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Capital Mkts., Ins., and Gov’t Sponsored Enterrs. of the H. 
Fin. Servs. Comm., 109th Cong. (2005) (testimony of Armando Falcon, Jr., Director, Office 
of Fed. Hous. Enterprise Oversight). 
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rise to the problem of adverse selection or the “lemons” problem, in the 
words of George Akerlof.50

Before the advent of securitization, lenders typically handled loans from 
cradle to grave.  They solicited loan applicants, underwrote and financed 
the mortgages, serviced the loans, and held the loans in portfolio to 
maturity.  In turn, lenders largely made profits from the interest payments 
on the loans.  Because lenders bore the full risk of default, they had strong 
incentives to turn down observationally risky borrowers.51

Securitization alters this incentive structure by unbundling the tasks in 
lending and parceling them out among a string of market actors.  A 
mortgage broker may recruit loan applicants, a lender may originate the 
loans, a specialist firm may provide the servicing, a trust may hold the 
loans, and outside investors may provide the financing. 

The lemons problem occurs because unbundling creates information 
asymmetries that mortgage lenders (or brokers) can exploit to investors’ 
detriment.52  A loan’s credit risk turns on numerous characteristics, some of 
which are observable and others of which are not.  Neither the lender nor 
investors are privy to characteristics that are unobservable.  However, the 
lender has observable data on borrowers’ default propensities that investors 
lack.53  Investors do not interview the loan applicants, do not obtain or 
review property appraisals, and almost never examine individual loan 
applications, borrowers’ credit reports, or income verifications.  Instead, 
they rely on the issuer’s warranties and representations about the borrowers’ 
credit quality.  Needless to say, in the subprime sector, these information 
asymmetries can be pronounced because subprime borrowers are prone to 
have credit flaws that lenders will want to conceal. 

In sum, securitization enables lenders “to shift the risk [of the loan’s 
performance] onto the investor.”54  The more that securitization allows 
lenders to “take the profits and run,” the more adverse selection will rear its 

 50. See Akerlof, supra note 8; Amy C. Cutts et al., Lemons with a Twist:  Adverse 
Selection and the Role of Securitization in Mortgage Market Evolution and Pricing (June 
2000) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review). 
 51. See Joseph E. Stiglitz & Andrew Weiss, Credit Rationing in Markets with Imperfect 
Information, 71 Am. Econ. Rev. 393 (1981). 
 52. When lenders use mortgage brokers, the brokers have even fuller information than 
the lenders about observable characteristics of the borrower.  Lenders who securitize loans 
may be indifferent to deceit by brokers about default risks if they can shift the risk of loss 
wholesale to the secondary market. See Patrick Barta, Is Appraisal Process Skewing Home 
Values?, Wall St. J., Aug. 13, 2001, at A1. 
 53. See Cutts et al., supra note 50; Wayne Passmore & Roger W. Sparks, Automated 
Underwriting and the Profitability of Mortgage Securitization, 28 Real Est. Econ. 285, 285 
(2000) (describing how lenders try to conceal borrowers’ bad credit histories from 
investors). 
 54. Lalitha A. Shivaswamy, Structured Transactions and Private Placement Criteria and 
Challenges to Investment in the 144A Market 5 (2004) (unpublished manuscript, on file with 
the Fordham Law Review).  As one set of researchers recently observed, “[T]he market for 
multi-class MBS is a market for lemon mortgage pools.” Chris Downing, Dwight Jaffee & 
Nancy Wallace, Information Asymmetries in the Mortgage Backed Securities Market 20 
(May 3, 2005) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review). 
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head.55  Solving adverse selection is the key to successful securitization of 
home loans.  In the home mortgage context, securitization must solve the 
lemons problem for three types of risk—credit risk, prepayment risk, and 
litigation risk—which we now discuss. 

A.  Credit Risk 
Credit risk is the risk that a borrower will miss payments and the loan 

will go into default.  All loans involve credit risk, but subprime loans 
involve more risk than prime loans because borrowers with impaired credit 
are more likely to default.56  Furthermore, when a predatory lender makes a 
loan to a borrower whom it knows cannot afford the monthly loan 
payments, default will likely become a self-fulfilling prophecy.57

Investment banks and rating agencies measure the credit risk in loan 
pools by extrapolating from historical data on loan pools with similar 
characteristics.  In the subprime market, several factors make these 
historical inferences more difficult.  First, there is less historical data on 
subprime loan pools than prime pools, because subprime securitizations did 
not take off until the early 1990s.  Second, subprime loan pools present 
much larger variance in credit risk.  Prime loan pools are limited to the most 
creditworthy “A” grade borrowers and cover a narrow band of the credit 
risk spectrum.  Moreover, the risk associated with that narrow band has 
been empirically tested and confirmed over time.  Newer subprime loan 
pools, in contrast, can cover the entire risk spectrum, from A and A- 
borrowers down to the weakest D borrowers.58  Third, foreclosure costs 
vary by state, complicating the job of estimating default costs.59  Finally, 
many subprime securitizations are sold on a to-be-announced (TBA) basis, 
where the lender does not actually form the loan pool until the mortgage-
backed securities have been sold, making historical comparisons impossible 

 55. See Cutts et al., supra note 50; Passmore & Sparks, supra note 53, at 285.  George 
Akerlof commented on a similar problem affecting middlemen in India who tried to 
arbitrage between the cheap loan rates of central city banks and the exorbitant loan rates of 
local moneylenders who had personal knowledge of the borrowers, observing, “The 
middleman who tries to arbitrage between the rates of the moneylender and the central bank 
is apt to attract all the ‘lemons’ and thereby make a loss.” Akerlof, supra note 8, at 499. 
 56. John C. Weicher, The Home Equity Lending Industry:  Refinancing Mortgages for 
Borrowers with Impaired Credit 76 (1997); Anthony Pennington-Cross, Subprime and Prime 
Mortgages:  Loss Distributions 7 (Office of Fed. Hous. Enter. Oversight, Working Paper No. 
03-1, 2003). 
 57. For discussion of why a lender might make a loan that is virtually certain to go into 
default, see Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1280-89. 
 58. See Weicher, supra note 56, at 56-57 tbl.4.1. 
 59. See Terrence M. Clauretie & Thomas Herzog, The Effect of State Foreclosure Laws 
on Loan Losses:  Evidence from the Mortgage Insurance Industry, 22 J. Money, Credit & 
Banking 221, 222 (1990); Michael H. Schill, An Economic Analysis of Mortgagor Protection 
Laws, 77 Va. L. Rev. 489 (1991). 
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before the offering has been closed.60  These blind spots in evaluating 
subprime credit risk can hamper efforts to accurately set prices and gauge 
returns. 

B.  Prepayment Risk 
Prepayment risk is the risk that borrowers will pay off their principal 

before maturity.  Prepayment disrupts investors’ cash flows in two ways.  
First, it accelerates the return of principal.  Second, it cancels future cash 
flows from interest payments.  If borrowers prepay when interest rates are 
below coupon (i.e., the nominal interest rate on the loan), investors who 
want equivalent risk are forced to reinvest the principal at a lower rate of 
return. 

Borrowers in the prime and subprime markets prepay for different 
reasons.  In the prime market, prepayment most often occurs when 
homeowners refinance their mortgages to take advantage of falling interest 
rates.61  In the subprime market, borrowers often have more difficulty 
qualifying for new loans, making them less sensitive to drops in interest 
rates.62  Instead, subprime prepayments tend to occur for two reasons, one 
voluntary in nature and one involuntary.  Voluntary prepayments take place 
when subprime borrowers improve their credit scores and refinance into 
prime products at lower rates.  Involuntary prepayments, in contrast, are 
triggered by “loan flipping,” in which lenders persuade subprime borrowers 
to refinance their loans repeatedly at short intervals in order to extract high 
fees.63  Lenders can manufacture future loan flips by structuring the 
original loans so that borrowers will eventually be unable to repay.64

 60. See Jacob Boudoukh et al., Pricing Mortgage-Backed Securities in a Multifactor 
Interest Rate Environment:  A Multivariate Density Estimation Approach, 10 Rev. Fin. Stud. 
405, 410, 419 (1997). 
 61. See id. at 406, 437; Amy Crews Cutts & Robert Van Order, On the Economics of 
Subprime Lending 3, 7 (Freddie Mac, Working Paper No. 04-01, 2004). 
 62. Subprime prepayments do rise as interest rates fall. See, e.g., Quercia, Stegman & 
Davis, supra note 4, at 21.  But subprime “borrowers’ limited refinancing opportunities” 
mean that “refinancing rates must fall 200 to 300 basis points (bps) to significantly increase 
prepayments due to refinancing in the [subprime] market versus the 25 to 50 bps that move 
the private [prime] MBS market.”  R. Russell Hurst, Securities Backed by Closed-End Home 
Equity Loans, in The Handbook of Mortgage-Backed Securities 281, 292 (Frank J. Fabozzi, 
ed., 5th ed. 2001) (emphasis added). 
 63. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 515; ABSNet, Glossary, 
http://www.absnet.net/help/gloss-new.asp#I (last visited Feb. 28, 2007) (defining involuntary 
prepayment). 
 64. For example, a loan might include a hefty prepayment penalty that would be 
triggered if the borrower refinanced immediately before or after the interest rate on an 
adjustable rate mortgage adjusted.  Alternatively, a large balloon clause can exert pressure 
on a borrower to agree to a loan flip if the borrower’s credit rating has fallen too far to 
refinance elsewhere on better terms. 
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C.  Litigation Risk 
Investors face the further risk that borrowers will sue the trusts that hold 

the securitized loans for wrongdoing in the origination of those loans.  
Successful borrower litigation, especially litigation that results in large 
compensatory or punitive damages awards against the trust, can have a 
negative and serious impact on investors’ returns.  Thus, securitization 
deals must be structured to avoid litigation risk altogether or to predict and 
price it efficiently. 

Trusts expose themselves to liability if they aid or participate in unlawful 
activities by loan originators, most often by being involved with the actual 
loan underwriting.  Such participation can give rise to liability for violations 
of an array of laws ranging from consumer protection and credit 
discrimination statutes to conspiracy and fair housing laws.65

Some laws impose liability on assignees even absent active wrongdoing.  
The Truth in Lending Act (TILA) allows borrowers to recover against 
assignees for originators’ violations if the violations are “apparent on the 
face of” federal disclosure statements.66  The principal federal anti-
predatory lending law, the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act 
(HOEPA),67 imposes strict liability on assignees who purchase specific 
high-cost loans.  In general, holders of HOEPA loans are “subject to all 
claims and defenses . . . that the borrower could assert against the originator 
of the mortgage.”68  Regulations implementing the Federal Trade 
Commission Act impose liability on assignees for “all claims and defenses 
which the debtor could assert against the seller.”69  Lastly, several states 
have enacted anti-predatory lending laws that impose liability on 
assignees.70  Although these statutes allow for assignee liability, in reality 

 65. See, e.g., Wise v. Union Acceptance Corp., No. 02-0104, 2002 WL 31730920, at *3 
(S.D. Ind. Nov. 19, 2002) (Equal Credit Opportunity Act); Cooper v. First Gov’t Mortgage 
& Investors Corp., No. 00-0536, 2002 WL 31520158, at *13 (D.D.C. Nov. 4, 2002) 
(consumer protection law); Hays v. Bankers Trust Co. of Cal., 46 F. Supp. 2d 490, 497 (S.D. 
W. Va. 1999) (conspiracy law); Assocs. Home Equity Servs., Inc. v. Troup, 778 A.2d 529, 
537-38 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2001) (Fair Housing Act). 
 66. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(a), (e)(2) (2000).  Furthermore, if an originator fails to make the 
required disclosures to borrowers, the borrower may exercise the right of rescission against 
the assignee even if the TILA violation is not apparent on the face of the loan documents. Id. 
§ 1641(c). 
 67. Id. §§ 1601-1667. 
 68. Id. § 1641(d)(1). 
 69. 16 C.F.R. § 433.2 (2005).  This so-called FTC Rule only governs home mortgage 
loans that involve the sale of goods or services. Id.  Some courts have construed the rule to 
hold, however, that if state consumer protection laws do not permit affirmative relief, 
consumers are limited to defensive actions against assignees. See, e.g., LaBarre v. Credit 
Acceptance Corp., 175 F.3d 640 (8th Cir. 1999). 
 70. See, e.g., N.J. Stat. Ann. § 46:10B-27(b)-(e) (West Supp. 2006); N.Y. Banking Law 
§ 6-l(7), (11)-(13) (McKinney Supp. 2007). See generally Baher Azmy, Squaring the 
Predatory Lending Circle, 57 Fla. L. Rev. 295 (2005) (surveying state laws).  Increasingly, 
federal regulators have preempted state anti-predatory lending laws that impose assignee 
liability. See Bank Activities and Operations:  Real Estate Lending and Appraisals, 69 Fed. 
Reg. 1904 (Jan. 13, 2004) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. pts. 7, 34) (ruling that OCC 
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the application of the laws is quite narrow.  In some cases, the laws require 
active participation by the assignees.  In others, the laws only apply to a 
small fraction of loans, as is true for HOEPA.71

For most potential claims, however, assignees who have distanced 
themselves from the unlawful activities of originators can find shelter in the 
holder-in-due course doctrine, which insulates them from most claims for 
unconscionability, breach of contract, and fraud.72  To satisfy the 
requirements of a holder in due course, the purchaser must be the holder of 
a negotiable note, who took the note for value, in good faith, and without 
notice that the note contains certain defects.73  To meet the definition of a 
“holder,” the assignee must possess the note and the note must be “issued or 
indorsed to him or to his order or to bearer or in blank.”74  If a note is 
payable to an identified person or entity, the note must bear an endorsement 
or be among a group of loans to which an allonge was attached.75  When 
assignees qualify as holders in due course, they take the notes free of most 
defenses to nonpayment and affirmative claims that borrowers could have 
pursued against the originators. 

There are scenarios under which borrowers can defeat assignees’ status 
as holders in due course.  When an assignee has notice of a potential claim, 
for example, that a note was obtained through fraud, the assignee is deemed 
to have sufficient notice to abrogate its status as a holder in due course.76  
Assignees obviously have “notice” if they played a role in the 
wrongdoing.77  Notice similarly exists if the borrower brought the claim 
against the assignor prior to the assignment.78   

In other instances, failures by originators to comply with technical 
requirements of the holder-in-due-course rule can open the door to assignee 
liability.79  Despite the demanding nature of these requirements, failure to 

enforcement preempts state anti-predatory lending laws’ application to national banks).  On 
a parallel front, states have preempted many local lending ordinances that contemplate 
assignee liability. See, e.g., Mayor of New York v. Council of New York, 780 N.Y.S.2d 266 
(Sup. Ct. 2004) (holding New York City’s anti-predatory lending ordinance preempted by 
state and federal law). 
 71. The Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) covers at best only about 
five percent of subprime first-lien home mortgage loans. See, e.g., Truth in Lending, 66 Fed. 
Reg. 65,604, 65,608 (Dec. 20, 2001) (to be codified at 12 C.F.R. pt. 226). 
 72. James White & Robert S. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code §§ 14-1, 14-2 
(2000). 
 73. U.C.C. § 3-302 (2005). 
 74. White & Summers, supra note 72, § 14-3. 
 75. Id. 
 76. See id. § 14-7 (discussing cases). 
 77. See, e.g., Williams v. Cent. Money Co., 974 F. Supp. 22, 28 (D.D.C. 1997) (denying 
summary judgment for assignees on fraud and unconscionability claims where there was 
evidence that the assignee “participated in the fraud perpetrated by” the assignor). 
 78. See Fairbanks Capital Corp. v. Summerall, No. 02AP-864, 2003 WL 1700487, at *3 
(Ohio Ct. App. Mar. 31, 2003). 
 79. For example, a note that requires performance other than a promise to make the 
payments due is not negotiable and thus does not give rise to the holder-in-due-course 
defense if it is sold. See White & Summers, supra note 72, § 14-4 (discussing cases).  
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comply with the technical requirements of the holder-in-due-course rule is 
rarely litigated in predatory home loan cases. 

Courts have also held that assignees can lose holder-in-due-course 
protection if their relationships with loan originators were sufficiently close 
to make the assignees agents of the originators.80  Even where no agency 
relationship exists between the originator and the assignee, courts have 
imputed knowledge of an originator’s wrongdoing to an assignee based on 
the strength and nature of ties between the assignor and the assignee.81

To recap, credit risk, prepayment risk, and litigation risk have the 
potential to make investors gun-shy about investing in securitizations.  
Allaying these concerns is a central task of structured finance. 

V.  HOW STRUCTURED FINANCE SOLVES THE LEMONS PROBLEM 
In order to attract outside investors, securitization must solve the lemons 

problem in all of its three guises:  credit risk, prepayment risk, and litigation 
risk.  In this section, we describe how securitization reduces these risks 
through a variety of techniques.  Notably, securitization can insulate 
investors from the risks of predatory lending without excluding predatory 
loans from securitized loan pools.  In the process, securitization solves the 
lemons problem for investors without discouraging predatory lending itself. 

A.  The Protections Provided by Sequential Tranches 
One way securitization protects investors from credit risk is through 

sequential tranches.  According to Fitch Ratings, defaults in the subprime 
market “start in month seven, ramp up to a peak in months 28-42, and end 
at month 120.”82  For this reason, risk-averse investors—the ones most 
concerned with loan default—want to be paid off as quickly as possible.  
Investors who are most risk-averse buy the AAA tranche, investors who are 
slightly less risk-averse buy the AA tranche, and so it goes down the line.  
The senior tranche is retired first, followed by the AA tranche, etc., 
enabling the investors who are most risk-averse to get paid first.  
Originators sometimes—but not always—hold the most junior, and 
therefore the riskiest, tranches.83  This technique has worked so well that 
the safest subprime tranches—the senior tranches—virtually never suffer 
credit losses. 

Likewise, when notes lack the proper endorsements or are not in the possession of the 
assignee, they are not negotiable. See id. § 14-3 (discussing cases). 
 80. See, e.g., England v. MG Invs., Inc., 93 F. Supp. 2d 718, 722-23 (S.D. W. Va. 2000) 
(denying summary judgment on a fraud claim where evidence showed that the originator 
was acting as an agent of the assignee). 
 81. See Williams, 974 F. Supp. at 26-27 (imputing knowledge to the assignee where an 
officer of the originator, who had “direct contact” with the borrower, was alleged to be a 
principal and shareholder of the assignee). 
 82. FitchRatings, supra note 7, at 8, 9. 
 83. See infra notes 123-130 and accompanying text. 
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B.  Investors in Subprime Offerings Benefit from Conservative Risk 
Assessments by Rating Agencies 

Individuals and entities who purchase bonds in subprime RMBS 
offerings can benefit from rating agencies’ tendency to overestimate credit 
risk.  As securities trade on the secondary market, the rating agencies 
reevaluate the performance of the underlying collateral in the securitized 
loan pools and upgrade or downgrade the affected tranches as needed.  If 
the rating model is accurate and there are no unanticipated credit shocks, 
tranches should keep their original grades.  If the rating agency later 
upgrades a tranche in response to information on collateral performance, its 
original credit risk assessment was too conservative.  If it later downgrades 
a tranche due to poor loan performance, its initial assessment was too 
sanguine. 

Standard & Poor’s (S&P) reports for 2003 through 2006 expressly tout 
data that S&P tends to overestimate the credit risk of senior subprime 
tranches.  As the chart on the following page shows, S&P upgrades 
outpaced downgrades in public subprime home loan securitizations through 
2005, and downgrades in the senior subprime tranches were almost 
nonexistent through 2005 and rare in 2006.84

Two aspects of these data are noteworthy.  First, until 2006, upgrades 
outnumbered downgrades.  In 2003, for instance, S&P issued almost 2.5 
upgrades for every subprime RMBS downgrade (111 upgrades to 46 
downgrades).  In 2004, this ratio widened, and it widened again in 2005.  In 
2004, S&P issued 4.22 upgrades for every subprime downgrade (152 
upgrades to 36 downgrades); in 2005, there were 4.6 subprime upgrades for 
every subprime downgrade (235 upgrades to 51 downgrades).  This data 
reveals that, at least through 2005, when S&P made errors, its errors were 
skewed toward excessive caution. 

Second, the senior tranches are the main beneficiaries of S&P’s 
excessively conservative ratings of subprime RMBS.  Subprime securities 
rated A+ or higher had numerous upgrades (70 in 2003, 90 in 2004, 117 in 

 84. In fact, in 2006, the vast majority (98.5%) of public and private tranches combined 
rated by S&P either kept their ratings or received upgrades. S&P, Transition Study:  U.S. 
RMBS Upgrades Are Down and Downgrades Are Up in 2006 (2007).  The 1.5 percent of 
tranches that received S&P downgrades were probably a reflection of the fact that toward the 
end of 2005, mortgage loan delinquency rates began rising. Al Yoon, Housing Bubble Bursts 
in U.S. Mortgage Bond Market (Update 2), Bloomberg.com, Dec. 6, 2005, 
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=10000103&sid=aDSB370ItSJU&refer=us. 
Indeed, S&P’s slow response to the inherent risk in subprime securitizations caused 
Gretchen Morgenson of The New York Times to lament, “It’s amazing how long it can take 
investors to see that the wheels are coming off a prized investment vehicle.  Denial, after all, 
is a powerful thing.” Gretchen Morgenson, Will Other Mortgage Dominoes Fall?, N.Y. 
Times, Feb. 18, 2007, at C1. 

We compiled our data from S&P, supra note 42, app. 2 (2004); S&P, Rating Transitions 
2004:  U.S. RMBS Stellar Performance Continues to Set Records, app. 2 (2005) [hereinafter 
S&P, Rating Transitions 2004]; S&P, Rating Transitions 2005:  U.S. RMBS Volume and 
Rating Activity Continue to Set Records, apps. 1-2 (2006); S&P, Transition Study: U.S. 
RMBS Upgrades Are Down and Downgrades Are Up in 2006, apps 1-2 (2007). 
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2005, and 57 in 2006).  Conversely, only one of the senior classes rated A+ 
or higher in 2003 through 2005 suffered a downgrade, despite rising 
subprime loan default rates.  In 2006, this figure rose to thirteen; upgrades 
of those classes still outnumbered downgrades by more than four to one. As 
one subprime lender declared, “If you buy the Triple-A, you’re home 
free.”85

Table 1:  S&P Upgrades and Downgrades of Public Subprime RMBS, 
2003-2006 

 
Original 
Rating AAA AA+ AA AA- A+ A A- BBB+ BBB BBB- BB+ BB BB- B B- CCC+ CCC CCC- CC D

2003 
Upgrades

0 16 47 2 5 28 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2003 
Downgrades

0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 8 5 1 7 0 6 0 3 5 10 3 0

2004 
Upgrades

0 9 77 1 3 36 0 1 13 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2004 
Downgrades

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 5 4 1 5 0 8 0 0 9 0 3 0

2005 
Upgrades

0 21 85 4 7 54 11 16 24 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2005 
Downgrades

0 0 1 0 0 3 0 1 11 7 2 10 0 8 0 0 8 0 0 0

2006 
Upgrades

0 13 37 3 4 19 7 8 8 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2006 
Downgrades

2 1 5 3 2 14 3 11 43 55 4 32 10 24 1 0 11 0 0 0
 

This rosy upgrade experience serves two important marketing functions.  
First, it allays investors’ concerns about lemon loans.  Second, it entices 
potential investors to purchase senior subprime tranches by holding out the 
possibility that investors will enjoy upgrades over time.86  This upgrade 
experience, plus a structure that enables senior bonds to mature quickly, 
helps explain the remarkable growth in subprime RMBS.87

C.  Diversification 
Diversification is another means by which securitization reduces 

investors’ risk, including the risk of “lemon” loans.  Because there is high 
 

 85. H&R Block, Inc. at UBS Global Financial Services Conference—F, FD (Fair 
Disclosure) Wire, May 10, 2005. 
 86. The larger significance of S&P’s upgrade/downgrade data for subprime loan pools is 
uncertain because S&P does not always report the total number of subprime tranches whose 
ratings remained unchanged.  Some sense of the magnitude can be gleaned from S&P 
reports, however, that 91.45% of all 17,674 RMBS tranches (including prime and subprime) 
rated in 2004 maintained the same credit rating a year later, while only 0.82% suffered 
downgrades and 7.73% experienced upgrades. See supra note 84. 
 87. An empirical study of Freddie Mac multi-class RMBS recently reached the same 
conclusion, finding that “the capital structures of multi-class MBS” evolved as a solution to 
the lemons problem. Downing, Jaffee & Wallace, supra note 54, at 20. 
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investor demand for subprime RMBS, lenders can securitize large pools of 
subprime loans.  In turn, large loan pools enable investors to better diversify 
risk.  The greater the diversity in the loan pool in terms of geography, credit 
risk, prepayment risk, and legal risk, the less likely it is that investors will 
suffer losses.88

D.  Pricing 
Because of the lemons problem, investors in RMBS demand a risk 

premium, in the form of a price reduction, to compensate them for the risk 
of adverse selection.  To some extent, investment banks seek to reduce this 
risk premium by refining their pricing models to calibrate risks more 
accurately.  Nevertheless, empirical evidence suggests that the prices for 
RMBS still contain lemons premia.89

In response, lenders who securitize their loans extract price concessions 
from subprime borrowers in the form of excessive interest rates, 
prepayment penalties, and other loan terms.  In 2004 and 2005, for instance, 
rating agencies demanded costlier protections for investors in subprime 
RMBS, prompting subprime lenders to raise the interest rates on their loans 
in response.90  This evidence is consistent with findings that securitization 
can push up home mortgage rates.91

Studies of securitized subprime loans have found evidence of 
overpricing.  Freddie Mac researchers have concluded, for example, that 

 88. See, e.g., Hill, supra note 15, at 1088. 
 89. See Wayne Passmore & Roger Sparks, Putting the Squeeze on a Market for Lemons:  
Government-Sponsored Mortgage Securitization, 13 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 27 (1996); 
Downing, Jaffee & Wallace, supra note 54, at 4, 21 (finding that Freddie Mac faced a 
“lemons discount” on the sale of multi-class RMBS).   
 90. See Erick Bergquist, Block Quits Subprime Price Fight, Am. Banker, Sept. 6, 2005, 
at 1 (reporting that H&R Block’s subprime lender, Option One, raised its interest rates on its 
home loans by forty basis points because the rating agencies were “demanding more costly 
protection for investors”); Ed Jones, Getting into Nonprime Lending Is No Problem with 
New Technology, Secondary Marketing Executive, Oct. 2004, at 40 (“Major investors can 
control both the base and incremental pricing they provide to various [subprime] lenders 
around the country.”); Allison Pyburn, Home Equity Sub Spreads Finally Show Signs of 
Widening, Asset Securitization Rep., July 4, 2005; Howard Schneider, Versatility for Long-
Term Success, Nat’l Mortgage Broker Mag., Feb. 2006, available at 
http://www.nationalmortgagebroker.com (“[subprime] investors now are demanding higher 
yields to compensate for increased risks.  Worries about future delinquencies ha[ve] 
investors pushing prices down on mortgage-backed bonds, causing yields to go up on 
mortgages made to consumers with low FICO scores.”); National City at Goldman Sachs 
Financial Services CEO Conference 2005—F, FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, Dec. 6, 2005 
(acknowledging “the pressure on gain on sale coming from the capital markets”); Q1 2006 
H&R Block, Inc. Earnings Conference Call—F, FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, Sept. 1, 2005 
(defending the price hike because, given subprime credit risks, “investors[] ought to be paid 
more for it”). 
 91. See Andrea Heuson, Wayne Passmore & Rogers Sparks, Credit Scoring and 
Mortgage Securitization:  Implications for Mortgage Rates and Credit Availability, 23 J. 
Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 337, 347-53 (2001); Passmore & Sparks, supra note 89; Steven Todd, 
The Effects of Securitization on Consumer Mortgage Costs, 29 Real Est. Econ. 29 (2001); 
Downing, Jaffee & Wallace, supra note 54, at 4-5, 21. 
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subprime lenders steered unwitting customers who qualified for prime loans 
into subprime products, forcing those customers to overpay for credit.92  
Another Freddie Mac study examined the question whether subprime loans 
properly price borrowers’ risk by comparing the interest rates of prime and 
subprime (specifically A-) loans securitized by Freddie Mac.  After holding 
credit risk constant, the study concluded that “roughly one-half of the 
interest rate premium paid by subprime borrowers—100 basis points—
cannot easily be explained by the higher levels of risk associated with these 
types of loans.”93  The study made no “attempt to account for or measure 
the higher average origination points and fees paid by subprime 
borrowers.”94  In the authors’ view, the “total prices charged to subprime 
borrowers (rates, points, and fees) are . . . likely in excess of the amounts 
that can be justified by their differentially higher credit risk.”95

A new body of research reveals that prepayment penalties similarly push 
the cost of subprime loans above their risk-adjusted price.  Prepayment 
penalties are common in subprime loans, while prime loans almost never 

 92. For example, in 1996, Freddie Mac found that ten to thirty-five percent of subprime 
borrowers could have qualified for prime-rate loans. Freddie Mac, supra note 18, ch. 5 & 
nn.5-6; Wei Li & Keith S. Ernst, The Best Value in the Subprime Market:  State Predatory 
Lending Reforms 8 (2006) (finding that fourteen percent of subprime borrowers studied 
between 1998 and 2004 were prime-eligible); Lax et al., supra note 19, at 565 (finding that 
“some borrowers end up with subprime loans for reasons other than risk” and calling that 
finding “disturbing”).  Fannie Mae’s former President Franklin Raines similarly stated that 
up to half of all subprime mortgages are eligible for purchase by Fannie Mae under its prime 
loan guidelines. See HUD’s Regulation of the Federal National Mortgage Association 
(Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac), 65 Fed. 
Reg. 65,044, 65,053 (Oct. 31, 2000) (to be codified at 24 C.F.R. pt. 81); see also Darryl E. 
Getter, Consumer Credit Risk and Pricing, 40 J. Consumer Aff. 41, 49-50 (2006) (finding 
that 36.4 percent of households paying the costliest interest rates on home mortgage “were of 
high credit quality”); Diana B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Profiting from Fine Print with 
Wall Street’s Help, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1. 
 93. Lax et al., supra note 19, at 569. 
 94. Id. 
 95. See id. at 569; accord Li & Ernst, supra note 92, at 15 (finding that nominal interest 
rates on subprime loans in states without strong anti-predatory lending laws were twenty-five 
basis points higher on average than on comparable loans in states with strong state laws). 
Lax and his colleagues discussed a persistent price discontinuity on the order of 200-plus 
basis points separating A and A- loans, only part of which could be explained by risk. See 
Lax et al., supra note 19, at 567-68.  For discussion of the significance of this price 
discontinuity, see White, supra note 19, at 512-13.   The finance literature is riddled with the 
fallacy that securitization reduces the price borrowers pay for credit by lowering the lender’s 
cost of funds. See, e.g., Kendall, supra note 43, at 2; Thomas E. Plank, The Security of 
Securitization and the Future of Security, 25 Cardozo L. Rev. 1655, 1668 (2004); Michael 
H. Schill, The Impact of the Capital Markets on Real Estate Law and Practice, 32 J. 
Marshall L. Rev. 269, 280 (1999); Schwarcz, supra note 33, at 136; Joseph C. Shenker & 
Anthony J. Colletta, Asset Securitization:  Evolution, Current Issues and New Frontiers, 69 
Tex. L. Rev. 1369, 1379-81 (1991).  The high transaction costs of securitization are hard to 
square with assertions of cost savings. See Iacobucci & Winter, supra note 15, at 168; 
Schwarcz, supra note 33, at 139-42.  Even if there were cost savings, that assumes that the 
savings are passed on to borrowers.  Finally, the cost savings theory fails to take account of 
the fact that investors demand compensation for the lemons problem. 
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carry such penalties.96  Industry representatives defend prepayment 
penalties by arguing that subprime prepayment speeds are faster than 
prime.97  However, there is “sparse” empirical data from the industry to 
support that claim, and what there is consists only of summary statistics.98  
In contrast, recent multivariate regression analyses have found that 
prepayment speeds of high-risk borrowers are the same as or slower than 
speeds of low-risk borrowers.99  Two of those studies found that slower 
prepayment speeds made subprime loans relatively more profitable than 

 96. Prepayment penalties can stay in force for up to five years and commonly consist of 
six months of interest on the amount prepaid less twenty percent. See Anand K. 
Bhattacharya, Prepayment Penalty Mortgage-Backed Securities, in The Handbook of 
Mortgage-Backed Securities, supra note 62, at 75, 77-78.     Studies have determined that 
anywhere from fifty-one to ninety-eight percent of subprime mortgages carry prepayment 
penalties, depending on the time period studied.  In comparison, prepayment penalties are 
found in less than two percent of prime mortgages. See Li & Ernst, supra note 92, at 8, 12;  
Treasury-HUD Report, supra note 20, at 93; Joshua Brockman, Fannie Revamps 
Prepayment-Penalty Bonds, Am. Banker, July 20, 1999, at 16. 
 97. See, e.g., Weicher, supra note 56, at 69; McCall & Blum, supra note 34, at 141-42;  
see also Treasury-HUD Report, supra note 20, at 28. 
 98. Anthony Pennington-Cross, Credit History and the Performance of Prime and 
Nonprime Mortgages, 27 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 279 (2003); see also Wayne R. Archer et 
al., Household Income, Termination Risk and Mortgage Pricing, 27 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 
111, 135 n.1 (2003). 
 99. See Archer et al., supra note 98 (finding no significant difference between 
prepayment speeds of low-income and more affluent households; also finding that higher 
loan-to-value ratios substantially slowed prepayment speeds for low-income households); 
Pennington-Cross, supra note 98, at 280-81, 289-94, 296-97, 300 (concluding that 
prepayment speeds dropped as credit scores dropped and that average A- prepayment speeds 
were slower than prime prepayment speeds for borrowers with FICO scores under 700); 
Robert Van Order & Peter Zorn, Performance of Low-Income and Minority Mortgages 23 
(Joint Ctr. for Hous. Stud. of Harv. Univ., Working Paper No. LIHO-01.10, 2001) 
(concluding that black and Hispanic borrowers had significantly slower prepayment rates 
than whites, even after controlling for FICO scores and loan-to-value ratios); Yongheng 
Deng & Stuart Gabriel, Risk-Based Pricing and the Enhancement of Mortgage Credit 
Availability Among Underserved and Higher Credit-Risk Populations 11, 13-14, 17-19, 32 
tbl.1 (May 2005) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review) (finding 
that lower FICO scores, high loan-to-value ratios, and being black, Hispanic, or a single 
female were predictors of lower prepayment speeds); see also Davidson et al., supra note 36, 
at 330-31; Ivan Gjaja, Prepayments on RFC Fixed-Rate Subprime/HELs, in Salomon Smith 
Barney Guide to Mortgage-Backed and Asset-Backed Securities, supra note 40, at 519, 537; 
Infovest 21 LLC, Strategy Focus:  Multi-Strategy Fixed Income (July 1, 2005) (noting that 
for mortgage derivatives, “agency derivatives [i.e., issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac] 
have more prepayment risk” than private label RMBS); Harris Nesbitt, Asset-Backed Update 
6 (Apr. 2005), available at http://www.securitization.net/pdf/transaction/Nesbitt29Apr05.pdf 
(noting that fast prepayments decrease excess spread, “making the transaction much more 
sensitive to spikes in losses or deterioration in general performance”); Lakhbir Hayre & 
Robert Young, Anatomy of Prepayments:  The Salomon Smith Barney Prepayment Model, in 
Salomon Smith Barney Guide to Mortgage-Backed and Asset-Backed Securities, supra note 
40, at 131, 161-62; Hurst, supra note 62, at 292 (explaining that “prepayment of [subprime 
home loans] has proved to be much more stable than that of the [prime] MBS market and has 
resulted in securitization with less negative convexity”).  Industry data also suggest that the 
newest subprime product, interest-only adjustable rate mortgages, “prepay more slowly than 
regular amortizing ARMs.” Banc of Am. Sec., ABS Research Note:  2005 Outlook:  
Cautiously Optimistic 15-16 (2005); see also Neil J. Morse, The Interest-Only Craze, 
Mortgage Banking, Oct. 2004, at 52. 
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prime loans, even after controlling for differences in credit risk.100  
Conversely, in some interest-rate environments when credit risk is rapidly 
rising, faster subprime prepayment speeds can actually boost subprime 
profits.  In the summer of 2005, for example, S&P lauded faster subprime 
prepayment speeds for “driving superior [subprime] performance.”  
According to S&P, “[e]xtended deals may lead to greater losses” due to 
heightened risk of foreclosure.101

Subprime lenders also contend that prepayment penalties represent a 
trade-off for lower interest rates.  If this were true, one would expect 
subprime borrowers with prepayment penalties to pay lower interest rates 
than comparable subprime borrowers without.  This is not the case.  A 
recent study found that prepayment penalties had little or no downward 
effect on interest rates on subprime refinance loans after controlling for 
property location, loan terms, and underwriting factors based on borrowers’ 
characteristics.  For subprime home purchase loans, prepayment penalties 
went hand-in-hand with higher interest rates after controlling for geography 
and credit risk.102  Originators have incentives to charge higher interest 
rates and prepayment penalties because these terms generate higher prices 
when the loans are sold or packaged for securitization. 

To summarize, the lemons problem causes investors in senior tranches of 
subprime RMBS to pressure lenders to impose excess costs on borrowers.  
Lenders respond to this pressure by charging borrowers higher interest rates 
and fees and adding onerous loan terms, such as prepayment penalties. 

E.  Due Diligence 
Due diligence is another technique that lenders, underwriters, rating 

agencies, and institutional purchasers of subprime RMBS use to manage 
risk.  However, to the extent these entities engage in any due diligence, it is 
limited in scope.  “[I]n the past, Wall Street . . . hoped [investors] could 
purchase originated assets without having to do much [due] diligence on the 
origination side.”103  Largely, that was because investors depended on the 

 100. Deng & Gabriel, supra note 99, at 20; see id. at 5, 22; see also Van Order & Zorn, 
supra note 99, at 27 (concluding that for low-income and minority borrowers, “the lower 
costs from exercising the prepayment option have at least offset these [default costs] for our 
loan sample”). 
 101. See S&P, supra note 31, at 35; see also id. at 13, 45, 51; accord Banc of Am. Sec., 
supra note 99, at 2.  In such environments, prepayment penalties can operate to increase 
default risk by slowing down prepayment speeds. See Quercia, Stegman & Davis, supra note 
4, at 7. 
 102. Keith S. Ernst, Ctr. for Responsible Lending, Borrowers Gain No Interest Rate 
Benefits from Prepayment Penalties on Subprime Mortgages (January 2005), available at 
http://www.responsiblelending.org/pdfs/rr05-PPP_Interest_Rate-0105.pdf. But see Michael 
LaCour-Little, Call Protection in Mortgage Contracts 2-27 (2005) (unpublished manuscript, 
on file with the Fordham Law Review), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=881618 (in a 
study of loans made by one subprime lender, finding that prepayment penalties were 
correlated with a reduction in the interest rate). 
 103. Dona DeZube, Predatory Pandemonium, Mortgage Banking, Apr. 2003, at 26, 32; 
see also Richard Beidl, A Balancing Act; eMortgage, Mortgage Banking, Apr. 2003, at 95. 
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senior-subordinate structure, not due diligence, to protect them from credit 
risk.104

In recent years, three developments have prompted some investment 
banks, loan aggregators,105 and investors to intensify their due diligence on 
subprime RMBS.  First, in June 2003, a federal jury issued a $50.9 million 
verdict against Lehman Brothers for aiding and abetting First Alliance 
Mortgage Corp. (popularly known as “FAMCO”) in defrauding subprime 
borrowers.106  The verdict sent shock waves throughout the securitization 
world because Lehman Brothers was found liable in part, as FAMCO’s 
investment bank and warehouse lender, for faulty due diligence on 
FAMCO’s securitized loans.107  Second, some states, including Georgia, 
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New Mexico, enacted new anti-predatory 
lending laws that hold assignees of subprime loans, who fail to conduct 
adequate due diligence to exclude high-cost loans from securitization pools, 
liable for loan originators’ predatory practices.108  Finally, Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac have started buying the better subprime loans and their higher 
due diligence requirements have forced loan originators to do more due 
diligence of their own.109  As we will discuss in Part VI.C below, the extent 
and nature of this due diligence varies widely. 

F.  Deal Provisions 
Secondary market purchasers also demand contractual protections to 

mitigate the lemons problem.110  These contractual provisions are designed 
to shift part or all of the credit risk back onto lenders.  The rating agencies 

 104. See Shivaswamy, supra note 54, at 38. 
 105. See infra Part VI.A. 
 106. See Erick Bergquist, Experts Say Lehman Case Is Warning, Not Precedent, Am. 
Banker, June 18, 2003, at 6. 
 107. Cf. Austin v. Chisick (In re First Alliance Mortgage Co.), 298 B.R. 652, 659-65 
(Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2003) (findings of fact).  Lehman Brothers allegedly learned of FAMCO’s 
fraud during due diligence and nevertheless gave FAMCO “substantial assistance” in 
financing FAMCO’s operations through securitization. See Anand S. Raman et al., Cutting 
the Risks Built into Third-Party Lending Relationships, ABA Banking J., July 2003, at 61.  
More generally, Professor Christopher Peterson would impose imputed liability on 
investment banks that structure predatory securitizations. See Christopher L. Peterson, 
Predatory Structured Finance (Sept. 7, 2006) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the 
Fordham Law Review), available at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=929118. 
 108. See infra notes 243-260 and accompanying text. 
 109. Neil J. Morse, Not Exactly Prime, Mortgage Banking, June 2003, at 60 [hereinafter 
Morse, Not Exactly Prime]; Neil J. Morse, The Compliance Battle, Mortgage Banking, Sept. 
2003, at 28 [hereinafter Morse, The Compliance Battle]; see also U.S. Gen. Accounting 
Office (GAO), GAO-04-280, Consumer Protection:  Federal and State Agencies Face 
Challenges in Combating Predatory Lending 79-81 (2004).  For discussion of Fannie Mae’s 
and Freddie Mac’s due diligence standards for A- mortgages, see infra notes 266-267 and 
accompanying text. 
 110. See generally Karen B. Gelernt, Comment:  Avoiding Predator Risk in the Secondary 
Market, Am. Banker, July 7, 2000, at 9 (recommending contractual protections that investors 
should demand when assessing offerings and originators). 
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consistently laud these and other provisions as effectively insulating 
investors from the risk of lemon loans.  As one Fitch representative stated 
in 2004, “‘Issuers have provided protective measures to significantly reduce 
transaction risk and investor assignee liability from predatory lending.’”111

1.  Representations and Warranties 

Lenders provide representations and warranties to investors in subprime 
deals.112  Some of these provisions are specifically designed to guard 
against the credit risk and litigation risk of predatory loans.  Thus, rating 
agencies, underwriters, and investors insist that lenders warrant that all 
loans in the loan pool comply with applicable laws, including consumer 
protection laws.113  Sometimes lenders also must provide representations 
and warranties that all loan applicants’ reported salaries fall within a 
reasonable range of salaries for their specific profession and locale.114

2.  Recourse and Collateral Substitution Clauses 

Similarly, investment banks and rating agencies may insist on recourse 
clauses that require lenders to take back loans if specific events occur.115  
Events that can trigger recourse clauses include borrower default116 or 
evidence that the loans contain prohibited terms.117  Similarly, collateral 
substitution clauses require lenders to substitute performing loans for loans 
that go into default.  Recourse clauses and collateral substitution clauses are 

 111. Patrick Crowley, Report Says Predatory Lending Issues Mostly Resolved for RMBS 
Issuers, Servicers, Mortgage Daily, Jan. 5, 2004 (quoting Tom Albertson, Senior Dir., Fitch 
Ratings), available at http://www.mortgagedaily.com/RatingsSubprime010504.asp; cf. 
Moody’s Investor Service, Predatory Lending and Home Equity Securitizations 1 (Apr. 28, 
2000) (stating that allegations of predatory lending were unlikely to “have a widespread 
negative effect on the credit quality of outstanding securitizations . . . because many 
securitizations of subprime mortgage loans are fully insured by a monoline bond insurer”). 
 112. This occurs more often in public offerings than in Rule 144A private placements. 
See Shivaswamy, supra note 54, at 28, 31; infra notes 162-165 and accompanying text. 
 113. See, e.g., JP Morgan Chase & Co., 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 352 (June 2004); Citigroup 
Inc., 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 613 (Sept. 2001) (Banamex); Citigroup Inc., 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 600 
(Sept. 2001) (EAB); Chase Manhattan Corp., 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 76 (Feb. 2001); S&P, supra 
note 31, at 32;  Morse, The Compliance Battle, supra note 109. 
 114. See Jody Shenn, How Lenders Cut Risk on Low-Doc Loans, Am. Banker, Oct. 26, 
2004, at 6m. 
 115. See S&P, supra note 31, at 33; Eggert, supra note 2, at 541-42, 548; Steven L. 
Schwarcz, The Limits Of Lawyering:  Legal Opinions in Structured Finance, 84 Tex. L. Rev. 
1, 3, 4 n.12 (2005).  Not all subprime securitizations include recourse provisions.  As of 
September 2005, for instance, Option One’s secondary market resales of subprime home 
loans were made exclusively on a nonrecourse basis. See Q1 2006 H&R Block, Inc. Earnings 
Conference Call, supra note 90. 
 116. See Michaud, supra note 37, at 272.  In a parallel phenomenon in response to the 
issuance of the FTC Rule, lenders began insisting that merchants agree to recourse 
provisions obligating the merchants to purchase notes from the lenders if the borrowers were 
“dissatisfied.” Kurt Eggert, Held Up in Due Course:  Codification and the Victory of Form 
over Intent in Negotiable Instrument Law, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 363, 430 (2002). 
 117. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 527. 
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meant to redress the lemons problem118 by making lenders internalize the 
risk of loans that go into default or that violate the law. 

3.  Requiring Lenders to Retain Servicing Rights 

Some securitization deals require lenders to retain loan servicing rights.  
Doing so gives lenders incentives to maximize creditworthiness because 
servicing costs go up as default risk rises.119  A lender who securitizes its 
loans but retains the servicing rights has a direct stake in timely repayment, 
because collection becomes costly when loans become delinquent or go into 
default.  Thus, when lenders retain the servicing rights, they have incentives 
to hold down credit risk when making loans. 

G.  Credit-Default Swaps 
Wall Street has created a new type of derivative that provides added 

protection to investors from the credit risk associated with abusive lending.  
This derivative, called a “credit-default swap,” functions like an insurance 
policy and pays off investors when default rates in a loan pool exceed a 
specified level.120  These derivatives enable investors to purchase securities 
backed by predatory loans and then hedge against potential losses if 
borrowers are unable to repay the loans. 

VI.  WHY PREDATORY LENDING PERSISTS DESPITE RISK MANAGEMENT 
The mechanisms that protect investors from risk should also exert 

discipline on subprime lenders by forcing them to retain some of the risk 
associated with the loan pools.  All of these measures are designed to give 
lenders incentives to make good loans and thereby cut default risk.  
Nevertheless, none of these measures, singly or together, has curbed 
abusive lending.121  In this section, we explain why predatory lending 
persists despite attempts at market discipline by the secondary market. 

 118. See Schwarcz, supra note 115, at 3, 24.  
 119. See Amy Crews Cutts & Richard K. Green, Innovative Servicing Technology:  Smart 
Enough to Keep People in Their Houses? 4-5 (Harvard Joint Ctr. for Hous. Studies, Working 
Paper BABC 04-19, 2004). 
 120. Mark Whitehouse, As Home Owners Face Strains, Market Bets on Loan Defaults, 
Wall St. J., Oct. 30, 2006, at A1. 
 121. A 2004 report by The Reinvestment Fund documented the incidence of predatory 
lending in home loan refinance transactions. See The Reinvestment Fund, Predatory 
Lending:  An Approach to Identify and Understand Predatory Lending (2004), available at 
http://www.trfund.com/policy/predatory.lending.htm; see also Quercia, Stegman & Davis, 
supra note 4.  Between 1998 and 2005, the Federal Trade Commission prosecuted predatory 
lending cases against home mortgage lenders and brokers including Action Loan Co., Amor 
Mortgage, Abacus Mortgage, Associates First Capital Corp., Barry Cooper Properties, 
Capital City Mortgage Corp., Capitol Mortgage Corp., Chase Financial Funding, Inc., CLS 
Financial Services, Inc., Delta Funding Corp., Fairbanks Capital Corp., First Alliance 
Mortgage Company, First Plus Financial Group, Inc., Fleet Finance and Home Equity 
U.S.A., Granite Mortgage, LLC, Interstate Resource Corp., LAP Financial Services, Inc., 
Mark Diamond, Mercantile Mortgage Co., Nationwide Mortgage Corp., NuWest, Inc., PWR 
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Processing, Inc., R.A. Walker & Assocs., and Wasatch Credit Corp. See Fed. Trade 
Comm’n, Prepared Statement of the Federal Trade Commission on Efforts to Combat 
Unfair and Deceptive Subprime Lending Before the Senate Special Committee on Aging, 3-8, 
Feb. 24, 2004, available at www.ftc.gov/os/2004/02/02242004subprimelendingtest.pdf;  
Letter from Donald S. Clark, Sec’y, Fed. Trade Comm’n, to Sandra F. Braunstein, Dir., Fed. 
Reserve Sys. Div. of Consumer and Cmty. Affairs (Feb. 23, 2005), available at 
www.ftc.gov/os/2005/03/050301enforcemntrpt.pdf; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, 
Capital City Mortgage Corp. Defendant Settles with FTC (May 14, 2004), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2004/05/sanne.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Capital City 
Mortgage Settles FTC Charges (Feb. 24, 2005), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2005/02/capitalcity.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC 
Challenges Bogus Mortgage Loan Brokers (June 1, 2004), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2004/06/pwrprocessing.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, 
FTC, DOJ and HUD Announce Action to Combat Abusive Lending Practices, (Mar. 30, 
2000), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2000/03/deltafunding.htm; Press Release, Fed. 
Trade Comm’n, FTC:  Mortgage Broker’s Deceptive Claims Tricked Consumers Looking 
for a Good Rate (June 2, 2004), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2004/06/ 
chasefinancial.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Home Equity Lenders Settle 
Charges that They Engaged in Abusive Lending Practices; Over Half Million Dollars To Be 
Returned to Consumers (July 29, 1999), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/1999/07/hoepa.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n,  Home 
Mortgage Lender Settles “Predatory Lending” Charges (Mar. 21, 2002), available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2002/03/famco.htm; Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Midwest 
Mortgage Lender Agrees to Settle Illegal Lending Charges Brought by FTC, HUD, and State 
of Illinois, (July 18, 2002), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2002/07/ 
mercantilediamond.htm; Fed. Trade Comm’n, FTC Subprime Lending Cases (since 1998), 
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2002/07/subprimelendingcases.htm (last visited Feb. 28, 2007).   

In April 2004, the Office of Thrift Supervision entered into a supervisory agreement with 
Ocwen Federal Bank designed to eliminate alleged predatory loan servicing practices. 
Supervisory Agreement, Ocwen Fed. Bank FSB and Office of Thrift Supervision, OTS 
Docket No. 04592 (Apr. 19, 2004), available at http://www.ots.treas.gov/docs/9/93606.pdf.  
The following month, Citigroup Inc. and its subprime mortgage subsidiary, Citifinancial 
Credit Company, agreed to a cease-and-desist order in which the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System imposed a $70 million civil money penalty for alleged predatory 
lending practices. Timothy L. O’Brien, Fed Assesses Citigroup Unit $70 Million in Loan 
Abuse, N.Y. Times, May 28, 2004, at C1; Press Release, Bd. of Governors of the Fed. 
Reserve Sys. (May 27, 2004), available at www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/ 
press/enforcement/2004/20040527/default.htm.  The 2004 Citigroup order followed on the 
heels of an earlier $215 million settlement by Citigroup Inc. in 2002 to resolve FTC charges 
of predatory lending. Press Release, Fed. Trade Comm’n, Citigroup Settles FTC Charges 
Against the Associates Record-Setting $215 Million for Subprime Lending Victims (Sept. 
19, 2002), available at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2002/09/associates.htm.   

In 2005, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency similarly issued agency sanctions 
against Chicago Title Insurance Company for fraudulent home loan settlement practices. See 
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Stipulation and Consent Order, In re Chicago 
Title Ins. Co., #2005-12 (Feb. 24, 2005), available at www.occ.treas.gov/FTP/EAs/ea2005-
12.pdf.  Finally, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has pursued mortgage fraud 
aggressively. See, e.g., Fed. Bureau of Investigation, Statement of Chris Swecker Before the 
House Finan. Services Subcomm. On Housing and Community Opportunity (Oct. 7, 2004), 
available at www.fbi.gov/congress/congress04/swecker100704.htm; Fed. Bureau of 
Investigation, Financial Crimes Report to the Public (May 2005), available at 
http://www.fbi.gov/publications/financial/fcs_report052005/fcs_report052005.htm (reporting 
on investigations into equity skimming, property flipping and mortgage-related identity 
theft).  In 2006, forty-nine states and the District of Columbia reached a $325 million 
settlement with Ameriquest Mortgage Company over alleged predatory lending practices. 
See, e.g., Press Release, Iowa Dep’t of Justice, Miller:  Ameriquest Will Pay $325 Million 
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A.  The Unholy Alliance of Marginal Lenders and Loan Aggregators 
Increasingly, subprime lenders are selling whole loans to outside loan 

aggregators, who bundle and securitize them.  Generally, such aggregators 
are affiliates of Wall Street investment banks.  Major players include Credit 
Suisse First Boston, Morgan Stanley, Lehman Brothers, Bear, Stearns & 
Co., Merrill Lynch, Greenwich Capital, UBS, Bank of America, and 
Deutsche Bank Securities.122

Subprime aggregation is popular because it offers advantages to both 
investment banks and lenders.  These advantages are particularly strong for 
small or poorly-capitalized lenders.  Aggregation permits these lenders to 
sell loan pools for securitization that would otherwise be too small to 
provide diversification.  More importantly, aggregation enables marginal 
lenders to obtain financing despite obscure or questionable reputations by 
“renting” the aggregator’s reputation for quality securities. 

Wall Street prizes aggregation because it helps boost investment banks’ 
underwriting business and helps them assemble diversified loan pools.  
Furthermore, it allows investment banks to enjoy subprime profits with 
reduced legal risk, assuming that the aggregators qualify as holders-in-due 
course and do not participate in underwriting loans.  Because they have 
minimal exposure to suits, aggregators have reduced incentives to guard 
against abusive practices. 

B.  Lenders Do Not Always Retain an Interest in the Subordinated Tranches 
In the process of providing credit enhancements, the lender (through an 

affiliate) often buys securities in the subordinated tranches, which are rated 
double- or single-B or are simply unrated.123  While this makes it appear 

and Reform its Lending Practices (Jan. 23, 2006), available at  
http://www.state.ia.us/government/ag/latest_news/releases/jan_2006/Ameriquest_Iowa.html. 
 122. Loan aggregation is also known as warehouse lending, conduit lending, or “principal 
finance.”  The aggregation business has boomed, accounting for 42% of subprime 
securitizations in 2002. See Morse, Not Exactly Prime, supra note 109; Shepherd, supra note 
29; Bonnie Sinnock, Morgan Stanley Sees Technology as Key to ‘Strong Credit Culture’, 
Nat’l Mortgage News, Mar. 28, 2005, at 3. 
 123. See Jody Shenn, Where’s Mortgage Risk?  New Answers Emerging, Am. Banker, 
May 11, 2005, at 1.  Subordinated tranches comprised only a small fraction of the 
proceeds—no more than fifteen percent—from all RMBS tranches rated by S&P through 
2004 (including subprime tranches).  Investment-grade tranches (rated BBB or higher and 
bought by outside investors) accounted for the remaining eighty-five percent. See S&P, 
Rating Transitions 2004, supra note 84, at 5 tbl.4; see also Blum & DiAngelo, supra note 
33, at 253; Frank L. Raiter, Risk-Based Pricing Nonagency Mortgages and Securities, in 
Subprime Consumer Lending 145, 151 (Frank J. Fabozzi ed., 1999).  Subprime RMBS are 
often issued through limited offerings or private placements.  Under the Securities Act of 
1933 and Securities & Exchange Commission regulations, few private individuals qualify to 
buy investment-grade subprime RMBS through unregistered offerings. See 17 C.F.R. §§ 
230.501-230.508 (2006).  Instead, institutional investors (banks and thrifts, insurance 
companies, pension funds, mutual funds and, to a minor degree, hedge funds) plus foreign 
entities buy the vast majority of those securities. See Hayre, supra note 40, at 11-12; Ruth 
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that the lender retains the riskiest securities, this is not necessarily the case.  
Instead, outside investors buy many of these so-called “residuals,” some at 
the time of offering and others through later secondary market re-sales.124  
There is strong demand by outside investors (principally real estate 
investment trusts, hedge funds, and overseas investors) for the double- and 
single-B subprime tranches.125  In addition, lenders can resell their 
subprime residuals to outside investors through bonds known as 
Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs).  Essentially, CDOs securitize 
residuals from RMBS and other assets.126  Significantly, U.S. subprime 

Simon et al., Housing-Bubble Talk Doesn’t Scare Off Foreigners, Wall St. J., Aug. 24, 2005, 
at A1; Infovest21 LLC, supra note 99. 
 124. For lenders who are regulated depository institutions or their operating subsidiaries, 
regulatory accounting principles may compel the sale of the double- or single-B tranches. 
See, e.g., Hill, supra note 15, at 1069-70 & n.36, 1089 & n.131.  Even when lenders retain 
subprime residuals, they can mitigate their credit risk through conventional mortgage 
insurance on the underlying mortgages or credit-default swaps that hedge the risk. See, e.g., 
Countrywide Financial Corporation Analyst Meeting—Final, FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, 
May 24, 2005 (explaining that “one of the ways that we get down to a lower, net residual 
position on the sub prime is due to use of mortgage insurance”); Simon & Hagerty, supra 
note 49, at C1.  Additionally, the persistence of predatory lending despite retained residuals 
may suggest that predatory lending is so profitable—largely due to up-front fees and 
proceeds from securitization—that those profits generally offset the financial risks of 
holding the residuals. 
 125. See James R. Hagerty & Ruth Simon, Mortgage Risk:  A Hot Export, Wall St. J., 
Sept. 22, 2005, at C1, C4; Iacobucci & Winter, supra note 15, at 188-89; Sarah Mulholland, 
Single-B HEL Classes Emerge:  Yield-Hungry Buyers Driving Trend, Asset Securitization 
Rep., Aug. 9, 2004; Simon et al., supra note 123; see also Countrywide Financial 
Corporation Analyst Meeting, supra note 124 (observing that the “ability to sell residuals or 
the bottom pieces in the credit .  . . spectrum whether it [is] double digits or single digits . . . 
has been substantially broadened in the last few years as a number of investors have reached 
down the credit curve for a greater yield”); Kevin Donovan, Large HEL ABS Beefs Up 
Otherwise Slow U.S. ABS Market, Asset Securitization Rep., Feb. 2, 2004, (describing a 
home equity securitization with single-B plus rated bonds and noting “the strong demand for 
mezzanine and sub classes”). 
 126. As such, the CDO market provides liquidity for RMBS, including subprime 
securities.  “Through retranching and diversification, CDOs produce higher-rated securities 
from lower-rated ones.” Shenn, supra note 123, at 1, 10.  For helpful introductions to CDOs, 
see Olivier Cousseran & Imène Rahmouni, The CDO Market:  Functioning and Implications 
in Terms of Financial Stability, 6 Fin. Stability Rev. 43, 44 (2005), and S&P, Global Cash 
Flow and Synthetic CDO Criteria 4-13 (2002) [hereinafter S&P, Global Cash Flow and 
Synthetic CDO Criteria].  The authors are indebted to Kevin Byers for his insights on CDOs 
and NIMS.  A typical CDO might contain subprime RMBS with a weighted average rating 
as low as BB+, meaning that many of those securities are rated below investment grade. See, 
e.g., Fitch Rates Duke Funding VIII, Ltd./Corp ‘AAA/AA/A-/BBB,’ Bus. Wire, Apr. 5, 
2005; Fitch Rates Glacier Funding CDO II, Ltd ‘AAA/AAA/AA/BBB/BB,’ Bus. Wire, Oct. 
12, 2004; Fitch Rates G-STAR 2005-5 Ltd./Corp., Bus. Wire, Mar. 16, 2005; Fitch Rates 
Newcastle CDO VI, Ltd. ‘F1+/AAA/AAA/AA/A/BBB,’ Bus. Wire, Apr. 19, 2005; Fitch 
Rates Northwall Funding CDO I, Ltd./Inc., Bus. Wire, May 17, 2005; Fitch Rates Sorin Real 
Estate CDO I, Ltd., Bus. Wire, July 21, 2005; G-STAR 2004-4 Rated ‘AAA/AA/A-/BBB’ 
by Fitch Ratings, Bus. Wire, Aug. 12, 2004; see also Allison Pyburn, Merrill finds less risk 
in CDO Collateral Versus HEL ABS Market, Asset Securitization Rep., Aug. 8, 2005 (noting 
that “CDOs highly exposed to subordinate [subprime] ABS bonds”); Shenn, supra 123, at 1.  
One S&P study of CDOs found that the weighted average rating of subprime RMBS backing 
CDOs dropped from A in 2003 to BBB in 2004. See S&P, CDO Spotlight:  U.S. CDO of 
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RMBS have comprised the single “largest collateral asset class in [CDOs] 
since the inception of the product in 1999.”127

A central purpose of residuals is to force lenders to retain the bulk of the 
credit risk they create.128  However, when lenders with subprime residuals 
shift them off their books through CDOs,129 they are able to escape the 
market discipline that residuals were meant to exert.  As one CDO manager 

ABS Collateral Composition and Performance 6 (2004) [hereinafter, S&P, CDO Spotlight:  
U.S. CDO of ABS Collateral Composition and Performance].  Any CDO with a weighted 
average rating of BBB or lower is likely to be backed in part by double- or single-B bonds. 
 127. FitchRatings, supra note 7, at 1; see also Morgenson, supra note 84; S&P, CDO 
Spotlight:  U.S. CDO of ABS Collateral Composition and Performance, supra note 126, at 4. 
 128. See Hurst, supra note 62, at 285 (observing that “[r]etention of [the residual] by the 
seller-servicer provides a primary motivation to maximize the cash flow in the trust (i.e., 
accelerate collections and minimize losses) so that the value of the residual is realized”). 
 129. See Hagerty & Simon, supra note 125, at C1 (“CDOs . . . are the biggest buyers of 
the riskier types of mortgage securities”); Nomura Installing Sub-Piece Fund, Asset-Backed 
Alert, Nov. 28, 2003, at 2 (describing Nomura’s plans to organize a CDO conduit to 
“present[] asset-backed issuers with a ready-made buyer for their hard-to-sell B pieces”); 
Shenn, supra note 123, at 10 (describing two subprime transactions and noting that “a 
healthy appetite for [CDOs] among foreign investors, pension funds, and hedge funds has let 
many [subprime] securitizers pass lower-quality bonds to CDO underwriters”;); 
FitchRatings, supra note 7, at 1; S&P, Global Cash Flow and Synthetic CDO Criteria, supra 
note  126, at 21 (stating that CDO managers “have an appetite not only for senior tranches, 
but also for mezzanine pieces in senior-subordinated transactions, typically rated in the range 
of ‘BBB’ to ‘BB’”); see also Janet M. Tavakoli, Collateralized Debt Obligations and 
Structured Finance:  New Developments in Cash and Synthetic Securitization 261 (2003); 
H&R Block, Inc. Annual Investment Community Conference, New York City—F, FD (Fair 
Disclosure) Wire, Jan. 10, 2006 (announcing “we’re going to be more aggressive at 
monetizing and moving those residuals on a more recurring basis”); Infovest 21 LLC, supra 
note 99 (interviewing a CDO manager who stated that “we might be comfortable buying a 
single B”); National City Corp. Analysts’ Conference—Final, FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, 
May 26, 2005, (announcing that “we . . . basically sold the portion of that risk that 
corresponded from single-A down to double-B”); Jody Shenn, Pipeline:  Too Excited?, Am. 
Banker, May 26, 2005, at 11 (explaining that the fact that subprime “originators might not 
want to hold on to credit risks in this environment” fuels CDOs); Allison Pyburn, Terwin 
Priced High Resi Concentration CDO, Asset Securitization Rep., May 9, 2005 (announcing 
first CDO, named Northwall I, issued by Terwin Money Management LLC; deal contained 
86.5% of subprime RMBS and “[r]oughly 35% of the assets backing the deal came off of 
Terwin’s books”); Q4 2005 Ocwen Financial. Earnings Conference Call—F, FD (Fair 
Disclosure) Wire, Jan. 26, 2006 (announcing Ocwen’s plan to “target acquisitions of residual 
securities” to hedge its mortgage servicing operations); S&P, CDO Spotlight:  U.S. CDO of 
ABS Collateral Composition and Performance, supra note 126, at 4; cf. Countrywide 
Financial Corp. Analyst Meeting—Final, FD (Fair Disclosure) Wire, May 24, 2005 
(announcing a new Countrywide private equity fund called Sunfish “investing[] almost 
exclusively in [Countrywide] sub prime residuals” that enabled Countrywide to 
“offload[] . . . 100 percent of our residual”; stating that Countrywide was likewise 
considering issuing CDOs because “we have the product to fill the CDO”; noting that “in the 
CDO market all the equity gets sold out, much of the equity is not retained”); Andreas A. 
Jobst, Risk Management of CDOs During Times of Stress, EuroMoney Institutional Investor, 
Nov. 28, 2005, at 8 (“CDO managers are frequently exposed to the equity tranche, which 
absorbs first losses and, hence, represents the riskiest element . . .”). 
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put it, CDOs create “an awful lot of moral hazard in the [subprime RMBS] 
sector.”130

C.  Due Diligence Is Often Cursory 
Despite recent spurs to action from the Lehman Brothers case and state 

assignee liability laws, industry and government observers agree that 
subprime due diligence is uneven and in need of improvement.131  This is 
true for public offerings of subprime RMBS, where institutional investors 
often have a real chance to insist on meaningful due diligence in advance, 
and even more so for Rule 144A private placements.132  There is such 
intense demand for Rule 144A offerings that institutional investors usually 
have to make snap judgments whether to invest without time for any 
substantive due diligence; most simply rely on lenders, underwriters, and 
rating agencies, even though none of these entities has the same level of 
interest in avoiding credit losses as the investors themselves.  Thus, due 
diligence in the private-label subprime market often shoots low and almost 
never attempts to filter out predatory loan terms or practices unless they are 
observationally illegal. 

1.  What Subprime Due Diligence Means Today 

In subprime deals, underwriters, rating agencies, and lenders, not 
investors, conduct most due diligence.  Due diligence is typically limited to 
determining lender compliance with state and federal consumer protection 
laws.133  For example, automated compliance systems tailor their screening 
tools to the legal requirements of each jurisdiction.134  Similarly, the rating 
agencies only require screening for legal compliance and nothing more.135

 130. Allison Pyburn, CDO Investors Debate Morality of Spread Environment, Asset 
Securitization Rep., May 9, 2005; accord Jody Shenn, MBS Pioneer Has Concerns:  Risk-
Passing, GSE Reforms, Commercial Realty, Am. Banker, June 19, 2006, at 1. 
 131. See, e.g., Beidl, supra note 103; Neil J. Morse, Making and Selling Good Loans, 
Mortgage Banking, June 2003, at 107; Morse, supra note 99; Shenn, supra note 114; GAO, 
supra note 109, at 81. 
 132. Rule 144A governs private placements of securities, typically to institutional 
investors. See infra notes 152-165 and accompanying text. 
 133. This is evident both from industry descriptions of the limited due diligence 
performed and from statements by banking attorneys about the need for improved reviews of 
legal compliance. See, e.g., The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc, 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 479, 
499 n.51 (2004) (in which an investment bank, in representations to the Federal Reserve 
Board, limited its description of its due diligence reviews of subprime securitizations to 
“evaluations to determine if the lenders are complying with federal and state laws”); Bank of 
America Corp., 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 217, 224 & n.35 (2004) (same).  None of these statements 
discusses compliance with industry standards or even aspires to such compliance. See Shenn, 
supra note 114. 
 134. See ComplianceEase, ComplianceAnalyzer:  Automated Compliance Solutions, 
http://www.complianceease.com. 
 135. See, e.g., FitchRatings, Can You See Me Now?  Screening for RMBS Predatory 
Lending Loans (Nov. 12, 2003), available at http://www.mbaa.org/industry/reports/ 
03/fitch_1112.pdf [hereinafter FitchRatings, Can You See Me Now?]; FitchRatings, Fitch 
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Limiting due diligence to legal compliance is problematic, given the 
large existing gaps in governing law.  Today, numerous lending abuses 
remain legal under state and federal law.136  The principal federal anti-
predatory lending law, HOEPA,137 has strong proscriptions but at best 
covers the costliest five percent of subprime home loans.138  Similarly, 
many states lack strong anti-predatory lending laws.139  With legal 
protections against abusive subprime loans weak in many states and at the 
federal level, the absence of meaningful due diligence paves the way for 
inclusion of predatory loans in securitized loan pools. 

When due diligence is required, it is not uncommon for some lenders to 
honor that requirement in the breach, i.e., to say they performed loan-level 
review when they did not.  In 2004, the General Accounting Office (now 
the Government Accountability Office or GAO) looked at this issue and 
concluded that “some companies may be more willing than others to 
purchase loans that are considered questionable in terms of legal 
compliance, creditworthiness, or other factors.”140  As one subprime lender 
explained to the press, “[w]e’re not structured to do 100 percent due 
diligence [on certain subprime loan pools], even though Wall Street 
investment banks might want that.”141  Lenders who offer low- or no-
documentation loans are even more prone to skip compliance review.142

In the conforming market, both government-sponsored entities do require 
substantive screening of subprime loans.  Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
have best practices standards for residential mortgages to borrowers with 

Ratings Updates Rating Criteria Regarding Predatory Loans (Jan. 15, 2004); FitchRatings, 
Fitch Revises RMBS Guidelines for Antipredatory Lending Laws (Feb. 23, 2005) 
[hereinafter FitchRatings, Fitch Revises RMBS Guidelines]; S&P, Anti-Predatory Lending 
Alert:  Standard & Poor’s Revises Criteria Related to Anti-Predatory Lending Laws (May 
13, 2004). 
 136. See Azmy, supra note 70.  Other federal and state laws of a general nature regulate 
aspects of predatory lending, but those laws have not succeeded in stamping out numerous 
predatory lending abuses. See Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1299-1317. 
 137. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1667 (2000). 
 138. See, e.g., Truth in Lending, 66 Fed. Reg. 65604, 65608 (Dec. 20, 2001) (to be 
codified at 12 C.F.R. pt. 226). 
 139. See Azmy, supra note 70. 
 140. GAO, supra note 109, at 81.  Some issuers and servicers apparently still put too 
much effort into checking for facial, rather than actual, compliance.  As one attorney 
cautioned subprime servicers:  “[R]eviewing written policies and procedures tells only half 
the story.  It is imperative also to understand how those policies and procedures are 
implemented in practice.”  Andrew L. Sandler et al., Risk Management in Mortgage Loan 
Servicing and Collection, 71 Rev. Banking & Fin. Serv. 71 (2004) (listing due diligence 
checklist). 
 141. Morse, supra note 99, at 56-57. 
 142. See Shenn, supra note 114, at 6M (“‘The scary [lenders] are the ones that use [Alt-A 
loans] as an additional menu item’ without performing any additional controls.”).  These so-
called low-doc and no-doc loans make up a growing segment of the subprime market. See, 
e.g., S&P, Trends in U.S. Residential Mortgage Products:  Subprime Sector First-Quarter 
2005, charts 2 & 6 (July 14, 2005). 
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blemished credit that are stricter in some respects than the laws in many 
jurisdictions.143

Outside of the conforming market, lenders, issuers, and/or major 
investors are free to adopt internal standards of their own.144  Nonetheless, 
usually only market actors with high reputational risk, such as bank holding 
companies contemplating mergers or lenders previously sanctioned for 
abusive lending, go to such lengths.145  For most other private-label market 
participants, industry self-policing is virtually non-existent.  Thus, in the 
non-conforming market for subprime RMBS, lenders and underwriters 
rarely screen out loans that are not prohibited by law, even if those loans 
violate industry standards or inflict significant harm on borrowers.  
Furthermore, underwriters are under constant pressure to relax their due 
diligence, for fear that lenders will move their underwriting business to 
other underwriting firms. 

In sum, the subprime secondary market has not adopted industry best 
practices voluntarily and will not screen out predatory loans from loan 
pools unless compelled to by statute, regulations, or court orders.146

2.  Impediments to Meaningful Due Diligence by Investors 

When it comes to screening out predatory loans, investors generally rely 
on due diligence by rating agencies, underwriters, and lenders.  With 
advance opportunity, institutional investors will generally review the 
disclosures, ratings, structure, and credit enhancements.  Otherwise, they 

 143. See, e.g., Fannie Mae, Eligibility of Mortgages to Borrowers with Blemished Credit 
Records, Lender Letter No. 03-00, Apr. 11, 2000, available at 
http://www.efanniemae.com/sf/guides/ssg/annltrs/pdf/2000/lendltrs2000.pdf; Press Release, 
Freddie Mac, Freddie Mac Promotes Consumer Choice With New Subprime Mortgage 
Arbitration Policy (Dec. 4, 2003), available at 
http://www.freddiemac.com/news/archives/afford_housing/2003/consumer_120403.html; 
Press Release, Freddie Mac, Freddie Mac Will No Longer Invest in Subprime Mortgages 
with Prepayment Penalty Terms Greater Than Three Years (Mar. 1 2002), available at 
http://www.freddiemac.com/news/archives2002/subprime_030102.htm; Freddie Mac’s 
Stance Against Predatory Lending Practices, Industry Letter, (Freddie Mac), Dec. 28, 2000, 
available at http://www.freddiemac.com/sell/guide/bulletins/pdf/1228indltr.pdf; Reports to 
Credit Repositories, Industry Letter (Freddie Mac), Feb. 22, 2000, available at 
http://www.freddiemac.com/sell/guide/bulletins/pdf/2indltr.pdf; Single-Premium Credit 
Insurance Products, Industry Letter (Freddie Mac), Apr. 21, 2000, available at 
http://www.freddiemac.com/sell/guide/bulletins/pdf/421indltr.pdf.  The Mortgage Bankers 
Association has adopted weaker, non-binding best practices standards for residential 
mortgages.  Mortgage Bankers Ass’n of America, MBA Best Practices, 
http://www.mortgagebankers.org/IndustryResources/StandardsandBestPractices/MBABestPr
actices.htm. (last visited Feb. 10, 2007). 
 144. See, e.g., Raman et al., supra note 107 (recommending incorporation of specific best 
practices standards into screening criteria).  See supra note 32 for discussion of the 
differences between the conforming and non-conforming or private label markets. 
 145. See, e.g., JP Morgan Chase & Co., 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 352 (2004). 
 146. See Jennifer Harmon, ‘Purchaser Can’t Test for Compliance in Secondary,’ Nat’l 
Mortgage News, June 7, 2004, at 32. 
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tend to be passive, especially regarding predatory lending concerns.147  
Only rarely do investors inspect loan files for fraud.148  Similarly, investors 
rarely reserve the right post-closing to be notified of predatory lending 
complaints, to conduct random spot checks, or to perform special audits of 
lenders when warning signs of predatory lending crop up.149  Yet after-the-
fact monitoring may be the only way to detect certain types of loan fraud 
and predatory servicing.150

Even if investors wanted to engage in more extensive due diligence on 
their own, market and legal forces would often impede their efforts.  To 
begin with, numerous subprime securitizations are floated on a to-be-
announced basis.  In TBA offerings, when investors buy their securities, the 
loans have not yet been pooled, leaving the content of the pool up to the 
lender’s discretion.151  While investors can reserve the right to review the 
eventual loan pool post-closing, that is a risky proposition because they lose 
much of their leverage once they part with their funds. 

The law on Rule 144A placements also impedes effective due diligence.  
Growing numbers of subprime RMBS offerings are issued as Rule 144A 
private placements, rather than as public offerings under Section 5 of the 
Securities Act of 1933.152  Before 1990, limited offerings and private 
placements under Rule 144153 lacked liquidity because investors could not 
resell their securities for two years without costly registration under Section 
5.154  To remedy this situation, the Securities and Exchange Commission 

 147. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 543-44. 
 148. See, e.g., JP Morgan Chase & Co., 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 352 (2004) (describing JP 
Morgan’s “loan sampling process [as including] obtaining a secondary value on the 
mortgaged property, performing cost tests before purchase, and performing targeted reviews 
of purchased loans”); Bank of America Corp., 90 Fed. Res. Bull. 217 & n.35 (2004) 
(describing loan sampling); Citigroup Inc., 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 600 (2001)  (EAB); Citigroup 
Inc., 87 Fed. Res. Bull. 613 (2001) (Banamex). But see Mark L. Korell, TThe Workings of 
Private Mortgage Bankers and Securitization Conduits, in A Primer on Securitization, supra 
note 37 at 99-100 (reporting that some investors are asking private mortgage conduits to “dig 
out data on the underlying loans in individual pools”); Jody Shenn, New Bear Stearns Unit to 
Provide Collateral for MBS, Am. Banker, Apr. 20, 2005, at 10. 
 149. Cf. Sandler et al., supra note 140, at 75 (“One of the most effective risk management 
tools available to non-prime servicers is a process to address customer complaints promptly 
and professionally, with an appropriate audit oversight to review and improve the process.”).  
Red flags can include press reports of predatory lending allegations, higher-than-expected 
delinquency or default rates, borrower complaints, government investigations, and predatory 
lending lawsuits. 
 150. See Baron, supra note 37, at 90; see also infra notes 218-230 and accompanying 
text. 
 151. See Boudoukh et al., supra note 60, at 410, 419; Downing, Jaffee & Wallace, supra 
note 54, at 6-7. 
 152. 15 U.S.C. § 77(e) (2000); see Dominion Bond Rating Service, U.S. Structured 
Finance Newsletter, Mar. 28, 2005, available at 
http://cache.dbrs.com/pdf/1112204169687.pdf?transactionID=109714 (listing recent Rule 
144A subprime RMBS offerings). 
 153. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144 (2006). 
 154. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144(d) (1989).  In 1997, the Securities Exchange Commission 
(S.E.C.) reduced the holding period under Rule 144 to one year. See Revision of Holding 
Period Requirements in Rules 144 and 145, 62 Fed. Reg. 9242 (1997). 
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(S.E.C.) issued Rule 144A in 1990.155  Rule 144A states that if a private 
placement or limited offering is offered or sold solely to parties who are 
reasonably believed to be Qualified Institutional Buyers (QIBs), those 
investors can resell the securities at any time to other QIBs without 
registration.156

In order for a private placement to qualify for Rule 144A treatment, 
domestic issuers must provide prospective purchasers with some scant 
information upon request, as follows:  (a) a “very brief” statement of the 
nature of the issuer’s products, services, and business; and (b) the issuer’s 
financial statements (including balance sheets, profit and loss statements, 
and retained earnings statements) for the past two years.  The information 
must be “reasonably current” and financial statements “should be audited to 
the extent reasonably available.”157  For RMBS, servicers or trustees also 
need to provide “basic, material information concerning the structure of the 
securities and distributions thereon, the nature, performance and servicing 
of the assets supporting the securities, and any credit enhancement 
mechanism associated with the securities.”158

The key point here is that Rule 144A does not require issuers to provide 
prospective purchasers anything beyond basic information about the risk 
profile of the loan pool.  As a result, investors do not have access to the 
information they need to screen out predatory loans.  Because Rule 144A 
transactions allow re-sales to QIBs, these offerings are in high demand.  
“Transactions are usually bought and sold very quickly[,] thereby giving the 
buyer very little opportunity to conduct due diligence.”159  Thus, in the 
Rule 144A market, “liquidity comes at a price.”160  The “lack of sufficient 
disclosure” and “very little opportunity for due diligence” deprives Rule 
144A investors of “the protections accorded to investors in registered public 
bond offerings.”161

 155. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A (1990). 
 156. Id.; see also Shenker & Colletta, supra note 95, at 1408-10. 
 157. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A(d)(4)(i) (2006). 
 158. Id. § 230.144A(d)(4); Resale of Restricted Securities, Release No. 33,6862, 55 Fed. 
Reg. 17,933 (Apr. 30, 1990) (17 C.F.R. pts. 200 & 230); Kutak Rock & Campbell, SEC No-
Action Letter, 1990 SEC No-Act. LEXIS 1273 (Nov. 29, 1990) (declining to answer 
questions regarding the adequacy of Rule 144A disclosures for mortgage-backed securities).  
Even these minimal disclosures are relaxed if the issuer is a reporting company under 
sections 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, is exempt from such reporting 
under S.E.C. Rule 12g3-2(b), is a foreign government, or falls within a category of certain 
private foreign issuers. 17 C.F.R. § 230.144A(d)(4)(i).  In 2005, the S.E.C. promulgated new 
Regulation AB, which revamped mandatory disclosures for public offerings of mortgage-
backed securities to include information regarding the composition and performance of the 
pool, static pool data, the structure of deals, certain underwriting criteria, and servicing 
experience. See Asset-Backed Securities, 70 Fed. Reg. 1506 (Jan. 7, 2005).  The new 
disclosure requirements do not apply to Rule 144A private placements of mortgage-backed 
securities, however. 
 159. Shivaswamy, supra note 54, at 28. 
 160. Id. at 30. 
 161. Id.  The placement agent will normally conduct due diligence of some sort before the 
offering and will obtain comfort letters from lawyers and accountants. See id. at 27.  Because 
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The lack of meaningful due diligence by investors is compounded by 
weak covenants after-the-fact.  In Rule 144A deals, “buyers are offered 
very few covenants and less extensive representations and warranties.”162  
Furthermore, the representations and warranties do not survive the closing 
of the transactions.163  Instead, the assurances “run to the placement agent, 
not to the ultimate buyer.”164  As a result, investors cannot rely on 
contractual guarantees as a backstop for absent due diligence:  

Originators try to grant investors as weak a covenant package as possible, 
thereby giving the originator as much leeway as possible in terms of what 
it can do with the asset.  In that respect, some of the originator’s best 
assets could be long gone before the senior secured investor finds out and 
given the weak set of representations and warranties that are made at the 
time of funding of the transaction, there is . . . very little that can be done 
at that stage.165

In sum, due diligence by investors—the people with the most to lose—is 
hit or miss, particularly in the Rule 144A market. 

D.  Recourse Clauses Are Limited in Reach and Are Not Consistently 
Enforced 

As we already discussed, recourse clauses are relatively common and 
require lenders to take back bad loans.  Their practical effect is limited, 
however, by spotty enforcement.166  In some cases, lenders refuse to honor 

the placement agent does not bear credit risk in the transaction, however, it does not have the 
same incentives as investors for more thorough risk assessment. 
 162. Id. at 28; see also id. at 38 (“[W]ith the advent of Rule 144A offerings, market 
practice has done away with the . . . finer aspects of private placements such as negotiation 
of covenants and due diligence.”); see generally Steven L. Schwarcz, Rethinking the 
Disclosure Paradigm in a World of Complexity, 2004 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1 (2004). 
 163. Shivaswamy, supra note 54, at 28. 
 164. Id. 
 165. Id. at 38. 
 166. See Shenn, supra note 114 (noting that investors rarely attempt to enforce reps and 
warranties); Shenn, supra note 123, at 1; Interview with Kevin Byers (June 9, 2005).  When 
delinquencies rise, securitized trusts and investment banks are more likely to insist that 
originators buy back bad loans and that is happening now.  Even so, the percentage of 
affected loans is small.  Credit Suisse Group found, for example, that among 208 subprime 
RMBS bond deals that it studied for 2005 and 2006, the dollar value of mortgages 
repurchased was “well under 1% of the total value of mortgages in the pools with at least 
one repurchase . . . .” Ruth Simon & Michael Hudson, Bad Loans Draw Bad Blood, Wall St. 
J., Oct. 9, 2006, at C1. Even this limited enforcement of recourse clauses is cyclical in nature 
and the market has a very short memory.  As one commentator observed, “‘In a rising 
market, even a bad loan is a good loan.’” Id. (quoting Nate Redleaf, research analyst, 
Imperial Capital LLC).  In the meantime, recent potential buyers of subprime lenders have 
sought “to avoid inheriting the subprime sellers’ costly obligation of having to buy back the 
loans already sold in the secondary market because of borrowers’ defaults.”  Lingling Wei, 
Subprime Lenders Are Hard Sell, Wall St. J., Dec. 5, 2006, at C5.   The dictates of federal 
bankruptcy law also place limits on the scope of recourse clauses.  Under the bankruptcy 
code, the sale of loans to the SPV must constitute a “true sale” in order for the receivables to 
be excluded from the bankruptcy estate in the event of the originator’s failure. See Schwarcz, 
supra note 38, § 4:1.  If recourse exceeds specific levels—generally defined as historical 
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recourse clauses and trustees decide that going to court would be unduly 
expensive.167  In other cases, poorly capitalized lenders or brokers have 
gone out of business or lack the funds to buy back their old, non-performing 
loans.168  As a prominent industry attorney observed:  “[I]f you purchase 
loans from small operators, there may not be much water in the well of their 
repentance. . . . If you do postclosing due diligence and you find 10 percent 
of your portfolio is affected, what loan broker, with no capitalization, can 
take back the loan?”169

Even when recourse is successful, investors have to worry about the 
quality of the replacement collateral.  Lenders who accept recourse must 
substitute new loans for the bad loans.  However, lenders often obtain deal 
provisions that allow them unilaterally to substitute collateral.170  Thus, 
recourse provisions, which are supposed to give lenders incentives to desist 
from making predatory loans, actually enable lenders to substitute one bad 
loan for another.  As one analyst warned:  

Once losses eat through the original equity investment, the trading desk 
has a huge incentive to stuff the portfolio with high margin, risky assets to 
maximize the residual cash flows.  If investors choose to participate in 
these deals, they need to carefully examine the structural handcuffs that 
will prevent [such] trading . . . .171

Finally, even if a lender does take back a predatory loan, it will not 
necessarily lose money.  If the borrower still has equity in the home, the 
lender may persuade him or her to refinance the loan, extract new, large 
fees, and eventually foreclose.172

levels of losses—then the “true sale” requirement will be defeated. See, e.g., Bjerre, supra 
note 2, at 417. 
 167. Interview with Kevin Byers, supra note 166.  Securitized trusts are more willing to 
enforce recourse provisions when the market for mortgage-backed securities softens and 
default risks rise. Jesse Eisinger, Mortgage Market Begins to See Cracks as Subprime-Loan 
Problems Emerge, Wall St. J., Aug. 30, 2006, at C1.  In the experience of one of the authors, 
however, recourse negotiations can take up to two years and still may not result in full 
recourse. 
 168. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 549, 556; Roundtable:  Vendors on New Prevention 
Tools, New Scams, Am. Banker, Dec. 9, 2005, at 11, 12 [hereinafter Roundtable] (describing 
“the ease with which [mortgage] entities morph into different businesses”); Shenn, supra 
note 123, at 1. 
 169. DeZube, supra note 103, at 32. 
 170. S&P, Rating Affirmations And Their Impact On Investors (Apr. 20, 2005).  Such 
clauses are permissible in Financial Asset Securitization Investment Trust (FASIT) 
structures, which Congress conferred with favored tax status in the Small Business Job 
Protection Act of 1996. See Phillip R. Pollock & Michael E. Shaff, FASIT Flexibility Applied 
to Subprime Securitizations, in Subprime Consumer Lending, supra note 123, at 155, 156-57 
(a “major benefit of FASITs over REMICs is the ability to add or substitute assets to the 
structure after the startup period and to remove collateral”). 
 171. Tavakoli, supra note 129, at 263. 
 172. Non-bank lenders, in particular, are willing to pursue foreclosure aggressively. See, 
e.g., David Leonhardt, Lenders Trying An Alternative To Foreclosure, N.Y. Times, May 4, 
2002, at A1 (stating that “banks, which service many [loans in default, have] a variety of 
financial incentives to work out new terms and avoid foreclosure” and contrasting predatory 
lenders, who are willing to aggressively foreclose). 
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E.  Retained Servicing Rights Are Not the Norm 
It is rare these days for lenders to retain servicing rights.  Today, the loan 

servicing industry is highly concentrated, largely due to economies of scale.  
Rather than insist that lenders retain servicing rights—as a way to discipline 
lenders—investors or bond insurers usually press them to employ outside 
master servicers to ensure a high level of servicing.173  As a result, the 
originator’s loan servicing rights are generally sold for a fee to one of a 
small group of specialist firms in the field.174  Thus, high potential 
servicing costs are not disincentives to lenders making predatory loans. 

F.  Excess Demand for Subprime Securitizations 
Excess demand is a final reason why investors do not screen subprime 

RMBS for predatory practices.  In 2004, for instance, S&P observed that 
“the market for subprime mortgage securities [experienced] significantly 
more demand than availability for many issuances.”175  Other observers 
concur that the market for subprime RMBS suffers from excess demand.176

Rule 144A private placements are in short supply because they offer 
liquidity.  In addition, there is a clamor for subprime RMBS of all types, 
driven by portfolio regulation of institutional investors such as banks and 
insurance companies.  Many institutional investors have legal limits on the 
types of investments they can buy for their own account.177  Given those 
limits, high yields make subprime RMBS attractive,178 particularly when 
other legal investments are in the doldrums.  Because the demand for bonds 
in subprime securitizations exceeds supply, investors are willing to 
purchase bonds without engaging in thorough due diligence. 

In sum, the risk management mechanisms used by securitization do not 
trickle down to deter lending abuses.  At the same time, structured finance 

 173. See McCall & Blum, supra note 34, at 145. 
 174. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 544. 
 175. S&P, Trends in U.S. Residential Mortgage Products:  Subprime Sector, Fourth-
Quarter 2004, at 3 (Apr. 12, 2005). 
 176. See Morse, Not Exactly Prime, supra note 109, at 63 (“All this investor interest in 
subprime loans is propelled by the mountain of money piling up on the sidelines of the stock 
market, fearing entry into that uninviting terrain.  ‘Mutual funds, hedge funds, private-equity 
funds are sitting on a tremendous amount of liquidity,’ says Kenneth Slosser, managing 
director of investment banking at Friedman, Billings, Ramsey & Co., Inc., Irvine, 
California.”); Allison Pyburn, Spread Debate Dominates Global ABS Conference in 
Barcelona, Asset Securitization Rep., June 20, 2005; see also Lupica, supra note 1, at 630. 
 177. See, e.g., Patricia A. McCoy, Banking Law Manual:  Federal Regulation of Financial 
Holding Companies, Banks and Thrifts § 7.03[1] (2d ed. 2001); Howell E. Jackson, 
Regulation in a Multisectored Financial Services Industry:  An Exploratory Essay, 77 Wash. 
U. L.Q. 319, 352-56 (1999). 
 178. See, e.g., Vikas Bajaj, Mortgages Grow Riskier, and Investors Are Attracted, N.Y. 
Times, Sept. 6, 2006, at C1; Simon et al., supra note 124, at A1 (“[I]n an era of low returns, 
mortgage-backed securities offer yield-starved investors much higher returns than 
government bonds.”); Banc of America Securities, ABS Research Note, at 2 (Feb. 8, 2005) 
(reporting that in 1994, “subprime home equity ABS [asset-backed securities] was [sic] the 
best performing ABS sector, followed by credit card ABS and auto ABS sectors”). 
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protects investors so well that S&P routinely assures investors that 
subprime RMBS “should continue to perform in accordance with 
expectations, given the advances in loan level modeling, structural 
safeguards, and improvement in loss mitigation techniques.”179

VII.  NORMATIVE JUSTIFICATIONS FOR INTERVENTION IN 
RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE SECURITIZATIONS 

Securitization successfully protects investors and reaps profits for rating 
agencies, lenders, and investment banks, without protecting borrowers from 
abusive loans.  This situation gives rise to the question:  Should the law 
create incentives for securitizers to detect and protect against predatory 
lending?  For the reasons that follow, we answer this question in the 
affirmative. 

A.  Predatory Lending Harms Borrowers and Imposes External Costs on 
Communities 

Under the current legal regime, borrowers, neighborhoods, and cities bear 
the brunt of abusive lending, while securitization insulates investors from 
having to internalize those costs.  When lenders make loans that borrowers 
cannot afford to repay, borrowers can lose their homes to foreclosure.  
Others keep their homes only by reducing spending on necessities such as 
health insurance, medical bills, day care, and critical home repairs.  When 
predatory lending results in vacant homes and neighborhood decline, cities 
lose tax revenues and must pay for added police protection and other city 
services.180  The total annual cost to homeowners and cities is in the 
billions of dollars.181

B.  The Secondary Market Can More Efficiently Bear the Costs of Policing 
Predatory Lenders 

The deregulation of home mortgage loans and the growth of 
nontraditional lending have impeded comparison-shopping and enabled 
lenders to market loans with complex terms that borrowers do not 
understand.182  As a result, many borrowers enter into complex loans 
without understanding the terms or their repayment obligations.  Currently, 
the only effective way for borrowers to ensure that they are not entering 
into predatory loans is to hire lawyers, costing several hundred dollars 
apiece to review the loan terms and advise them to walk out of closings if 
loan terms prove abusive. 

 179. S&P, supra note 175, at 5. 
 180. See Engel, supra note 12, at 356-60. 
 181. See Quercia, Stegman & Davis, supra note 4, at 5, 27; Eric Stein, Quantifying the 
Economic Cost of Predatory Lending (2001) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the 
Fordham Law Review) (estimating losses from predatory lending at $9.1 billion annually). 
 182. See Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1275, 1311-12. 
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In contrast, the cost of screening out predatory loans from securitized 
loan pools is minimal.183  One study estimated that manual review of a loan 
file for predatory terms cost $43, or about three percent of origination 
costs.184  The same study found that automated review cost approximately 
one dollar per loan.185  Thus, unlike borrower attorneys, who must review 
individual closing files at substantial cost, securitizers can capture 
increasing returns to scale by purchasing technology that electronically 
reviews files at a fraction of lawyers’ cost. 

C.  Securitization Impedes Borrowers’ Ability to Obtain Relief from 
Predatory Loans 

Thinly capitalized lenders and brokers have the most to gain from 
securitization because they lack other forms of financing.186  For 
undercapitalized firms, securitization has two important effects.  First, it 
enables them to enter the subprime industry by providing them with 
financing.187  Second, it enables them to stay in operation despite low 
capital because they can plow the proceeds from securitization into a fresh 
set of loans, which in turn can be securitized.  In the process, originators 
can render themselves judgment-proof from lawsuits by borrowers by 
continually shedding their assets through securitization, distributing the 
profits to shareholders, and draining the company of capital.188  As one 

 183. See Lisa Keyfetz, The Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994:  
Extending Liability for Predatory Subprime Loans to Secondary Mortgage Market 
Participants, 18 Loy. Consumer L. Rev. 151, 168-69 (2005) (noting that secondary market 
actors are in better positions than borrowers to detect “bad” lenders); Siddhartha Venkatesan, 
Abrogating the Holder in Due Course Doctrine in Subprime Mortgage Transactions to More 
Effectively Police Predatory Lending, 7 N.Y.U. J. Legis. & Pub. Pol’y 177, 207-08 
(discussing ways the secondary market can spread the cost of assignee liability). 
 184. See Delvin M. Davis & Ellen Schloemer, Strong Compliance Systems Support 
Profitable Lending While Reducing Predatory Practices 6 (Center for Responsible Lending 
2005), available at http://www.responsiblelending.org/pdfs/ip010-Compliance_Costs-
0705.pdf. 
 185. Id.  In a study of mortgage origination costs, the Mortgage Bankers Association 
reported that the net operational origination cost averaged $1,485 per loan in 2004. See Press 
Release, Mortgage Bankers Association, MBA Releases Annual Cost Study (Oct. 12, 2005), 
available at http://www.mortgagebankers.org/NewsandMedia/PressCenter/32173.htm. 
 186. Hill, supra note 15, at 1065-66, 1073, 1086, 1092-94, 1100, 1102, 1109; Lupica, 
supra note 1, at 627, 629-31; see also Eggert, supra note 2, at 546, 556-57. 
 187. As Freddie Mac’s former chairman Leland Brendsel observed, “[R]elatively little 
capital is required to start a mortgage banking operation . . . and even less to become a 
mortgage broker.  Lenders lacking the necessary net worth can still originate loans for 
lenders qualified to sell into the secondary market.”  Leland C. Brendsel, Securitization’s 
Role in Housing Finance:  The Special Contributions of the Government-Sponsored 
Enterprises, in A Primer on Securitization, supra note 37, at 19, 24. 
 188. When originators dissolve or go bankrupt, borrowers have little or no real recourse. 
See Erick Bergquist, Guess What? Loan Buyers Liable Under Federal Law, Am. Banker, 
May 7, 2004, at 1. 
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commentator put it:  “Securitization’s structure is designed to divert value 
away from the originator.”189

Even when originators can pay judgments against them, borrowers may 
not be able to obtain meaningful relief.  A lawsuit against the original 
lender or broker cannot halt a foreclosure by the securitized trust.  
Similarly, rescission or reformation may be difficult or impossible if loans 
are part of securitized loan pools.190

D.  Securitization Impedes Work-outs with Injured Borrowers 
Securitization complicates and often blocks work-outs with borrowers 

who are harmed by predatory loans.191  This is because the underlying 
securitization contracts tie the trustee’s and servicer’s hands if they attempt 
to negotiate a repayment plan in lieu of foreclosure.  The value of the 
securities and the amount of their returns are based on cash flows that are 
determined, in part, by the loan terms.  To protect these cash flows, 
securitization contracts typically prohibit changes to the terms of the 
underlying loans.  In addition, securitization contracts often prohibit 
servicers from waiving prepayment penalties and other loan provisions. 

Another roadblock arises when subprime lenders securitize prepayment 
penalties through bonds known as Net Interest Margin Securities 
(NIMS).192  If a borrower seeks reformation of a predatory loan, the 
reformation could be deemed a prepayment, thus triggering prepayment 
penalties.  Theoretically, the prepayment penalties could be waived as part 
of the work-out.  However, if the prepayment penalties have been 
securitized in a NIMS, contractually they cannot be waived.  S&P has 
assured this by insisting that issuers and servicers provide representations 
and warranties that they will rigidly enforce the prepayment penalties being 
securitized.193

 189. Lupica, supra note 1, at 598; see also Iacobucci & Winter, supra note 15, at 170; 
LoPucki, supra note 1, at 25-30. 
 190. See Eggert, supra note 2, at 560-66 (discussing the difficulty borrowers encounter if 
they seek to restructure a loan that has been securitized). 
 191. Id.; see generally Eggert, supra note 27. 
 192. See, e.g., Risk World, Standard & Poors Rates First NIMS Transaction 1, available 
at http://www.riskworld.com/PressRel/2000/00q3/PR00a059.htm; S&P, Legal Criteria 
Reaffirmed for the Securitization of Prepayment Penalties 1 (May 29, 2002); Vanderbilt 
Capital Advisors, Net Interest Margin (NIMs), available at 
http://www.vcallc.com/mailings/additions/net_interest.htm. 
 193. S&P does allow for exceptions in two instances, both of which erect high barriers to 
workouts.  First, S&P permits waiver where forgiveness would “maximize recovery of total 
proceeds” and is “standard and customary in servicing similar home equity loans.”  Press 
Release, S&P, Standard & Poor’s Clarifies Criteria For Prepayment Penalty Income In U.S. 
NIMs Transactions (2005).  Second, a NIMS based on prepayment penalty income can 
“allow the servicer/master servicer to waive prepayment penalties for any other reason,” but 
only at a steep price. Id.  In such cases, S&P requires the issuer either to obtain a guarantee 
or deposit funds in escrow to replace any missing future revenues from prepayment 
penalties. See id. 
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Finally, servicers have reduced incentives to assist borrowers who go into 
default.  Servicers can earn higher fees if they march borrowers to 
foreclosure rather than reform the borrowers’ loan terms or reschedule 
payments.  In short, securitization creates rigidities that make loan work-
outs difficult and often well nigh impossible. 

E.  Securitization Causes Borrowers to Pay an Excess Risk Premium 
Pricing anomalies in the subprime market provide additional support for 

our assignee liability proposal.  As we discussed, borrowers in the subprime 
market often pay prices that exceed their actual risk.  For instance, excess 
risk premiums arise when originators steer prime-eligible borrowers to 
subprime loans.  Excess premiums also arise when lenders impose 
prepayment penalties on borrowers that are not justified by risk or trade-
offs for lower interest rates.  To compound this situation, NIMS make 
subprime home loans more expensive by creating a strong, artificial 
demand for costly prepayment penalties that result in hefty fees to 
borrowers if the penalties are triggered.  Ultimately, as excess risk 
premiums push up loan costs to borrowers, their default risk rises, too.194  
Because securitization creates incentives for lenders to extract rents from 
borrowers, securitization should bear responsibility for the added default 
risk. 

F.  The Holder-in-due-course rule Creates Inequities 
The holder-in-due-course rule also creates inequities when loans are 

securitized.  When loans are sold, borrowers lose the ability to assert 
various defenses and affirmative claims against the new holders of the 
loans.  Thus, the very fact of the loan sale increases the value of the loan to 
the assignee with no direct benefit to the borrower.  At the same time, the 
borrower is harmed by the loss of full legal relief for a problem loan.  The 
impact of the holder-in-due-course rule becomes particularly perverse when 
it prevents borrowers from defending foreclosure actions by assignees. 

Ultimately, borrowers have no control over whether their loans are sold 
or held by lenders in portfolio.  As a matter of fairness, the law should not 
prevent borrowers from obtaining complete relief from abusive loans, 
especially because securitization creates added incentives toward predatory 
lending. 

 194. See Donald R. Haurin & Stuart S. Rosenthal, The Growth Earnings of Low-Income 
Households and the Sensitivity of Their Homeownership Choices to Economic and Socio-
Demographic Shocks 18 (Apr. 2005) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Fordham 
Law Review), available at http://www.huduser.org/Publications/pdf/EarningsOfLow-
IncomeHouseholds.pdf (when an adjustable rate mortgage adjusts upwards following 
closing, each percentage point increase makes it thirty percent more likely that a household 
will terminate homeownership and return to being renters). 
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G.  Subprime Borrowers Lack Effective Bargaining Power 
The marketing techniques that subprime lenders and brokers employ 

often impede borrowers’ ability to comparison shop and bargain for loans.  
The most abusive loans are targeted at unsophisticated people who believe 
that their ability to borrow money is limited.195  This targeting, coupled 
with high pressure tactics, such as promoting time-limited deals that require 
borrowers to commit or lose the option to borrow at “special” rates, leads 
borrowers to pay application fees immediately and commit to loans that 
may not be in their best interests.  Once the loan application process begins, 
borrowers become psychologically committed to the loans and, depending 
on the size of the application fee and the borrowers’ liquid assets, may not 
be able to afford to apply for another loan.196

At the time of application, subprime lenders typically reveal only the 
vaguest of terms to borrowers, waiting until closing to disclose the final 
provisions.  These last-minute changes in loan terms are problematic on 
several fronts.  First, borrowers are boundedly rational in the sense that they 
are able to process some, but not all, loan terms.197  Typically, they focus 
on simple price terms, such as the monthly payment amount, and ignore 
other potentially onerous terms, like prepayment penalties.198  Lenders can 
exploit these limits on borrowers’ ability to absorb information to their 
advantage.  Second, when the final loan terms are presented to borrowers at 
closing, essential terms are often obscured in the shuffle of complicated 
loan papers.  Many borrowers may believe that they are obligated to enter 
the loan at closing even though the law permits them to walk away from the 
closing or rescind the loan within three days of the closing.  Others, who 
may have experienced credit discrimination or who worry that their access 
to credit is limited, may fear that they will lose access to future credit if they 
reject proffered loans.199  The secondary market benefits from the resulting 
one-sided contracts and, therefore, should be responsible for some of the 
damage these contract terms cause. 

 195. This targeting is often race-based. See Bocian et al., supra note 26, at 3-5; Kathleen 
C. Engel & Patricia A. McCoy, From Credit Denial To Predatory Lending:  The Challenge 
of Sustaining Minority Homeownership 35-38 (2006) (unpublished manuscript, on file with 
the Fordham Law Review) (discussing numerous studies on the link between subprime 
lending and race); Complaint at 9, Nat’l Cmty. Reinvestment Coal. v. Allied Home 
Mortgage Capital Corp. (June 14, 2006), available at 
http://www.ncrc.org/pressandpubs/press_releases/documents/2006/HUDComplaint.pdf. 
 196. Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1283. 
 197. Susan Block-Lieb & Edward J. Janger, The Myth of the Rational Borrower:  
Rationality, Behavioralism, and the Misguided “Reform” of Bankruptcy Law, 84 Tex. L. 
Rev. 1481, 1530 (2006) 
 198. Id. at 1539-40; see generally Russell Korobkin, Bounded Rationality, Standard 
Form Contracts, and Unconscionability, 70 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1203, 1225-44 (2003) 
(describing how bounded rationality can lead to contract terms that favor sellers at the 
expense of unwitting buyers). 
 199. Engel & McCoy, supra note 195, at 30-31. 
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In sum, although securitization has enabled many people to obtain loans 
who, in pre-securitization days, could not secure loans, it has also helped to 
spawn predatory lending and has impeded the ability of borrowers to obtain 
meaningful relief from abusive loans.  These inequities, the other negative 
externalities that predatory lending imposes on borrowers and cities, and the 
unwillingness of the secondary market to police predatory lenders 
effectively justify imposing liability on assignees. 

VIII.  AN ASSIGNEE LIABILITY PROPOSAL 
In the non-conforming market, experience has shown that abusive loans 

will continue to be securitized unless the law creates incentives to screen 
out predatory loans.  Furthermore, the time has come to hold the secondary 
market responsible for policing lenders.  Accordingly, we propose a system 
of assignee liability that rewards entities that engage in due diligence 
designed to detect loans with abusive terms.  Our proposal would impose 
extensive liability on assignees that failed to adopt the due diligence 
standards we discuss below and would cap liability for those assignees that 
complied with the specifications we outline. 

A.  Considerations When Designing a Due Diligence Standard for 
Securitizing Residential Mortgage Loans 

In formulating a due diligence standard for securitizing home loans, 
several considerations must be kept in mind.  First, any due diligence 
standard should ideally contemplate individual loan review.  Second, a 
screening standard must be cost-effective.  Any standard that is expensive 
would counteract the goal of combating abusive lending by pushing up the 
cost of home loans.  Third, screening requires adoption of strong 
nationwide standards making clear what constitutes a predatory term or 
practice.  Fourth, screening should only apply to abusive terms and 
practices that are capable of detection on a cost-effective basis.  As we 
recognize, some types of mortgage fraud are not amenable to advance 
screening.  Finally, screening should be adaptable to the to-be-announced 
and Rule 144A markets. 

1.  Cost-Effective Screening of Individual Loans 

Ideally, due diligence should aspire to more than facial compliance.  In 
particular, it should check for actual compliance with anti-predatory lending 
criteria by reviewing all individual loans in the loan pool.  There are two 
methods of verifying actual compliance:  automated compliance and 
manual inspection.  Each method has its advantages and flaws. 

Automated compliance systems have recently come to the fore.  These 
systems check every loan for compliance with state and local anti-predatory 
laws, federal disclosure laws, and other criteria designated by the lender or 
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investor.200  The advances in automated compliance followed the recent 
spate of state anti-predatory lending laws. 

Loan aggregators and investment banks use several different automated 
compliance systems to screen tapes with data on individual loans.201  
LendTech® by ARC Systems™, for example, provides individually tailored 
automatic underwriting and due diligence systems to lenders, wholesalers, 
investment bankers, and investors.202  LendTech® allows lenders to 
“upload credit and mortgage applications with a full credit file into the 
automated model” in advance of warehousing or securitizing their loans.203  
A competing product, ComplianceAnalyzer®, is “a pre-close, automated, 
transaction-level approach” to regulatory compliance.204  The premier 
version, known as ComplianceAnalyzer® Plus, furnishes “lenders, 
investors, and securitizers [with] comprehensive regulatory compliance 
auditing (including ‘high-cost’ and ‘anti-predatory’ lending legislation).”205  
The manufacturer of the premier line, ComplianceEase, is so confident 
about its ability to assure compliance that it offers “a comprehensive and 
flexible warranty backed by an A.M. Best "A-" or better (Excellent) rated 
insurer. Each loan can be covered up to $250,000 and the coverage is also 
easily transferable to secondary market investors.”206  Other automated 
compliance systems include InvestorServices by CoreLogic, High Cost 
Analyzer by Clayton, 2Comply by Mavent, and Wiz Sentinel by PCi 
Corporation.207  These automated compliance review programs can screen 
loans for one dollar a loan and probably less.208

 200. Indeed, Fitch considers it “virtually impossible for originators of any meaningful 
size to monitor compliance with predatory lending laws, as is required on a loan-level basis, 
without the assistance of technology.” FitchRatings, Can You See Me Now?, supra note 
135. 
 201. See Erick Bergquist, Some Lenders Turning to Compliance Software, Am. Banker, 
Apr. 1, 2003, at 12; Mary Dum, ARC Helps PCFS Get the Brass Ring, 10 Mortgage 
Technology 41 (2003); Anthony Garritano, Automating the LAW:  Mavent drills compliance 
down to a few clicks, Mortgage Tech., Jan./Feb. 2005, at 30; Morse, Not Exactly Prime, 
supra note 109.  Since the late 1990s, S&P has required issuers to provide S&P with data 
tapes containing loan level data with a variety of data fields, including credit risk and credit 
scores.  S&P uses the data tapes to assign risk grades to each loan in a loan pool under its 
automated LEVELS™ credit scoring model. See, e.g., Raiter, supra note 123, at 147. 
 202. See ARC Systems, Products & Services, available at 
http://www.arcsystems.com/products.htm. 
 203. Dum, supra note 201, at 41; see ARC Systems, LendTech Investor, available at 
http://www.arcsystems.com/lt_investor_matrix.htm. 
 204. ComplianceEase, ComplianceAnalyzer®:  Automated Compliance Solutions, 
http://www.complianceease.com/mainsite/prod/prod_ca_overview.jsp?content=/opencms/C
EContent/prod/prod_ca_overview_m.jsp&right=/opencms/CEContent/prod/r_critical_decisi
on.jsp (last visited Feb. 12, 2007). 
 205. ComplianceEase, ComplianceAnalyzer® Plus with AssureCert® Protection, 
http://www.complianceease.com/mainsite/prod/prod_ac_overview.jsp?content=/opencms/C
EContent/prod/prod_ac_overview_m.jsp&right=/opencms/CEContent/prod/r_verify_assurec
ert.jsp (last visited Feb. 12, 2007). 
 206. Id. 
 207. See Davis & Schloemer, supra note 184, at 8 tbl.2. 
 208. See id. at 6 & nn.21-24. 
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Some major lenders have already adopted these systems in order to meet 
legal compliance criteria that Fitch and S&P have imposed on residential 
mortgage securitizations.209  Secondary market adoption of automated 
compliance puts pressure on brokers and lenders to adopt the same 
safeguards.  As one observer put it:  

You know, the money controls the game. . . . [I]f an investor is using 
tools . . . then the broker or the originator will want to use that tool, too.  
Not for any ethical reasons or not for any obligation to the investor or 
anything.  Because they want to close that loan, and they want to move 
that loan.  The only reason.  Hey, whatever it takes. 210

Automated compliance is not enough, however.  “[L]oans may slip 
through the cracks” of automated compliance if data is entered incorrectly 
or too late for review or if the software does not apply the correct legal 
test.211  Accordingly, due diligence should augment automated systems 
with manual inspections of loans and tests to confirm that the right legal 
filters are in place. 

In manual inspection, a compliance team makes an on-site inspection of 
physical loan files and supporting documentation.  One advantage of 
manual inspection is that it can detect some types of loan fraud that 
automated compliance cannot.212  However, manual inspection is time-
intensive, taking on average thirty to forty-five minutes per loan.213  While 
manual inspection could be performed on every loan, normally it is limited 
to a sample of loans due to cost concerns.214  Although manual review costs 
more than automated screening, it is not financially prohibitive, costing 
about $43 per loan.215

 209. See id. at 8-9 & tbl.2.  GAO casts doubt on the effectiveness of automated 
compliance systems on grounds that “data tapes used for loan reviews do not include point 
and fee information.” See GAO, supra note 109, at 79.  Whether GAO’s assertion is true, it 
is beside the point.  While the data tapes that lenders provide to rating agencies vary in the 
extent to which they contain fee information, automated compliance systems must and do 
review points and fees to ascertain compliance with Truth in Lending Act disclosures and 
high-cost statutes such as HOEPA and state equivalents that have points and fees triggers.  
For example, ComplianceEase™ recalculates the annual percentage rate using the interest 
rate and finance charges from the actual loan documents. See ComplianceEase Offers 
Predatory Lending Compliance Certification for Wall Street Rating Agencies (June 20, 
2003), available at 
http://www.complianceease.com/mainsite/about/news/cenews_20030620_m.jsp. 
 210. See Roundtable, supra note 168, at 14. 
 211. See FitchRatings, supra note 200, at 2. 
 212. See infra note 228 and accompanying text. 
 213. See Davis & Schloemer, supra note 184, at 6-7 & n.21. 
 214. When subprime RMBS underwriters do examine loan files manually, normally they 
“don’t do due diligence on every single loan in a pool; at most, they do a random sample of, 
say, 3% of the loans.”  Shepherd, supra note 29, at 4. 
 215. See Davis & Schloemer, supra note 184, at 6 & n.21. 
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2.  Meaningful Screening Requires Adoption of Strict National Anti-
Predatory Lending Standards 

Automated compliance systems and manual due diligence are designed to 
verify compliance with federal, state, and local consumer protection laws, 
including anti-predatory lending laws.  However, the current patchwork of 
federal, state, and local laws leaves many lending abuses unregulated.216  
Further, the private-label secondary market does not screen out loans with 
abusive features unless those abuses are unlawful. 

Thus, for screening to effectively curtail predatory lending wherever it 
occurs, it is necessary to adopt a strong set of anti-predatory lending 
standards that apply to home loans throughout the country.  Ideally such 
standards would be adopted directly through federal legislation,217 but a 
federal anti-predatory lending statute is not the only way to institute 
standards with broad national effect.  Other avenues might include a 
uniform state law or a joint rulemaking by federal banking regulators and 
the Federal Trade Commission declaring predatory practices illegal under 
the Federal Trade Commission Act.  Similarly, laws could specifically 
prohibit rating agencies from rating loan pools that contain loans with 
specified predatory terms or require the mortgage industry to adopt anti-
predatory lending standards that it would enforce through a self-regulatory 
organization.  However such standards are accomplished, effective 
screening will not take place until nationwide standards are adopted. 

3.  Screening and Its Limitations 

Screening cannot detect every predatory term or practice.  Some types of 
fraud will pass through automated filters and even manual inspection 
without detection.218  There are ways to uncover evidence of fraud, 
however, some of which are automated.  For instance, Fannie Mae’s and 
Freddie Mac’s automated underwriting systems issue alerts when there are 

 216. Even in states with strong anti-predatory lending laws, the effect of those laws is 
diluted by federal preemption rulings by federal banking regulators that exempt national 
banks, federal savings associations, and their operating subsidiaries from such state laws.  
See, e.g., Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr., The OCC’s Preemption Rules Exceed the Agency’s 
Authority and Present a Serious Threat to the Dual Banking System and Consumer 
Protection, 23 Ann. Rev. Banking & Fin. L. 225 (2004). 
 217. For discussion of the contents of such a law, see Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 
1317-63, where we proposed a federal suitability standard for subprime mortgages.  In 
addition, HOEPA and its implementing regulations; the anti-predatory lending laws of a 
number of states, including North Carolina, New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts; the 
screening criteria used by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac; and the regulations for Veterans 
Administration loans provide an array of anti-predatory lending standards on which 
screening standards could be modeled.  Those standards include limitations on abusive 
prepayment penalties, loan flipping schemes, asset-based lending, and balloon clauses. Id. at 
1366-80.  
 218. See, e.g., GAO, supra note 109, at 79.  For a cogent description of mortgage fraud 
schemes, see U.S. Department of Justice, Financial Crimes Report to the Public D1-D12 
(May 2005). 
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signs of an inflated appraisal, raising suspicions of property flipping or 
appraisal fraud.219  Automation can also check for other types of fraud.  A 
borrower’s identity can be confirmed through an online search.  A database 
maintained by Mortgage Asset Research Inc. lists past participants in 
mortgage fraud.220  The Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) uses a “Neighborhood Watch” website to screen out originators who 
have histories of making Federal Housing Administration (FHA)-insured 
loans with high default rates.221  CoreLogic issues a scorecard ranking 
every mortgage broker and appraiser on the past quality of their loans.222  
Automatic retrieval of records on loans by the same lender to the same 
borrower can be instrumental in uncovering loan flipping.  These automated 
anti-fraud safeguards are powerful because they can be applied to every 
loan in a loan pool. 

A new insurance product partners fraud detection programs with fraud 
insurance.223  The Prieston Group (TPG) performs due diligence review of 
lenders and certifies those that have adopted best practices.224  TPG also 
provides various services to assist lenders in preventing and detecting 
fraud.225  As part of the package, TPG provides fraud insurance that 
follows loans when they are sold or securitized.226  Such products can 
protect investors from the risk of fraud that may be difficult to detect.227

Manual inspection can help detect other types of loan fraud.  For 
example, such inspection can detect whited-out information on loan 
applications, a telltale sign of fraud.  In inspections of no- or low-
documentation loan files, Fitch has discovered documents with income and 
asset information blacked out.  The inference is that the borrowers’ income 
or assets were too low to qualify for a conventional loan.  Due to these and 
similar fraud concerns, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
advises lenders to inspect manually a sample of their loan files, particularly 
for loans that were sold by a broker or processed by inexperienced workers 
or temporary employees.  Manual checks can also be used to verify Social 
Security numbers and assets and down payments.228

 219. See Erick Bergquist, Identifying Soft Spots in Fight Against Fraud, Am. Banker, 
Sept. 27, 2004, at 7; Jody Shenn, Freddie Adds Suspicious-Valuation Alerts to LP, Am. 
Banker, Oct. 22, 2004, at 7. 
 220. See Shenn, supra note 114, at 8M. 
 221. See HUD, Enhancements to the Neighborhood Watch Early Warning System, 
Mortgagee Letter 2002-15 (July 17, 2002), available at 
http://www.hudclips.org/sub_nonhud/cgi/nph-brs.cgi?d=MLET&s1=02-
15[no]&SECT1=TXTHLB&SECT5=MLET&u=./hudclips.cgi&p=1&r=1&f=G 
 222. Roundtable, supra note 168, at 12. 
 223. See Jody Shenn, Fraud-Guard Venders Team Up, Am. Banker, Oct. 19, 2004, at 12. 
 224. The Prieston Group, http://www.priestongroup.com/app/public/lenders.jsp (last 
visited Feb. 10, 2007). 
 225. Id. 
 226. Id. 
 227. The Prieston Group, TPG Mortgage Assurance Solution, available at 
http://www.priestongroup.com/app/public/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2007). 
 228. See Roundtable, supra note 168; Shenn, supra note 114, at 6A. 
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When fraud slips undetected through due diligence, often it is possible 
for trustees to detect it later through post-closing monitoring.  In the closing 
documents, lenders can be required to notify trustees of any complaints, 
government investigations, or enforcement orders involving their lending 
practices.  Similarly, those contracts can give trustees the right to perform 
spot audits of loans when red flags of lending abuse appear post-sale.   

Screening can be difficult when anti-predatory lending standards are 
vague.  Examples include prohibitions on asset-based lending and 
refinancings with no tangible net benefit to the borrower that do not provide 
objective guidelines for determining compliance.  Despite the difficulties 
these types of standards present, rating agencies have devised ways of 
rating loans from jurisdictions with imprecise lending standards.229  It is 
also possible to devise objective measures to determine compliance with 
vague standards.  The Veterans Administration, for V.A. loans, uses two 
quantitative tests—a debt-to-income ratio and a residual income test—to 
guard against asset-based lending.230  Similarly, the Federal Reserve Board, 
in the regulations implementing HOEPA, regulates loan flipping by 
prohibiting a lender and any assignee from refinancing a HOEPA loan with 
another HOEPA loan within one year from closing.231  Both of these 
standards are objective and thus capable of detection through automated 
compliance systems. 

4.  Tailoring Screening to the TBA and 144A Markets 

The to-be-announced and Rule 144A markets present unique obstacles to 
screening, but these obstacles are not insurmountable.  Because these 
markets do not contemplate pre-sale screening, due diligence could take 
place post-sale.  In a TBA offering, the lender and/or the trustee can do 
automated screening of loans immediately before loans are added to the 
loan pool.  Similarly, in a Rule 144A offering, screening could be 
performed after the closing. 

Nevertheless, screening poses a practical concern in both markets.  In the 
TBA market, post-closing review means that investors lack the leverage 
they had before closing to walk away from the deal.  When TBA offerings 
are structured as public offerings, the lenders have to provide disclosures 
and representations and warranties about the quality and legality of the loan 

 229. For example, S&P looks for factors mitigating aggressive enforcement of statutes, 
such as laws limiting recovery to a pattern or practice of violations, scienter requirements, an 
objective safe harbor, the litigation history of the law, or high proof or procedural hurdles to 
recovery.  S&P will require more credit enhancements absent such mitigating factors. See 
S&P, supra note 135; see also Press Release, S&P, New Criteria Implemented for Including 
Anti-Predatory Lending Law Lns in U.S. Rtd SF Trans (May 13, 2004) [hereinafter S&P, 
New Criteria Implemented]. 
 230. See 38 C.F.R. § 36.4337 (2006). 
 231. See 12 C.F.R. § 226.34(a)(3) (2006).  While the rule recognizes an exception for 
refinancings that are “in the borrower’s interest,” essentially the one-year rule creates a 
rebuttable presumption that refinancings within one year violate HOEPA. Id. 
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pool.  With those safeguards in hand, the trustee at least has the legal right 
to reject substandard loans from the loan pool.  The real issue, then, is the 
transaction costs of enforcing those safeguards. 

Matters are dicier in Rule 144A offerings.  There, investors not only lack 
the leverage to walk away, but do not benefit from any pre-sale disclosures 
or binding representations and warranties.  Without those deal protections, 
investors have no contractual guarantee of the minimum quality of loans to 
be included in the loan pool.  While Rule 144A investors and trustees could 
insist, after-the-fact, that any illegal loans be removed from the loan pool, 
their weak contract rights would undercut their bargaining position and 
likely result in prolonged negotiations to no effect.  As we discuss in the 
next section, carefully tailored provisions imposing assignee liability for 
predatory lending would arm Rule 144A and other investors with the 
leverage they need to insist on adequate disclosures and binding 
representations and warranties. 

B.  A Proposal for Assignee Liability in Residential Mortgage 
Securitizations 

1.  Due Diligence 

The time has come to adopt a national legal standard for due diligence in 
residential mortgage securitizations and wholesale purchases of home loans.  
We propose a due diligence standard with the following contours:  

(i)  Loan-Level Review for Actual Compliance:  Due diligence should 
include review of every loan in a loan pool for compliance with substantive 
screening standards.  Lenders and underwriters would have the choice of 
manual or automated screening.  Most lenders, particularly larger lenders, 
would likely opt for automated screening.  All residential loan pools would 
be subject to loan-level review in full, whether those pools contain prime or 
subprime loans. 

(ii)  Manual Screening for Other Signs of Fraud:  Due diligence should 
further require manual screening of a random sample of loan files for other 
indicators of fraud.  This review would be in addition to the automated or 
manual review just described.  Indicators of fraud could include the 
whiting-out of critical underwriting information, inconsistent information, 
and suspect or absent documentation.  The random sample should be 
sufficiently large to support statistical inferences within specified tolerances 
about the absence or presence of the type of fraud tested for in the loan 
pool. 

(iii)  Review For Facial Compliance:  Before the advent of automated 
screening, due diligence by underwriters and rating agencies traditionally 
consisted of reviewing originators’ loan products, sales and training 
manuals, underwriting policies, broker selection, oversight, compensation 
policies, and form loan contracts to verify compliance with consumer 
protection and lending laws.  Such due diligence continues to remain 
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important.  Indeed, in the Lehman Brothers case, FAMCO’s scripted sales 
materials allegedly coached FAMCO’s loan officers on how to make 
fraudulent sales pitches.232  Accordingly, due diligence should retain 
review for facial compliance.  In addition, this phase should review all 
lawsuits filed, other borrower complaints, and government investigations of 
or actions taken against the lender for alleged predatory lending practices. 

(iv)  Determine Outcomes:  A well-functioning due diligence system sets 
benchmarks for how to respond to loans found to violate the screening 
criteria.  In the event of isolated violations, any loan that violated the 
screening criteria would either have to be rejected from the loan pool or 
have the defect promptly corrected.  Higher volumes of violations would 
require rejection of the entire loan pool and cancellation of the sale.233

(v)  Adequate Representations and Warranties and Recourse Clauses 
Enforceable by the Trust:  In addition to ensuring screening, lenders should 
be required to provide representations and warranties that all loans in the 
loan pool comply with all applicable laws, including the nationwide 
screening criteria.  All representations and warranties should run to, and be 
enforceable by, the trustee on behalf of the securitized trust.234

(vi)  Post-closing Monitoring:  Due diligence should further require loan 
originators, loan aggregators, underwriters, and servicers of residential 
mortgage loan pools to provide written notice to the trustee of any borrower 
complaints, lawsuits, subpoenas, notices of government investigations, and 
enforcement orders involving any loans in the loan pool.  In addition, 
trustees should be required to investigate lenders whose loans prove to have 
higher-than-average default, prepayment, and/or foreclosure rates than 
loans with comparable risk.235

 232. Austin v. Chisick (In re First Alliance Mortgage Co.), 298 B.R. 652, 657-58 (Bankr. 
C.D. Cal. 2003) (findings of fact).  
 233. HUD has adopted this approach for Federal Housing Administration-insured loans. 
See Due Diligence in Acquiring Loans, HUD Mortgagee Letter 2002-21, at 5 (Sept. 26, 
2002), available at http://www.hudclips.org/sub_nonhud/html/nph-
brs.cgi?d=MLET&s1=02-
$[no]&op1=AND&SECT1=TXTHLB&SECT5=MLET&u=../html/shortcut.htm&p=1&r=7
&f=G. 
 234. Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Federal Housing Finance Board already require 
these contractual enforcement mechanisms. See, e.g., Fannie Mae, Lender Letter No. 03-00, 
supra note 143; Federal Housing Finance Board, Advisory Bull. 2005-AB-08 (Aug. 25, 
2005), available at http://www.fhfb.gov/GetFile.aspx?FileID=4201; Freddie Mac Promotes 
Consumer Choice With New Subprime Mortgage Arbitration Policy, supra note 143; 
Freddie Mac Will No Longer Invest in Subprime Mortgages with Prepayment Penalty Terms 
Greater Than Three Years, supra note 143; cf. HUD, supra note 233, at 5-6 (noting that best 
practices involve such provisions). 
 235. Post-purchase monitoring can effectively detect unusual patterns among loan pools.  
For example, in 2005, Freddie Mac observed unusually high prepayment rates on loans sold 
by National City Mortgage. Eric Dash, Freddie Mac Purchased and Sold Faulty Loans, N.Y. 
Times, Apr. 14, 2005, at C3.  Elevated prepayment rates can be evidence that originators are 
engaging in loan flipping. Id.  Further investigation revealed that one broker was responsible 
for the questionable loans. Id. 
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We recognize that these standards form the outer parameters for 
workable due diligence and monitoring.  Accordingly, we recommend that 
a federal agency be empowered to work out the nuts-and-bolts details of 
due diligence and monitoring through a rulemaking proceeding in which 
consumer advocates, lenders, and secondary market participants provide 
input into the types of controls that would best detect and deter predatory 
lending.  Furthermore, that agency should be empowered to update due 
diligence and monitoring standards as circumstances and technology 
evolve. 

2.  Assignee Liability 

Our assignee liability proposal aims to achieve three objectives.  First, it 
would cause capital markets to internalize harm to borrowers from 
financing abusive loans.  Second, it would restore the full panoply of 
remedies to borrowers that they had before their loans were securitized.  
Finally, it would foster certainty by establishing bright-line rules enabling 
assignees to estimate their potential liability for any predatory lending 
claims. 

a.  Which Claims Would Be Subject to Assignee Liability? 

Although borrowers can harness an array of claims against originators for 
predatory lending, we propose extending assignee liability only to specific 
causes of action.  These causes of action are:  (1) common law tort claims, 
such as fraud and improvident lending; (2) contract claims such as 
unconscionability; and (3) claims under state and local anti-predatory 
lending laws.  In addition, we would impose liability on assignees for 
violations of a national suitability standard that we previously proposed.236  
This standard, which is akin to the suitability doctrine in securities 
regulation, would prohibit originators from making unsuitable loans to 
borrowers. 

At this point, we do not propose altering or expanding assignee liability 
under federal or state anti-discrimination, disclosure, or unfair and 
deceptive trade practices laws.  Doing so would require amending a 
multitude of statutes.  In addition, caution suggests that this foray into 
federal assignee liability laws not be sweeping.  After there has been time 
for adequate study of the impact of our proposal, policy-makers could 
consider harmonizing assignee liability standards for discrimination, 
disclosure, and consumer protection claims to reflect the expanding class of 
market participants who should be liable under the statutes. 

 236. Engel & McCoy, supra note 13, at 1317-39. 
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Finally, our proposal would operate as a floor, not a ceiling, and thus 
would not preempt any stricter assignee liability provisions under state or 
federal lending laws,237 such as HOEPA. 

b.  Remedies Available Against Assignees 

Trusts that complied with the due diligence and monitoring standards 
outlined above would be liable for the same declaratory and equitable relief 
that borrowers could seek against their original lenders or brokers, 
including rescission and reformation.  Borrowers could also obtain 
compensatory relief to the extent their damages were calculable.  Thus, we 
would permit recovery of relocation expenses, lost equity, excess fees, 
interest payments, and late payment fees, but not recovery against assignees 
for emotional distress.  We would also permit prevailing borrowers to 
recover attorneys’ fees.  Importantly, trusts that employed our due diligence 
methods would not be subject to punitive damages or statutory penalties 
that were punitive in nature.  This limitation would apply even if the 
underlying cause of action permitted punitive remedies against brokers or 
lenders.  Conversely, trusts that failed to check all due diligence criteria 
would be liable for treble damages or other inflation-adjusted numeric 
statutory penalties, whichever were greater.  In no case could indeterminate 
punitive damages or penalties be assessed against assignees. 

Our liability proposal is subject to three provisos.  First, assignees could 
not escape liability by returning the abusive loan in question to the lender 
under a recourse or other comparable clause and then raising the defense 
that they no longer owned the loan.238  Second, borrowers would not need 
to demonstrate a pattern or practice of weak controls across multiple 
securitizations in order to assert a claim or defense against an assignee.  Lax 
due diligence in their own securitization would be enough to support treble 
damages or a statutory penalty.  Lastly, none of the limitations on the 
claims that borrowers could assert against assignees or the relief to which 
they would be entitled would apply to claims against brokers or lenders. 

c.  Comparison to Existing Assignee Liability Provisions 

Assignee liability for predatory lending already exists on a limited scale.  
The federal government, through HOEPA, and numerous states and cities 
have adopted anti-predatory lending laws that contain assignee liability 
provisions.  Our proposal differs from these laws in several respects.  We 
contend our proposal offers a more effective approach to assignee liability. 

First, our proposal would extend assignee liability to all abusive loans 
nationwide, including loans that do not meet the HOEPA or state law 
definitions of “high-cost” loans.  Second, our proposal would enable rating 

 237. See Azmy, supra note 70, at 390-404 (discussing how state lending laws provide 
opportunities to assess the effect of various approaches to regulating lending practices). 
 238. The assignees could implead originators, however. 
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agencies to predict potential assignee liability and thus allay secondary 
market concerns about indeterminate relief.  Finally, our due diligence 
provisions would impose the greatest liability on the assignees least willing 
to police lenders. 

HOEPA and most state and local assignee liability laws apply only to so-
called “high-cost” loans that exceed specific interest rate or points and fees 
triggers.  HOEPA only applies to refinance loans239 where the annual 
percentage rate at origination exceeds the yield on Treasury securities of 
comparable maturity plus eight percent on first-lien loans or where the total 
points and fees exceed eight percent of the total loan amount or $547 (in 
2007), whichever is greater.240  Lenders who make HOEPA loans are 
limited or precluded from making loans with balloon payments, prepayment 
penalties, negative amortization, and other potentially onerous terms.241  
Assignees of HOEPA loans are liable for 

all claims and defenses . . . the consumer could assert against the creditor 
of the mortgage, unless [the assignees] demonstrate, by a preponderance 
of the evidence, that a reasonable person exercising ordinary due 
diligence, could not determine, based on the documentation required by 
this [subchapter], the itemization of the amount financed, and other 
disclosure of disbursements that the mortgage [was a HOEPA loan].242

Many state and local anti-predatory lending statutes and ordinances track 
HOEPA’s structure.  Some have adopted HOEPA’s triggers.243  Most other 
state and local laws have modified the criteria for covered loans, including 
lower triggers,244 broader definitions of the fees trigger,245 and imposing 
maximum loan amounts in the definition of high-cost loans.246  Many have 
also enlarged the list of prohibited practices for “covered” loans.247

Just as the triggers and other provisions in state and local anti-predatory 
lending laws take a range of approaches, so do state assignee liability laws.  
Some states insulate assignees from all liability for abusive loans.  Among 
states that do permit assignee liability, most impose liability only for “high-
cost” loans, as defined by statute.  The conditions under which assignees 
may be liable for abusive lending and the remedies available against them 
vary widely.  Some laws exempt assignees from liability if they engage in 
due diligence to keep “high-cost” loans out of loan pools.  Others only cap 
the liability of assignees who engage in due diligence.  Depending on the 
jurisdiction, assignees who fail to meet the laws’ due diligence standards 

 239. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1602(i), (w), (bb) (2000); 12 C.F.R. § 226.32(a)(2) (2006). 
 240. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1602(aa)(1)-(aa)(4) (2000); 12 C.F.R. §§ 226.32(a)(1), (b)(1) (2006); 
Truth in Lending, 71 Fed. Reg. 46388 (2006); see generally Eugene J. Kelley et al., An 
Overview of HOEPA, Old and New, 59 Consumer Fin. L.Q. Rep. 203 (2005). 
 241. 15 U.S.C. § 1639 (2000). 
 242. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(1) (2000). 
 243. See, e.g., Me. Rev. Stat. Ann., tit. 9-A, § 8-103(1)(F-1) (1997). 
 244. See, e.g., N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 58-21A-3(H), (L) (Supp. 2003). 
 245. See, e.g., 815 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 137/10 (Supp. 2006). 
 246. See, e.g., Ark. Code Ann. § 23-53-103(5)(A) (Supp. 2005). 
 247. See, e.g., Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 360.100(2) (Supp. 2005). 
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may face very limited damages or indeterminate punitive sanctions and 
damages awards.  Still other jurisdictions have no due diligence standard 
and restrict the scope of assignee liability.  Finally, a couple of cities have 
passed ordinances that imposed strict liability on assignees with no safe 
harbors or limitations on available remedies. 

California’s Financial Code explicitly exempts assignees from any claims 
arising under its law restricting abusive loan terms so long as they are 
holders in due course or “chartered by Congress to engage in secondary 
mortgage market transactions.”248  In contrast, Georgia provides assignees 
with a safe harbor for reasonable due diligence.  Under its state anti-
predatory lending statute, borrowers with “high-cost” loans can bring any 
claims and raise any defenses against assignees that they could raise against 
loan originators, 

unless the purchaser or holder demonstrates, by a preponderance of the 
evidence, that the purchaser or holder exercised reasonable due diligence 
at the time of purchase of the home loans, or within a reasonable time 
thereafter, intended to prevent the purchaser or holder from purchasing or 
taking assignment of high-cost home loans.249

Conversely, if assignees fail to engage in the prescribed due diligence, 
borrowers can obtain equitable relief, the balance of the amount due on 
their loan, and reasonable attorneys’ fees.250

Another approach is to allow limited assignee liability even when 
assignees engage in due diligence.  This is the approach New Jersey took in 
its Home Ownership Security Act.  The law insulates assignees from almost 
all liability for “high-cost” loans if they meet due diligence requirements 
designed to screen out “high-cost” loans.251  The law does, however, 
provide two exceptions.  The first permits borrowers to assert claims 
against all assignees, even those that engage in due diligence, for violations 
of the Home Ownership Security Act for the amount “required to reduce or 
extinguish the borrower’s liability under the home loan plus amounts 
required to recover costs including reasonable attorney’s fees.”252  Second, 
“at any time during the term of a high-cost home loan after an action to 

 248. Cal. Fin. Code § 4979.8 (Supp. 2007). 
 249. Ga. Code Ann. § 7-6A-6(b) (2004); see also Ark. Code Ann. § 23-53-
105(a)(2)(A)(ii) (Supp. 2005); D.C. Code § 26-1153.05(a) (2005); 815 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 
137/135(d)(1) (2006).  Taking a different tack, in Kentucky, assignee liability applies only if 
“the violation for which the action or proceeding is brought is apparent on the face of the 
disclosure or the underlying promissory note.” Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 360.100(1)(b) (Supp. 
2005); see also Nev. Rev. Stat. §§ 598D.050, 598D.110.2 (2004) (holding assignees liable if 
they “willfully engage[d] in any unfair lending practice described in this chapter in 
connection with a home loan”). 
 250. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann. § 7-6A-6(c) (2004).  Other jurisdictions similarly limit the 
relief available against assignees. See, e.g., D.C. Code § 26-1153.05 (2005); Ill. Comp. Stat. 
Ann. 815/137-135(d) (2006); Ark. Code Ann. § 23-53-105(a)(2)(A)(ii) (Supp. 2005). 
 251. N.J. Stat. Ann. § 46: 10B-27(b) (Supp. 2006).  Other states have enacted similar 
statutory schemes. See, e.g., N.M. Stat. Ann. § 58-21A-11(A) (Supp. 2003); Mass. Gen. 
Laws ch. 183C, § 15 (Supp. 2006). 
 252. N.J. Stat. Ann. § 46: 10B-27(c) (Supp. 2006). 
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collect on the home loan or foreclose on the collateral securing the home 
loan has been initiated or the debt arising from the home loan has been 
accelerated or the home loan has become 60 days in default,” borrowers can 
raise any defense, claim, or counterclaim against assignees.253  Again, 
borrowers’ recovery is limited to the “amounts required to reduce or 
extinguish the borrower’s liability” and attorneys’ fees.254  Assignees who 
do not satisfy New Jersey’s due diligence requirements are liable for the full 
range of claims and defenses which borrowers could assert against loan 
originators.255

New York does not require due diligence to screen for high-cost loans.  
Rather, it imposes assignee liability in limited situations and restricts the 
relief to which borrowers are entitled.  Borrowers can “assert any claims in 
recoupment and defenses to payment” arising under the state’s high-cost 
home loan law “that the borrower could assert against the original 
lender.”256  This provision only applies to an “action by an assignee to 
enforce a loan against a borrower in default more than sixty days or in 
foreclosure.”257

The cities of Los Angeles and Oakland attempted to paint assignee 
liability with a broad brush by passing ordinances holding assignees liable 
for any claims arising from high-cost loans that could be asserted against 
loan originators.258  The ordinances had no due diligence or other safe 
harbor provisions and no limits on the liability to which assignees could be 
exposed.  The California Supreme Court has held that state law preempts 
these ordinances.259

While each of these approaches has laudable features, they all suffer from 
infirmities.  First, it is too easy for lenders to write loans beneath the 
triggers for high-cost loans and thus evade the reach of anti-predatory 
lending laws.  A recent nationwide study of state anti-predatory lending 
laws, which found evidence that mortgage lenders had switched from fixed-
rate to adjustable-rate loans following passage of those laws, suggests that 
lenders are attempting such evasion.260  As part of the switch to adjustable-
rate products, the recent spate of interest-only and option adjustable-rate 
mortgages made without regard for the borrowers’ ability to repay so 

 253. Id. § 46: 10B-27(c)(2). 
 254. Id. § 46: 10B-27(c).  Similarly, Arkansas allows claims against assignees who 
engage in due diligence, but only in the form of offset actions in default or foreclosure 
actions. Ark. Code Ann. § 23-53-105 (Supp. 2005). 
 255. N.J. Stat. Ann. § 46: 10B-27(b); see also Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 183C, § 15(a) 
(authorizing unrestricted liability on assignees who do not adhere to state’s due diligence 
requirements); Ind. Code Ann. § 24-9-5-1 (2006) (same). 
 256. N.Y. Banking Law § 6-l(13) (McKinney Supp. 2007). 
 257. Id. 
 258. Oakland, Cal. Code, Ch. 5.33.070 (2006); Los Angeles, Cal. Municipal Code, Art. 1, 
§ 162.07. 
 259. Am. Fin. Servs. Ass’n v. City of Oakland, 104 P.3d 813 (Cal. 2005). 
 260. See Giang Ho & Anthony Pennington-Cross, Predatory Lending Laws and the Cost 
of Credit 21-23, 26 (Research Div., Fed. Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Working Paper No. 
2006-022A, 2006), available at http://research.stlouisfed.org/wp/2006/2006-022.pdf. 
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alarmed federal banking regulators in 2006 that they issued a guidance 
curbing abusive practices in nontraditional mortgages.261   

There are also signs that predatory lending is starting to infiltrate the 
prime market.  For instance, the number of foreclosure starts for prime 
loans in Chicago in 2005 exceeded the number of foreclosure starts that 
year for subprime and high-cost loans combined.262 This suggests that 
predatory lending laws should not focus solely on high-cost loans. 

Second, when laws fully immunize assignees who engage in due 
diligence from liability, they reap the benefits of the pricing distortions and 
market imperfections that permeate the subprime market.  In contrast, laws 
like New Jersey’s that impose limited liability on assignees who engage in 
due diligence force assignees to internalize some costs that affected 
borrowers would otherwise bear. 

Our third concern goes to appropriate relief against assignees who do not 
perform due diligence.  Current remedies range from very limited relief to 
unbounded compensatory and punitive damages.  The former provides 
insufficient incentives to police lenders.  The latter are so indeterminate that 
rating agencies cannot estimate potential assignee liability and therefore the 
needed level of credit enhancements.263   

The laws that do not have due diligence safe harbors have their own 
limitations.  The law should treat assignees who engage in due diligence 
more favorably.  This satisfies notions of fairness and forces the worst 
actors to absorb the most costs. 

Our proposal solves the problems presented by existing legislation by:  
(1) eliminating triggers for assignee liability for abusive loans; (2) having 
clear standards that make it possible for assignees to predict the potential 
bases for and extent of liability; (3) requiring all assignees to internalize 
some of the costs that securitization imposes on borrowers; (4) making the 
extent of assignee liability depend on adequately screening loans; and (5) 
providing quantifiable damages that will enable rating agencies to evaluate 
the risks associated with loan pools. 

IX.  A RESPONSE TO CRITICS 
Due diligence standards and assignee liability are controversial 

propositions in the residential mortgage market.  In this section, we respond 
to criticisms of such proposals. 

 261. See Interagency Guidance on Nontraditional Mortgage Product Risks, 71 Fed. Reg. 
58609 (Oct. 4, 2006). 
 262. David C. Rose, Chicago Foreclosure Update 2006 6, 8 (2006), (unpublished 
manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review), available at http://www.ntic-
us.org/documents/ChicagoForeclosureUpdate2006-revised_000.pdf. 
 263. See S&P, Standard & Poor’s Addresses New Jersey Predatory Lending Law (May 2, 
2003). 
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A.  Our Due Diligence Proposal Does Not Espouse Radical Changes to the 
Secondary Market 

In all modesty, there is nothing new about our due diligence standards.  
To the contrary, two of the most important purchasers in the conventional 
secondary mortgage market, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, have adopted 
similar standards.  Both government-sponsored entities (GSEs) already 
require lenders who sell them loans to screen out loans with specified 
predatory features, regardless of the interest rates on those loans or whether 
the predatory features are legal.264  The market coverage of such due 
diligence is impressive:  The two GSEs together purchase a large portion of 
subprime home loans, amounting to 43.7 percent of total subprime 
securitized issues in 2004.265

Beginning in the mid-1990s, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac made their 
first forays into subprime territory, buying the best, A- subprime loans.  In 
April 2000, as predatory lending concerns began to mount, Fannie Mae 
issued guidelines to sellers of loans mandating screening criteria to protect 
Fannie Mae from buying predatory loans.  Those guidelines require lenders 
to use Fannie Mae’s automated underwriting program to avoid steering of 
prime-eligible customers to high-priced loans, prohibit loans made without 
regard to the borrower’s ability to pay, and limit points and fees to five 
percent of principal.266  Freddie Mac issued comparable guidelines to 
sellers and servicers in December 2000.267  Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
are reputedly aggressive in rejecting predatory loans and in requiring 
lenders to repurchase such loans if later evidence of predatory lending crops 
up. 

The two GSEs are not the only federal entities that require review of 
purchased loans.  The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) 
stipulates that national banks that buy home loans require intermediaries 
and originators to conduct proper due diligence to avoid purchasing 
predatory loans.268  Similarly, HUD has adopted best practices guidelines 

 264. See, e.g., supra note 143; GAO, supra note 109, at 79-81.  HUD regulations can or 
do deny credit to the GSEs toward their affordable housing goals for HOEPA loans and 
mortgages that are “contrary to good lending practices,” contain “unacceptable terms or 
conditions,” or “result[] from unacceptable practices.” 24 C.F.R. §§ 81.2, 81.16(c)(12)-
(c)(13) (2005).  Impermissible loans include loans where lenders fail to report repayments by 
borrowers to credit agencies, asset-based loans, and loans involving steering, excessive fees, 
abusive prepayment penalties, or prepaid single-premium credit life insurance. Id.; see also 
Regulatory Amendments to Strengthen Prevention of Predatory Lending Practices, 71 Fed. 
Reg. 33144 (June 7, 2006) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. pr. 81); Prohibition of Property 
Flipping in HUD’s Single Family Mortgage Insurance Programs, 71 Fed. Reg. 33138 (June 
7, 2006) (to be codified at 24 C.F.R. pt. 115) (applying property flipping restrictions to the 
GSEs). 
 265. See S&P, supra note 175, at 2. 
 266. See Fannie Mae, Lender Letter No. 03-00, supra note 143. 
 267. See Freddie Mac’s Stance Against Predatory Lending Practices, supra note 143. 
 268. The OCC requires such guidelines by national banks to impose minimum 
underwriting requirements, appraisal criteria, and standards on total interest and fees, 
including provisions on “maximum rates, points, and other charges, and the use of overages 
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governing due diligence in the purchase and servicing of loans insured by 
the FHA.269  In the most recent example of this trend, in 2005, the Federal 
Housing Finance Board instructed the Federal Home Loan Banks to adopt 
uniform anti-predatory lending guidelines for purchases of mortgages by 
Federal Home Loan Bank members.270

Already, substantial portions of the secondary market are subject to due 
diligence or are encouraged by federal regulators to adopt best practices.  
Nevertheless, much of the private-label resale market continues to escape 
those guidelines.  As a result, numerous predatory loans still slip into 
securitizations. 

B.  Our Proposal Will Not Drive Out Legitimate Credit 
Assignee liability proposals for residential mortgages often face 

opposition on grounds that they will cause a retraction in available credit to 
underserved borrowers.  This criticism is susceptible to testing.  Over the 
last few years, numerous states have passed anti-predatory lending laws.271  
Two noteworthy empirical studies with nationwide scope have assessed the 
impact of specific state laws on the volume of subprime credit. 

Economists Giang Ho and Anthony Pennington-Cross have analyzed the 
impact of state and local anti-predatory lending laws on subprime 
lending.272  They found that “predatory lending laws have only a modest 
impact on the cost of credit.”273  In addition, they concluded that “the 

and yield-spread premiums, structured to avoid providing an incentive to originate loans 
with predatory or abusive characteristics.” See 12 C.F.R. pt. 30, app. C.III.E.3 (2006); see 
also Avoiding Predatory and Abusive Lending Practices in Brokered and Purchased Loans, 
OCC Advisory Letter 2003-3 (Feb. 21, 2003). 
 269. The HUD guidelines recommend loan-level review designed to reject loans 
involving property flips, appraisal frauds, excessive points and fees, and credit extensions 
without regard to the borrower’s ability to pay. See HUD, supra note 233. 
 270. In drafting uniform guidelines, the Banks are to consult similar guidelines of the 
GSEs, HUD, federal regulators, and large financial institutions.  In addition to barring 
purchase of illegal loans, the guidelines must address the purchase of HOEPA loans and 
loans with certain predatory features, such as prepaid single premium credit life insurance, 
prepayment penalties with extended terms, and mandatory arbitration clauses. See Federal 
Housing Finance Board, supra note 234. 
 271. See generally Azmy, supra note 70, at 371-76; S&P, Anti-Predatory Lending Law 
Update (Feb. 7, 2005) [hereinafter S&P, Anti-Predatory Lending Law Update]; S&P, supra 
note 135; S&P, Evaluating Predatory Lending Laws:  Standard & Poor’s Explains its 
Approach (Apr. 15, 2003) [hereinafter S&P, Evaluating Predatory Lending Laws]. 
 272. See Giang Ho & Anthony Pennington-Cross, The Impact of Local Predatory 
Lending Laws on the Flow of Subprime Credit 50 (Fed. Reserve Bank of St. Louis, Working 
Paper No. 2006-009A, February 2006), available at 
http://research.stlouisfed.org/wp/2006/2006-009.pdf. 
 273. See Giang Ho & Anthony Pennington-Cross, Predatory Lending Laws and the Cost 
of Credit 13 (Fed. Reserve Bank of St. Louis Working Paper No 2006-022A, 2006), 
available at http: //research.stlouisfed.org/wp/2006/2006-022.pdf.  In a press release dated 
February 1, 2005, S&P announced that it had completed a study showing that the capital 
markets only financed $87 million in high-cost loans in 2004 and surmised that anti-
predatory lending legislation had limited either the origination or securitization of such 
loans.  However, S&P did not provide comparative data for prior years and has not made the 
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typical law has little impact on the flow of subprime credit as measured by 
loan origination and application.”274  In fact, state anti-predatory lending 
laws with lower triggers (and thus broader coverage) resulted in increased 
loan originations and applications.  In their opinion, broader anti-predatory 
lending laws may alleviate consumers’ concerns that they could fall prey to 
predatory lending and make them more confident about applying for 
subprime mortgage loans.  “In other words,” they observed, “the demand 
for subprime credit can actually increase when a predatory lending law is 
enacted.”275

A second study by the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL) of 
securitized subprime loans reported comparable findings.276  The study 
compared subprime loan volumes in twenty-eight states with anti-predatory 
lending laws to volumes in states with no such laws (designated the control 
states), after controlling for time effects plus economic and demographic 
variables.  When the latter variables were held constant, twenty of the 
twenty-eight states experienced no change in volume, six had higher 
volumes, and two had lower volumes, relative to the control states.  
Furthermore, Georgia—one of the two states with reduced volumes—
experienced an increase in subprime loans without prohibited loan terms.277  
Finally, the CRL study found that nominal subprime interest rates remained 
the same or dropped in almost all states with anti-predatory lending laws, 
compared with the control states.278

Experience under the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) rule abolishing 
the holder-in-due-course rule for consumer loans, including home loans 
used to finance goods and services, also suggests that fears of a credit 
drought are overstated.279  When the FTC promulgated its rule in 1976, 

study publicly available. See Press Release, S&P, Study Shows Capital Markets Not 
Financing High Cost U.S. Mortgage Loan Originations (Feb. 1, 2005).  A separate study, 
commissioned by the National Home Equity Mortgage Association and the National 
Association of Mortgage Brokers, found that New Jersey lenders planned to cut their 
subprime cash-out refinance and home improvement lending by sixty-nine percent after 
passage of New Jersey’s assignee liability law. See Richard F. DeMong, The Impact of the 
New Jersey Home Ownership Security Act of 2002, at 5 (Mar. 26, 2004) (unpublished 
manuscript, on file with the Fordham Law Review), available at 
http://www.mbaa.org/images/namb/documents/PDF/2004_03_26_nj_results.pdf. The 
NHEMA/NAMB study, however, was based solely on self-reports by lenders and brokers 
and its quantitative estimates were calculated before New Jersey amended its law to soften 
its provisions.  Other scholars have pointed out that a drop in lending volumes does not 
necessarily harm social welfare, and in fact enhances it when the reduction is mostly limited 
to predatory loans.  See Roberto G. Quercia, Michael A. Stegman & Walter R. Davis, 
Assessing the Impact of North Carolina’s Predatory Lending Law, 15 Housing Pol’y Debate 
573 (2004). 
 274. Ho & Pennington-Cross, supra note 273, at 47. 
 275. Giang Ho & Anthony Pennington-Cross, The Impact of Local Predatory Lending 
Laws on the Flow of Subprime Credit, 60 J. Urb. Econ. 210, 226 (2006). 
 276. Li & Ernst, supra note 92. 
 277. See id. at 13-14. 
 278. See id. at 15-17. 
 279. See 16 C.F.R. § 433.2 (2005). 
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lenders predicted dire effects on the availability of consumer credit.  Time 
proved them wrong.  Instead, “suppliers of consumer goods and credit, at 
least the honest ones . . . accommodated themselves easily to the FTC 
[Rule], with only a slight drop in the amount of consumer credit 
available.”280

Finally, there is compelling anecdotal evidence that state anti-predatory 
lending laws have not had an adverse impact on the flow of subprime 
credit.  After surveying lenders in states with anti-predatory lending laws, 
including those with assignee liability provisions, Morgan Stanley issued a 
report in 2002 stating:  

We recently conducted a “channel check” among branch managers of 
several major consumer-finance lenders.  We expected to hear that new 
predatory lending laws were crimping growth and driving capacity out of 
the margin.  Our thinking was that volume might slow, but that improving 
margins would offer a partial offset.  Instead, we discovered that, at least 
according to the 280 branch managers with whom we conducted detailed 
telephonic surveys, new laws, and the changes in lending practices that 
have resulted, are not hurting growth.  On the contrary, we heard from a 
number of branch managers that the changes they have made to comply 
with the new lending laws may have increased origination volume, as 
potential customers feel more at ease with the loan process. . . . 

Even the toughest new laws, in states like North Carolina, for example, do 
not seem to be affecting branch volumes.281

C.  Rating Agencies Do Rate Loans Subject to Damages Caps for Assignee 
Liability 

Some critics have claimed that rating agencies cannot and will not rate 
subprime loans originated in states with assignee liability provisions.  The 
reality belies this claim.  Rating agencies are rating subprime issues from 
most states with assignee liability laws.282  Their willingness to rate issues 
from these states typically hinges on whether assignees’ potential damages 
can be quantified.  In this regard, S&P has stated:  “Standard & Poor’s 

 280. Eggert, supra note 116, at 429 n.305 (citing William H. Lawrence & John H. Minan, 
The Effect of Abrogating the Holder-in-Due Course Doctrine on the Commercialization of 
Innovative Consumer Products, 64 B.U. L. Rev. 325, 338 & n.51 (1984)) (describing how 
The Wharton Forecasting Institute estimated that only a 5.5% reduction in the volume of 
consumer credit in 1976 was caused by the FTC’s rule); see also White & Summers, supra 
note 72, at 508 (“It now appears that [arguments that the holder-in-due-course rule was 
essential to the free flow of credit] were incorrect”; abolition of the rule for certain consumer 
transactions “caused barely a ripple on the consumer credit pond”). 
 281. Morgan Stanley, Channel Check:  Surprisingly Strong Subprime Growth 2-3 
(August 1, 2002), available at http://butera-andrews.com/legislative-
updates/directory/Media/other/MS-SubPrime.pdf. 
 282. See, e.g., S&P, supra note 135; S&P, Anti-Predatory Lending Law Update, supra 
note 271; S&P, Evaluating Predatory Lending Laws, supra note 271.  For a discussion of the 
application of the credit enhancement criteria, see infra notes 283-301 and accompanying 
text. 

http://www.lexis.com/research/buttonTFLink?_m=ecd88209c7e883499e8adedec394083c&_xfercite=%3ccite%20cc%3d%22USA%22%3e%3c%21%5bCDATA%5b35%20Creighton%20L.%20Rev.%20363%5d%5d%3e%3c%2fcite%3e&_butType=3&_butStat=2&_butNum=654&_butInline=1&_butinfo=%3ccite%20cc%3d%22USA%22%3e%3c%21%5bCDATA%5b64%20B.U.L.%20Rev.%20325%2cat%20338%5d%5d%3e%3c%2fcite%3e&_fmtstr=FULL&docnum=7&_startdoc=1&wchp=dGLbVlb-zSkAz&_md5=cbbc819bc51ca7830ef314b65857810e
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believes that when the risk associated with violating an anti-predatory 
lending law is quantifiable, then Standard & Poor’s will allow loans 
governed by that law in its rated transactions if the risk is supported by the 
appropriate credit enhancement.”283

S&P has been able to quantify the following elements of damages:  
unpaid loan balance, principal, interest, and fees paid to date, double or 
treble damages, attorneys’ fees, and costs.  In addition, S&P is able to 
quantify the cost of loan rescission.284

In a handful of controversial situations, S&P has refused to rate high-cost 
loans in states that enacted assignee liability laws with indeterminate 
damages provisions.285  The most celebrated instance was in Georgia, 
which passed a strict assignee liability law in 2002.  Thereupon, S&P 
announced it would refuse to rate all Georgia home loans subject to the law, 
after which the Georgia legislature amended the law to cap damages on 
high-cost loans.286  With passage of the amendment, S&P agreed to 
“review transactions that propose to include [Georgia] high-cost loans on a 
case-by-case basis.”287

Currently, S&P refuses to rate loan pools containing high-cost loans 
governed by assignee liability laws in Indiana, Massachusetts, and New 
Jersey on grounds that those laws create indeterminate damages exposure 
and thus do not permit S&P to calculate the maximum exposure per loan for 
securitized trusts.288  Our assignee liability proposal, unlike the Indiana, 
Massachusetts, and New Jersey statutes, is limited to quantifiable exposure 
and thus is amenable to rating. 

 283. S&P, supra note 135.  Because S&P has taken the lead in developing ratings 
methods for high-cost loans from states with assignee liability, this discussion focuses on 
S&P’s approach. 
 284. See S&P, Standard & Poor’s Implements Credit Enhancement Criteria and Revises 
Representation and Warranty Criteria for Including Anti-Predatory Lending Law Loans in 
U.S. Rated Structured Finance Transactions (May 13, 2004). 
 285. See generally Azmy, supra note 70, at 374-76; David Reiss, Subprime 
Standardization:  How Rating Agencies Allow Predatory Lending to Flourish in the 
Secondary Mortgage Market, 33 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 985 (2006). 
 286. See Azmy, supra note 70, at 374-76; Press Release, S&P, Standard & Poor’s To 
Disallow Georgia Fair Lending Act Loans (Jan. 16, 2003); compare Georgia Fair Lending 
Act, Ga. Code Ann. §§ 7-6A-1 to 7-6A-13 (West 2002) with Ga. Code Ann. § 7-6A-6 (West 
2004). 
 287. Press Release, S&P, Standard & Poor’s Will Admit Georgia Mortgage Loans Into 
Rated Structured Finance Transactions (Mar. 11, 2003). 
 288. In certain cases, S&P will rate high-cost loans from Massachusetts originated by 
national banks, federal savings associations, and federal savings banks that enjoy federal 
preemption. See, e.g., S&P, Anti-Predatory Lending Law Update, supra note 271; see also 
Press Release, S&P, Standard & Poor’s Eliminates Additional Credit Enhancement 
Requirements For Indiana Home Loans (Feb. 7, 2005) (but not Indiana high-cost loans); 
S&P, Standard & Poor’s Addresses Indiana Anti-Predatory Lending Law (Oct. 18, 2004); 
S&P, Standard & Poor’s Addresses Massachusetts’ Predatory Home Loan Practices Act 
(Sept. 20, 2004); S&P, New Criteria Implemented, supra note 229; S&P, supra note 284; 
S&P, supra note 263; Press Release, S&P, Standard & Poor’s Permits Additional New 
Jersey Mortgage Loans Into Rated SF Transactions (Nov. 25, 2003). 

http://www.lexis.com/research/buttonTFLink?_m=d484391f29858f588747a694918d6a29&_xfercite=%3ccite%20cc%3d%22USA%22%3e%3c%21%5bCDATA%5b57%20Fla.%20L.%20Rev.%20295%5d%5d%3e%3c%2fcite%3e&_butType=4&_butStat=0&_butNum=789&_butInline=1&_butinfo=GACODE%207-6A-1&_fmtstr=FULL&docnum=1&_startdoc=1&wchp=dGLbVtb-zSkAA&_md5=2fb9792e2dcf57cdbd763262c9fec4d7
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D.  Our Proposal Will Not Make Legitimate Loans Unaffordable 
Critics of assignee liability also contend that proposals such as ours will 

render home loans uneconomical.  As we have demonstrated, the cost of 
due diligence is minimal, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of the 
overall cost of originating a home loan.  The more significant cost 
consideration arises from the possibility that rating agencies might require 
additional credit enhancements in response to the increased liability 
exposure of trusts.  If they were large enough, credit enhancements could 
push up the price of loans.  As it turns out, there is scant evidence that S&P 
has required significant added credit enhancements in response to laws 
imposing assignee liability so long as there is an adequately capitalized 
lender, a well-crafted assignee liability law, and effective due diligence 
review. 

S&P officially takes the position that high-cost loans originated in states 
with quantifiable assignee liability laws require added credit 
enhancements.289  S&P, however, keeps the exact amount of credit 
enhancements required a mystery.290  Repeatedly, in public statements, 
S&P has trotted out estimates of the maximum legal exposure per loan 
(which S&P terms “loss severities”).  These loss severities vary by state and 
go as high as 275 percent of the original loan balance for “high-cost loans” 
that are originated in North Carolina and Kentucky.291  Obviously, if 

 289. S&P states that it requires elevated credit enhancements or their equivalent for 
certain high-cost or covered loans originated in Arkansas, Colorado, the District of 
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 
York, Ohio, and Oklahoma.  The same is true for home loans originated in Cleveland 
Heights and Toledo, Ohio, and HOEPA loans. See S&P, supra note 284. 
 290. See Erick Bergquist, Predator Laws:  S&P’s Awkward Position, Am. Banker, May 
18, 2004, at 1 (“S&P couches risk warnings on various loan types under the term of potential 
‘loss severity’—even in jurisdictions and categories where S&P says it would not require 
credit enhancements—but does not specify the actual credit enhancement requirement.”). 
 291. See Susan Barnes, Managing Director, S&P & Scott Mason, Director, S&P, 
PowerPoint presentation 14-16 (May 17, 2004); Susan Barnes, Managing Director, S&P, 
PowerPoint Presentation at the MBA Nat’l Secondary Market Conference and Expo:  
Evaluating Anti-Predatory Lending Laws:  S&P’s Approach 4 (Apr. 19, 2004); S&P, supra 
note 135; S&P, supra note 284.  For jurisdictions with assignee liability laws, S&P has 
estimated loss severities ranging from 37 percent of the original loan balance in Ohio to 275 
percent in North Carolina and Kentucky (both of which permit forfeiture of interest charges 
plus twice the interest paid, attorneys’ fees and costs). See S&P, supra note 284.  An S&P 
managing director explained how S&P would arrive at a 268 percent loss severity for a 30-
year fixed-rate home loan for $100,000 at 9.00 percent annual interest under a proposed 
Nevada law to impose treble damages liability on assignees (assuming that damage to the 
borrower would consist of all interest paid over the life of the loan):  
Conservatively assume that average life of a mortgage is 10 years 
Total interest paid on loan over 10 years is $85,984 
Assume 10% of the [unpaid principal balance] ($10,000 in this example) as attorney fees and 
costs 
$85,984 * 3 = $257,952 
$257,952 + $10,000 = $267,952 or 268% of original loan balance. 
See Barnes, supra, at 18. 
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lenders had to provide credit enhancements equaling 275 percent of the loan 
principal, subprime securitization would come to a halt. 

Despite these predictions, subprime securitization keeps growing, which 
suggests that loss severity risks are not hampering the securitization 
market.292  Indeed, “S&P insists that loss severity numbers by themselves 
do not say much.”293  Rather, it appears that even where S&P projects high 
loss severities, the company does not recommend correspondingly high 
credit enhancements.  For example, in a talk before industry representatives, 
S&P presented a worst-case projection suggesting that for a pool with five 
percent of high-cost loans originated in an assignee liability state with a loss 
severity level of 196 percent, the required credit enhancements for the AAA 
tranche would rise at most by eighteen percent.294  The assumption that five 
percent of loans in a pool are high-cost is likely excessive, thus inflating 
S&P’s calculation of the level of needed credit enhancements.  S&P’s own 
estimates suggest that the average proportion of high-cost loans in any one 
loan pool may be well under five percent.295

Even if S&P applied its formula ruthlessly, the required credit 
enhancements would exceed (and often far exceed) the actual risk involved.  
S&P’s formula assumes that every loan in default (plus twenty-five percent 
of performing loans) will be successfully litigated and result in maximum 
legal exposure.  As any experienced litigator knows, that is virtually never 
the case.  Indeed, state anti-predatory laws have deterred lenders from 

 292. See David Glehan, Director, S&P, PowerPoint Presentation at the Non-Prime 
Lending and Alternative Products Conference:  The Subprime Market 7 (June 10, 2005), 
http://events.mortgagebankers.org/nonprime2005/signatureconferences/nonprime/images/im
g/TheSubprimeMarket.pdf. 
 293. See Bergquist, supra note 290, at 9. 
 294. See Barnes & Mason, supra note 291, at 16.  The example used was Arkansas H.B. 
2598, which authorizes damages in the amount needed to extinguish the borrower’s liability 
under the loan, plus the total principal, interest, and fees already paid, plus attorneys’ fees 
and costs. See id. at 14.  Nominally, S&P calculates added credit enhancements as follows.  
S&P separately calculates the exposure from defensive claims (claims raised in defense to 
collection or foreclosure) and affirmative claims under state anti-predatory lending laws and 
adds them together.  For each type of claim, the agency uses the following principle to 
calculate the required credit enhancement:  

 
FF x LS = CER 

 
The foreclosure frequency (FF) is the probability of foreclosure and is assumed to include all 
loans in default.  (On top of the foreclosure frequency, S&P also assumes that one-quarter of 
subprime loans not in default will result in affirmative claims by borrowers).  The loss 
severity (LS) usually equals the maximum damages exposure in a particular jurisdiction.  
The required credit enhancement (CER) is then discounted by the percentage of high-cost 
loans in the loan pool.  S&P uses this methodology to price both potential individual claims 
and class action liability (where the class size can be determined). See id. at 14-16; S&P, 
supra note 135; S&P, supra note 284; Barnes, supra note 291, at 4. 
 295. S&P has determined that only one-one hundredth of one percent (0.01%) of U.S. 
home loans that it rated in 2004 were high-cost loans.  See S&P, supra note 273; cf. S&P, 
New Criteria Implemented, supra note 229 (noting that the proportion was low). 
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making unlawful high-cost loans.296  Nonetheless, S&P’s formula 
automatically “defaults to the remedy that reflects the worst-case scenario,” 
thereby inflating its credit enhancement projections.297  Perhaps this is why 
S&P says that “[a]s performance and loss information for the loans subject 
to additional credit enhancement develops, Standard & Poor’s will adjust its 
criteria as appropriate.”298

In reality, S&P rarely requires the credit enhancements it claims are 
necessary.  While S&P’s pronouncements on the subject have been 
inconsistent, its statements reveal wide-scale waiver of the official credit 
enhancement requirement.  Thus, in 2004, S&P officials said that added 
credit enhancements will be required only for loans from states with 
assignee liability laws that contain subjective standards and where no 
mitigating factors otherwise exist.299  Elsewhere, an S&P managing 
director assured lenders that for loan pools that have undergone satisfactory 
compliance review, where S&P considers the lender creditworthy, and 
where the lender reports which loans are governed by an assignee liability 
law, on “a case by case basis, S&P will allow the loans into a transaction 
and will track them through its TRENDS Database.”300  S&P will also 
waive added credit enhancements where the lender provides representations 
and warranties that the loan pool does not contain high-cost loans. 

In sum, for creditworthy lenders, S&P has sufficient confidence in 
automated compliance301 to allow high-cost loans into loan pools, subject 
to tracking, without the need for significant added credit enhancements.  
This suggests that the cost of assignee liability in terms of added credit 
enhancements under our proposal would be relatively low.  Combined with 
the low cost of due diligence and the large anticipated welfare effects to 
consumers and society from eliminating lending abuses,302 assignee 
liability would improve, not destroy, credit for underserved borrowers. 

 296. See Li & Ernst, supra note 92, at 11-12; Quercia, Stegman & Davis, supra note 273, 
at 593-97. 
 297. See S&P, supra note 284. 
 298. See S&P, New Criteria Implemented, supra note 229. 
 299. See Barnes & Mason, supra note 291, at 2.  Mitigating factors that can reduce or 
eliminate the need for added credit enhancements include:  (1) damages arising only from a 
pattern or practice of violations; (2) liability only for knowing and/or intentional violations; 
(3) objective standards; (4) little or no litigation history; (5) rebuttable presumptions; (6) 
cure periods; (7) restrictions on affirmative or defensive claims; and (8) statutes of 
limitation. See id. at 6. 
 300. Barnes, supra note 291, at 19. 
 301. In a related context, Fitch stated that experience had demonstrated the accuracy and 
reliability of automated compliance systems:  
Based on results of the transaction loan sampling over the past 22 months, Fitch has 
determined that there has been excellent compliance with Fitch’s high cost loan criteria.  
Furthermore, compliance systems have become a critical component of the underwriting and 
quality control process, and the investment in these systems and the reliance on them has 
grown accordingly. 
FitchRatings, Fitch Revises RMBS Guidelines, supra note 135. 
 302. Robert Quercia and his co-authors made this point eloquently in a 2004 study of the 
North Carolina anti-predatory lending law, in which they demonstrated that almost ninety 
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E.  Our Proposal Could Help Solve Adverse Selection Problems That Harm 
Securitizers, Lenders and Borrowers 

Our assignee liability proposal could also help to solve the adverse 
selection problem caused by securitization, which could reduce the level of 
credit enhancements needed and the cost of credit to borrowers.  As we 
have discussed throughout this article, absent due diligence, “lemon loans” 
can escape detection during the securitization process.  Effective due 
diligence creates disincentives to adverse selection by lenders, and thus will 
deter the worst abuses.  This will help reduce the credit risk that arises from 
information asymmetries between lenders and the secondary market and 
reduce needed credit enhancements.  Ultimately, borrowers could benefit 
from these savings and pay less for their loans. 

Similarly, reports of abusive lending may have led potential borrowers, 
who would be desirable to lenders and the secondary market, to shy away 
from taking out loans.  To the extent that these borrowers believe that 
powerful anti-predatory lending laws will protect them, the laws may solve 
another adverse selection problem, which is that reports of predatory 
lending have driven “good” borrowers from the marketplace. 

CONCLUSION 
In a 2004 report to Congress, GAO expressed optimism that market 

discipline by investors in subprime mortgage-backed securities would help 
drive out predatory lending.303  That optimism was misplaced.  Predatory 
loans continue to be financed by the capital markets.  Furthermore, 
experience has shown that the private-label secondary market will generally 
only screen out abusive loans when required to do so by law. 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development put it well when it 
said in the context of FHA-insured loans:  

Effective due diligence policies, uniformly applied by mortgagees prior to 
purchase, would cripple the ability of fraudulent lenders to pawn 
predatory loans off on others in the mortgage industry.  If predatory loans 
cannot be sold, they are unlikely to be made and all borrowers . . . will be 
protected.304

For the reasons we have described, the time has come to adopt assignee 
liability on a nationwide basis for securitized home loans. 
 

percent of the resulting decline in North Carolina refinance loans after passage of that law 
consisted of a reduction in loans with predatory features. See Quercia, Stegman & Davis, 
supra note 273, at 593-97.  A 2006 study by the Center for Responsible Lending echoed 
their finding, reporting that the proportion of loans with specified predatory loan terms fell in 
many states with anti-predatory lending laws, relative to states without those laws. See Li & 
Ernst, supra note 92, at 11-12.  As both studies illustrate, the critical question is not whether 
lending fell in absolute terms, but what type of lending fell, bad or good. 
 303. See GAO, supra note 109, at 76-79. 
 304. See HUD, supra note 233. 
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When Margaret Newton, a 76 year old house-bound stroke victim who had difficulty speaking,seeing, or concentrating, was approached by a home improver, she agreed to purchase siding for $9,990. The home improver arranged financing for Ms. Newton with United Companies Financial Corp., acompany that had grown rapidly by securitizing its loans, pooling them and selling them on Wall Street. When the financing closed, Ms. Newton owed not $9,990 but $15,500, which included $3,050 in pointsand fees, plus settlement charges. Her monthly payment was over $240, even though her monthly incomewas only $898.  The siding installed on her house was worthless, because it had been installed withoutinsulation, and so had to be stripped off and thrown away in order to install the necessary insulation. Understandably, Ms. Newton fell behind on her loan payments.  United Companies tried to foreclose.[Fn1]

  A predatory lender's criteria for making a loan: "If you could fog up a mirror, if you had red bloodrunning through your veins, they would lend you money." [Fn2]
  When George and Marjorie Mox signed loan documents for a $31,000 loan from the DiamondMortgage Corporation, they probably did not realize that they were dealing with a dishonest lenderengaging in a massive campaign of theft and fraud.  Diamond never paid off any of the Moxes' seniorloans as it had promised nor did it give the Moxes the balance of the proceeds.  Instead, Diamond soldthe Moxes' loan and then went bankrupt, leaving thousands of victims who lost an estimated seventy-fivemillion dollars.  The Moxes were likely shocked to discover that they would still have to pay back theloan or face foreclosure, even though they did not receive a dime.  A Michigan appellate court held that,because of the holder in due course doctrine, the Moxes had to pay back $31,000 that they had neverreceived. [Fn3]
  "I've heard of sticking people up with guns, not with pens." [Fn4]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 5***Page507 I. INTRODUCTION  Predatory lending is a scourge of the modern American financial system.  A recent analysis of thisproblem estimated that it costs U.S.  borrowers $9.1 billion annually, even excluding what may be thegreatest damage caused, residential foreclosures. [Fn5]  Worse yet, mortgage fraud and unscrupulouslending appears to be increasing. [Fn6]  Predatory lending is the process of engaging in unfair anddeceptive lending practices and sales techniques that rely on misrepresentation, threats, unfair  pressure, andborrower ignorance. The goal of predatory lending is to coerce or trick homeowners into obtaining loanswith interest rates or fees higher than the borrowers' credit profiles and the market would justify or loanslarger than or different from what the borrowers need, want or can afford.  This article is the second of a two part series and is an attempt to understand how predatory lending hasbecome so rampant in the American lending industry.  I argue that the assignment of risk of the harmcaused by predatory lending is at the heart of the problem, in that the secondary markets that have financedpredatory lenders and profited by them have been too able to avoid the risk of harm created by thoselenders.  Investors in the secondary market have been able to assign almost all such risk, first contractuallyto the originators of the loans and, where that fails,  through the holder in due course doctrine to thehomeowners who are the victims of the predatory lenders' sharp practices.  In this way, the investors havebeen able to purchase predatory loans with too little concern about their fairness, and so have financed theunscrupulous lenders who originate those loans.  The specific tools predatory lenders use against borrowers are discussed in Part II, including the use bylenders of the same high pressure and misleading techniques that previously had been the tools in trade ofunscrupulous used car dealers and shady home improvers.  Part II also includes case histories of severalpredatory lenders, and a description of the boom and bust cycle of predatory lenders as they grow quickly,take advantage of many customers, sell their loans on the secondary market, then disappear.  ***Page508 The first article in this series was an examination of the development in negotiableinstrument law and specifically the holder in due course doctrine. [Fn7]  In that article, I argued thatnegotiability and its primary effects had once largely been understood by the makers of those instruments,and that they by and large intended to create negotiable instruments.  The intent of the maker once had anintegral role in the development of negotiable instrument law, as the law developed to track the growingusage of negotiable instruments and the intent of those making them. Negotiability was crucial, to provideliquidity to bills of exchange and so that they could carry on the role of currency in an otherwisecash-starved economy.  When this currency role of bills of exchange was taken over by bank notes and bylegal tender, however, the common use of negotiable instruments faded and with that use disappeared muchof the knowledge of negotiable instrument law.  When negotiable instrument law was codified, the role ofintent was stripped out of the law and its place was taken over by the mere formal requirements of thevarious negotiable instruments acts.  No longer were the words of negotiability, such as "order or bearer"viewed as signs from which the intent of the maker of an instrument could be inferred, since fewer andfewer understood that these specific words would be viewed as evidence of such intent.  Instead, the wordsof negotiability were, pursuant to the codification of negotiable instrument law, considered sufficient in andof themselves to confer negotiability despite the unlikelihood that the maker of the instrument knew of theirpower or  intended that the instruments be negotiable.  At the center of negotiable instrument law is the holder in due course doctrine, which cuts off most



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 6defenses that a maker of a note might have to the note once it is assigned to a holder who takes it withoutnotice of those defenses.  This doctrine is designed to increase the liquidity of notes and other negotiableinstruments, since purchasers need not worry for the most part that the maker of the note has manydefenses thereto.  The doctrine is used to assign the risk of many forms of fraud, forcing theborrower/mortgagor rather than the purchaser of the note to bear that risk when the original lender is nolonger available to be sued.  By allowing those who sign notes unwittingly to be bound by the holder in duecourse doctrine, that doctrine has, throughout most of the twentieth century, been abused by disreputablemerchants.  These merchants would provide defective goods or services, obtain a negotiable instrument aspayment, then assign the negotiable instrument to a third party who could claim holder in due course status,leaving the buyer liable for the purchase price despite ***Page509 the dishonesty of the merchant. Actionby a federal regulatory agency finally ended the use of the holder in due course doctrine in these forms ofconsumer contracts during the 1970s.  However, the holder in due course doctrine has again come to bebroadly applied against unwitting makers of negotiable instruments, now against consumers not of goods orservices but of credit itself.  This new use of the holder in due course doctrine has regained prominence through the development ofsecuritization, discussed in Part  III, which is the process of transforming non-liquid assets, such as notessecured by real property, into a very liquid form, securities.  Securitization allows interest in residentialmortgages to be sold on Wall Street as securities and has sped the growth of lending secured by the homesof borrowers and the rapid assignment of those loans to holders in due course.  Part III also includes adiscussion of the harm that securitization has caused to residential borrowers, particularly the atomizationof the lending industry,  so that borrowers deal primarily with under-regulated and often undercapitalizedmortgage brokers rather than with traditional finance companies.  Securitization also limits the discretion ofthe holders of notes and their agents in dealing with financially troubled borrowers to work out newpayment plans.  By providing an ease of transferability and liquidity previously undreamt of, securitizationhas taken over what had been the primary purpose of the holder in due course doctrine. And so,securitization has rendered the holder in due course doctrine unnecessary.  Part IV discusses the rapid and troubling rise of subprime lending, higher priced loans that are designedfor borrowers with less than prime credit records.  Subprime lending, aggressively marketed and too littleregulated, has grown rapidly, and with it has come an explosive growth in the number of residentialforeclosures.  Too much of the subprime market is a product of predatory lending, a growing andwidespread problem.  Upon the lenders' quick assignment of the predatory loans, often in the secondarymarket and as part of the securitization process, borrowers lose, as to the new assignees of the loan, mostclaims or defenses they may have had to prevent the full collection of the loans.  They find themselvesdefenseless and burdened by loans with harsh terms, high interest rates, and high fees.  Many of theseborrowers lose their  homes to foreclosure, others refinance, paying out additional fees to secure a fairerloan, and still others continue making payments, saddled for up to thirty years with an overpriced loan.  Part V then concludes with a description of the so-far inadequate federal, state, and local attempts to haltpredatory lending.  Rather than address the problem head-on and uniformly prevent homeowners***Page510 and consumers from unintentionally making negotiable instruments, the legal and legislativesystems have for the most part merely tried to ameliorate the effects of this fundamental problem with aseries of judicial, legislative, and administrative patches, some more effective than others.  These recentpatches have thus far been ineffective, and thousands upon thousands of homeowners, many of themelderly, are losing their homes or are threatened with foreclosure because they are victims of fraud, unduepressure, deception, and sharp dealings.  I argue for the abolition of the holder in due course in any transaction where it may be used against a



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 7consumer in Part VI.  An economic analysis of the effects of the holder in due course doctrine demonstratesthat it encourages fraud against borrowers and magnifies its harmful effects by assigning the risk of fraudto borrowers, the parties least able to prevent or to insure against that fraud in any sort of meaningful way,as well as the parties most likely to suffer from significant secondary effects, such as foreclosure, as aresult of the loss.  Conversely, the holder in due course doctrine protects from risk the securitizers andinvestors who purchase predatory loans, even though they are the very parties best able to close downunscrupulous lenders.  Parts VII and VIII conclude this article with a discussion of potential methods for eliminating the holder indue course doctrine as well as the probable effects of that elimination.  I examine the various governmentalbodies that could best accomplish the abolition of the doctrine for residential borrowers, finding that noneare ideal, given the vigorous fight likely to be waged by the lending industry, but that many would suffice. A traditional law and economics analysis contends that abolishing the holder in due course doctrine wouldincrease interest rates and fees to borrowers because it would make collection from borrowers less certainand more expensive.  Instead, I believe that abolishing the doctrine would lead to lower interest rates andfees, as lenders currently use the holder in due course doctrine to protect the purchasers of their loans fromclaims of misrepresentation and unfair practices, practices that are used to obtain above market fees andinterest rates for loans.  Were lenders forced to compete without the holder in due course doctrine to protecttheir sharp practices, they would have to use lower interest rates, rather than misrepresentation and unduepressure, to gain new customers.
***Page511 II. PREDATORY LEND ING AN D ITS VICTIMSA. Defining and Measuring Predatory Lending  Predatory lending is easier to discuss than it is to define. [Fn8]  Daniel S. Ehrenberg provided a roughdefinition of predatory lending, calling it     a mismatch between the needs and capacity of the borrower . . . .  In essence, the loan does not fit theborrower, either because the borrower's underlying needs for the loan are not being met or the terms of theloan are so disadvantageous to that particular borrower that there is little likelihood that the borrower hasthe capability to repay the loan. [Fn9]  While this definition has been cited by at least one court in a predatory lending case, the exact definitionseems difficult to pin down in a precise formulation. [Fn10]  Even in the course of drafting a more than 100page report on predatory lending, two governmental agencies working together could only cobble togetherthe following definition of predatory lending:     Predatory lending--whether undertaken by creditors, brokers, or even home improvementcontractors--involves engaging in deception or fraud, manipulating the borrower through aggressive salestactics, or taking unfair  advantage of a borrower's lack of understanding about loan terms.  These practicesare often combined with loan terms that, alone or in combination, are abusive or make the borrower morevulnerable to abusive practices. [Fn11]  Some have gone so far as to argue that, not only is defining "predatory lending" difficult, but it is a taskthat should not even be undertaken, perhaps from fear of providing too limited a definition. [Fn12]***Page512 Opponents to the further regulation of financial services have seized on this difficulty in



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 8defining "predatory lending" to advocate against new steps to stop such lending. [Fn13]  Just as there is no commonly agreed upon definition of predatory lending, there is also no broad consensuson how widespread a problem predatory lending is, and how much damage it inflicts on Americanborrowers. [Fn14]  Perhaps the first studied effort to determine the amount lost by borrowers in the U.S.due to predatory lending is a report from the Coalition for Responsible Lending entitled Quantifying theEconomic Cost of Predatory Lending. [Fn15] This analysis attempts to quantify the amount of harm causedby predatory lending in the United States by totaling estimates of the costs of the following putativelyunfair terms: financed credit insurance, excessive up-front fees, prepayment penalties on subprime loans,and interest rates higher than the borrowers' credit risk would justify. [Fn16]  These numbers, which will bediscussed in more detail infra, are difficult to measure exactly, since they require a determination of exactlyhow high a given loan's fees or interest rate can be before they are abusive.  More importantly, the analysisexplicitly and intentionally excludes the costs to homeowners and the community of any foreclosurescaused by predatory lending. Neither the direct financial loss nor the secondary costs, such as thehomeowners' emotional distress and the effects on the community, are included.  The report does note thatthe total costs of foreclosures, while difficult to calculate, "may well dwarf other estimates made in thisreport." [Fn17]  The cost of such foreclosures is hinted at by the fact that,  at the end of 1999, possiblymore than 72,000 families were in or near foreclosure just for the loans of sixteen largesubprime***Page513 lenders, making up less than one half of the subprime market. [Fn18]  The analysisconcludes that, even excluding foreclosures, predatory lending is costing American families $9.1 billion ayear. [Fn19]  This estimate,  rough as it is, is a good first step toward determining the scope of the problem,even though it admittedly leaves out the costs of one of the primary losses caused by predatory lending,foreclosure.
B. The Tools of Predatory Lenders  Defining  "Predatory lending" is difficult because it encompasses many actions that seem, on their face, tobe indistinguishable from legitimate lending activities.  Predatory lending can be divided into two sets ofactivities.  The first set consists of those activities that are either clearly illegal or unconscionable by theirvery nature.  These per se improper activities include such actions as misrepresenting the terms of the loansand forging the signatures of borrowers on loan documents. [Fn20]  The second set of activities that make up predatory lending are those that bedevil the regulators of thelending industry: activities that are legal but, when misused by unprincipled lenders, cause borrowers topay interest rates and fees higher than the market and the borrowers' credit rating would justify. Practicessuch as balloon payments, adjustable rate mortgages, rapid refinancing of existing loans, and even highinterest rates and fees could be used in non-predatory loans. [Fn21]  For example, a borrower might chooseto pay a higher interest rate in order to pay lower fees, or choose an adjustable rate loan to pay an initiallylower interest rate.  As long as these terms that benefit lenders to the detriment of borrowers are understoodby borrowers and negotiated by them, borrowers can either receive something in return for the loans ordecide to forgo the loan.  These terms become the tools of predatory lenders when, as is common in thesubprime market, they are neither negotiated over nor understood by the borrowers, ***Page514 and whenborrowers receive little in return for agreeing to them. [Fn22]  In the context of predatory lending, thesesame practices are often used to strip the equity from the homeowner's property.  Though there is noagreement on how to define predatory lending, there is broad consensus on what tools and tactics are usedby predatory lenders, which include the following:



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 91. Fees and Interest Rates Far Greater than Necessary to Provide a Reasonable,Market-Driven Return Given the Risk of Lending to the Particular Borrower  At the heart of predatory lending is the lender charging fees and interest rates far greater than necessary toprovide a reasonable, market-driven rate of return to the lender given the risk of lending to the particularborrower. [Fn23]  This disparity between the interest rate charged a borrower and the market interest rategiven the borrower's risk characteristics is widespread among specific classes of borrowers, thoughuncommon in others, and has been estimated to cost U.S. borrowers $2.9 billion a year. [Fn24]  In additionto excessive interest rates, predatory lenders often force borrowers to pay excessive fees, which have beenestimated to cost 750,000 families a total of $1.8 billion annually. [Fn25]  Many subprime lenders chargefees totaling eight percent of the loan amount or more. These high fees and interest rates seem based moreon the costs of aggressive advertising by subprime lenders than on the credit profiles of the borrowers.[Fn26]  One subprime lender, which charged interest rates of "only" 15%-18%, included fees of 25% to40%, leaving the loans with true annual percentage rates of 28%-29%. [Fn27]
***Page515 2. Loans Made with No Reasonable Expectation That the Borrowers CanRepay Them  An especially damaging form of predatory lending is the origination of loans by a lender who has noreasonable expectation that the borrowers can repay them. [Fn28]  Lending to borrowers who cannot repaythe loans is known as "equity stripping," as the nearly inevitable foreclosure strips the borrower ofwhatever equity remains in her house. [Fn29]  Mortgage brokers who make loans that the borrower cannotrepay are able to sell those loans by falsifying the borrower's income or asset documentation to show ahigher income or asset level than the borrower actually has.  Purchasers of notes need to have measures inplace to protect themselves from these gambits of dishonest brokers.  Otherwise, the purchasers maydiscover too late that the borrowers have almost no way of making the mortgage payment, learning thisonly when the borrowers stop making payments or contest the loan. [Fn30]

3. "Flipping"  Flipping is the early or frequent refinancing of a loan, normally with each new set of loan fees financed bythe loan, so that the loan amount continually rises, even while the homeowner makes her payments. [Fn31] "Flipping," a common practice in the subprime industry, allows subprime lenders to charge customers bothprepayment penalties for the refinanced loans as well as points and fees based on the new loans.  A lendermay flip its own loans or multiple lenders might flip each other's loans for the same borrowers.  Somelenders accomplish flipping by requiring their borrowers whose loans become delinquent to refinance theloans in order to bring them current, rather than ***Page516 working out some other plan. [Fn32] Subprime lenders have targeted both blue-collar workers and customers who are delinquent on their loansfor early refinancing. [Fn33]
4. High Pressure and Misleading Sales and Marketing Techniques  Predatory lenders succeed to a great degree because of their aggressive and misleading marketingtechniques, especially directed at those least able to withstand them, such as the elderly, minorities whohave been traditionally excluded from mainstream financial services, and the uneducated.  One assistantmanager at a major lender's subsidiary described "blitz nights" at her office, in which the sales staff would



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 10blanket the city with misleading phone calls and mail regarding their lending programs. [Fn34]  Brokersand lenders can obtain databases of homeowners, sorted by age, race, or gender, to allow the brokers andlenders to target specific types of potential borrowers. [Fn35] Once they have found customers, the brokersand lenders may blatantly misrepresent the terms of the loan, claiming the interest rate or payments will belower than the rates actually turn out to be.  Or, a broker or lender may attempt to gain an edge over aborrower by advising the borrower to stop making her loan payments, so that the loan goes into default andthe borrower becomes desperate, and must accept the loan proposed by the broker or lender.  If theborrower refuses to enter into a loan with the high interest rate proposed by the lender or broker, the lenderor broker may promise that the rates will go down somehow or that the lender will refinance the loan atbetter terms in the near future.  Lenders and brokers have been known to attempt to pressure borrowers tosign documents without reading them, covering up crucial terms in the documents so that the borrower doesnot see them, or even forge the borrower's signature. [Fn36]
***Page517 5. "Packing"  "Packing" is the practice of forcing or inducing borrowers to use some of their loans' proceeds to pay forunnecessary or undesired products, such as single premium credit life insurance. [Fn37]  Single premiumcredit life insurance, perhaps the product most widely and egregiously packed with loans, is a form ofinsurance wherein all of the premiums for the life of the policy are paid up front,  normally from theproceeds of the loan.  Predatory lenders try to include as many such products as they can, such asinsurance to pay off credit card debt or to service home appliances, both to increase the amount of the loan(and the lenders' fees that are based on a percentage of the loan amount) and also to obtain profits fromselling these overpriced products. [Fn38]  The lender may include these unnecessary products in the loanwithout giving the borrower prior notice they will be included and without giving the borrower time at theclosing of the loan to notice the extra costs or to object to them. [Fn39] Or the lender may deceive theborrower regarding the added products by, for example, asserting that they are included in the loan, leavingthe borrower to understand that they are free. [Fn40] The same assistant manager described aboveexplained, "If someone appeared uneducated, inarticulate, was a minority, or was particularly old or young,I would try to include all the coverages [her company] offered. . .  .  The more gullible the customerappeared, the more [insurance] coverages I would try to include in the loan." [Fn41]  Credit insurancepacked with loans can be painfully expensive, with credit premiums costing over 10% of the loan amountand over $10,000 reportedly not uncommon. [Fn42]  One estimate concludes that packing of creditinsurance alone costs American borrowers $2.1 billion annually. [Fn43]  Because many large subprimelenders sell credit insurance issued by their own subsidiaries and because the insurance ***Page518proceeds go to the lender if the borrower ever does make a successful claim against the credit insurance, thelenders profit enormously on all sides of the transaction. [Fn44]

6. Excessive Prepayment Penalties  Predatory lenders include large prepayment penalties, fees that are added to the amount the borrower mustpay to retire a loan before it reaches full term. These penalties are designed to reduce prepayments, whichreduce the amount of interest that lenders receive on a particular loan and which are more common afterinterest rates have dropped, so that the lender often cannot lend the money returned to it at an interest rateas high as the prepaying borrower had been paying.  Lenders argue that including prepayment penaltiesreduces their risks in lending so they can charge borrowers lower interest rates, [Fn45] and prepaymentcharges have been standard clauses in residential mortgages since the 1930s. [Fn46]  In practice, whenemployed by predatory lenders, prepayment penalties are designed either to trap the borrower, forcing her



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 11to remain in an inequitable loan, or to reward the lender with an unreasonable payoff when an unwittingborrower refinances the loan. [Fn47]  A typical prepayment penalty might be $5,000, more than enough tocompensate the lender for any costs of early payment of the loan. [Fn48]  The use of prepayment penaltieshas escalated dramatically in the subprime market since 1997, [Fn49] and prepayment ***Page519penalties in the subprime market are estimated to cost American borrowers $2.3 billion annually and toaffect 850,000 families. [Fn50]
7. Balloon Payments  Balloon payments are in a way the opposite of prepayment penalties.  Rather than attempting to lock aborrower into remaining in a loan for the long term, balloon payments force a borrower at a set time torepay all of the remaining balance on a loan rather than continuing to make monthly payments until theentire loan has been repaid.  For example, a borrower might have a loan, the monthly payments of whichwould not retire the loan for thirty years,  but that has a balloon payment due at ten years, at which time theborrower would have to pay off all of the remaining balance of the loan.  While balloon payments can be auseful way for some borrowers to lock in a low interest rate, since the lender does not need to worry abouta longer term rise in interest rates, loans with balloon payments can also be disastrous for borrowers,especially elderly borrowers on a fixed income.  Such borrowers are highly unlikely to be able to pay off asizeable balloon payment without refinancing the loan, thus incurring a new round of points and fees.[Fn51]  Often, these borrowers were either unaware of the balloon or were given misleading oralassurances that the balloon payments could be easily refinanced. [Fn52]  Loans with balloon payments canappear  deceptively attractive to borrowers, since the balloon payment allows the lender to offer lowmonthly payments.  What turns these sometimes benign lending practices into elements of predatory lending are sharp lendingpractices that would give a borrower a defense to the collection of the loan if the original lender still heldthe loan.  If a mortgage broker made misrepresentations to induce the borrower to obtain a loan with aballoon payment or a high interest rate, for example by falsely claiming that the lender would refinance theloan after a year at a much lower rate, those misrepresentations would constitute a personal defense to theloan.  Similarly, the borrower would have a defense to a loan where the lender misrepresented the effectiveinterest rate to induce the borrower to ***Page520 refinance a loan that the borrower had obtained onlymonths earlier. Once a bona fide holder holds the note representing the loan, however, those personaldefenses are cut off by the holder in due course doctrine. [Fn53] The holder in due course doctrine,therefore, prevents effective legal distinction between fair and voluntary balloon payments, rapidrefinancing, or insurance products, on the one hand, and on the other hand those that are unfair, theproducts of fraud, and foisted on an unwitting borrower. Similarly, the holder in due course doctrineeliminates, as to the purchasers of loans, any distinction between high rates and fees that result from themarket accurately pricing the borrowers' risk versus high rates and fees that mortgage brokers obtained bymisrepresentations and deceit. [Fn54]  The predatory aspect of these lending terms also results from information asymmetry, the fact that lendershave a much greater awareness, and the consumers a grossly inadequate awareness, of the terms of thelenders' loan products and the legal effect of those terms. [Fn55]  Therefore, lenders can use lending termssuch as prepayment penalties to extract much greater fees from borrowers than borrowers realize they arepaying.  Lenders realize, though many borrowers do not, that borrowers typically repay loans much beforethe full term of their loans, and that lenders will obtain a significant income stream on prepayment penaltiesalone. [Fn56]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 12  This information asymmetry persists despite the disclosures designed to inform consumers about the exactterms of their loans before they enter into them. [Fn57]  The federal Truth in Lending Act ("TILA")requires information regarding loans to be disclosed in a way that can be misunderstood by consumers.  Aless than honest broker can mix the TILA disclosures in the formidable stack of paperwork that makes upthe loan package and easily convince a borrower not to pay any attention to the very information that couldsave the homeowner from ***Page521 entering into an improvident loan. [Fn58] Some informationasymmetry has been caused by the fact that lenders know consumers' credit "scores," which determine whatloan rate the borrowers should receive, while consumers have largely been in the dark about their  ownscores. Lenders, then, have known whether consumers could qualify for prime loans, while the individualconsumer could only guess.  This asymmetry may dissipate if, as planned, a leading credit scoring companybegins to provide credit scores to potential borrowers. [Fn59]  Better still would be a rule requiring lendersto provide to borrowers the credit score used by the lenders, as well as an explanation of that score.  A large portion of the information asymmetry, however, is inevitable given the complexity of the lendingprocess and the multiplicity of options that many borrowers have. [Fn60]  A borrower faced with variousadjustable rate mortgages with different packages of potential prepayment penalties and balloon rateswould need a sophisticated understanding of interest rate fluctuation and prepayment rates to make awell-informed decision. [Fn61]  An unscrupulous lender can take advantage of its knowledge and theconsumer's ignorance by misrepresenting the ***Page522 effects of these different packages and trap theborrower into a loan that costs much more than the borrower's credit rating would justify.
C. The Boom, Bust, and Bankruptcy Cycle of Predatory Lenders  Many predatory lenders have gone through a similar cycle: sudden growth, fueled by the predatory loansthemselves and stoked by the quick influx of cash provided by the securitization process,  followed in a fewyears by growing allegations of improprieties, allegations which the lenders furiously deny. Theseallegations are followed, but often slowly, by investigations conducted by regulatory agencies, though thatinvestigation often produces few timely results other than to publicize the lenders' methods.  Only afterseveral profitable years of predatory lending does the entire structure come crashing down.  The crashtypically happens when publicity regarding the lender's methods so frightens the lender's financial backersand loan purchasers that the lender suddenly finds itself without the ability to fund or sell its loans. [Fn62] At that point, the predatory lender goes out of business, perhaps after declaring bankruptcy, leaving itsborrowers to contend with the purchasers of their loans over the validity of those loans. [Fn63]  Thepurchasers typically claim to be holders in due course, and thus immune to any defenses the borrowersmight have as a result of the predatory lenders' illegal or dishonest behavior. [Fn64]
D. The Diamond Mortgage/A.J. Obie Story: Defrauding Borrowers and Investors Alike  An early example of this boom, bust and bankruptcy cycle, as well as an acid test for the holder in duecourse doctrine's utility in assigning risk of fraud, is that of perhaps the first significant predatory lender toturn to securit ization, the infamous Diamond Mortgage ***Page523 Corp. and A.J. Obie & Associatesmortgage-backed securities fraud. [Fn65]  Diamond, formed in 1973, was a mortgage broker that somehowgained control of Obie, a securities dealer, in about 1980.  Beginning in the middle or late 1970s, Diamondembarked on a pattern of fraud and, joined by Obie, succeeded in defrauding homeowner borrowers andinvestors alike.  Diamond/Obie engaged in an extended Ponzi scheme that came to include many of theelements that have since been the hallmarks of securitized predatory lending: high pressure sales, celebrityspokespersons, delayed regulatory response, bankruptcy, victimized homeowners fighting a pitched battle



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 13with defrauded investors, and the con artist at the center of the scheme resurfacing in a new company and adifferent guise to defraud anew.  The Diamond/Obie scheme was the following: Diamond would solicit borrowers to obtain loans securedby their principal residence, engaging in high pressure sales practices to trick the borrowers into enteringinto the loans, despite their high interest rates and excessive brokerage fees.  Often, Diamond/Obie wouldnever give the borrowers a dime, though it would record a lien purportedly securing a sizeable loan.  Theloans would name Diamond as the lender, though often Diamond was only engaging in a table funded loan,whereby the loans were actually funded by investors.  At the same time Diamond was seeking borrowers,Obie was searching for investors, either to purchase whole individual loans or to buy securities backed byloans.  Obie would promise the investors either a whole loan secured by residential property in return fortheir investment, or promise them securities backed by loans secured by such property.  Both Diamond and Obie used celebrity endorsers and high pressure and dishonest sales tactics insoliciting, respectively,  borrowers and investors.  Diamond, for example, would allegedly impose abrokerage or prepaid finance fee at the time of closing, then increase the amount of the loan to cover thefee, and use documents in the loan transaction that were inconsistent and confusing as to what amount theborrower would receive, what amount was financed, what the annual percentage rate and finance chargeswere, and whether Diamond was acting as a lender or a broker. [Fn66]  Loan rates were fifteen percentannually or more, with an initial fee of twenty points. [Fn67]  Obie employed ***Page524 the actor LloydBridges to solicit investors, while Diamond employed actor George Hamilton to entice borrowers. [Fn68] Obie's sales agents employed tactics such as requesting a power of attorney from elderly investors so thesales agents could withdraw money directly from the elderly investors' bank accounts, and driving investorsto banks to withdraw money to invest with Obie. [Fn69]  Although the Obie sales agents targeted manyelderly and unsophisticated investors, seeking their retirement funds, they also snared professionals, such asdoctors, lawyers, and judges. [Fn70]  Once Diamond had obtained the signed note and mortgage deed for an individual loan, it wouldimmediately sell them to Commerce Mortgage Investments, Ltd., ("CMI"), a real estate investment trust soclosely connected with Diamond that they were located in the same building. Barton Greenberg, thechairman of Diamond's Board of Directors, was also the director of CMI. [Fn71]  Greenberg, a high schooldrop-out and former bartender and seller of home-improvement programs, was the owner and mastermindbehind Diamond/Obie. [Fn72]  After purchasing the note and mortgage deed, CMI issued sharesdenominated "common stock." [Fn73]  Then, Obie marketed to investors both the CMI shares and themortgage notes, which were labeled "securities" by Diamond's offering circular. [Fn74]  Diamond/Obie reached a new level of predation by veering from misrepresentation and sharp practicesinto outright theft.  In about 625 cases,  Diamond/Obie obtained signed notes and mortgage deeds andsometimes brokerage fees [Fn75] from potential borrowers at the time they applied for  mortgages and thenrecorded a lien against the homeowners property without ever giving the borrower any loan proceeds***Page525 or paying off senior liens as promised. [Fn76]  Diamond represented to the borrowers thatthey would receive the proceeds of the loans if their applications were approved, but if they did not receiveany money, the mortgages would be discharged, without any obligation by the borrowers to pay anything.[Fn77]  Rather than discharging the mortgages, Diamond/Obie sold and assigned them to investors, leavingthe borrowers' property encumbered by a mortgage despite never receiving any proceeds from the loan.[Fn78]  Even if Diamond/Obie received a timely cancellation from the borrower under TILA, it wouldrecord the mortgage and assign the note and mortgage. [Fn79]  Diamond/Obie also defrauded investors by taking their money, then either never assigning any note and



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 14mortgage deed to them, or assigning the same note to multiple investors.   Diamond/Obie used the moneyprovided by new investors to placate old investors in an immense Ponzi scheme. [Fn80]  Diamond/Obieended up owing about 2,700 often elderly creditors an estimated $75,000,000. [Fn81]  Diamond/Obie'slending and investment arms had been so profitable, though, that despite Greenberg's actions of skimmingmillions of dollars, and despite the nature of the Ponzi scheme, Diamond still had a sizeable mortgageportfolio when it collapsed, though not enough to cover the investors' losses. [Fn82]  Searching for deeppockets, the investors filed suit against Lloyd Bridges, [Fn83] George Hamilton, [Fn84] Diamond'sattorneys, and the state regulatory officials. [Fn85]  The inability of regulators in two states to react to the fraud of Obie and Diamond is staggering, given theamount of notice they had.  Diamond began committing fraud sometime in the mid to late 1970s. [Fn86] Michigan's attorney general, alleging usury and violations of Michigan's consumer protection laws, hadsued Diamond in 1979 in ***Page526 quo warranto and under the Michigan Consumer Protection Act.[Fn87]  Diamond signed a consent decree with the Michigan Corporation and Securities Bureau in 1981,requiring it to return $7,000,000 to investors and assign mortgages to investors more promptly. [Fn88]  By1982, bureau investigators noted that Diamond appeared to be in grave financial straits, holding fewer thanthirty percent of the mortgages Diamond claimed it held, and that investors were "sacking" the company.[Fn89]  One internal bureau memo stated that,  if the bureau allowed Diamond to remain in business, "wemay very well be subject to a suit which contends that we are a willing participant if not an aider andabettor of a fraud." [Fn90]  Bureau investigators noted that the mortgages Diamond supposedly held forinvestors had a delinquency rate of twenty-six percent and were being used as collateral for bank loans, andrecommended that Diamond be shut down.  Instead, the state waived its right to audit Diamond, citing thedifficulty for and cost to Diamond of producing financial statements.  In 1983, the Michigan AttorneyGeneral also entered into a consent judgment with Diamond, whereby Diamond agreed to abide by stateand federal loan disclosure requirements. [Fn91]  For their part,  Illinois securities officials attempted to force Obie to return $15 million in investors' moneyfor its delays in assigning mortgages to investors, but then failed to take any further action or question whythe last annual report Obie filed, in 1984, violated state requirements by being unaudited. [Fn92]  Finally, in August 1986, the Michigan Attorney General closed Diamond/Obie and charged its principalswith fraud. [Fn93]  For his role in the Diamond/Obie fraud, Barton Greenberg was sentenced to only sixyears and eight months to ten years in prison for embezzling $44 million from the investors in Obie andDiamond. [Fn94]  Greenberg demonstrated the ease of entry into the mortgage business and the damagethat such easy entry causes when, in August 1994, within weeks of being released from prison, he againworked as a mortgage broker.  Despite his conviction and widespread fame as a dishonest lender,***Page527 Greenberg joined a firm called First Fidelity Mortgage.  Instead of closing loans and sellingthem to one or multiple investors as he had done previously, Greenberg allegedly obtained his illegal profitsby demanding thousands of dollars, in one case $23,000, in up front fees from borrowers as "retainer'sfees" or "returnable deposits." [Fn95]  After his company received the fees, it sat on the loans, refusing toclose the loan or return the fees (or pay its "bird dogs" their prizes or its loan officers any commissions),according to published reports. [Fn96]  Despite his Diamond/Obie conviction, Greenberg worked withFidelity Mortgage Co. for about two years before the regulators caught up with him and ordered FirstFidelity Mortgage to cease its mortgage lending, finally revoking First Fidelity's license. [Fn97]
E. The Assignment of Risk of Harm Caused by Predatory Lending  The Diamond/Obie fraud caused an agonizing dilemma for the courts because it posed two sets of victims



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 15against each other in a desperate attempt by each to save or recover vital property or money.  On the onehand, homeowners were faced with liens encumbering their homes even though they had never received anyproceeds from the underlying loans.  On the other hand, the often elderly investors had paid good money topurchase those mortgages, often their life savings or their retirement funds.  In this way, the Diamond/Obiecases present the most stark test of the method by which the laws governing loans secured by the residencesof the borrowers assigns the risk that the homeowner will be the victim of predatory lending.  There are twoprimary methods by which such risk is assigned to the various participants in a loan transaction.  First ofall, as will be discussed in the context of securitization, the purchasers of notes secured by residences cancontract with the originators of such notes to give the purchasers recourse against the originators for anyproblem loans. [Fn98]  For example, the originators may be contractually obligated to buy back any notesthat do not meet the underwriting standards of the purchaser.  In this way, if a borrower could convince thepurchaser of a note that it is the product of fraud or deceptive practices, the purchaser ***Page528 couldforce the originator to buy back the loan, and then leave the borrower and the originator to resolve theborrower's claims. [Fn99]  The second primary method of assigning risk in the mortgage context is through the holder in due coursedoctrine, discussed extensively in the first article in this series. [Fn100]  This doctrine is currentlycontained in U.C.C. § 3-302, which defines a holder in due course as the holder of an instrument if:     (1) the instrument when issued or negotiated to the holder does not bear such apparent evidence offorgery or alteration or is not otherwise so irregular or incomplete as to call into question its authenticity;and (2) the holder took the instrument (i) for value, (ii) in good faith, (iii) without notice that the instrumentis overdue or has been dishonored or that there is an uncured default  with respect to payment of anotherinstrument issued as part of the same series, (iv) without notice that the instrument contains anunauthorized signature or has been altered, (v) without notice of any claim to the instrument described in §3-306, and (vi) without notice that any party has a defense or claim in recoupment described in § 3-305(a).[Fn101]  A holder in due course takes a negotiable instrument free of many of the defenses that a borrower wouldhave against the original lender.  Pursuant to U.C.C. § 3-305, a holder in due course takes the instrumentsubject to the so-called real defenses, which include infancy, duress, lack of legal capacity, illegality of thetransaction if it nullifies the obligation, fraud that caused the obligor to sign the instrument having neitherthe knowledge of nor a reasonable opportunity to discover of its "character or its essential terms," or theobligor's discharge in insolvency proceedings. [Fn102]  Other defenses that the maker of a note might haveagainst the original beneficiary, such as fraud or misrepresentation that did not prevent the maker of thenote from learning its essential terms, less than complete incompetence, or undue influence, cannot beasserted against a holder in due course. [Fn103]  The Obie/Diamond debacle is the acid test for the holder in due course doctrine's ability to assign risk ofloss in a fair, orderly way, since it presents the difficulty of choosing whether the borrowers or purchasersof loans should bear the ultimate loss in the most stark ***Page529 terms.  The holder in due coursedoctrine failed miserably at one of the most important requirements for a rule of loss, which ispredictability.  At least six published opinions addressed the issue of whether the borrowers or the investorswould bear the risk for Diamond/Obie's fraud where the borrowers did not receive the proceeds of the loanspurportedly secured by their homes and the loans were sold to the investors.  The cases were decided utterlyinconsistently, with some courts finding that the investors were holders in due course and so entitled tocollect on the notes, despite the lack of consideration for them.  In other cases, the courts found for theborrowers, straining to find some means of preventing them from having to pay back their loans.  In Thomas v. Leja, [Fn104] where an investor had purchased a note even though the homeowner had



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 16never received the loan proceeds, the trial court found the homeowner's mortgage and promissory note "nulland void for lack of consideration."  The appellate court affirmed, though for completely different reasons,finding that because the homeowner never received the proceeds of the loan, the loan was neverconsummated, and so plaintiff retained his right to rescind under TILA. [Fn105]  In Stone v. Mehlberg, [Fn106] the court held that the holder in due course doctrine did not apply to themortgage securing the note that had been sold to an investor, because the mortgage was not payable toorder or bearer and so was not a negotiable instrument. [Fn107]  The court further found that becauseDiamond had not delivered a disclosure of the borrowers' right to rescind the transaction, the borrowers'right to rescind continued.  After the borrowers rescinded, based on not receiving the proceeds of the loan,the borrowers were not obligated under the loan, even though the loan had been assigned to a holder in duecourse, since the TILA rights to rescission were not cut off by assignment to a holder in due course.  Thecourt also concluded that the investor had never become a holder in due course because of irregularities inthe documentation delivered by Diamond and Diamond's dishonest and unprofessional actions toward theinvestor. [Fn108]  In Thomas v. State Mortgage, [Fn109] after the trial court quieted title to the borrowers' property andvoided the mortgage held by the investor, based on Diamond's fraud and lack of consideration, the court ofappeal reversed,  finding that the investor was a holder in due course ***Page530 of the mortgage despitefacts calling the loan into question. [Fn110]  The investor had stopped receiving interest on her investment,had complained to Diamond/Obie, and had learned of Diamond/Obie's financial difficulties and impendingbankruptcy before she was assigned the note and mortgage. [Fn111]  In Mox v. Jordan, [Fn112] the trial court granted, and the court of appeal affirmed, the investors' motionfor summary judgment against the borrowers' claims of lack of consideration, finding that the investorswere holders in due course, despite their knowledge that the senior loans that were to have been paid off bythe loan at issue were not paid off by Diamond. [Fn113]  The court in Mox distinguished Stone as beingbased on lack of TILA disclosures, while asserting that it would not have to follow the federal court'sdiscussion regarding the holder in due course doctrine in Stone.  The court in Mox also noted that themortgage instrument is not negotiable, but did not use that as a means of freeing the borrowers from themortgage, as the court had done in Stone.  Instead, the court in Mox appears to assert that the mortgage'snon-negotiability is a reason to conclude that the investors were holders in due course despite theirknowledge that the property secured by the loan was still subject to a previous encumbrance. [Fn114]  In Franck v. Bedenfield, [Fn115] the trial court held that, although Diamond had never disbursed the loanproceeds to the borrowers, the debt was still valid because the investors were holders in due course.  Thetrial court held, though, that the mortgage was invalid, since the plaintiff was not a bona fide purchaser forvalue. [Fn116]  Unsurprisingly, given the self- contradictory decision, both parties appealed.  The appellatecourt held that even though the borrowers had never pled TILA rescission as an affirmative defense, theloan had never been consummated because the borrowers had never received the proceeds of the loan,preserving their rescission rights under TILA.  While the rescission sent by the borrowers to Diamond wasinvalid due to Diamond's bankruptcy, once Diamond had assigned the loan to the investors, the borrowerswere free to rescind.  The court concluded that the borrowers' motion for summary disposition, because italleged the borrowers had a right to rescind under TILA, constituted a notice of rescission, ***Page531which was valid despite the investor's status as a holder in due course. [Fn117]  In Elsner v. Albrecht, [Fn118] the court found that where the borrowers had each received one, but onlyone, notice of their right to cancel, the borrowers retained their right to cancel because each had notreceived two such notices.  The court held that even though the borrowers were husband and wife, because



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 17they both had an ownership interest in the property, they each had to receive two copies of the notice ofright to cancel to begin the three day cooling off period. [Fn119]  These cases demonstrate that the holder in due course doctrine, when applied to notes secured byresidential property and combined with TILA, has been a hopelessly ineffective and almost irrationalmethod to allocate the risk of loss.  Faced with nearly identical circumstances, the courts ruled for either theborrowers or investors, with litt le or no way for any party to the transaction to predict the outcome.  Somecourts strained to find the slightest reason to prevent the borrowers from losing their homes, searching forany justification for allowing the borrowers to rescind.  Other courts, in order to protect the investors,ignored damaging evidence that the investors knew or should have known Diamond and the loans that wereassigned to them were suspect, and so should have been denied holder in due course status.  Worse yet, theholder in due course doctrine seems so difficult to understand that even the courts themselves, on both thetria l and appellate level, misunderstand or misapply the doctrine on a regular basis, making it even harderfor any party to plan its decisions based on this rule.  Article 3 of the U.C.C.,  which contains the holder in due course doctrine, was revised in 1990, in adrafting process dominated by representatives of banks, clearing houses and the Federal Reserve Board.[Fn120]  The only significant change made in the course of revising Article 3 was one that aided lenders,making variable rate notes potentially ***Page532 negotiable. [Fn121]  In the course of revising Article 3,the drafters made a substantive change in the holder in due course doctrine, in that they altered thedefinition of good faith required for one to be a holder in due course.  The previous standard had been oneof "honesty in fact," also known as the "pure heart and empty head" defense. [Fn122]  In revising Article 3,the drafters expanded the good faith standard to require not only "honesty in fact," but also "observance ofreasonable commercial standards of fair dealing." [Fn123]  This change, made apparently so that Article 3and Article 4 would be more harmonious, is "concerned with the fairness of conduct rather than the carewith which an act is performed." [Fn124]  While the drafters no doubt thought this change might have anoticeable effect  on the holder in due course doctrine,  it seems unlikely to be significant in the current homeloan industry.  First of all,  while the U.C.C. had a subjective standard regarding good faith for the holder in due course, italso maintained a somewhat more objective standard toward notice. [Fn125]  A person was held to havenotice of a defect in the note that would deny her holder in due course status when from all of the facts andcircumstances known to her, she had reason to know the fact. [Fn126]  This relatively objective standardtoward notice dampened the effect of the subjective standard toward good faith, since a holder cannot claima "pure heart and empty head" if she had reason to know of the facts that would prevent holder in duecourse status. [Fn127]  ***Page533 Jordon and Warren note that, because of this objective nature of notice, the distinctionbetween the subjective and objective standards of good faith is rarely significant.  "Most cases probablyinvolve situations in which the facts relevant to the issue of good faith are the same facts giving rise to thenotice of a defense or cla im.  In those cases, the issue of whether good faith is subjective or objective seemsacademic." [Fn128]  Hawkland and Lawrence are even more emphatic, stating, "In the vast majority ofcases, a holder will lack good faith because he has notice of a claim or defense." [Fn129]  Furthermore, the new standard is not a pure objective standard but requires only "observance ofreasonable commercial standards of fair dealing," a lesser standard.  Two sets of the most notedcommentators on the UCC agree that this is not a move from a subjective standard to a fully objectivestandard, but rather a much smaller change from a subjective standard to a somewhat less subjective butnot fully objective standard.  White and Summers state: 



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 18    So beware, good faith does not require general conformity to  "reasonable commercial standards," butonly to "reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing."  The issue is one of "unfairness" not of"negligence."  If the Code is tilting back toward an objective standard, it is going only so far. [Fn130]  Hart and Willier are more emphatic:     It appears clear that the drafters did not intend to impose any duty to act carefully in taking theinstrument.  Thus, the test remains a subjective one.  The extent to which the new good faith standard willaffect the outcome of cases is difficult to determine.  Clearly, jury instructions will have to be somewhatdifferent.  But if a court instructs the jury using the words of the statute, it is doubtful that the jurymembers will ***Page534 see any distinction between the prior standard and the new one. [Fn131]  This distinction is even more often purely academic given the widespread sale of mortgages in thesecondary market and their sale to investors through the process of securitization, which will be discussedin the next section.  In such instances, notes are typically held by passive, special business entities designedto hold loan pools and highly unlikely to have any information regarding the underlying loan or theoriginating lender other than that contained in the disclosures and documents accompanying the note. Therefore, the facts giving rise to the issue of good faith and the facts giving rise to notice of a claim ordefense will be almost universally identical and so, in Jordon, Warren and Walt's formulation, the change inthe good faith standard was "academic" and with little real world effect in securitized mortgages. Becausethe holders of securitized notes are passive entities, the creation of which is normally supervised by a teamof underwriters and credit-rating agencies, it would be difficult to prove that the holders of the notesviolated reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing even when the passive entities do inadvertentlyacquire loans that are the fruit of fraud and deception.  At the same time that it is vastly increasing thenumbers of holders in due course of notes secured by the borrowers residences, securitization has made itfar easier for the purchasers of predatory loans to claim holder in due course status despite the revision ofArticle 3's definition of good faith.
III. SECURITIZATION AND THE LAW OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS  While some have claimed that the FTC Holder in Due Course Rule and other changes have effectivelyeliminated the importance or effects of negotiability, [Fn132] instead, the detrimental effects ofnegotiability, driven from their traditional home in consumer purchase contracts, have alighted in the areaof home equity loans secured by residential property. Where loans once sat mostly undisturbed in theportfolios of their lenders, preventing the holder in due course doctrine from causing harm by ensuring thatfew new holders ever received ***Page535 the loans, now new secondary markets for loans cause the nearinstantaneous creation of a multitude of new holders of loans claiming status as bona fide purchasers. Chief among the changes in these secondary markets is the process of securitization of loans that has cometo dominate the residential mortgage industry.  Through securitization, investors have been able to channelhuge sums of money into the lending industry, purchasing the beneficial interest in the loans produced. While they have often benefited from the high interest loans produced by predatory lenders, these investorshave been too protected from bearing the risk of loss caused by the predatory nature of those loans.

A. The Basics of Securitization: Life in the Tranches  The effect of the holder in due course doctrine on homeowner borrowers and the assignment of risk ofdeceptive loan practices has been fundamentally changed by the process of securitization, the method of



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 19aggregating a large number of illiquid assets, such as notes secured by deeds of trust, in one large pool,then selling securities that are backed by those assets.  These securities,  because they trade on an openmarket and do not require the paperwork used to transfer the underlying illiquid asset, are themselveshighly liquid and easy to trade.  Securitization has been defined, by an author who noted that there was nouniform definition for the term, as "the transformation of an illiquid asset into tradeable security with asecondary market." [Fn133]  Others have defined it as "the substitution of more efficient public capitalmarkets for less efficient, higher cost, financial intermediaries in the funding of debt instruments." [Fn134] In terms of the residential mortgage ***Page536 industry, securitization is the process of aggregating alarge number of notes secured by deeds of trust in what is called a mortgage pool, and then selling securityinterests in that pool of mortgages.  Through securitization, the source of capital for mortgage funding hasbeen transferred from the savings industry, which used deposits to fund loans, to the capital markets andthe portfolios of institutional investors. [Fn135]  As we shall see, this emphasis on the investment bycapital markets is important because it drives much of the argument about why securitization is efficientand provides access to less expensive sources of capital.  Others have defined securitization even morebroadly to include the substitution of securities for loans and loan participations. [Fn136]  At the center of the process of securitization is the isolation of a specific group of assets from theorganization that owned them, so that the assets are legally completely independent from their former ownerand free of any bankruptcy or liability risks of the former owner. [Fn137]  By limiting the risk facinginvestors in the asset pools to those inherent in the assets themselves, and by creating standardized, ratable,and easily tradeable securities from the assets, the securitization process maximizes the liquidity of theassets. [Fn138]  By providing great liquidity to notes, securitization has taken over what had been thecentral purpose of the holder in due course doctrine, facilitating the sale and transfer of notes. [Fn139]  Asnoted by Joseph C. Shenker and Anthony J. Colletta, a process that increases the liquidity of an assetincreases the value of the asset to its current holder. [Fn140]  This increase in value to the purchaserpotentially allows the seller of the securities to offer a lower yield to sell the security. [Fn141]  While the history of mortgage-backed bonds stretches back into the nineteenth century, and private titleand mortgage insurance companies sold certificates secured by mortgage pools in the 1920s, [Fn142] the***Page537 modern use of securitization began with the issuance in 1970 of the first publicly tradedmortgage backed security by the Government National Mortgage Association (commonly called GinnieMae). [Fn143]  Government sponsored entities (GSEs), such as Ginnie Mae, which securit izes mortgagesguaranteed by the Veterans Administration, the Farm Home Administration, or the Federal HousingAdministration, and Fannie Mae (the Federal National Mortgage Association) and Freddie Mac (theFederal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation), which securitize high quality residential mortgages, blazed thetrail for securitization, since their implicit guarantee of financial security made some of the securities theyissued seem almost risk-free. [Fn144]  These GSEs have since been joined by the Student Loan MarketingAssociation (Sallie Mae), which securitizes student loans. [Fn145]  The private sector's ability to securitizeseparately from GSEs increased dramatically after 1975, when rating organizations began rating thesecurities produced by securitization, giving investors confidence in the pricing of securities not backed bythe government or a government-sponsored enterprise. [Fn146]  The growing importance of securitizationcan be seen in the expansion of Article 9 of the U.C.C. to include sales transactions that had not previouslybeen governed by it, to aid in their securitization. [Fn147]  ***Page538 Securitization of residential loans has grown at a staggering pace.  In 1984, onlytwenty-three percent of the loans secured by mortgages on one-to- four family homes were securitized.[Fn148]  By the end of 1998's first quarter, fifty-two percent of the total outstanding balance of such loanswas securitized. [Fn149]  The dramatic increase in securitization has been fueled in part by the support thatthe federal government and the GSEs have provided, by the development of new products caused by the



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 20competitive jousting of such players as banks, thrifts, and Wall Street firms, and by the openness shown tosecuritization by the banking industry and securities regulators. [Fn150]  A typical securit ization of a loan secured by a residence might proceed as follows.  The borrowernegotiates with a mortgage broker for the terms of the loan.  Mortgage brokers may originate the loans intheir own names in three ways: (1) by using "table funding" provided by the pre-arranged buyer of the loan;[Fn151] (2) by access to a warehouse line of credit; or (3) by supplying the broker's own funds. [Fn152] Alternatively, the mortgage broker may close the loan in the name of the lender providing the money.Whether the broker closes the loan in his or her own name or in the name of the lender, the broker typicallyalmost immediately transfers the loan to a lender.  This lender quickly sells the loan to a different financialentity, which pools the loan together with a host of other loans in a mortgage pool. [Fn153]  The loans inthe pool may all come from one lender, from a multitude of lenders, or any number in between. [Fn154]  ***Page539 The assignee of the loans then transfers them to another entity, typically a limited liabilitycompany or wholly owned corporate subsidiary. [Fn155]  This entity (known as the "seller" because it willsell the securities that result from the securitization process) then transfers the loans to a special purposevehicle (an "SPV"), a business entity that has the sole purpose of holding the pool of mortgages, and inreturn the seller receives the securities issued by the SPV. [Fn156]  SPVs can be trusts, corporations,limited partnerships, or more specialized business entities, though a trust is considered the most common.[Fn157]  In fact, "[a]sset securitization has become one of the most important commercial uses of thetrust," [Fn158] even though the set of fiduciary duties that trust law would normally impose are by andlarge replaced by the trust agreement's minutely detailed provisions. [Fn159]  The securities that the SPV transfers to the seller are carefully packaged to maximize their appeal topurchasers.  There are a multitude ***Page540 of ways in which these securities can be packaged, asdifferent aspects, or "strips," of the loans are divided up and sold separately as securities.  A relativelysimple, straightforward (as straightforward, perhaps, as anything is in the new world of securitization)division of ownership rights in the pooled loans is for one group of securities to represent the interest thatwill be paid on the loans (interest-only strips), and a second group to represent the repayment of principalon those same loans (principal-only strips). [Fn160]  If interest rates drop, the prepayment rate of the loansin the pool normally increases, shrinking the income of the holders of interest-only strips, since there will befewer loans to pay interest, while swelling the returns of the principal- only strips, as they receive thepayments on principal years before the payments might have been expected. [Fn161]  The pool ofmortgages can be cut into much more complex strips of mortgages, depending on what the creator of theSPV thinks may be most easily sold. [Fn162]  The strips, or classes of securities, are called "tranches,"which is French for "strips." [Fn163]  To convince potential investors of the value of the securities, the securities are typically rated by anational, independent credit-rating agency, unless the home mortgages are backed either by the U.S.government or by a government-sponsored entity, which effectively, at least in the eyes of the market,guarantee their value. [Fn164]  Because the rating need only be done once for all investors rather thanseparately and redundantly by each investor, the rating process efficiently allows the market to determinethe value of the investment and hence the return the investors will demand for purchasing securities backedby the assets to be securitized. [Fn165]  The credit quality of the different tranches of securities can be improved by various techniques of creditenhancement that reduce the ***Page541 risk of loss to the purchasers of the securities.  Creditenhancements can be either internal, meaning they depend on the assets or credit of the originator, such asproviding additional assets to the securitization pool, or external, involving the credit or assets of a third



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 21party, such as an insurer or a bank issuing a letter of credit. [Fn166]  One common credit enhancement ismortgage insurance, with each loan in the mortgage pool insured up to a certain percentage of its value.[Fn167]  Or, as a credit enhancement, the originator can retain an interest in the tranche that will firstabsorb any defaults in the mortgage pool, forcing the originator to act as a shock absorber for the rest ofthe investors. [Fn168]  Credit enhancements can be so effective that they allow even delinquent andforeclosed loans to be securitized. [Fn169]  Working with the seller to package the loan pool and its resulting securities is an underwriter, which,together with the rating agency, examines the loans assembled in the pool, sets specific requirements of lossprobability for the loans, and discards loans that do not meet the risk standards set for the pool, returningthem to the originator. [Fn170]  The intermediaries who pool mortgages, however, have been reluctant toundertake any significant diligence in their own examination of the loans or the borrowers and instead rely,for the most part, on detailed representations by the originators of the loans. [Fn171]  Most poolingagreements give the intermediaries the right to force an originator to take back any loan that did notactually qualify for the loan pool, the inclusion of which would cause a breach of the originator's***Page542 representations. [Fn172]  Therefore, the originator of the loans may be forced to take back aloan if the borrower defaults. [Fn173]  Once the securities are rated, they can be sold to investors by the seller.  [Fn174]  This sale is typicallyaccomplished by private placements or by public offerings, and an underwriter is involved in all publicofferings and most private placements. [Fn175]  The buyers may include mutual and pension funds,insurance companies, other institutional investors, and private individuals. [Fn176]  The transfer to the special purpose trust must constitute a true sale, so that the party transferring theassets reduces its potential liability on the loans and exchanges the fairly illiquid loans for much moreliquid cash. [Fn177]  The true sale also acts to separate the assets ***Page543 from any potentialbankruptcy (to confer, in the poetic language of the securitization literature, "bankruptcy remoteness") orother risk associated with the original lender or pooler of the loans. [Fn178]  The trust is considered thebusiness form most likely to preserve bankruptcy remoteness. [Fn179]  This bankruptcy remoteness isbecoming increasingly controversial, however, given the effect it may have on the creditors of theoriginators. [Fn180]  The investors typically are completely passive once they have had the opportunity to review and approvethe offering documents, the loan pool's ratings, and any third party guarantees and have purchased thesecurities. Nor do the investors take an active hand in monitoring the SPV.  Instead, the offering materialsset out the ***Page544 method of servicing the mortgages and distributing payments to the investors.[Fn181]  The SPV itself does not directly collect payments from the homeowners whose notes and deeds oftrust are held by the SPV. The collection and distribution of the payments of principal and interest aremade by servicers, companies who specialize in this collection and distribution of income and principalfrom pools of loans. [Fn182]  Originally,  the servicer was often the same financial institution that eitheroriginated the loans in the pool or that obtained them from the originator and pooled the loans.  Theservicing of loans provided, in this way, a separate income stream for the originators or poolers of loans.[Fn183] Now, servicing rights are often sold to firms that specialize in servicing. [Fn184]  Servicingspecialization has increased so much that there are now servicers that specialize in subprime servicing or inservicing distressed loans, with rating agencies beginning to recognize their expertise and to provide ratingsfor servicers. [Fn185]  The servicer is employed by the SPV and, since most SPVs are trusts, the trustee islegally at the helm, directing the activities of the SPV. [Fn186] However, the servicer typically is in chargeof collection efforts. [Fn187]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 22  As the homeowners gradually pay down their notes by making their monthly payments, the value of themortgage pool declines.  A more rapid change occurs when a homeowner either pays off the loan, normallythrough refinancing it, or stops making payments, forcing the servicer to begin foreclosure proceedings.Whether or not a foreclosure results in a net cost to the SPV depends on the amount of equity ***Page545securing the loan being foreclosed.  If the loan had a high loan-to-value ratio (LTV), a large loan given thevalue of the property securing the loan, perhaps because of a decline in the value of the property, then thecosts of the foreclosure process, which can be sizeable,  can consume the remaining equity and even cause aloss to the SPV and thus to the investors.  On the other hand, if the amount of the loan is far less than the value of the property securing it, theinvestors could actually make money on the foreclosure process, since the holder of the loan is often thesole bidder during the foreclosure sale and typically bids only the amount of the outstanding balance on theloan. [Fn188]  In some states, the lender could foreclose on the property, purchase the property at anunreasonably low price that does not even pay off the lender's loan, and then seek a deficiency judgmentagainst the borrower for the amount remaining on the loan. [Fn189] Therefore, if the remaining balance ofthe loan is $60,000, the loan is secured by a house worth $120,000, and the costs of foreclosure are$10,000, the investors would make $50,000 by foreclosing on the loan and buying the house for the amountof the loan.  Despite this possibility of profits from foreclosures, early repayment and, to a lesser extent,foreclosure are the two greatest risks facing investors in securities backed by pools of mortgages, assumingthat the securitization process has succeeded in divorcing the pools of mortgages from all risks caused byor associated with the originators or poolers of the loan. [Fn190]
B. The Advantages of Securitization, Primarily to Investors and Lenders  The advantages of the securitization process to loan originators have been widely discussed.  The primaryadvantage of securitization is the access securitization gives to public markets and privateinstitutional***Page546 funding, with the cost of capital available in these markets lower than that oftraditional sources, such as bank loans. [Fn191]  As Steven Schwarcz has noted, "Securitization is mostvaluable when the cost of funds, reflected in the interest rate that is necessary to entice investors topurchase the SPV's securities, is less than the cost of the originator's other, direct sources of funding."[Fn192]  Through the securitization process, companies with severe financial problems and abysmal creditratings can still create bonds carrying investment grade ratings, the highest rating, by transferring valuableassets to an SPV that is effectively remote from the originator. [Fn193]  Because investors in the securit iescreated should not need to monitor the bankruptcy risk of the originator , they save the monitoring costs theywould have had to spend in the absence of securitization. [Fn194]  An advantage of securitization to the originator of loans is its extreme usefulness as a leveraging tool.[Fn195]  By almost immediately securitizing its loans, a lending institution can receive payment for thoseloans quickly rather than waiting up to thirty years for repayment.  The lender can use this infusion ofcapital to make a new round of loans. [Fn196]  This quick churning of loan principal allows even aninstitution without a great amount of fixed capital to make a huge amount of loans, lending in a year muchmore money than it has. [Fn197]  As discussed in section III(B) infra, this ability to leverage is particularlyuseful to smaller, disreputable companies that otherwise would have difficulty funding a large number ofloans. [Fn198]  ***Page547 Lenders employ securitization to diversify risk.  For example, a local lender may sell manyof the loans it originates in order to keep itself from being too greatly endangered by a local slowdown ofthe economy. Securitization also has certain accounting advantages, permitting an originator to raise funds



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 23without borrowing and having to report a liability on its balance sheet, [Fn199] as well as allowing banksto reduce the amount of capital they need to hold by reducing the amount of their outstanding loans.[Fn200]  Securitization has also benefited investors by giving them a rich banquet of new and varied investmentpossibilities, structured by the poolers of the assets to appeal to the different risk, diversification andincome tastes of the investors. [Fn201]  The anonymity of mortgage-backed securities may appeal to someinvestors, such as those engaging in tax evasion and money laundering. [Fn202]  As previously noted,securitization allows investors to reduce their information costs by pooling the acquisition of information inthe form of a single rating regarding the security of the pool. [Fn203] However, this ability to rely on asingle rating may be overshadowed by the increased complexity that securitization adds ***Page548 to theinvestors' financial decisions; pools can be structured in so many different ways that, even apart fromunstable economic conditions, past performance of other pools may be no indication of the likely profit tobe obtained by investing in a new securitization. [Fn204]  Investors forced to rely on rating agencies,trustees, originators, or underwriters may suffer if those third parties' abilities to estimate the likely returnsof the securities were also overwhelmed by the complexity of the securitization structure. [Fn205] Ratingorganizations have regularly upgraded or downgraded the ratings they have assigned to mortgage pools asthe repayment and default rates have differed from expected. [Fn206]  Investors in mortgage backedsecurities should also be wary of the potential for securities fraud, which may, at a stroke, cause them tolose their entire investment. [Fn207]  Securitization has also benefited investors by allowing them to purchase an interest in the high interestrate loans that have been associated with predatory lending, while avoiding much of the risk of defaults anddelinquencies that is associated with those loans.  Investors are protected from much of this r isk by twomethods. The first method is the use of various contractual forms of recourse between the originator orseller of the loan and the entity that purchases them in the securitization process designed to protect thebuyers of the loan at the expense of the sellers.  Recourse can take several forms.  As noted in section II(E),the seller of the loans may make representations or warranties that, if violated, require the seller torepurchase the loan.  Other contractual forms of recourse are those explicitly requiring the seller of loans tomake cash payments to buyers or to repurchase the loans in the event of borrower default, those that set upreserve accounts that fund losses, and more complicated schemes involving subordinated***Page549interests or excess servicing fees. [Fn208]  These forms of recourse for the most part require the continuedexistence of a relatively solvent seller, of course.  Where the originator of the loan has gone bankrupt orotherwise disappeared, then the loan buyers must depend on their second line of defense, the holder in duecourse doctrine.  A buyer may choose to rely on the holder in due course doctrine even where the loan selleris still in existence, where, for example, a single loan pool contains a large number of loans from oneoriginator, so that forcing the originator to buy back all of the problematic loans could force the originatorinto insolvency.  Or the buyer may conclude that it would be easier to foreclose against the borrower andrely on the holder in due course doctrine than it would be to force the seller to take back a problematic loan.  Even those articles that sing the praises of securitization rarely mention in any great detail the effect ofsecuritization on the homeowners whose loans have been securitized.  At most, they have argued that, byobtaining access to lower cost capital markets, lenders will be able to offer loans at lower interest rates orwith otherwise better terms to borrowers. [Fn209] Securitization by government sponsored entities doesseem to be positively correlated with lower interest rates for the borrowers with the best credit whose loansare sold to GSEs. [Fn210]  While the GSEs claim that their securitization has led to lower interest rates, arecent study by the Federal Reserve Board suggests that securitization may not decrease interest rates.Instead, falling interest rates may lead to increased securitization, rather than the other way around.[Fn211]
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***Page550 C. The Downside and Dangers of Securitization, Primarily to Borrowers  Mostly ignored in the literature on the wonders of securitization are the ways it can cause significant harmto borrowers.  First of all, securitization has encouraged the decline of stringent underwriting.  Carefulunderwriting reduces foreclosure against borrowers by deterring lenders from making loans to borrowersunable to repay the loan. [Fn212]  As originators immediately sell their loans and face less risk of loss evenif a borrower defaults, the originators naturally will spend less time and effort screening potential loans fordefault, thus increasing the risk of lending money to borrowers with a high level of default risk. Securitization reduces the amount of individual, lender-driven underwriting and instead depends onsystemic controls that can be objectively verified, such as automated underwriting systems. [Fn213] Ninety-eight percent of mortgage companies now use some form of automated underwriting, according to a2001 survey. [Fn214]  In this way, banks step away from their great strength, which was the effectivenessand efficiency of their information gathering and regulation systems, in both selecting which loans to makeand controlling those loans once made, and in using their long-term relationships with borrowers. [Fn215] With less lender supervision, borrowers are more likely to ***Page551 default on their loans and riskforeclosure, though the default and foreclosure would likely occur long after the original lender hasassigned the loan.  As discussed in section IV(C) infra, foreclosure rates, especially among borrowers withpoor credit, are increasing dramatically.  In the world of securitization, with its ever churning markets,there are few long term relationships, but only the financial equivalents of one night stands.  Securitization has forced the static standardization of loan documents, as GSEs such as Fannie Mae andFreddie Mac have mandated that specific, standardized forms be used in any loan that they purchase.  Themarket dominance of these GSEs is so great that the forms they have promulgated have become theindustry standard, even for loans not slated for GSE purchase, and this standardization has removed thepower of consumers, acting en masse, to improve the terms of those loan documents. [Fn216]  Posnerassumes that the dangers of form contracts are alleviated by the ability of consumers to choose sellersbased on the terms of their form contracts, effectively bargaining over the terms of the form contracts evenamong sellers who refuse, on an individual basis, to alter the terms of their form contracts.  The seller withthe best terms will find more customers, forcing the other sellers to offer better terms. [Fn217] Securitization, however, requires lenders to use form loan contracts that are standardized across the lendingindustry, so that loans from different lenders can be pooled together and rated in a uniform manner.[Fn218]  Therefore, borrowers have lost what little power they formerly had to alter the terms of thelending contracts they sign.
***Page552 D. The "Unbundling" and "Atomization" of the Residential Mortgage Industry  Securitization has accomplished what is known as the unbundling of the loan industry, disassembling thelending process into its constituent elements, and allowing a separate entity to undertake each element.[Fn219] Traditionally, lenders performed all of the functions of a loan, finding the borrowers, preparing thedocumentation for the loan, funding the loan, holding the mortgage during the course of the loan, andservicing the loan throughout its life.  Securitization has, in the words of Michael G. Jacobides, "atomized"this process, [Fn220] so that one distinct entity, more often than not a mortgage broker, originates the loan,while another, perhaps a mortgage banker, funds the loan, and another may securitize the loan and sell it toinvestors. [Fn221]  These investors, through their ownership of securities issued by the SPV holding themortgage in trust with a pool of other mortgages, claim the capital represented by the mortgage, while aseparate set of entities, such as a master servicer under the trustee's direction, services the loan, acceptingthe mortgage payments and foreclosing if necessary. [Fn222]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 25  This separation of the mortgage process confers on each entity in the chain a plausible deniability of theactions of the others.  The securitizer can claim to be unconnected to the broker and unaware of any of hisactivities, however improper.  The SPV and the owners of its securities can claim to be holders in duecourse and protected from any accountability for the fraud of the mortgage broker, through their ignoranceof any such fraudulent behavior.  The mortgage broker can accurately claim, once the loan is out of hishands, that he can no longer help the borrower if the servicer attempts to foreclose.
E. Mortgage Brokers: Too Often Under-Regulated, Under-Capitalized, and on the Front Line of ResidentialLending  Before the rise of securitization, borrowers typically dealt  with large finance companies, which fundedtheir own loans and held the ***Page553 loans in their own portfolios. [Fn223]  Because these lenderscontinued to hold the borrowers' paper, were closely regulated, and were required by regulators to holdsizeable assets, the finance companies had diminished incentive to commit outright fraud against theborrowers,  as borrowers retained any defenses they had to the loans and the borrowers could also seekdamages against the finance companies.  With the rise of securitization, the origination of mortgages haslargely been turned over to mortgage brokers, who now originate over sixty percent of all residential loansin the United States. [Fn224]  Mortgage brokers are less regulated than finance companies and lessconstrained, since they may have few assets, either in their company or individually and rarely continue tohold the loans they originate. [Fn225]  While mortgage brokers themselves directly interact with the secondary market very little, the brokersoften originate loans for the wholesale lenders, who then sell them onto the secondary market. [Fn226]  Awholesale lender might purchase loans from a thousand different independent brokers and bankers fromaround the country. [Fn227]  This use of brokers may lead to higher fees charged to borrowers, as brokerscould be tempted to seek out the lenders that provide the greatest payments to brokers rather than the bestrates to borrowers. [Fn228]  Also, because brokers' fees are commonly a percentage of the total loan,brokers have an incentive to encourage the borrowers to take out as large a loan as possible, to maximizethe brokers' commissions, even if a smaller loan would be more appropriate for the borrowers. [Fn229] The use of brokers has hastened the growth of subprime lending, given that ***Page554 brokers haveplaced some borrowers who would qualify for conventional loans into subprime loans, because of thegreater broker fees from subprime loans. [Fn230]  The amount of regulation of mortgage brokers varies dramatically by state.  [Fn231]  Some states requirea bond or a minimum net worth, but rarely enough of either to protect borrowers in an era when manyhomeowners are borrowing hundreds of thousands of dollars at a time. [Fn232]  Some states have virtuallyno regulation.  According to the vice president of the National Mortgage Bankers Association, as ofmid-2001, "A lot of states have no licensing and no bonding requirements.  I live in Michigan, a state whereyou can talk about becoming a mortgage broker over breakfast and open an office in the afternoon--nolicense, no bonding . . . ." [Fn233]  A president of a state mortgage bankers association said, "It's too easyto get into this business . . . It's not good that you could be selling paint at Sears one week and originatingloans the next." [Fn234]  Even in the majority of states that regulate mortgage brokers, the scope and intensiveness of thatregulation is often modest compared to that directed at other lending institutions. [Fn235]  As a sign of howweak the regulation has been, not until 2001 did Ohio take steps to prevent ***Page555 someone alreadyconvicted of theft or forgery, hardly appropriate credentials for the financial services industry, from holdinga broker's license. [Fn236]  Not until 1998 did California, which has been at the epicenter of mortgage



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 26fraud, take steps to prevent mortgage brokers who had a license revoked by one of its departments fromseeking a license from a separate department.  Until then, if a broker was faced with having his licenserevoked by the California Department of Real Estate for fraudulent activity, the broker could easily seek alicense from the California Department of Corporations, or vice versa, as the two departments did not shareinformation about disciplinary action or consumer complaints. [Fn237]  While California and Ohio arefinally moving to increase their regulation of mortgage brokers, that movement is not universal.  Hawaii, in2001, "streamlined" its mortgage broker licensing law by reducing the bond requirement for licensedmortgage brokers who engage in loan servicing, trimming the bond from $50,000 to $15,000. [Fn238]  The paltry existing regulation of mortgage brokers may be easily circumvented by a tactic called"rent-a-broker" in which those barred from obtaining licenses or  otherwise unable or unwilling to becomebrokers themselves rent the use of a broker's license, paying up to several hundred dollars per week.[Fn239]  The licensed broker likely engages in little or no supervision of the renter's use of her license,though the broker does risk losing her license if fraud is committed under the auspices of her license andthat fraud is discovered. [Fn240]  Often, stripping the rent-a-broker's license is all that a state's licensingofficials can do to target the license renter, leaving him to rent a different broker's license and restart theprocess.  The securitization process allows even someone with almost no capital or financial services to exploit thislack of regulation and become a lender or otherwise originate loans.  Leland C. Brendsel, the Chairman andChief Executive Officer of Freddie Mac, almost bragged about the ease of entry into the lending business,stating,     ***Page556 Although it is a stretch to suggest that anyone with a modem and a fax machine can be alender today, relatively little capital is required to start a  mortgage banking operation in the 1990s, andeven less to become a mortgage broker.  Lenders lacking the necessary net worth can still originate loansfor lenders qualified to sell into the secondary market. [Fn241]  A mortgage broker could easily be judgment-proof in the states that do not require them to be bonded orto maintain a minimum capital.  Such mortgage brokers are free to disappear if they are sued. [Fn242] Disreputable brokers have been known to declare bankruptcy, move to another state, and begin businessanew under assumed names. [Fn243]  Furthermore, since mortgage brokers rarely hold a borrower's notesin their own portfolios, they have too little reason to be concerned about any defenses the borrower mighthave to the note, especially if those defenses are immediately cut off as to assignees by the holder in duecourse doctrine.  The borrower who has been defrauded by a mortgage broker or originator of the loan is victimized by thecombination of the effect of the holder in due course doctrine, the unbundling of the loan origination andsecuritization process, and by the small capital required to broker or originate loans.  Except for the realdefenses, as between the borrower and the investors who purchased a securitized interest in the note of theborrower, the homeowner/borrower bears the risk of fraud or misrepresentation by the mortgage broker ororiginator of the loan, though she would retain an action for damages against the broker or originator whodefrauded her.  However, because securitization allows individuals with little or no capital of their own tooriginate or broker loans, it dramatically reduces the likelihood that the borrower can obtain any sort ofrepayment for her damages from the broker or originator, who can easily avoid paying any sizeabledamages judgment by declaring bankruptcy or merely disappearing. [Fn244]  ***Page557 Simultaneously, securit ization encourages the most rapid creation of an assignee with holderin due course status by causing the originator of the loan to sell the loan almost immediately.  Gone are thedays when a lender would normally hold the loan for its full term.  Instead, lenders might hold the loan for a



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 27few weeks, assigning it almost immediately either to a GSE or to another securitizer.  For example, OldKent Mortgage Co., in 1998, the eighteenth biggest mortgage banker in the nation, generating over $11billion in mortgages, would sell the loans it generated in less than sixty days, and often much less. [Fn245] "When we buy from Old Kent," said a supervisor at a securitizer, "they typically have held it for at least 24hours.  This way we can ensure they actually own the loan." [Fn246]  Often, the loan will be sold beforethe first payment is even due, so that if the homeowner/borrower learns that her payments are much largerthan had been represented to her, that defense has already been cut off as to the current holder of the noteby the holder in due course doctrine. This combination (initial loan made by a thinly capitalized, poorlyregulated lender who immediately negotiates the loan to a securitizer, so that the investors in the securit iescan claim holder in due course status) is a recipe for irresponsible and unethical lending, if not outrightfraud. [Fn247]  An example of such sharp practices can found in the case James v. Nationsbank Trust Co., [Fn248] inwhich the borrower/homeowners were fighting to prevent foreclosure by the holder of the loan, a trustee ofa mortgage pool.  The borrowers had purchased a home from General Development Corp. (GDC) andfinanced the purchase through GDC's subsidiary, GDV Financial Corp. (GDV). Unfortunately for theborrowers, GDC, in the course of building 10,000 homes between 1983 to 1989 and originating the loansto pay for those houses, engaged in what appears to be a scheme to fleece naive home buyers.  GDCbrought primarily out of state potential buyers to Florida, plied them with roast beef suppers cooked by alocal Holiday Inn and attended by GDC employees, and gave them wildly inflated appraisals for the***Page558 value of GDC's homes. [Fn249]  When the buyers committed to purchase, the mortgages theyobtained based on these inflated appraisals often reportedly far exceeded the true market value of thehouses that secured the mortgages.  Thus, GDC victimized not only the home buyers by obtaining theirdown payment, but also the buyers of the mortgages, by selling them under-secured loans. [Fn250]  GDCfinanced its predatory activity by selling loans to institutional investors, [Fn251] some of which weresecuritized by those institutional lenders, [Fn252] and by selling registered subordinated debentures.[Fn253]  GDC was so successful that at one time it held a reported $1 billion in assets and employed 5,000people. [Fn254]  On April 6, 1990, GDC filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy petition,  [Fn255] and left unbuilt thousands ofplatted lots and homes without any water or sewer access, and towns so poorly constructed and designedthat as one city official explained it, "Basically, what we have to do is retrofit the city." [Fn256]  InNovember 1990, GDC agreed to a plea bargain on a conspiracy charge, offering up to $160 million inrestitution, though the special master administering the deal noted there "may not be enough money to coverall such claims." [Fn257]  Although a federal judge initially sentenced four of GDC's officers to prisonterms ranging from five to ten years, [Fn258] those fraud convictions were overturned in 1996 when thecourt of appeal declared that the home buyers could not have been defrauded by the GDC executivesbecause buyers had been free at any time to investigate the prices of other Florida ***Page559 homes.[Fn259]  The court found that, because GDC's scheme could not deceive buyers with ordinary prudenceand comprehension, it did not constitute mail fraud. [Fn260]  Apparently, it is permissible to deceiveanyone with below average prudence and comprehension.  Various victims of GDC's sharp practices spent most of the rest of the 1990's attempting to recover someof their damages. [Fn261]  Two such victims of those sharp practices were Cedric and Elizabeth James,who purchased a home from GDC in 1986.  After GDC was indicted, the Jameses ceased their mortgagepayments.  Nationsbank Trust Company ("Nationsbank"), the trustee under a loan pooling agreement forthe pool containing the Jameses' loan, brought a foreclosure action against the Jameses.  The trial courtdismissed the Jameses' counterclaims and defenses to that foreclosure action and entered a summaryjudgment of foreclosure, after Nationsbank claimed it was a holder in due course.  The appellate court



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 28reversed and remanded only as to the Jameses' allegation that Nationsbank was not a holder in due course,based on the Jameses' allegations that Nationsbank had purchased the pool of mortgages with actualknowledge of GDC's use of fraudulent appraisals that misrepresented the value of the homes. [Fn262] However, it appears that unless the Jameses could somehow show that the trustee had such knowledge ofthe originator's fraud at the time the trustee acquired the mortgages for the pool, then the borrowers'defenses based on the fraud conducted by the originator of the note would be cut off due to the trustee'sholder in due course status. [Fn263]  The holder in due course doctrine and securitization provided support for GDC in its schemes, both byproviding financing for GDC's efforts and by giving protection to the investors in the loans originated byGDC, making them far more willing to buy those loans because they were protected from most claims bythe homeowner/borrowers.
***Page560 F. "Tranche Warfare" and How Securitization Reduces Lenders' Discretion in ResolvingBorrowers' Difficulties  Securitization hurts borrowers by making it more difficult for a borrower with financial difficulties toarrange alternative payment terms that involve any change in the borrower's payment stream. [Fn264] Before the advent of securitization, homeowners typically borrowed from their neighborhood banks, whichnormally held the loans for their entire terms.  Because of those long-term, local relationships, lenders wereoften aware of their borrowers' troubles even before the borrower missed a payment, because the lendermight know of a factory closing or of a borrower's severe illness. [Fn265]  This relationship allowedlenders to step in early and encouraged resolution of borrower difficulties without the need for formalcollection efforts. [Fn266]  While a borrower whose loan is held by a traditional bank might have somesuccess in convincing the bank to restructure the loan, too much of this flexibility vanishes once the loanhas been securitized. [Fn267]  The originator has often washed its hands of the loan and has neither theability to nor the interest in helping the borrower change the terms of the loan. [Fn268]  The trustee andservicer of the loan, even if either is the original lender, must follow the documented procedures that arenormally included in the initial documentation of the securitization.  That documentation often limits thediscretion to alter the terms of the loans because the securities backed by the loan pool are based on theloans' original terms. [Fn269]  The trustee and servicer do have some discretion to create a loan repaymentplan, a loan modification, or arrange a short  sale,  a discretion that can aid investors given the ***Page561expense of the foreclosure process, especially in states which do not allow non-judicial foreclosure. [Fn270]However, the willingness of servicers to work with borrowers is subject to the servicers' conflictinginterests, as the servicer may be rewarded either for preventing foreclosures by instituting quick andsuccessful repayment plans or, alternatively, for negotiating short sales by the borrowers or foreclosing asquickly and efficiently as possible. [Fn271]  The borrower cannot turn for succor to the investors who own the securities that are backed by theborrower's loan, since the investors are passive, beneficial owners, who depend on the trustee and servicerto control the assets. [Fn272]  It would be practically impossible for a borrower even to learn the identitiesof the investor, let alone communicate with them. [Fn273]  The investors are not even notified of the defaultof an individual borrower. [Fn274]  Even if investors wanted to overrule a trustee's order to foreclose on ahomeowner, the trustee is forbidden from accepting instructions that conflict with the terms of thesecuritization agreement. [Fn275]  Once the deeds of trust are securitized, they enter into what TamarFrankel has called  "a kind of suspended animation," noting that "the sellers of the financial assets are nolonger the owners.  The buyers are only beneficial owners, and the trustee controls the assets but does notbenefit from them (except by fees)." [Fn276]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 29  Reducing the amount of discretion any party has to alter the terms of the borrower's loans or paymentrequirements may aid investors and improve the liquidity of the loan pool, but it can also force a trustee toforeclose where a traditional lender might merely have restructured the loan, possibly even to the traditionallender's benefit.  In effect, the securitization process erects a wall between the borrowers and the beneficialowners of the note, preventing them from working out mutually advantageous changes to the terms of thenote. This dramatic increase in the transaction costs between borrower and beneficial note holder leads togreat inefficiencies.  The weight of these inefficiencies falls primarily, if not exclusively, on the party thatneither approved of nor likely even knew about the possibility of ***Page562 securitization, the borrower. Securitization itself has made the borrower's life more difficult by removing the personal discretion of theholder of the note to make exceptions for a borrower who, perhaps through no fault of his own, is forced tomiss one or more payments on his note. [Fn277]  Even in cases where the foreclosure criteria contained in the initial offering of the securities backed bymortgages give the trustee some discretion regarding when and whether to foreclose, and even where thetrustee and servicer would want to help out a financially troubled borrower, the underlying structure of thesecurities throw roadblocks in front of the exercise of that discretion.  Imagine an elderly homeowner whohas been the victim of fraud by a mortgage broker in the origination of the refinance of his home loan.  Acommon way for the holder of the note, when discovering this fraud, to resolve the dispute with thehomeowner would be to restructure the loan, either by reducing the amount of the principal, reducing theinterest rate, or forbearing on requiring repayment of either principal or interest while the homeowner isalive and instead collecting some or all of the loan after the elderly homeowner dies.  In this way, thehomeowner can live out her remaining years in peace, and the lender can receive a fair return, delayed byan uncertain number of years.  Once the loan has been securitized, this flexibility to restructure the loan repayment is dramaticallyreduced, since the loan is no longer held as a unitary asset by one owner, but rather has been split into anumber of tranches, each tranche representing different interests held by different sets of investors.  Onetranche might hold the right to any principal repayments made during the first year, another to interestpayments during that year, yet another to interest payments the second year, and so on. [Fn278]  Restructuring the loan poses a substantial fiduciary dilemma to the trustee, because it would almostinevitably involve removing some part of a stream of income from one tranche and adding income to***Page563 another tranche,  "tranche warfare," so to speak. [Fn279]  A bank could forego mortgagepayments for the life of a borrower with little financial detriment, so long as there is sufficient collateral tosecure the loan and the interest rate is competitive to the then current market rate of interest.  If the loan hasbeen securitized into tranches divided by principal and interest and by the year principal or interest isreceived, the same agreement to forego payments would strip the tranches receiving early payments ofprincipal or interest of all benefit from this particular loan, and would instead cause other tranchesreceiving later payments to receive a much greater sum than they would have obtained if the loan had notbeen restructured. [Fn280]  Restructuring loans, therefore, would force trustees to choose which of thetranches would receive extra money and which would receive none, leaving the trustee open to claims offavoritism and breach of fiduciary duty by the owners of securities in the tranches that bear the brunt of therestructuring. [Fn281]  As loan pools are split into increasingly complex tranches, trustees will find it virtually impossible torestructure loans without harming securities owners in some tranches more than others, and so might wellreact, whenever possible, by refusing to restructure loans voluntarily, so as not to risk breaching theirfiduciary duty.  This could force homeowners to resolve their disputes through litigation.  The trustees'fiduciary dilemma does not disappear even when the homeowners sue, however, making the process of



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 30settling litigation more difficult.  As a ***Page564 result, homeowners might be driven to take their casesto trial, so that the judge can force the trustee to rescind or restructure the loan.  Similarly, securitization removes one sometimes potent weapon in the hands of a borrower who needs tohave her loan restructured.  When loans were held by regional or local banks, those banks were susceptibleto bad publicity and might be loath to foreclose on the home of, for example, an elderly borrower,especially one who was the victim of fraud.  Banks have locally recognizable brand names, so thatborrowers can threaten to picket a bank or bring discredit to the brand name unless the bank actsreasonably in helping borrowers resolve their problems.  Banks also might have some interest in keepingtheir customers satisfied, with an eye to obtaining repeat business from the customer or new business fromreferrals.  Securitization, on the other hand, has allowed the markets to be unbundled, atomizing the mortgageorigination and collection process. [Fn282]  When a mortgage broker solicits the borrower, an SPV holdsthe loan, and a servicer collects the payments, whom would a defrauded borrower picket in order to obtaina loan forbearance? [Fn283]  The originator may be long gone, as many subprime lenders have in recentyears declared bankruptcy and gone out of business.  The SPV is a business entity whose sole purpose is tohold a mortgage pool, and is completely immune from any threats to its good name, which is oftensomething like "Security Pool #351."  The servicer is similarly immune to threats or pleading, as it servessolely at the direction of the trustee.  The servicer little depends on the happiness or good will of thehomeowners who make payments to it, since the homeowners have no choice whatsoever regarding whichservicer collects the payments on their loans.  The trustee also does not need to keep the good will of theborrowing public, since it gets its business from originators, not the borrowers.  A reputation as aparticularly ruthless collector of debts ***Page565 might well aid the trustee or servicer in gaining neworiginator clients. [Fn284]  Furthermore, the trustee and servicer can always claim, correctly, to be boundby the foreclosure criteria contained in the initial offering of the securities and absolve themselves of anyresponsibility to exercise discretion in dealing with a desperate homeowner.  The parties to the securitization who may most be affected by bad publicity are the underwriters, largeWall Street firms, like Lehman Brothers and Prudential Securities, who would want to avoid tying theirfirms' valuable reputation to predatory lending.  While Wall Street firms might avoid individual firmslinked to predatory lending (though their continued support of finance companies like First  Alliance,discussed below, throws even that supposition into doubt), they did continue to participate in thesecuritization of residential loans without attempting to root out fraudulent lenders despite widelypublicized hearings in 1994 and 1998 that documented how many lenders were taking advantage ofunsophisticated borrowers and that the problem was growing dramatically. [Fn285]  Securitization almost completely depersonalizes the lending process and deprives the borrower of theadvantages of a personal relationship with her lender. [Fn286]  There is an odd echo here of the underlyingpurpose behind the ancient prohibition against assigning a chose in action, which was that since a creditorcould have his debtor thrown in jail for non-payment of the debt, a debtor should be able to pick who hiscreditor would be and to avoid borrowing from anyone brutal enough to demand that his debtor beimprisoned. [Fn287]  Now that a borrower risks losing her house should she fall behind on her payments,she might want to pick as the holder of her note a company with a reputation for being reasonable withborrowers in distress. Securitization eliminates the ability of a borrower to pick his creditor, ***Page566or even the type of creditor, such as a small bank instead of a large bank or an individual investor, as itsweeps up the vast majority of American mortgages into faceless, almost nameless, unknowable businessentities.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 31G. The Survival of the Holder In Due Course Doctrine in the Age of Securitization  Some have argued that the advent of securitization has effectively eliminated the holder in due coursedoctrine, stating that the process of indorsing each of the hundreds or thousands of notes that make up amortgage pool would be so time consuming as to be impractical. [Fn288]  Tamar Frankel stated, "Usuallythe servicer of the SPV's portfolio is the loan's originator and the payee under the notes. Therefore, inpractice, notes are not endorsed, and the originator remains the holder of the notes." [Fn289]  Whileoriginators were formally the usual servicers of the loans they originated, this is no longer universally, oreven generally, the case.  Now, the servicing rights to loans are easily and widely bought and sold, withoriginators discovering that they can avoid the volatility associated with servicing, such as varyingprepayment rates by borrowers, by transferring the servicing rights to a company that, because itspecializes in servicing, can derive greater profit from those rights. [Fn290]  Small lenders in particularoften sell their loans "servicing released," meaning that the buyer of the loans also obtains the servicingrights to them. [Fn291]  Steven Levine and Anthony Gray assert that "[o]riginators typically endorse and deliver notes to issuers,"noting that "in the absence of such endorsement and delivery, the transferee would be the owner of the notebut not the holder and, therefore, not a holder in due ***Page567 course." [Fn292]  The Kravatt treatise onsecuritizat ion describes in detail the efforts that a securitizer of residential mortgages should take to becomea holder in due course and further notes, "If a note is negotiable, the simplest way to transfer an ownershipinterest in the note is to negotiate the note by delivering it to the pool entity if the note constitutes bearerpaper, or endorsing it and delivering it, if the note constitutes order paper." [Fn293]  While there may well be securitizers who do not ensure that each note is indorsed to a new holder, theGSEs that have been the driving engines of securitization, by and large, require that the notes be endorsedbefore they can be securitized.  For example, Freddie Mac's Single-Family Seller/Servicer Guide requires aseller to endorse notes delivered to Freddie Mac without recourse and states "If the Seller is not the originalpayee on the Note, the chain of endorsements must be proper and complete from the original payee on theNote to the Seller." [Fn294]  The document custodian handling this volume of documentation is required byFreddie Mac to "verify that the chain of endorsements is proper and complete from the original payee onthe Note to the Seller delivering the Note to Freddie Mac--not to the Servicer." [Fn295] Fannie Maerequires the lender to endorse the note in blank, without recourse, and that the "last endorsement on the noteshould be that of the mortgage seller." [Fn296]  Even Ginnie Mae's recent streamlined documentrequirements still requires that a "complete chain of endorsements up to the pooling of the loan must beevident," though after the note is endorsed in blank when the note is placed into a Ginnie Mae pool, furtherendorsements are not required. [Fn297]  The new rules for endorsement under the revised U.C.C. make it easier to endorse a large number ofnotes.  For example, it is simpler to staple an indorsed allonge to each of a large number of notes than toinscribe an endorsement on the backs of each of them.  Previous law ***Page568 arguably allowed the useof an allonge only when there was insufficient space on the back of the negotiable instrument for  a newindorsement, presumably to preserve the record of previous endorsers in an orderly fashion. [Fn298]  Underthe new revision of U.C.C. Article 3, allonges are allowed even when there is space for more indorsementson the instrument. [Fn299]  Similarly, previous law required an allonge to be so firmly affixed as to be partof the original document, denying a loan purchaser status as a holder in due course where, for example, itfailed to staple its allonges to the back of its notes. [Fn300] The new U.C.C. omits this requirement,requiring only a "paper affixed to the instrument" and leaving open the possibility that allonges couldmerely be paper-clipped or otherwise loosely attached. [Fn301]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 32  Evidence that securitizers do in fact indorse their notes can be found in the case Bankers Trust (Delaware)v. 236 Beltway Investment, [Fn302] in which two general partners of a limited partnership sought toreform a note to avoid personal liability on it, claiming that the loan should have been non- recourse.[Fn303]  The trustee of the securitization asserted that it was a holder in due course, and so he took theloan free of any personal defenses such as reformation.  The partners furiously challenged the trustee'sholder in due course status, claiming that the trustee was not a bona fide holder because (a) the trustee didnot have physical possession of the note; (b) the trustee did not ***Page569 acquire the note for value(arguing that the investors paid for the note, not the trustee); (c) the trustee received the note as part of abulk transfer of 141 mortgages; and (d) since the pooling agreement stated that all of the loans in the poolwere non-recourse, the trustee had knowledge of the partners' defense when it acquired the loan. [Fn304] The court beat back each of these objections to holder in due course status, finding that the trustee did notneed to have personal physical custody of the note so long as the note was held by its agent; that the trusteehad delivered value for the note by delivering the securities in exchange for the mortgages; that the bulkassignment exception, which denies holder in due course status to a bulk buyer of mortgages, did not applybecause the trustee did not receive the note as part of a bulk sale of a portion of the seller's entire assets;and that the information contained in the pooling agreement did not constitute proof of actual knowledgerequired to disprove the good faith of the holder. [Fn305] In the end, though, the court found that theadjustable rate feature of the mortgage prevented the trustee from being a holder in due course under then-existing Virginia law. [Fn306]  Similarly, in C.W. Haynes v. Midfirst Bank, SSB, [Fn307] the original holder of twenty-one mortgagesindorsed them to another mortgage corporation that, after returning four of the loans, indorsed theremaining mortgage notes in blank. The second corporation delivered the mortgages to one of Ginnie Mae'sdocument custodians for pooling in a Ginnie Mae mortgage pool, but never paid the original holder of themortgages.  When the original holder sought to invalidate the transfer to the second mortgage corporationand to Ginnie Mae, Ginnie Mae asserted its status as a holder in due course as a defense.  The trial andappellate courts agreed, finding that Ginnie Mae became a holder when its agent received the notes indorsedin blank and that Ginnie Mae gave value for the notes by delivering a security to the other mortgagecompany.  The trial court directly refuted the assertion by many modern academics that the holder in duecourse doctrine no longer plays a role in the modern mortgage system, stating:     Haynes argues that UCC Article Three should not apply in this case because the rationale underlying thegood faith purchaser for value concept (embodied in Article Three as holder in due course) no longerapplies in modern day transactions.  Haynes contends that this protection is unnecessary in modern daytransactions because a merchant can "require ***Page570 the strictest accounting from the person whomhe is receiving the instrument." However, Article Three of the U.C.C. controls transfers of negotiableinstruments, and the mortgage notes are clearly negotiable.  If U.C.C. should not apply in this case and theholder in due course doctrine is no longer warranted, then any abolishment of that body of law should comefrom the legislature, not the court. [Fn308]  In Dupuis v. Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp., [Fn309] the court also found the holder in coursedoctrine to be relevant to securitized loans. There, a homeowner brought suit against Federal Home LoanMortgage Corp. ("FHCMC"), alleging that the servicer of a pool of loans was an undisclosed agent forFHCMC and had defrauded her by failing to disburse to her the full amount of her loan or to credit herwith payments she made to the servicer. The court found that while FHCMC was an undisclosed principaland normally would be bound by the actions of its agent,  because FHCMC was a government sponsoredentity, an agent could not bind FHCMC beyond the agent's authority. [Fn310]  The court also foundFHCMC to be a holder in due course, despite the fact that it purchased so many loans from the servicer andmade the servicer its agent.  Because the servicer was not FHCMC's agent for the purpose of obtaining orclosing loans, but just for servicing them, FHCMC held the loan free of any defenses the borrower may



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 33have had against the originator of the loan. [Fn311]  These cases illustrate that the holder in due coursedoctrine still plays an important role in the assignment of risk in the modern mortgage industry.  "Theholder in due course doctrine is often asserted in consumer transactions, particularly direct loans secured bymortgages," according to a state consumer affairs official. [Fn312]
***Page571 IV. THE RAPID AND TROUBLING GROWTH OF SUBPRIME LENDINGA. Subprime Lending and Subprime Borrowers  A second major change affecting borrowers recently, in addition to securitization, has been the enormousgrowth in subprime lending, which has been defined by federal banking agencies as "extending credit toborrowers who exhibit characteristics indicating a significantly higher risk of default than traditional banklending customers." [Fn313]  Any analysis of predatory lending must include a discussion of subprimelending because most predatory lending occurs in the subprime market, which has been called a "fertileground for predatory lending practices." [Fn314]  By comparison, the prime market normally deterspredatory lending because it is conducted by such regulated entities as banks and credit unions, as well asthrough robust competition among lenders, more informed borrowers and simpler, more homogenous loanterms. [Fn315]  The number of subprime home equity loans increased thirteen- fold in just six years, from66,000 in 1993 to 856,000 in 1999, [Fn316] a growth fueled by securitization. [Fn317]  Subprime loansare made typically to borrowers with limited or impaired credit histories, or who have a large amount ofdebt given their income. [Fn318]  Some subprime lenders specialize in serving customers who are unable orunwilling to provide credit documentation, such as employment history. [Fn319]  Many of the consumerswho obtain subprime loans either ***Page572 have fewer credit options than other borrowers or perceiveincorrectly (a misperception often created or fostered by a subprime lender) that they have fewer suchoptions. [Fn320]  Also, subprime loans include those too small for most prime lenders. [Fn321] Subprimelending is also referred to as "B/C" or "nonconforming" credit, [Fn322] and serves communities that havein the past been under-served by more traditional lenders. [Fn323]  Unlike the prime market, which is typically entered by borrowers seeking either to purchase a home or torefinance an existing loan at more favorable rates, the subprime market is used far more often by borrowersseeking either to consolidate debt or to purchase home improvements or consumer goods. [Fn324] According to a Treasury report,  over seventy-five percent of the growth between 1993 and 1998 insubprime lending to low to moderate income borrowers and areas can be attributed to refinancing ofexisting loans rather than to new loans for the purchase of a home. [Fn325]  More than one half of first liensubprime mortgages and up to seventy-five percent of second lien subprime mortgages are used for debtconsolidation as well as other consumer ***Page573 credit purpose, and not to purchase the home, forhome improvements, or to refinance an existing loan. [Fn326]  Subprime loans are significantly more expensive than prime loans to borrowers, both in terms of interestrates and points and fees.  For example, Professor Lesser Mansfield reports that when she reviewed SECfilings for the interest rates of the subprime loans that had been placed in securitized pools, those filingsshowed an interest rate range of 3% to 19.99% in 1999, with a median interest rate between 11% and11.99%, much higher than the annualized rate for conventional thirty year  mortgages, which averaged7.43%. [Fn327] Subprime loans also include much higher points and fees than prime loans, averaging tento fifteen points in fees, or three to five times as much as the three or four points typically charged for



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 34conventional borrowers. [Fn328] The excessive interest rates paid by many subprime borrowers have beendocumented in a recent study by Freddie Mac researchers, who compared interest rates on loans ratedA-minus and originated by subprime lenders with loans rated A-minus by a Freddie Mac underwritingmodel and purchased as prime loans by Freddie Mac.  Despite the identical A-minus rating,  the subprimeloans averaged 215 basis points higher, 100 basis points of which could not be explained. [Fn329]  Lenders argue that they charge higher interest rates and fees for subpr ime loans because of the increasedrisk characteristics of subprime***Page574 borrowers. [Fn330]  Subprime borrowers are more likely thanprime borrowers, on average, to be delinquent on their payments, though this increased delinquency is duein part to the higher interest rates and fees charged to subprime borrowers. [Fn331]  Market researcherMortgage Information Corp. reports that at last year's end, the level of subprime loans delinquent by ninetydays or more was ten times that of conventional loans, though still only 2.73%. [Fn332]  Lenders furtherargue that subprime loans require increased due diligence costs and that servicing subprime loans is moreexpensive, both of which drive up the costs that lenders must charge subprime borrowers. [Fn333]  Subprime lending is disproportionately prevalent in low income and minority neighborhoods, being threetimes more likely in low-income than high- income neighborhoods, and with subprime refinancing fivetimes more likely in predominantly black neighborhoods than in predominantly white neighborhoods.[Fn334]  Worse yet, the disparity between the use of subprime lending in black and white neighborhoods isso great that borrowers in high income black neighborhoods relied on subprime refinancing twice as muchas borrowers in low income white neighborhoods, with thirty-nine percent of high income homeowners inblack neighborhoods using subprime financing compared to only eighteen percent of low incomehomeowners in white neighborhoods. [Fn335]  This targeting of minority neighborhoods can partially be attributed to the fact that these neighborhoodshave been traditionally ***Page575 under-served by prime lenders. [Fn336]  By comparison, GSEs suchas Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae have the same market share in upper-income black households as they doin the very low-income white market. [Fn337] Historically, the refusal of lenders to provide credit in lowincome or minority neighborhoods could be explained by the increased cost of obtaining accurateinformation regarding potential creditworthy borrowers in neighborhoods where they are less likely to befound. [Fn338]  However, with the increased ability to obtain inexpensive credit information aboutborrowers in low income neighborhoods through commercially available and nearly instantaneous creditscoring, combined with the computer enhanced ease of manipulating this flood of data, lenders should beable to find creditworthy borrowers wherever the borrowers live and whatever their race or ethnicity.[Fn339]  While the question is contested, current research indicates that credit discrimination againstminority borrowers persists. [Fn340]  ***Page576 Subprime lending is also aimed at elder homeowners, many of whom have significant equityin their homes and need funds either for home repairs or for retirement. [Fn341]  The ideal customer for asubprime loan has been described as "an uneducated widow who is on a fixed income . . . who has herhouse paid off, is living off of credit cards, but having a difficult time keeping up her payments, and whomust make a car payment in addition to her credit card payments." [Fn342]  Subprime borrowers are typically less educated than prime borrowers.  For example, only thirty-eightpercent of subprime loans are taken out by college graduates, while sixty percent of prime loans involvecollege graduates. [Fn343]  The subprime market has until recently been increasing at a rapid rate, much more rapidly than theremainder of the lending market. [Fn344]  Between 1993 and 1998, subpr ime mortgage refinancing grew



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 35from fewer than 100,000 loans to more than 800,000, while refinancing from prime lenders barelyincreased. [Fn345]  The subprime market has increased its share of all mortgage originations from fivepercent of all originations in 1994 to almost thirteen percent of all originations in 1999. [Fn346]  It isestimated that loan originations in the subprime market have increased from $35 billion as of 1994 to $160billion five years ***Page577 later, with total outstanding subprime loans of $426 billion at the end of1998. [Fn347]  Half would be categorized as A-, and the other half as B, C and D paper. [Fn348]  Mostsubprime loans are made by mortgage brokers, then purchased by banks. [Fn349]
B. The Causes of Subprime Lending's Increase  This increase in subprime lending can be explained by a number of factors.  A primary one is that theexistence of ready capital available to lenders through the securitization of subprime loans has dramaticallyincreased their  ability to make those loans.   Before the 1990s, most subprime loans were not securitizedand instead "were sold as whole loans to individual investors" looking for high investment returns and notfrightened by substantial risk. [Fn350]  After a few successful securitizations of subprime loans, WallStreet quickly grew interested in securitizing subprime loans, initially simply handling the securitizationand finding investors, but gradually taking a larger role. Wall Street firms began "making short-term loansto subprime lenders," giving subprime lenders capital to make more loans. [Fn351]  In return, the WallStreet firms not only received interest on the short term loans,  but also additional fees from the increasedsubprime securitization. [Fn352]  By 2000, of the roughly $240 billion worth of subprime mortgage loans that were outstanding, about$100 billion, or over one third, had ***Page578 been securitized. [Fn353]  Lenders have been able toexpand rapidly by making loans and quickly selling them to a securitizer or securitizing the loansthemselves, receiving back the pr incipal on the loan while retaining as an immediate profit the lenders' feesand often a portion of the securitized tranches. [Fn354]  "These independents, starting out, were doing $50million in underwriting the first year, $100 million the next, $1 billion the third," said Cary Thomson, CEOof Aames Financial Corporation, a major subprime lender. [Fn355]  In this way, a subprime lender canlend far more money during the course of the year than its balance sheet would otherwise make possible. The reliance of subprime lenders on the secondary mortgage market can be seen in the reaction of thesubprime market to the 1999 liquidity crisis, which occurred when investors, shaken by Russia's default onits foreign debt, withdrew capital from the subprime market.  A number of subprime lenders went out ofbusiness, ready to start again at a moment's notice if the market changed. [Fn356]  Another reason for the increase in the subprime market has been the preemption of state usury laws byCongress, primarily by the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980(DIDMCA). [Fn357]  In her excellent article, The Road to Subprime "HEL" Was Paved with GoodCongressional Intentions: Usury Deregulation and the Subprime Home Equity Market, [Fn358] CathyLesser Mansfield traces the enactment of DIDMCA, which its supporters hoped would increase theavailability of mortgage funds by buttressing the viability of savings and loans and by allowing mortgageinterest rates to be market-driven. [Fn359]  DIDMCA preempts state usury ceilings on first ***Page579mortgage loans that are made by most lenders, such as banks, mortgage bankers,  and HUD-approvedlenders under the National Housing Act. [Fn360]  DIDMCA further preempts state laws by allowing astate- chartered financial institution to export the law of its own state into any other state where it  doesbusiness. [Fn361]  Naturally, this exportation and preemption encourages lenders to be based in states withlittle or no usury regulation.  Although it is not clear that Congress intended to preempt usury laws fornon-purchase money loans, the courts have, somewhat grudgingly, concluded that DIDMCA applies to allfirst position liens, whether or not the loan involved was used to purchase the property securing the loan.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 36[Fn362]  The subprime lending industry's rapid increase is also due to aggressive advertising by subprime lenders. Mortgage brokers around the country obtain borrowers by bombarding homeowners with loan offers, usingtelephone calls, door-to-door marketing, or fliers. [Fn363]  One homeowner made a common complaint, "Iget calls and letters every week.  One company contacted me twice in the same day." [Fn364]  One form ofdeceptive advertising is to send out solicitations that are designed to resemble collection notices, so thatfrightened homeowners will reply, only to be cajoled into taking out high cost loans. [Fn365]  Thisaggressive marketing is so effective that it has captured a significant number of borrowers who could haveobtained prime loans at much lower interest rates.  The exact number of subprime customers who couldhave obtained prime rate loans is difficult to determine, but the estimates range from a low of ten percent tothirty-five percent [Fn366] to a high of up to fifty percent. [Fn367]  Subprime lenders are able to snareprime, creditworthy borrowers in part by contacting homeowners who ***Page580 are not seeking a loan,and then convincing the homeowners to borrow. [Fn368]  Once they convince the homeowner to borrow,the broker or lender often labors to increase the amount of the loan, so as to maximize the profit of both thelender and the broker.  Other reasons for the rapid expansion of the subprime market noted by a recent HUD report on predatorylending include: the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which left mortgage interest as one of the few forms ofconsumer interest that is still tax deductible; the rise in consumer bankruptcy and credit card debt, leavingmore potential buyers with troubled credit history; and the increase in subprime first mortgages, instead ofthe smaller second subprime mortgages that had dominated the market. [Fn369]  Since 1999, with theoutcry against abusive lending practices, the subprime market has seen a retrenchment, perhaps temporary,with many subprime lenders in bankruptcy and the amount of securitization of subprime loans decreasing.[Fn370]
C. The Links Between the Rise of Subprime Lending and the Increase in Residential Foreclosures  The number of residential foreclosures is increasing at a frightening ra te, especially among subprimeborrowers. [Fn371]  The report "Unequal Burden: Income and Racial Disparities in Subprime Lending"notes that "completed foreclosures in the Chicago area doubled over the five-year period from 2,074 in1993 to 3,906 in 1998.  The increase in foreclosures corresponded to the increase in originations bysubprime lenders, which rose from 3,137 in 1991 to 50,953 in 1997." [Fn372]  Foreclosures are occurringamong subprime loans not only in greater numbers than their prime equivalents, but also much sooner inthe life of the loan.  For example, recent studies indicate that in Baltimore, foreclosures of loans bysubprime lenders occurred on average when the loan was 1.8 years old, as opposed to 3.2 years for primeand Federal Housing Administration ("FHA") loans, a ra tio comparable to Atlanta's two years for subprimeversus four years for other lenders ***Page581 and Boston's three years for subprime versus seven yearsfor other lenders. [Fn373]  Subprime loans account for a vastly disproportionate share of foreclosurescompared to their share of loan originations, with the share of subprime foreclosures as much as double theshare of the subprime origination. [Fn374]  A subprime loan, therefore, is not only foreclosed sooner, but isalso much more likely to be foreclosed than a prime or FHA loan.  This explosion in foreclosure ratesamong subprime loans is a national phenomenon, even where the overall foreclosure rate is declining.[Fn375]  Foreclosures cause intense damage to borrower/homeowners completely distinct from the financial effectof losing a house. [Fn376]  Homeowners often place a value on their home that is incommensurate with thestrict financial value thereof. [Fn377]  Their home may be where they raised their family or lived with their



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 37now-deceased spouse.  Their house may be the great repository of many of their life experiences and maybe the Proust's madelaine to stir their most cherished memories. [Fn378]  The loss of the home often createspsychological and emotional havoc in homeowners, especially elderly homeowners who typically have noway of earning enough money to purchase another home. [Fn379]  Foreclosure can lead to "sadness,depression, psychological distress, sleep loss, anger, and idealization of the lost home." [Fn380]  Someonewho loses her house because she foolishly (or through fraud) entered into a loan she could not pay may feelgreat shame, forever blaming herself for the loss of her home.  The shame itself, often felt by elderlyvictims of fraud, can have a punishing effect. It combines humiliation with a fear by the elderly victim thatshe has not only lost ***Page582 her home, but could also lose her independence if she is forced to moveinto a nursing home. [Fn381]  Worse yet, foreclosure can lead to homelessness, which, hard as it is on theyoung, is much more difficult for the elderly. [Fn382]  The secondary loss of foreclosure is not limited to that suffered by the borrowers themselves, but alsospreads out in a rippling fashion, affecting the entire community. [Fn383]  Chicago's Mayor, Richard M.Daley, described the systemic effects of the foreclosure:     We are seeing a pattern in the city and in the suburbs. . . .   It's the same story: A family has suddenlyabandoned their home.  In many cases, it is elderly people who have lived there for many years . . . .  Onceabandoned, these homes have been taken over by gangs and drug people, and they become breeding placesfor crime. [Fn384]  Foreclosed homes often stay vacant longer than other homes, with less maintenance, becoming wreckedhulks that are breeding grounds for crime, depressing property values and economic development. [Fn385] Foreclosures on subprime loans have, like the subprime loans themselves, been concentrated in low incomeand minority neighbor-  hoods. [Fn386]  One cause of the excessive foreclosures associated with subprime lending is that the true cost offoreclosures is not adequately factored ***Page583 into the price of the subprime loan.  The borrowertypically is ill-equipped to calculate the costs of the foreclosure and so decides whether to enter into theloan transaction without adequate knowledge of the risks of foreclosure and the cost to the borrower of thatrisk.  Borrowers regularly discount risks, such as foreclosure, that they have never experienced, or that aretoo frightening to contemplate. [Fn387]  The lender, on the other hand, is typically fully informed about therisks of foreclosure, especially where those risks are high.  Lenders often seek protection from risks bycharging higher interest rates or larger fees, which has the ironic effect of increasing the risk of default andmaking foreclosure more likely by making it more difficult for a borrower to make his mortgage payments. Or, the lender may agree to riskier loans only where the loan to value ratio for the loan is low enough thatthe lender can recover the full amount of its loan through the foreclosure process.  This strategy tends tomaximize the borrower's financial loss in cases of foreclosure because the borrower will have more equityin the house to lose, with little chance of recovering any of that equity through the foreclosure process.[Fn388]  The lender, however, does not factor in the borrower's costs of foreclosure, or the secondary costgenerated by the foreclosure.  Because no party to the transaction adequately takes into consideration thesesecondary costs, such costs are ignored in the transaction, which leads to excessive risk taking. [Fn389]  These foreclosure statistics do not prove that none of the subpr ime market is conducted ethically.  Giventhe traditional reluctance of conventional lenders to make loans in lower-income and minority communities,subprime lenders have arguably filled a glaring need, and perhaps have contributed to the recent increase inhome-purchase lending in these communities. [Fn390]  Even this contribution is disputed, however, as atleast one prominent association contends that this increase ***Page584 in minority and low-income home



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 38ownership is due more to lending by prime banks covered by the Community Reinvestment Act than tosubprime lending,  arguing that most of such increase occurred between 1990 and 1995, while subprimesurged after 1995. [Fn391]  Whatever its other effects, the price paid for this increase in subprime lendingso far has been the corresponding increase in foreclosures and the predatory lending that constitutes toolarge a portion of the subprime market.
V. LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY RESPONSES TO PREDATORYLENDINGA. HOEPA and Its Flaws  After the growth of subprime and predatory lending in the 1980s, the outcry led to the passage byCongress of HOEPA: the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of 1994. [Fn392]  HOEPA is anattempt to regulate high cost mortgages, which are defined in the act as those which meet one of two loancost triggers, either (a) the annual percentage rate of the loan is more than a certain percentage greater thanthe yield on Treasury securities with maturities comparable to the loan (the "rate trigger") or (b) the total ofall the loan's points and fees payable at or before closing exceed the greater of either $400, annuallyadjusted for inflation, or eight percent of the total loan amount (the "fee trigger"). [Fn393]  HOEPA doesnot cap fees or interest rates, however, or limit lenders' ability to make any form of equity- based loan. Instead, it is designed primarily as a method of providing additional protections and disclosures toborrowers obtaining high cost loans. [Fn394]  The HOEPA provisions cover any lender that originates twoor more high cost loans in any twelve month period or that makes one or more such loans through amortgage broker. [Fn395]  Once the HOEPA triggers have been satisfied, HOEPA mandates disclosures to be given the borrowerthree business days before the loan is closed, and creates a mandatory three day cooling off period beforethe consumer can commit to the loan, in order to give the consumer ***Page585 time to seek advice or,perhaps, an alternative loan. [Fn396]  The new disclosures are in addition to, and abbreviated from theregular Truth in Lending disclosures and, when combined with the TILA's three day right of rescission,provide the consumer with at least six days to reflect on whether the loan is appropriate.  Among theHOEPA disclosures are the annual percentage rate and the monthly payment amounts, as well as astatement in adjustable rate mortgages that the monthly payments and interest rate may increase, and theamount of the maximum monthly payment, in order to prevent the lender from misleading the borrowerregarding these amounts through misleading oral representations. [Fn397]  The lender must also warn theborrower that if the borrower enters into the loan, the borrower could lose the house securing the loan, andalso that the borrower is not obligated to enter into the loan. [Fn398]  If the lender fails to provide thesedisclosures, the borrower has an extended right to rescind, and if the lender fails to honor such a rescission,the borrower may seek remedies that have been described as severe and multifaceted, [Fn399] especially ifthe borrower is in bankruptcy. [Fn400]  In addition to these additional disclosures and cooling off period, HOEPA prohibits certain lending termsthat have been identified to be aspects of predatory lending.  For example, HOEPA bars balloon paymentsin notes with a term less than five years; [Fn401] negative amortization, which would allow the balanceowed on the loan to increase rather than decrease; [Fn402] and an increase in interest rates in the event ofdefault by the borrower. [Fn403]  HOEPA also bars prepayment penalties unless all of the followingconditions apply: (a) the consumer's total monthly debt payments are less than fifty percent of theconsumer's monthly gross income; (b) the pre-payment penalty does not apply to refinancing by the creditor



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 39or its affiliates; (c) the prepayment penalty ***Page586 no longer applies five years after the loan isconsummated; and (d) the penalty is not otherwise prohibited. [Fn404]  Creditors are also prohibited from engaging in a "pattern or practice of extending credit" through HOEPAloans "based on the consumers' collateral without regard to the consumers' repayment ability, including theconsumers' current and expected income, current obligations, and employment." [Fn405] This lastprohibition is designed to prevent equity-based loans that seem designed to cause default by the borrowerand lead to foreclosure by the lender.  Should the lender violate HOEPA by inserting the barred provisions described above, such a violationwould  trigger the extended right to rescind the transaction provided by general Truth-In-Lending law.[Fn406]  HOEPA provides that adding a prohibited provision to a mortgage constitutes failing to deliverthe material disclosures required by Truth-In-Lending, and therefore, allows a borrower to rescind anytimewithin three years of the close of the mortgage or before the sale of the property, whichever comes first.[Fn407]  In addition to the new disclosures and cooling off period, HOEPA provides a limited recovery of damagesfor violating HOEPA's requirements in excess of normal TILA damages, namely damages in an amountequal to all of the finance charges and fees paid by the borrower, unless the creditor is able to prove that itsfailure to comply was not material. [Fn408]  Most significant, for the purposes of this article, is the attempt in HOEPA to eliminate the holder in duecourse doctrine in high cost loans.  Under HOEPA, any assignee of a high cost loan is subject to all of theclaims and defenses the borrower could assert against the original creditor, unless the assigneedemonstrates that a reasonable person using ordinary due diligence is unable to determine, based on therequired documentation, that the mortgage was a high cost loan. [Fn409]  Furthermore, anyone who assignsa high cost mortgage must include a prominent notice of the assignee's potential liability based on theconsumer's retention of her claims and defenses under HOEPA, [Fn410] stating "Notice: This is a mortgagesubject to special rules under the federal Truth in Lending Act.  Purchasers or assignees of this mortgagecould be liable for all claims and defenses with respect to the ***Page587 mortgage that the borrowercould assert against the creditor." [Fn411]  Because HOEPA merely preserves claims rather than createsthem, it alone is not the basis of federal question jurisdiction where it is merely preserving state claims.[Fn412]  The liability of assignees is limited, however, as "§§ 1641(d)(c) and (3) limit the assignee'sliability to, essentially, the greater of (1) the applicable TILA damages or (2) elimination of loan andrecovery of all payments made." [Fn413]  Before HOEPA was enacted, mortgage industry critics claimed that it would hurt borrowers by drying upthe supply of credit to borrowers with checkered credit  histories, and would drive up interest rates to them.[Fn414]  Even the Federal Reserve Board criticized the proposed bill, arguing that it would depriveborrowers of needed credit, and that the interest and fee triggers were set too low. [Fn415]  Given thedramatic growth in the subprime market since the passage of HOEPA, this early criticism seems wildly offthe mark.  Since enacted, HOEPA has been criticized for its ineffectiveness in protecting borrowers.  First of all, ithas  seemed too easy to evade, especially if lenders are willing, as they appear to be, to charge interest ratesand fees only slightly below the rate and fee triggers provided by HOEPA. [Fn416]  Because the HOEPAtriggers are set so high, few subprime customers have received any benefit from HOEPA's provisions.[Fn417] Anecdotal evidence indicates that the types of unscrupulous lending practices that HOEPA wasdesigned to prevent now often occur in loans slightly under the HOEPA triggers, possibly as a result of less



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 40scrupulous lenders shifting to the highest cost non-HOEPA loans. [Fn418]  If they do, HOEPA obviouslyprovides the borrower no protection whatsoever, since it does not apply to the loan.  ***Page588 Secondly, lenders have been tempted to obtain additional profits outside of the interest ratesor fees that would trigger HOEPA.  Thus, some are allegedly shifting some of their fees into such forms ascredit or loss of income insurance, which have not been included in any HOEPA trigger. [Fn419]  Evenyield spread premiums, funds paid to brokers to encourage the broker to induce the borrower to obtain aloan at above-market interest rates, may be excluded from the fee trigger. [Fn420]  The limitations onpoints and fees could also be easily circumvented by more rapid flipping of the loan, since the fees on theearlier loan do not apply to the determination of whether the second loan is a high cost mortgage. [Fn421] Therefore, a lender could charge a 7.5% fee three separate times in rapid succession for three differentloans, collecting fees totaling well over 20%, without exceeding the 8% fee trigger.  It has been very difficult for individual borrowers to show that lenders have engaged in a "pattern andpractice" of making loans based solely on equity while ignoring the borrowers' ability to pay.  One court toaddress the level of proof needed to show a pattern and practice of equity-based lending has concluded thatsuch proof would require "a representative sample of [the lender's] loans analyzed empirically and cannotbe inferred from the examples selected by plaintiffs," calling this proof requirement an "admittedly heavyburden on consumers." [Fn422]  To alleviate these problems, the Federal Reserve Board has adopted amendments to the provisions ofRegulation Z, which implements HOEPA.  These amendments, effective December 20, 2001 withcompliance mandatory October 1, 2002, seek to tighten up HOEPA by doing the following: The APRtrigger for first-lien mortgage loans is reduced from ten percentage points to eight percentage points, thoughthe APR trigger for subordinate lien loans remains at its original ten ***Page589 percentage points.[Fn423] The fee trigger is changed to include optional insurance, such as credit life, health, accident, orloss of income insurance, as well as other debt-protection products financed by the loan. [Fn424]  Thesechanges should make more loans subject to HOEPA protections, especially first lien mortgages packed withinsurance products. The amendments to Regulation Z also are intended to reduce "flipping" by prohibitingan originating lender, a servicer, or an assignee from refinancing a HOEPA loan into another HOEPA loanwithin twelve months of the first loan's origination, unless it is in the best interest of the borrower. [Fn425]  While these provisions should make HOEPA more effective by including more loans under its ambit andreducing some pernicious practices, HOEPA still has significant shortcomings.  Lenders can avoid theeffect of the limitation on short term balloon payments by writing loans with longer balloon terms, thencontacting their borrowers after a year and suggesting that the borrower refinance the loan and obtain anew loan without a balloon payment.  Thus, the lender obtains the primary advantage of a balloon payment,which is the points and fees of the refinance, without even having to wait for the term for the balloonpayment to come due. [Fn426]  An even less scrupulous lender can purport to abide by the HOEPA disclosure process by backdating therequired disclosures, while having them signed at the time the loan closes. [Fn427]  One court noted thatthe failure to provide HOEPA mandated pre-closing disclosures "appears to be a prevalent practice in theindustry." [Fn428]  The very complexity of HOEPA, daunting as it may be for lenders, provides them with a defense againstits enforcement. [Fn429]  It is often difficult to determine whether a particular loan is or is not a HOEPAloan, as that identity may turn on whether a particular cost or charge associated with a loan should beincluded in the fee trigger.  For example, whether a particular charge such as an appraisal fee should be



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 41included in the fee trigger depends on whether the charge is "reasonable," which may be difficult to pindown; whether the charge is paid to a third party unaffiliated to the creditor; and whether the creditorreceives ***Page590 any direct or indirect compensation for the charge. [Fn430]  All of these are factualquestions that would be difficult for anyone but the lender to answer.  Similarly, whether a particularprepayment fee is barred or not depends on the potentially difficult calculation involving determining theexact amount of the consumer's total monthly debt payments and monthly gross income to determine theratio thereof. [Fn431]  The complexity of these issues and the difficulty of determining whether a loan iseven covered and whether certain practices are allowed or barred by HOEPA dramatically decrease thelikelihood that HOEPA will be understood or used by private practitioners representing individualborrowers. [Fn432]  Furthermore, the complexity makes it difficult for judges or arbitrators to understandand apply HOEPA and to enforce the protections that it is supposed to apply. [Fn433]  This complexity also limits the ability of purchasers of loans to determine whether they are purchasingHOEPA loans, leaving purchasers more likely to buy HOEPA loans inadvertently.  This inadvertenceharms borrowers more than the purchasers, however.  The assignees of the loan can claim that, becausethey could not determine whether the loan was covered by HOEPA, the provisions of HOEPA that wouldnormally preserve borrower defenses do not apply to the assignees, since the assignees of the loan could nothave determined, using ordinary due diligence and based on the required documentation, that the mortgagewas a high cost loan. [Fn434]  The very complexity of HOEPA and the difficulty of determining whether aloan is covered ***Page591 by HOEPA therefore protects the purchasers of loans at the expense of theborrowers.  Most damning, perhaps,  is the fact that HOEPA's effect on purchasers of a high cost loan depends on thehonesty of the originator of the loan, since HOEPA does not provide liability to assignees unless theyreasonably and using ordinary due diligence could have determined that the loan was in fact a HOEPAloan.  The lender's determination of HOEPA status should be based on the documentation supplied by theoriginator  and required by TILA and HOEPA, the itemization of the amount financed, and the discloseddisbursements. [Fn435]  In other words, if the originator of a high cost mortgage fails to include in themortgage a notice of potential liability to assignees and also falsifies the disclosures and disbursements soas to conceal the points, fees, or interest rate that would trigger HOEPA, then an assignee takes themortgage free from any claims and defenses that HOEPA may have provided the borrower.  HOEPA provides no protection if the disclosures hide the high cost of the loan even if, for example, theloan broker does not disburse any of the loan proceeds to the client, keeping it all for himself, as was donein the Diamond/Obie case and in the more recent Tri-Star/Polo Financial fraud. [Fn436]  In theTri-Star/Polo case, the mortgage broker, operating through a rent-a-broker, was accused of stealing theproceeds of its customers' loans and even stealing title to its customers' homes, forging documents where itwould further the fraud. [Fn437]  Tri-Star/Polo was accused of failing to disclose to purchasers ofnumerous of its loans all of the initiation, escrow, and closing fees that it charged its borrowers, thuspreventing the purchasers of the loan from being able to calculate the total fees, a calculation necessary todetermine whether the loans are above HOEPA's fee trigger. [Fn438]  One purchaser alone may have founditself holding over $20 million in fraudulent loans generated by Tri-Star/Polo. [Fn439]  Thus, the HOEPAprotections are least effective where they are most needed, when a borrower is faced with an intentionallydishonest and deceitful broker and lender, ***Page592 rather than merely one who honestly charges highinterest or fees. [Fn440]  HOEPA primarily deters the honest predatory lender. [Fn441]
B. The Growth, Success, and Bankruptcy of First Alliance: a Post-HOEPA Predatory Lender



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 42  HOEPA's failure, at least  until the Federal Reserve Board's recent amendments to Regulation Z becomemandatory, can be documented by the continuing cases of predatory lending that have occurred despite itspassage. The most notable example, what has been called a  "central symbol of predatory lendingpractices," is the rapid rise, great profitability, and unexpected bankruptcy of First Alliance MortgageCorp., based in Irvine, California. [Fn442]  First Alliance began its life as a small consumer finance lender,founded in 1971 by Brian Chisick and his wife, Sarah. [Fn443]  It began growing after Congresspreempted usury limits.  In 1987, the financial world was alerted to First Alliance's unseemly lendingpractices.  That year, a jury awarded over a million dollars to an elderly couple who stated that they hadbeen deceived into entering into three sequential loans, each demanding balloon payments, with the finalloan requiring monthly payments of $400 even though the lender knew the couple's entire monthly incomewas $500 in Social Security payments. [Fn444]  By 1988, First Alliance had become one of the five largestconsumer finance lenders and had lent more than $65 million, according to a California deputy attorneygeneral.  In 1988, California attempted to revoke First  Alliance's licenses based on allegations that it discriminatedagainst minorities both in ***Page593 hiring and in lending. [Fn445]  First Alliance was already relying onaggressive direct mail and radio advertisements, according to the suit, and the state regulators sought tohave that advertising stopped. [Fn446]  The state also alleged that the balloon payments First Alliance usedwere designed to force borrowers to incur new origination fees of up to twenty-one percent to refinancewhen the balloon payment became due. [Fn447]  The judge in the action enjoined First Alliance fromengaging in discrimination, but refused either to shut First Alliance down or to force it into a receivership,as requested by the state. [Fn448]  First Alliance settled the case, agreeing to pay $436,000 and to send itsemployees to "sensitivity training classes." [Fn449]  First Alliance Mortgage had been selling all of its loans as whole loans, but in 1989 began exploringwhether it could securitize its loans to increase its profits over selling the loans individually. [Fn450]  FirstAlliance securitized its first loan in March 1992, privately placing a $10.5 million securitization. [Fn451] In August 1993, it  consummated its first public home equity loan asset-backed securitization, a $56 milliondollar pool of home equity loans. [Fn452]  With the access to capital markets provided by the securitizationconduit, First Alliance grew rapidly and, in less than a year, expanded from originating $100 million tooriginating $400 million in loans. [Fn453]  Even as First Alliance was expanding, complaints regarding its lending practices continued.  In 1994, aclass action suit alleging that First Alliance fraudulently concealed its excessive and unwarranted fees fromborrowers was reportedly confidentially settled, without acknowledgment ***Page594 of liability, for anamount greater than $6.8 million. [Fn454]  The state of Washington investigated consumer complaintsagainst First Alliance, including the complaint of one borrower that her loan fee was seventeen percent ofher loan amount, and of another borrower that she discovered that her $59,238 loan carried an $11,632.49fee. [Fn455]  These complaints did not deter the husband and wife founders and owners of First Alliance,as they designed a public offering for First Alliance that apparently included plans to pay them between$43 million and $47 million of the proceeds from the offering. [Fn456]  The public offering netted $59.5million [Fn457] and the founders received a reported $45 million. [Fn458]  First Alliance's retail loanorigination continued growing at a scorching pace of thirty-one percent annually and, by 1997, it hadtwenty-five branches in places as far from its California base as Boston, Pennsylvania, and the UnitedKingdom. [Fn459]  As of 1997, First Alliance had originated over $1 billion in home equity loans, madepossible through securitization. [Fn460]  Part of First Alliance's growth was due to its sales agents and their specialized training.  According to anex-sales agent, First  Alliance hired crack used car salesmen, who were comfortable with high pressure sales



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 43tactics but tired of the long weekend and evening hours spent on used car lots, [Fn461] then put themthrough a three month training regimen, requiring the memorization and constant practice of a 134-stepsales pitch, which was constantly rehearsed in front of peers and on videotape. [Fn462]  The sales agentswere reportedly taught to extract as much personal information as possible from potential customers, thenuse that information to manipulate the customer into ***Page595 agreeing to the loan, all the whileattempting to hide First Alliance's high fees by such tactics as claiming that the disclosure of the fees wasjust "loan jargon" that the customer need not be concerned with. [Fn463]  First Alliance targeted customerswith significant equity in their homes, but who seemed likely, because of prior credit problems or lack ofsignificant credit history, to have limited access to credit from conventional lenders. [Fn464]  After theyidentified these potential borrowers, the agents hounded them with a fury, mailing over 1.5 millionsolicitation ads monthly, and using computerized dialers to solicit targeted homeowners, often the sameones over and over, as well as the company's existing borrowers. [Fn465]  Worse yet, First Alliance has been widely accused of engaging in outright deception and openly lying toits customers about the amount of fees it would charge them and the amount of the loan that wouldencumber their homes.  In one case, a homeowner reportedly recorded a First Alliance sales agent whoexpressly lied to her, and when she asked him if there would be $13,000 in fees added to her loan of about$46,000, the loan agent replied, "No, no, no" even though "the answer should have been 'yes, yes, yes." '[Fn466]  The sales agent, when interviewed, said he was merely following the script First Alliance taughthim to follow, according to published reports. [Fn467]  Using high pressure, allegedly deceptive sales tactics allowed First Alliance to charge sales fees ofreportedly up to twenty-three percent of the loan amount, even though the industry wide standard was aboutfive percent. [Fn468]  First Alliance was said to have had charged the same high fees whether the borrowerhad good or bad credit, demonstrating that its sales tactics had succeeded in allowing First Alliance toignore the market rate for the credit it was supplying. [Fn469]  First Alliance's fees were "just soexcessively high that it's hard for me to conceive of any way a consumer would agree to that kind of loan ifall the ***Page596 facts have been put before them," asserted a Florida assistant attorney general. [Fn470]  In 1997, First Alliance was sued for allegedly defrauding several elderly  (and some less elderly)homeowners through trickery, including a suit by a seventy-six year old woman who alleged that shewanted only a $5,000 loan for plumbing repairs, only to find herself saddled with two loans totaling morethan $61,000 with $16,000 in fees after the loan broker covered up parts of the documents and failed tomake proper disclosures to her. [Fn471]  At about the same time First Alliance was being sued andreceiving increasingly widespread newspaper reports of its disreputable lending practices, [Fn472] FirstAlliance reported that its net income for the first six months of 1997 was $15.6 million, a 54% increaseover the year before. [Fn473]  Despite the bad press and lawsuits, First Alliance was able to sell itsmortgages through repeated securitizations [Fn474] and, in early 1998, it was touted by stock analysts as a"tightly run ship" and praised for its conservative approach and sound fundamentals. [Fn475]  When criticized for charging its customers excessive, unconscionable rates, First Alliance defended itselfby claiming that the low credit ratings of its borrowers made loans to them risky, and that it had to chargethem high rates to cover that risk.  At the same time, however, in documents that it prepared for investors inits securitized loans, First Alliance reportedly averred that over three-fourths of its loans are made toborrowers with relatively good credit records. [Fn476]  ***Page597 The first significant chink in First Alliance's armor appeared in May 1998, when theAmerican Association of Retired Person ("AARP") joined in a $50 million lawsuit accusing First Allianceof targeting elderly homeowners and using aggressive telemarketing and direct mail advertising, along with



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 44concealing loan amounts to coerce borrowers into entering into loans with origination fees that averagedapproximately fifteen percent of the loans, in order to strip the elderly homeowners' equity from them.[Fn477]  Sharp lending practices had apparently become a family business, as two loan brokeragecompanies owned by three sons of founder Brian Chisick were investigated by Washington and Oregonregulators to examine allegations of deceptive lending practices. [Fn478]  First Alliance attempted to defend itself from litigation by inserting a mandatory arbitration clause into itslending contracts. [Fn479]  Such arbitration clauses helped First Alliance in several ways. [Fn480]  First ofall, arbitration typically proceeds privately, appeals are severely limited, and the arbitration is unlikely toresult in a published opinion. [Fn481] Therefore, even if First Alliance were to lose the arbitration,knowledge of that loss was much less likely to reach the investors in First Alliance's securitized loans,preserving First Alliance's access to the secondary market. [Fn482]  Secondly, arbitration often limits the***Page598 amount of discovery that a party can conduct, effectively preventing borrowers from provingthat First Alliance had a pattern and practice of lending to borrowers without a reasonable likelihood of theborrower being able to repay the loan, and of showing that First Alliance engaged in widespread conductsimilar to that alleged by the individual borrower. [Fn483]  Arbitration clauses would also make it muchmore difficult for one homeowner to employ offensive collateral estoppel and attempt to use in one case afinding in a separate case that First Alliance's methods constituted fraud, since it would not have access toa published opinion to learn the result of the arbitration. [Fn484]  Finally, arbitration clauses make classaction suits much more difficult to prosecute. [Fn485]  Despite First Alliance's efforts to limit the effectiveness of borrower litigation against it,  the lawsuits andpublicized allegations of dishonest lending finally began to affect First Alliance.  Its stock, which hadtraded at over $24 per share in late 1997, dropped to less than $3 in interday trading in October 1998,before First Alliance announced that the Justice Department and seven attorneys general had openedinvestigations of its lending practices. [Fn486]  In November 1998, Minnesota sued First  Alliance,charging it with deceptive practices, including intentionally trying to hide its unconscionable fees andmonitoring borrowers' conversations through hidden microphones after the First Alliance agents had left theroom. [Fn487]  In late 1998, Massachusetts and Illinois also sued First Alliance based on allegations itintended to deceive borrowers regarding its high fees. [Fn488]  These suits were followed by a nationwideclass action accusing First Alliance of ***Page599 hiring former used car salesmen to pressure itsborrowers to accept loans with hidden fees and "exploding" interest rates. [Fn489]  Despite all of its well-publicized legal problems, First Alliance continued to securitize its loans,successfully completing a securitization of $120 million in mortgage backed loans in December 1998.[Fn490]  An industry publication anticipated that securities backed by First Alliance's notes would be ratedAAA by two rating services long after any knowledgeable observer should have been well aware of theextensive allegations of fraud and deception by First Alliance in creating its pools of loans. [Fn491]  InFebruary 1999, a California court of appeals, in an unpublished opinion, reportedly ruled that thesignatures of an elderly couple on a form waiving the right to file lawsuits had been "obtained by fraud"and said that First Alliance had "trained its employees to use various methods, including deception, to sellits services." [Fn492]  In March 1999, First Alliance's parent corporation announced that First Alliance had completed a $115million securitization. [Fn493]  In June 1999, First Alliance announced it would begin a web site to lendon-line. [Fn494] In September 1999, it announced that it had settled the action by the State of Minnesotafor $550,000. [Fn495]  Despite its legal problems throughout 1999, First Alliance's income for the yearwas still an astonishing $484 million, only $50 million less than during 1998. [Fn496]  By 1999, FirstAlliance, including its affiliated organizations, serviced nearly $900 million in loans and had licenses in



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 45eighteen states and the District of Columbia. [Fn497] Even in early 2000, a spokesman for LehmanBrothers defended First Alliance's lending ***Page600 practices, [Fn498] apparently trying to justify themore than $2 billion in loans by First Alliance that Wall Street firms had securitized, and Lehman'sinvolvement with First Alliance. [Fn499]  Lehman's spokesman claimed that Lehman officials somehowbelieved that First Alliance had improved its efforts during the last eighteen months to prevent lendingabuses. [Fn500]  In private memos, Lehman apparently had a different view of First Alliance.  Accordingto published reports, a Lehman executive writing of First Alliance, stated "It is a requirement to leave yourethics at the door." [Fn501]  Lehman helped First Alliance securitize its loans even though Lehmanreportedly acknowledged that it was fully aware of First Alliance's legal problems. [Fn502]  On March 23, 2000, First Alliance pierced this balloon, announcing that it had stopped making new loansand that it had filed bankruptcy under Chapter 11. [Fn503]  First Alliance's founder claimed that the filingwas due to the "unfair and inaccurate stories [that] have devastated the company's 30-year reputation andacutely hindered the company's relationships with businesses, consumers and regulators." [Fn504]  Thisbankruptcy filing may have come as a shock to the investors in First Alliance's securitized loans, givenFirst Alliance's apparent assets and the information that had been provided to them. [Fn505]  Some havespeculated that, rather than being a sign of current financial distress, the bankruptcy petition may havebeen part of a strategy by the company to stymie the litigation against First Alliance while protecting thevalue of the corporation to its shareholders. [Fn506]  ***Page601 After First Alliance filed bankruptcy, two more governmental actions were filed against it:the first in June 2000, by the state of Florida against First Alliance and some of its officers and employees,based on alleged fraud and violations of a Florida unfair  business practices statute; the second in October2000 by the FTC, based on alleged violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 45(a)and 53(b), the federal Truth in Lending Act ("TILA"), 15 U.S.C. § 1607(c), and Regulation Z, 12 C.F.R. §226, which implements TILA. [Fn507]  Both suits sought rescission of homeowners' loans anddisgorgement of money, either based on borrowers' damages or First Alliance's unjust enrichment. [Fn508]  As a result  of First Alliance's bankruptcy, the borrowers it victimized are unlikely to collect much for theharm they received.  Because of its former great profitability, First Alliance, even in the midst ofbankruptcy, has been able to hire the most expert and capable legal representation, at significant expense,to defend itself from its victims' claims. [Fn509]  This legal talent for a time had significant success indefending First Alliance from class claims by borrowers.  For example, in one bankruptcy ruling, at whichFirst Alliance was represented by a nationally prominent law firm, the bankruptcy judge refused to allowclass proofs of claims on behalf of certain borrowers, eliminating in a stroke hundreds of millions of dollarsin claims against the bankruptcy estate of First Alliance. [Fn510]  The judge also barred the prosecution ofclass action lawsuits against First Alliance, and threw out AARP's action against First Alliance based onCalifornia's unfair and deceptive practices law. [Fn511]  Later, these rulings were overturned by a federaldistrict judge. [Fn512]  As of the time of this writing, First Alliance has reportedly settled many of theclaims against it for either $60 million or $95 million without admitting any wrongdoing. [Fn513] According to published reports, as part of this settlement, the borrowers were ***Page602 required towaive their right to cancel their outstanding loan. [Fn514]  Despite the funding they provided FirstAlliance, it appears that the investors in the mortgage pools will be able to retain their interest in the loansoriginated by First Alliance and the excessive interest rates that the loans generate.  By protecting thesecondary market investors from liability for purchasing First Alliance's loans, the settlement encouragesfurther investment in loans originated by shady originators.  First Alliance successfully engaged in its predatory practices despite the protections of HOEPA in twoways.  First of all, it has allegedly failed to provide timely HOEPA disclosures to at least some of its



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 46borrowers, which would deny them the additional time to investigate the loan and discover its terms beforebeing bound by the loan. [Fn515]  Secondly, the secondary markets were not as attentive as they shouldhave been to how many HOEPA loans a particular  lender was securitizing.  Lenders have not been requiredby law to disclose to a rating agency or securitizer how many HOEPA loans are included in a particularloan pool. [Fn516]  Until recently, underwriters and rating agencies have been surprisingly lax aboutdetermining how many HOEPA loans are in a pool, given that the presence of HOEPA loans is anindication of potential predatory loans and that the holders of HOEPA loans do not have holder in duecourse protection.  Even in its November 2000 draft memorandum on "How to Avoid Purchasing orInvesting in Predatory Mortgage Loans," the FDIC does not advise banks to determine how many HOEPAloans are in a mortgage pool before investing in securities related to that pool. [Fn517]  This laxity may be explained in part by the low percentage of all subprime loans HOEPA affects,including an estimated one percent falling under the APR trigger. [Fn518]  Therefore, the ratings agenciesand underwriters may have concluded initially that they did not need to exclude HOEPA loans fromsecuritizations or treat them much differently than non-HOEPA loans because there were so few of them. Also, ***Page603 some participants in the secondary market may not have realized that HOEPA actuallyeliminates the holder in due course doctrine in high cost loans. [Fn519]  Given the huge profit that WallStreet was making on the securitization of subprime loans, the firms may have, intentionally or unwittingly,turned a blind eye to the problems potentially associated with securitizing HOEPA loans.  Wall Street'sattention has been captured, however, by a class action lawsuit against Lehman Brothers, alleging that it isliable for First Alliance's wrongdoing, given Lehman's participation in First Alliance's securitization ofloans. [Fn520]  It appears that only by holding the securitizers and purchasers of the loans generated by apredatory lender liable for the harms caused by that lender's activities can those investors and securitizersbe convinced to stop dealing with unscrupulous lenders.  A lender's ability to evade liability for fraudulent or deceptive conduct through bankruptcy, whencombined with the holder in due course doctrine, prevents borrowers from seeking recovery either from thepredatory lender or from the purchaser of the loans. [Fn521]  Like First Alliance, most of the leadingsubprime lenders have filed for bankruptcy since the great liquidity crisis of October 1998, leaving a vastnumber of subprime borrowers without any remedy for fraud or deception. [Fn522]  First Alliance is hardly alone among leading subprime lenders in its use of predatory lending tactics. Associates First Capital Corporation, as late as last year one of the nation's largest subprime lenders, wascharged by the FTC in 2001 with actively misleading borrowers in order to induce them into acceptingloans with high interest rates, costs and fees, and high priced credit insurance, in violation of the FederalTrade Commission Act. [Fn523] Jodie Bernstein, directory of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection,claimed that "The Associates engaged in widespread deceptive practices . . . .  They hid essential***Page604 information from consumers, misrepresented loan terms, flipped loans and packed optionalfees to raise the costs of the loans." [Fn524]  Associates was acquired by Citigroup in 2000 for about $31billion. [Fn525]  In September 2001, Citigroup Inc. reportedly agreed to pay up to $20-million to settle aclaim brought by the North Carolina attorney general, separate from the FTC action. [Fn526]  The FTCbegan actions against fifteen different subprime lenders from 1998 through mid-2001. [Fn527]
C. State and Local Efforts to Patch HOEPA  HOEPA is far from the only legislative or agency response to predatory lending.  In fact, by the close ofthe 106th Congress, four separate bills designed to combat predatory lending (one introduced separately inthe House and the Senate) were referred to committee. [Fn528]  At least thirty-one states, as well as



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 47numerous cities and counties, have introduced varied bills seeking to rein in predatory or improper lending.[Fn529]  North Carolina became the first state to enact a statute attacking predatory lending, a statute thatgoes beyond HOEPA by, among other things, prohibiting flipping and limiting brokers fees. [Fn530]  NorthCarolina has since been joined by Massachusetts, New York, and the City of Chicago, among others.[Fn531] Even Fannie Mae announced loan purchase guidelines designed to combat predatory lending.[Fn532]  A full description of the numerous proposals to attack ***Page605 predatory lending currently inplay is outside of the scope of this article, and in fact would require an easily updated web page to avoidbeing out of date nearly instantaneously. [Fn533]  This plethora of legislation and ordinances is obviously well-intentioned, given the obvious flaws inHOEPA.  However, at least one critic has argued that too many forms of lending regulation could drive upthe cost of credit and harm the very low income borrowers the regulation is intended to help. [Fn534] Thiscritic notes that this would be especially true if the penalties for predatory lending are severe and localstandards defining "predatory lending" are so vague that a lender cannot reasonably determine whether theloan it is considering funding is in fact predatory.  Some lenders are claiming that local action to attackpredatory lending will cause lenders to forego making subprime loans in such jurisdictions entirely, [Fn535]but this claim appears to be wildly exaggerated. [Fn536]  In addition, a widely varying mosaic of laws andordinances designed to combat predatory lending can drive up the cost of borrowing by charging the lenderwith the task of keeping track of not only the federal rules, but also the various rules in the many cities,counties, and states where the lender does business. [Fn537]  This burden would be imposed not only onthe original lender, but also on any potential assignees of the loans, and may make it more difficult tosecuritize even legitimate, non- predatory subprime loans.  ***Page606 Perhaps more importantly, the lending industry may attempt to use some anti-predatorylending law to weaken, rather than strengthen, the other rules that might prevent such lending.  Forexample, California recently passed a bill designed to curb predatory lending. [Fn538]  California's Actdoes have some good features, such as barring, for loans covered by the bill, prepayment penalties afterthree years from the loan's origination, [Fn539] negative amortization for junior loans of any duration,[Fn540] loans made with no expectation that they can be repaid, [Fn541] and loan steering, which is thedirecting of borrowers to loans that have higher costs than other loans the borrower would be eligible for,or the steering of borrowers by mortgage brokers to lenders who would charge the borrower more thanwould other lenders with whom the borrower does business. [Fn542]  Among the remedies the Act suppliesis the ability of a court to reform the note to remove any barred term. [Fn543]  The Act's main defect is thatit accomplishes too little and explicitly does not apply to holders in due course. [Fn544]  No doubt,purchasers of predatory loans will claim to have taken them free of any claim based on this Act, and sowould argue that a court could not order reformation of a note under the Act once the note is held by aholder in due course.  By comparison, the Oakland City Council passed a much tougher ordinance to deter predatory lending.[Fn545]  This ordinance bars some practices on all loans in general, limiting the amount of prepaymentpenalties, even within the first three years, and barring lenders from financing credit insurance and fromencouraging a borrower to miss a payment on an existing loan. [Fn546]  The ordinance is even stricterregarding high-cost loans, as defined by the ordinance.  Lenders may not make high cost loans withoutreceiving a certification that the borrower received home loan counseling, may not charge any prepaymentpenalt ies on high cost mortgages, may not refinance any loan with a high cost loan unless the borrowerreceives a benefit, and cannot refinance a subsidized or below market rate loan with a high cost loan, unlessan independent counselor has determined that the borrower ***Page607 would be best served by such arefinance. [Fn547]  Most importantly, the ordinance specifically applies not only to the originators of thenote but also to any assignees or purchasers, abrogating the holder in due course doctrine as to this



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 48ordinance. [Fn548]  In response to the Oakland ordinance, a lender trade association has sued Oakland, toprevent its ordinance from being enforced, arguing that the ordinance is preempted by state law. [Fn549] The association is attempting to use weaker state law to defeat stronger local law.
VI. THE CASE FOR ELIMINATING THE HOLDER IN DUE COU RSEDOCTRINE FOR ALL NON-COMMERCIAL LOANS  With the rapid growth in subprime and predatory lending and the securitization of subprime loans, thesubprime industry greatly resembles the consumer credit industry of the 1970s before the FTC eliminatedthe holder in due course doctrine for that industry through its regulation.  There is a similar victimization ofconsumers by fly-by-night dealers who immediately assign their credit instruments to other businessentities.  Now, instead of home improvement contractors fleecing customers with shoddy siding, thenselling their credit instruments to finance companies, mortgage brokers are tricking borrowers into signingoverpriced and inappropriate loans, then selling those loans to securitizers.  Too many mortgage brokershave adopted the sleazy techniques of used car salesmen or fly-by-night home improvers, even going so faras to hire the used car salesmen directly.  Like their dishonest predecessors, they are promising goods orservices that are either never delivered or are delivered in a way contrary to the representations made to theborrower.  And they are employing high pressure sales tactics, misrepresentations, and outright fraud.  The FTC acted because finance companies claimed holder in due course status even though they boughtretail installment contracts regularly from the same unscrupulous contractors and merchants.  Now, thesecondary market and the Wall Street securitizers are dealing over and over with the same particular shadyoriginators of the credit instruments, only to claim ignorance of the originators' fraud and to rely on thestatus as holder in due course as protection for their ***Page608 investors when the borrower objects tothe deceit and unfair practices used by the originators. [Fn550]  Courts and legislatures have responded to predatory lending much as they did to predatory homeimprovers and retail merchants.  Courts are giving individual relief to some borrowers but cannot createuniform rules that protect all borrowers.  At the same time, the states and local governments havedeveloped an increasingly complicated, patchwork response to the problem, just as states once actedindependently to stop fraudulent retail credit practices before the FTC stepped in. [Fn551]  These localresponses, however, do not address the core problem, which is that the buyers of predatory loans bear toolittle risk of loss for fraud and misrepresentation committed by the originators of those mortgages.  The surest solution to the problem of predatory lending is to force the markets that fund subprime lendersto police those lenders, and the surest way to force this private policing effort is to ensure that the buyers ofpredatory loans bear any risk of loss associated with the sharp practices by the lender, rather than havingthat loss borne by the borrower.  Actions by regulatory agencies or prosecutorial bodies, though helpful,are too slow, as it can take months if not years before a regulatory body even notices a mortgage broker'sdeceptive practices. [Fn552]  As demonstrated in the cases of First Alliance, Diamond/Obie andPolo/Tri-Star, cited supra, it takes too much time for the regulator or prosecutors to discover that aparticular broker or lender is engaging in fraudulent practices, then even more time to gather the evidenceand engage in the due process required to strip the lender of its licenses, enjoin the behavior, or prosecutethe lender criminally.  Only the purchasers of the loans have the ability, described below, to create an earlywarning system to detect the presence of improper loan practices and to stop the brokers responsible bycutting off the brokers' supply of funds available to close any additional loans. [Fn553]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 49  Because the best way to encourage the purchasers of loans to cut off the predatory lender's supply ofcapital is to force those purchasers to bear the risk of the fraudulent or misleading practices of that lender,the problem of predatory lending calls for the elimination of ***Page609 the holder in due course doctrinein all loans secured by residences of the borrowers.  The effectiveness of this elimination can be seenthrough an economic analysis of the holder in due course doctrine, which demonstrates that this doctrine isinefficient when applied to non-commercial loans, such as residential mortgages, because it preventsborrowers from effectively determining the cost of their loans, and because it discourages the actors mostable to prevent loss caused by a dishonest loan originator from engaging in the loss-prevention monitoringthat is needed to prevent predatory lending.
A. The Holder in Due Course Doctrine Is Inefficient Because It Prevents Informed Decision-Making byBorrowers  The holder in due course doctrine is inefficient and harms borrowers by making it more difficult for themto determine whether a particular loan is in their best interest.  Assuming that each party is acting in his orher own self-interest, neither the drawer nor the payee of the negotiable instrument would likely engage inthe creation of that negotiable instrument unless each believed that the creation, including its attendanttransaction costs, would benefit them, or at least not cause them any harm. [Fn554]  If this transactionbenefits each of its participants or least benefits some and does not harm the others, then the transactionwould be efficient, producing a net good.  Indeed, unless third parties are somehow injured by the creationof the negotiable instrument, the transaction would meet the more rigorous standard of Pareto Superiority,which is satisfied if a transaction benefits every party affected by it, or at least leaves them no worse off.[Fn555]  If third parties are somehow harmed, the creation of the negotiable instrument could still beefficient if judged by the less rigorous standard of Kalder-Hicks efficiency, the more commonly appliedstandard that would require only that the benefit to the transacting parties exceeds the detriment to any thirdparties. [Fn556]  To determine whether creating the negotiable instrument would benefit them, each transacting partyshould have sufficient information to determine the value of the creation of the negotiable instrument to thatparty, which would require each party to be reasonably ***Page610 well informed regarding the potentialbenefits and costs before making the exchange. [Fn557]  Whether an instrument is negotiable is an important element of the value of that instrument to the maker,to determine the assignment of risk and the resulting costs of the loan to the borrower.  The borrower wouldneed to factor in the risk assigned to him, as well as the costs of additional precautionary measures theborrower would have to undertake because of the assignment of risks.  Only if the borrower understandsthis risk and the attendant costs will the borrower know what terms he should demand, either in interest rateor other terms, in order to insure the loan will actually benefit him. [Fn558] Understanding the assignmentof risk will also help the borrower determine to what extent he should discount any representations made tohim by the originator of the loan, given that any defenses he might acquire based on those representationscould be almost immediately cut off if the other party transfers the instrument.  If borrowers are unable tounderstand how the holder in due course assigns risk, they cannot make sure that they will enter into onlyloan agreements that benefit them, and those agreements may cause more harm than good. [Fn559]  Whether the holder in due course doctrine applies to a particular loan, what its legal effect would be, andthe magnitude of the risk of fraud or loss that it assigns are all essential pieces of information for anyborrower, especially a subprime borrower concerned about predatory lenders.  Before a borrower entersinto a loan, she should know how the risk of loss would be assigned if, for example, she did not receive the



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 50mortgage proceeds because of a dishonest broker's conversion.  The holder in due course doctrineeffectively prevents borrowers from obtaining this information, however, because it is so lit tle known.  Asnoted by Lary Lawrence, "No one except a student of Article 3 would know that the difference between anon-negotiable and a negotiable ***Page611 instrument is the use of a magical word like 'bearer,' 'order,''cash' or 'exchange." ' [Fn560]  The holder in due course doctrine is not only little known by non-commercial borrowers, it is unfairlydifficult for them to learn and understand. [Fn561]  The holder in due course doctrine is counter-intuitive,in that it would not occur to the average borrower that her legal rights could be affected by the lendermerely assigning her loan. [Fn562]  Consumers are little used to contracts that assign them the risk of lossdue to the fraud of a seller, and so would not expect that the loan agreement would do so. [Fn563]  To understand the holder in due course doctrine and its potential effect, a borrower would first have tounderstand that a gap-filling term not in the contract but instead provided by operation of law coulddetermine whether the borrower or the purchaser of the loan bears the risk of loss caused by a lender'sdishonesty.  Next, the borrower would have to realize that the holder in due course doctrine assigns suchrisk of loss to him, unless he can demonstrate one of the so-called "real defenses."  Then, the borrowerwould have to understand when the holder in due course doctrine is abrogated, for example by TILA, byHOEPA, or by the FTC Holder in Due Course Rule.  Next, the borrower would have to determine theamount of risk that the holder in due course doctrine is likely to assign, which would require an assessmentof the likelihood of the lender engaging in sharp or dishonest practices and the potential harm that thosepractices could cause.  This kind of understanding, information gathering, and risk assessment, the doctrine's "cognitive load,"[Fn564]  is clearly beyond the capabilities of all but a minute fraction of non-commercial borrowers,***Page612 but without such understanding, subprime borrowers dealing with under-regulated mortgagebrokers are likely regularly to enter into loan agreements embodied by negotiable instruments that harmrather than help them. [Fn565]  Non-commercial borrowers are bound by that negotiability, regardless oftheir ignorance of it or the harm that it might cause them.
B. The Holder in Due Course Doctrine's Assignment of Risk Encourages Fraud  Another way to consider the effect of the holder in due course doctrine is to think of it not so much as anegotiation issue, or part of the formation of the contract, but rather as a question of how to allocate certaintypes of loss caused by fraud, misrepresentation, or conversion.  One of the primary purposes of the holderin due course doctrine is to allocate the risk of loss between the maker of a note and the buyer of the notefrom the original lender.  A typical loss in the home mortgage market occurs when the loan is the productof fraud or forgery, such that either the homeowner does not receive the proceeds of the loan, or the loan issubstantially different than it was represented to be and the homeowner is induced into entering into a loanthat does not make economic sense for him to have entered.  Either case causes a loss, the first the loss ofthe proceeds of the loan, the latter a loss of the more beneficial terms the borrower could have obtained hadno fraud or misrepresentation been involved. [Fn566]  Once this loss has occurred, the primary question is who should bear the loss.  Clearly, the mortgagebroker or initial lender who converted the proceeds of the loan or who committed the fraud ormisrepresentation that caused the loss should bear the loss, but any mortgage broker or lender who commitstheft, fraud, or misrepresentation, especially on a broad scale, is all too likely to declare bankruptcy orsimply disappear, leaving insufficient assets to make its ***Page613 victims whole. [Fn567]  Therefore,



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 51the loss must be allocated between the borrower and the purchaser of the loan or subsequent holders.  In theabsence of the holder in due course doctrine, the loss should be borne by the assignee of the loan since theborrower would be able to assert any defenses, including fraud or theft, against the assignee of the loan thathe would against the original lender.  However, under the holder in due course doctrine, the borrower losesall defenses except the so-called "real defenses." [Fn568]  Therefore, for the most part the holder in duecourse doctrine places the risk of loss for most fraud firmly on the back of the homeowner who signed thenote.  For the holder in due course doctrine to work effectively, it must be an efficient system of allocating theselosses.  But how can we determine whether the losses are allocated efficiently?  The most effective way,perhaps, is to break "efficient" loss allocation down into its constituent parts and then test the holder in duecourse doctrine against each part. [Fn569]  One can divide the efficiency of loss allocation into four majorprinciples: loss reduction, loss activity assignment, ***Page614 loss imposition, and loss spreading.[Fn570]  The most efficient system is one that best balances these principles. [Fn571]
C. The Failure of Effective Loss Reduction Under the Holder In Due Course Doctrine  Loss reduction is the most obvious and easily understood of these loss allocation principles.  We shouldtry to allocate the loss to the party that can most inexpensively and easily prevent or minimize the loss. This allocation of loss would give the greatest incentive to reduce the loss to the party most able to reducethe loss efficiently.  Robert D. Cooter and Edward L. Rubin point out that the principle of loss reductioncan itself be divided into four elements: precaution, innovation, responsiveness, and learning. [Fn572] Because loss responsiveness and learning are so closely related and affect each other, they will beaddressed here together.

1. Effective Precaution: Borrowers vs. The Secondary Market  Precaution consists of the steps that parties can take to avoid or minimize the loss before the loss happens,and a rule works efficiently when it prompts each party to undertake precautions that will cost less than thecosts that will occur if the party fails to take such precaution. [Fn573]  To maximize effective precaution,therefore, some risk of loss should be assigned to all parties who can take precaution, with each partyobtaining at least sufficient risk of loss to encourage them to take the most cost-effective amount ofprecaution. [Fn574]  However, several factors can affect how the risk of loss should be allocated.  Whereone party can take more effective precaution at a lower cost, then generally ***Page615 more of the risk ofloss should be assigned to that party (the more efficient precaution provider). [Fn575] Similarly, where oneparty is much more sensitive to risk and requires a much smaller risk to induce a party to maximize itsprecaution, then less risk of loss should generally be assigned to that party (the risk sensitive party).[Fn576]  This factor, loss responsiveness, will be discussed in section VI(C)(3) infra.  Both the borrower and the purchaser of the loan can take precautionary steps: the borrower can refuse torespond to subprime lenders' advertising, try to deal only with reputable loan brokers and to read all of thedocuments presented for her signature, refusing to sign those that she does not understand or agree to, or donot correspond to the oral representations she has received. [Fn577]  The purchasers of loans or securitiesbacked by residential mortgages can investigate the brokers and lenders from whom they buy loans,insisting on dealing only with reputable brokers and lenders and ones with sufficient capital to coversizeable losses.  They can also monitor the complaints and default rates of loans that they have alreadypurchased, and refuse to deal further with brokers and lenders where there have been problems. [Fn578]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 52  On the surface, it appears that the borrowers' precautionary measures, because they are so direct, wouldbe more effective at less cost.  If a potential borrower refuses to sign an unfair or fraudulent loan then,absent forgery, the loan would not exist to begin with.  If a loan securitizer refuses to purchase an unfairloan from a dishonest originator, that securitizer's action does not prevent the originator from attempting tosell the loan elsewhere or attempting to collect on the loan itself.  On closer examination, however, it is clear that the borrowers' attempts at precaution can be feeble atbest, while the buyers of loans on the secondary market, although they cannot prevent a particularpredatory loan from being made, can take inexpensive yet effective measures to reduce the generalincidence of unfair loans.  A subprime borrower's efforts to avoid deceptive loans by dealing only withlarge, reputable lenders, could easily come to naught, as even the largest subprime lenders such as FirstAlliance have been accused of fraud ***Page616 and deception in making subprime loans. [Fn579] Norare the borrower's efforts to avoid deception by reading the loan documents carefully likely to bear fruit, asthe documents are so complex and confusing for the borrower that an unscrupulous lender can easily insertunfair terms in the loan agreement without the borrower's knowledge. [Fn580]  While some blame thiscomplexity on the mandated mortgage disclosure forms, [Fn581] much of the complexity of the transactionis inherent in any loan secured by real property, as the presence of a security interest necessarilycomplicates the transaction well beyond the understanding of most residential borrowers. [Fn582]  Whilethe rare borrowers so sophisticated that they understand all the terms of the loan may escape fraud, theirescape will not prevent unscrupulous lenders from moving on to their next victims.  By comparison, the secondary market can take effective, long-term, precautionary measures simply byrefusing to deal with originators who develop a reputation for sharp practices or deception or who regularlyengage in predatory pricing of their mortgage products.  The secondary market has effective tools todiscover predatory practices and refuse to purchase the loans that result.  Lenders and underwriters can usesophisticated databases that track fraud and other suspicious activity in residential mortgages, identifyingquestionable brokers by name. [Fn583]  They can identify specific "hot zones," neighborhoods ***Page617that contain an unusually high incidence of residential foreclosures and are likely breeding grounds ofpredatory lending. [Fn584]  Lenders and underwriters have the help of federal regulators to advise themhow to discern warning signs of predatory lending. [Fn585]  They can conduct complex analysis of loanpools to see which loans and which lenders are likely predatory. [Fn586]  Participants in the secondarymarket can review loans for signs of unscrupulous tactics, including excessive fees and interest rates,balloon payments or prepayment penalties with no corresponding decrease in interest rates for borrowers,and adjustable rate loans that only increase. [Fn587]  Because the essence of predatory lending is chargingabove the market rate for loans, given the credit risk of the borrower, the secondary market participants canspot evidence of predatory lending by comparing the borrowers' credit scores with the loan costs to see ifthe borrower was overcharged.  If such disreputable lenders lose their access to the secondary market and are forced to keep their loansthemselves and attempt to collect from their own, often angry, borrowers who retain their defenses to theloan, these unscrupulous originators would, for the most part, be driven out of business. The cost to thesecondary market of such monitoring would be two-fold, first of all, the costs of acquiring informationabout which brokers and other originators are suspected of illegal or improper practices, and secondly thecost of foregoing the profits to be gained by buying predatory subprime loans that have interest rates abovethe market rate.  This latter cost is not one that ***Page618 even Wall Street is likely to publicly decry. The former cost is not an undue one,  given the size of the subprime market and that it can be spread outover the entire market.  More importantly, it is a cost that is a lready being incurred to good effect by somemembers of the mortgage industry, and the fruits of that labor can be easily shared with little net cost to theentire lending industry.  Therefore, the secondary market has by far the most cost effective means of
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2. Innovation and Loss Reduction  The element of innovation asks which party,  if forced to bear the risk of loss,  can create new methods ormechanisms for consummating the transaction that will minimize the risk of loss. [Fn588]  This conceptcauses the element of precaution to be viewed as a dynamic, changing system.  Repeat commercial playersare far more likely to engage in innovation, including legislative reforms, than non-repeat, private playersbecause the commercial players have an interest in improving a process in which they will engage fordecades, while a neophyte, one-time player has little reason to care about the process other than its effecton the single transaction at hand. [Fn589] Investors and the other commercial players are also likely to bethe only parties with the attorneys, lobbyists, financial expertise, and planning ability to make anyinnovation in the financial services sector.  They can also create innovative systems to discover and trackunscrupulous mortgage brokers. [Fn590]  Finally, they can spread the costs of all of these innovationsamong many of them or among the entire industry.  If the borrower somehow did attempt to innovate any aspect of the lending process, that attempt wouldalmost certainly fail as the securitization process requires standardization. [Fn591]  An individualborrower, or even a group of borrowers acting en masse, would not likely be allowed to change even thewording of the note and deed of trust.  Fur thermore, a borrower would have great difficulty in assemblingthe tools to track predatory lenders, or to encourage the spreading of the cost of that enterprise to otherborrowers.

***Page619 3. The Unresponsiveness of Borrowers to the Loss Assigned by the Holderin Due Course Doctrine  Determining whether part ies will be responsive to liability rules and to what extent is crucial indetermining whom should be assigned the risk of loss.  If some parties would take effective precautions andso prevent the loss, then assigning the risk to them would do more to prevent the loss than assigning the riskof loss to an unresponsive party, even if the cost of preventing the loss might be lower for the unresponsiveparty. [Fn592]  Even if borrowers were the lowest cost reducer of mortgage fraud, if they will not changetheir behavior or act to reduce the risk of loss even if the risk of loss is assigned to them, then the risk ofloss should be assigned to the parties that will likely change its behavior, the purchasers of the note.  A party's responsiveness to the assignment of risk depends on whether the party understands that the riskhas been assigned to them and on whether the party recognizes the magnitude of the risk. [Fn593]  Theseseparate aspects of comprehension may not reside in the same party.  In other words, one party might betterunderstand the magnitude of the risk, yet not realize that the law assigns the entire r isk to him.  Anotherparty may recognize who is assigned the risk by action of law, yet have no effective way of discovering themagnitude of the risk. [Fn594]  If a party does not understand that the risk has been assigned to her, thenshe is much less likely to be responsive to it. If she does not appreciate the amount of risk, both in terms ofhow large the loss might be and also in terms of the chance of the loss occurring, then she will be unable todetermine the appropriate precautions to take.  Therefore, risk should be assigned to parties who willrealize that they bear the risk, and to the parties most able efficiently to evaluate the risk and determine theprobability and amount of the loss.  This knowledge is not static, since the parties might well be able to



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 54learn about the allocation of loss and the magnitude of the risk that they could bear.  While people oftenlearn about how loss is allocated in fairly simple, commonplace transactions, they are much less likely todo so in more complicated transactions that they rarely ***Page620 repeat. [Fn595]  The holder in duecourse renders such learning almost impossible because it is so arcane and conceptually difficult. [Fn596]  The holder in due course doctrine should not be applied in such a way as to assign the risk of loss topeople who are unlikely to understand (or be able to learn about) the holder in due course doctrine and thatthe rule assigns to them the risk of loss.  Whenever a rule assigns risk to those who do not understand andare unlikely to learn about the rule, the rule is acting inefficiently, since those people cannot be responsiveto the rule and avoid or minimize the loss allocated by the rule. [Fn597]  Clearly, lenders and investors in securitized loans are better able than borrowers to determine theassignment of risk caused by the holder in due course doctrine.  Lenders have attorneys, extensive anddetailed manuals regarding the law of lending, and their own experience in the lending business.  Investorsin securitized loans are given detailed disclosure statements that should lay out the risks inherent in theirinvestment.  The typical borrower, especially the typical subprime borrower, on the other hand, is unlikely to befamiliar with even the basics of the loan process, which may be the most complicated financial transactionthe borrower will ever experience. [Fn598]  The vice president of the Mortgage Bankers Association,hardly a rabidly pro-consumer group, stated,     [A] fundamental root problem leading to abusive lending is the confusion caused by the complexity ofthe mortgage process.  ***Page621 Any consumer that has ever been through a settlement knows howconfusing and cumbersome the process can be.  Mortgage disclosures are voluminous and often cryptic,and consumers simply do not understand what they read nor what they sign. . . . These problems areexacerbated ten-fold in instances of uneducated or illiterate consumers. [Fn599]  Unethical brokers target the elderly and undereducated, looking for those even less likely than the averageborrower to understand the effects of the loan. [Fn600]  Subprime borrowers rarely have the help of anattorney in negotiating a loan secured by residential property, as such advice might cost thousands ofdollars.  Unethical lenders attempt to separate the borrowers from those who might provide valuableadvice, and thus prevent borrowers from becoming more knowledgeable about the loan. [Fn601] Therefore, if the holder in due course doctrine were to assign risk efficiently to the party most likely todiscover that assignment of risk and act on it, clearly it should assign such risk to the secondary market.  Lenders and investors in securitized loans not only have infinitely greater understanding of the holder indue course doctrine than borrowers, they also have far more information regarding the magnitude of therisk of loss.  The firms that rate loan securitizations have finely calibrated methods to determine the risk ofloss in the pools of loans and disclose that risk to the investors.  Servicers can build web pages that allowinvestors to obtain default rates and other loan performance information. [Fn602]  By comparison, anindividual borrower has little comparable access to information on the risk of fraud or whether anindividual mortgage broker might be likely to commit fraud.  Loan counseling for borrowers has beendemonstrated to significantly affect the likelihood that a borrower will become delinquent on their loans.[Fn603]  However, such counseling is uneven and inadequate, and ***Page622 faces further budget cuts.[Fn604]  Therefore, assigning the risk of fraud to purchasers of mortgage-backed securities would do farmore to deter fraud than assigning that risk to borrowers, since lenders and the underwriters and ratingsagencies who analyze risk for the investors are much better equipped to determine the risk of that fraud andto minimize that risk by refusing to deal with the unscrupulous mortgage brokers and loan originators likelyto engage in fraudulent activities. [Fn605]



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 55  A party's responsiveness to liability does not necessarily continue to increase as the amount of liabilityincreases.   Instead, at least for consumers, "there will be a point at which liability ceases to produce majorincreases in loss avoidance behavior." [Fn606]  This point is most likely reached quickly for the averageborrowers, especially for subprime borrowers who may have few valuable assets other than their homes.[Fn607]  Borrowers would exhaust almost their complete repertoire of precautionary measures to avoidlosing $3,000 in the course of a loan transaction, and might not be able to take many more steps to avoidlosing $100,000.  Because the loss of the $3,000 could be so financially disruptive to the borrower,increasing the amount of loss above that sum would not likely significantly increase their precaution.  Onthe other hand, an investor in loans would take much greater precaution to avoid losing $100,000 than itwould $3,000.  This differing loss responsiveness indicates that the holder in due course doctrine assigns risk of loss inthe exact opposite direction than it should. If the average borrower is the victim of mortgage fraud, she willlikely be forced to pay an attorney thousands of dollars to attempt to undo the loan.  In other words, evenwithout any risk of liability being assigned to her, the cost of taking legal steps to rescind the loan(especially if we add the emotional costs to homeowners of being the victims of fraud) is a sum sufficient toinduce the borrower to take all ***Page623 effective precaution that she can.  The risk of loss should beassigned wholly to the purchaser of the fraudulent loan, to encourage it to engage in the much moreeffective precaution available to it.
4. The Uncertainty of Risk Assignment by the Holder In Due Course Doctrine  For a rule assigning risk of loss to work efficiently, the rule should be  "simple, clear, and decisive."[Fn608]  The holder in due course doctrine fails miserably in this regard, as it is complicated, opaque,unpredictable, and often overruled by other laws. [Fn609]  Though lenders and investors inmortgage-backed securities are much more likely than residential borrowers to understand the holder in duecourse doctrine's assignment of risk, one sign of the growing unworkability of that doctrine is the increasingdifficulty that even lenders and investors, armed with a high-priced team of attorneys, have in discoveringhow or whether the holder in due course has assigned the risk of loss.  First of all, that risk might beassigned by other laws that take precedence over the holder in due course doctrine, such as TILA or itssubsidiary HOEPA.  As we have seen in our discussion of HOEPA, because the law is complex, and itsapplicability to a loan is governed by facts likely to be in the hands only of the original lender, neither apurchaser of a loan nor the borrower may be able to determine, absent judicial intervention, whetherHOEPA applies and eliminates the protection of the holder in due course doctrine. [Fn610]  Even where theholder in due course doctrine might apply, the securitization process is so complicated that courts oftenhave great difficulty in determining who is the holder of a note and if that holder is a bona fide purchaserfor value.  For example, in England v. MG Investments, Inc., [Fn611] the homeowner plaintiffs were promised by amortgage originator that the interest rate on their loan would drop by almost 400 basis points (from 11.9%to 8%) after one year.  Four days after the loan closed, the note and deed of trust were assigned todefendant Bankers Trust, along with the servicing rights. [Fn612]  After a year, when the interest rate was***Page624 not lowered as promised, the plaintiff/homeowners attempted to cancel the loan and then suedto rescind it.  Both the servicer of the loan, Advanta, and the trustee, Bankers Trust, claimed to be holders in due coursein their answers to the complaint, despite the mortgage originator's contractual obligation to the servicer toprovide the servicer one million dollars worth of loans a month, each loan meeting the terms of a sixteen



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 56page "Master Loan Purchase Agreement."  The court found that the servicer could not be a holder in duecourse because it was not the holder of the loan, but that the situation was too murky to determine whetherthe trustee was a holder in due course, stating "the actual relations among MG/PMC, Advanta and BankersTrust  remain obscure, at best." [Fn613]  Similarly, in Hays v. Bankers Trust Company, [Fn614] both Advanta and Bankers Trust claimed to beholders in due course, where Advanta was a "Master Servicer" and Bankers Trust the trustee for a pool ofloans, including the loan at issue in the case. [Fn615]  The plaintiff was a single mother of three who hadtaken out a loan from one predatory lender, which refused to allow her to rescind, promised her that thelender would refinance her loan in a year at much lower interest rates, and then declared bankruptcy.  Theplaintiff was contacted by a different lender, who promised her a thirty year conventional loan, but then, onthe date of closing, gave her paperwork for a fifteen year loan from a different company with a balloonpayment and a different interest rate. [Fn616]  On the date of closing, the loan was assigned twice, first toyet another lender and then to defendant Bankers Trust, which placed the mortgage in a pool of loans andsecuritized it.  After she fell behind on her mortgage payments, the plaintiff allegedly attempted to bring herloan current by paying Advanta, the loan's servicer, the sum it demanded.  Rather than accepting this sum,Bankers Trust apparently foreclosed on the plaintiff's house and attempted to evict her.  The plaintiff sued,claiming violations of, among other law, TILA and HOEPA.  Bankers Trust and Advanta responded byfiling a motion for summary judgment, both claiming that their  status as holders in due course barredplaintiff's claims as to them. [Fn617]  The court seemed mystified by the securitization of the loan and the relationship between the borrower,the servicer, and the trustee of ***Page625 the loan pool.  The court examined the 134 page, single spaced"Pooling and Servicing Agreement" and stated "Advanta's status in this complicated credit transaction isless clear. . .  .  None of this explains how Advanta ostensibly came to control the loan." [Fn618]  The courtconcluded that Advanta, the servicer, could not be a holder in due course because it was never assigned theloan.  Next, the court attempted to determine whether Bankers Trust, the trustee of the loan pools,  was aholder in due course.  Even though the loan seemed to be a HOEPA loan and so was not subject to theholder in due course doctrine pursuant to HOEPA, [Fn619] and even though violations of HOEPA wereevident on the loan's face, the court threw up its hands, and announced itself "unable to determine on therecord now before it whether Advanta [wa]s a holder and whether Bankers Trust [wa]s an HDC [a holderin due course]." [Fn620] The court denied Advanta and Bankers Trust's motion for summary judgment,concluding that "[t]he record [wa]s simply too tangled for the Court to conclude, without more, thatBankers Trust had no knowledge of, or complicity in, the wrongs Hays asserts. . . ." [Fn621]  This caseand the difficulty even a federal judge had in determining how to apply the holder in due course doctrinedemonstrates that, with loans subject to securitization, TILA and HOEPA, the holder in due coursedoctrine has become too complicated and its results too unpredictable for it effectively to notify anyone ofits own assignment of risk.
D. Loss Spreading, Loss Magnification, and the Holder in Due Course Rule  Another factor determining the most efficient loss allocation is the loss spreading principle, the idea that ifmore people bear the risk of loss, that loss will be less onerous to them collectively.  A $50,000 loss coulddevastate one person's life, causing a permanent and irremediable trauma if, for example, a homeowner's$50,000 fraudulent loan causes her to lose her house.  Spread the same loss out among 50,000 homeownersand, at most, each homeowner experiences a minor annoyance, the sum of which would hardly equal thepain of the one large loss.  In economic terms, when one person bears the entire loss, the primary loss ismuch more likely to cause secondary, unnecessary losses as a result of the secondary economic dislocation



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 57caused by the ***Page626 primary loss. [Fn622]  The secondary loss of a house caused by the primaryloss of the mortgage proceeds is one such example.  Besides the possibility of economic dislocation, two other theories have emerged to explain why lossspreading is desirable, even when it does not decrease the amount of loss.  One is the theory that people arerisk averse, and so if faced with a small risk of a large loss, they would pay more than the amount at riskmultiplied by the chance of it happening.  If faced with one chance in ten thousand of losing $100,000,most people would pay more than $10 to avoid the risk entirely. [Fn623]  Another theory is derived fromthe idea of the declining marginal utility of money, which holds that the more money one has, the less eachincremental increase of money is worth in real terms to that person. [Fn624]  A corollary to this rule wouldbe that as a person loses more money, each additional dollar of loss is worth more to that person than thedollar before, so that a $20,000 loss causes more than twice as much pain as a $10,000 loss, since thesecond $10,000 loss is a loss of money that is worth more to the victim. [Fn625]  If we take the diminishingmarginal utility of money seriously, then in determining our distribution of risk, we should weigh the wealthof the parties as a factor to consider and attempt to distribute risk more heavily to the wealthier party in atransaction, because a wealthier party forced to pay the same amount as a poorer party will value thatamount less than the poorer party and so will lose less in the process. [Fn626]  ***Page627 Whatever the basis of the loss spreading principle, economically minded commentators havelargely agreed on its usefulness as a principle in allocating loss, so long as the loss is not spread so widelythat the loss spreading itself discourages the prevention of the loss. [Fn627]  A primary method ofspreading loss is through insurance, either through an insurance policy or through self-insurance. [Fn628] All other elements being equal, risk of loss should be assigned to the party that can most economicallypurchase or otherwise obtain insurance for that loss, and so spread the risk of it. [Fn629]  Homeownershave no effective method of engaging in loss spreading.  There is no common insurance policy againstpredatory lending, and when the borrower has the risk imposed on her, she often pays by having her houseforeclosed.  Instead of spreading the risk, imposing risk on the borrower magnifies it, intensifying the riskthrough the foreclosure process.  Instead of merely losing a fixed sum of money, the borrower often losesher home, often her sole means of security in her old age.  By comparison, investors in securitized mortgage pools have insurance built into their investment.  Theloan pools are enormous, so large that the loss of a mortgage would barely even be noticeable to theinvestors. [Fn630]  By investing in a small part of such a large pool of loans, investors are in effect joiningtogether to self-insure en masse. [Fn631] Risk has been carefully balanced by the poolers of the mortgageand should have been spread across the tranches in a carefully disclosed manner.  Because many of theinvestors are institutional investors, investing money from pensions and other large funds in an array ofinvestment devices, even the investment in the mortgage pool ***Page628 itself is just part of a largerdiversified investment; therefore, even if the pension fund somehow lost its entire investment in themortgage pool, no individual pensioner would likely even notice the harm. Clearly, the participants in thesecondary market are much better able to spread the risk of loss than borrowers, and so should bear thatrisk.
E. Loss Imposition  Effective loss imposition looks to the costs of imposing the loss on whichever party is to bear it.  As notedby Cooter and Rubin, the least expensive loss imposition system would be to leave the loss on whicheverparty initially suffered it.  Then, there would be no resulting expensive litigation or negotiation after theloss occurred, only the licking of wounds by whichever party suffered the loss. [Fn632]  However, this



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 58would often result in the loss being borne by a party that could neither take any precautions against the lossnor spread the loss in any way, and so may be highly inefficient in terms of preventing or minimizing theimpact of the loss, however efficient it may be in avoiding loss imposition costs. [Fn633]  In this case,imposing the risk of loss on the investors would not change net costs, since borrowers will be forced tolitigate the issue of fraud in most cases, and lenders will still likely attempt to foreclose on the loans if theyare not paid, pending a successful borrower's suit.  From this economic analysis, it is clear that the holder in due course doctrine misallocates the risk of lossdue to fraud by allocating it to the party least able to prevent the fraud, understand the allocation of risk,insure against that risk or bear that loss should it occur.  The rule thus encourages mortgage fraud,magnifies the harm caused by that fraud, and punishes the innocent borrower with that fraud once it occurs.
F. Holder In Due Course as a Default Rule  The holder in due course doctrine's specific role in the formation of contracts is that of a default rule,which is an off-the-shelf rule that  governs a specific question if the parties do not specify their own rule.[Fn634]  Parties to an instrument could explicitly specify whether it would have the characteristics ofnegotiability, for example, making an instrument non-negotiable simply by writ ing "non-negotiable"***Page629 across the face of it. [Fn635]  Similarly, the parties could obtain many of the benefits of anegotiable instrument by drafting language in the contract calling for the borrower to waive variousdefenses to the contract once the contract is assigned to a third party. [Fn636]  However, even withoutagreeing on specific language regarding the negotiability of an instrument or inserting language specifyingthe extent of negotiability, the parties can obtain all of the benefits of a negotiable instrument merely byfulfilling the requirements of U.C.C. § 3-104, thus saving the costs of negotiating the specific termsregarding the waiver of defenses. [Fn637]  Analysis of the holder in due course as a default rule differs from our analysis of its efficiency as aspreader of risk of loss in the following way.  In our previous analysis, we assumed that all of the partiesknew of the holder in due course doctrine and expressly consented to its operation on the negotiableinstrument.  By comparison, default rules are designed to act whether or not the parties to a transaction areaware of them, unless the parties contract around them.  In fact, one of the purposes of default rules is toprovide terms of a contract that parties have omitted, sometimes because one or more of the parties havefailed to consider the possibility of the circumstances that have made the default rules necessary.  Academics who have applied an economic analysis to the holder in due course doctrine have, by and large,decided that the doctrine is likely an efficient default rule or that its inefficiency cannot be demonstrated. Richard A. Posner argues that, "unfavorable though it is to consumers," the holder in due course doctrine,because it reduces the costs of collection while increasing its certainty, lowers the cost to consumers ofinstallment-financed purchases. [Fn638]  Posner concludes, "It is not obviously wiser for the consumer todecide to pay more for a product than to decide to give up one of his legal remedies against the seller."[Fn639]  This analysis implies that a consumer is the one who would make this decision.  The holder in duecourse doctrine, because it is not in the contract and is so obscure and inherently difficult to understand, isextremely unlikely to be known, let alone understood by a consumer.  ***Page630 Following in Posner's wake, Marie T. Reilly argues that the holder in due course doctrineefficiently allocates loss.  Reilly argues that, unless the third party buyer of the instrument has knowledgeof the maker's defenses or unless there are the so-called "real defenses" to the note, the maker of the note isprobably better able to obtain information regarding the likelihood and magnitude of her own loss, and so is



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 59the better insurer. [Fn640]  Similarly, Gregory E. Maggs, in the most extensive analysis of the holder indue course doctrine as a default rule, concludes that the doctrine exists primarily to reduce the transactioncosts of negotiating waiver of defense clauses that would spring up were the doctrine eliminated. [Fn641]  The work of each of these commentators is based on a fundamental unstated premise, a premiseunfounded in the use of negotiable instruments in consumer contracts or loans.  This premise is that either(a) both parties to the instrument understand that it is negotiable and understand the effects of the holder indue course doctrine, or (b) the efficiency of the doctrine is not affected by the fact that one of the partiesdoes not understand the doctrine or its effect.  Maggs assumes that people who use negotiable instrumentswant to waive their defenses to those instruments, and bases his argument for the efficiency of the holder indue course doctrine on this conscious choice of waiving defenses, stating that the notion of the holder in duecourse doctrine as a default rule "eliminates the need for speculating about the exact reasons parties mayhave for wanting to waive claims and defenses.  Their particular purposes do not matter.  Whatever theirreasons, if competent parties choose to waive claims and defenses, the holder in due course doctrine mayreduce the cost of accomplishing that result." [Fn642]  Maggs goes on to note: "[M]ost parties who want towaive defenses choose negotiable instruments." [Fn643] What this analysis ignores is whether the makersof negotiable instruments either intended to waive any claims or defenses or understood the holder in duecourse doctrine and what its effects might be.  Similarly, Marie Reilly views the holder in due course doctrine as efficient because it provides an easy,certain method of determining whether the maker of an instrument has waived defenses if the instrument ispurchased by an innocent third party.  She states: "Any rule that A, B, and C [the maker, originalbeneficiary, and buyer, respectively, of the potentially negotiable obligation] can easily apply to determinethe likelihood that an obligation will fall into the hands of ***Page631 an immune party enhancesefficiency by reducing costs." [Fn644]  She fails to discuss, however, whether the holder in due coursedoctrine is, in fact, easily applied,  especially by consumers who are unlikely even to know of its existence,let alone whether, given HOEPA's restrictions on the holder in due course doctrine, the doctrine will applyto their loan. [Fn645]  Crucial to the efficiency of the holder in due course doctrine as a default rule is whether both parties to theoriginal transaction know of and understand the doctrine and how it assigns risks.  Ian Ayres and RobertGertner note that it is common for one party to a transaction to know of default rules while the other partyremains in the dark if the first party is a repeat player, repeatedly participating in similar transactions,while the other party is a neophyte. [Fn646]  The better informed party in this situation may intentionallyremain silent about the default  rule to maximize its own profits, even if the overall benefit to both partieswould increase if they were both informed and negotiated regarding the subject of the default rule. [Fn647]The knowledgeable party is most likely to remain silent where the default rule favors it rather than theuninformed party. [Fn648]  Ayres and Gertner conclude that, especially where transaction costs are smalland so parties are relatively free to negotiate regarding the terms of a contract, default terms should be setto favor the party most likely to be unaware of them.  This would give the more knowledgeable party, herethe lender, an incentive to bring up the subject covered by the default rules in negotiations and so inform theother party (here the borrower) of the existence of the default rule, leading the parties to contract explicitlyregarding the subject and so resolving it efficiently through negotiation, rather than leaving it, perhapsinefficiently, in a manner which benefits only the knowledgeable party. [Fn649]  ***Page632 Applying these arguments regarding default rules to the holder in due course doctrine showsthat this rule tends to work most efficiently only among parties who understand the rule and can determinethe value added to or subtracted from their wealth by the operation of the rule.  Somewhat less efficientwould be a rule assigning the risk of loss to a knowledgeable repeat player  rather than a naive novice.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 60[Fn650]  If someone is making a note, one of the terms that should be the subject  of negotiation is whetheror not the note will be negotiable.  From this analysis, we can reach the conclusion that the holder in due course doctrine is likely to beefficient only under one of two sets of conditions: (1) when the maker of the negotiable instrumentunderstands the rule, realizes that she will be assigned various risks as a result of the rule, and can appraisethe magnitude of those risks; or (2) when the risk assigned to the maker of the negotiable instrumentthrough the holder in due course doctrine is so negligible that it is unlikely to tip the balance of costs andbenefits to the maker of the instrument.  Only then can she make the kind of informed choice about whetherto enter into the transaction that is required for efficient transactions.  Given the near impossibility ofresidential borrowers understanding the holder in due course doctrine and the great risk of predatorylending in the subprime market, neither condition is satisfied for subprime loans.  If the consumer unintentionally gives up his remedies against the seller, he does not knowingly exact abetter price in return.  He would unwittingly pay a lower cost in return only where the market is so efficientthat it forces the lenders to reduce the interest rates and fees they charge when their collection costs decline. In an honest market, where the buyer would have few defenses, the price reduction that the buyer wouldreceive would be minimal, reflecting the value of the defenses, which is so small as to be, in HomerKripke's words, "statistically unnecessary." [Fn651]  Where the buyer most needs the protection of herdefenses, in instances of fraud or other forms of sharp dealings, the seller is already attempting to extractfrom the buyer a price that ***Page633 is above the market price for the good delivered, either by chargingan excessive price or by supplying inferior products or no products at all.  In such a situation, the buyer ishighly unlikely to obtain any price reduction for having given up some of his defenses, but would insteadreceive a price increase.  In other words, in an honest market, the buyer is likely to receive very little returnfor giving up his defenses, and in a dishonest market, the buyer is likely to be paid back for giving up hisdefenses with excessive prices, shoddy merchandise, or both. [Fn652]  And because the buyerunintentionally gives up his defenses, he is not even alerted that he must take extra precaution to defendhimself against the shady dealer.  Even if all of the parties are equally familiar with the default rule, the rule's assignment of risk or benefitaffects the ultimate distribution of gain or loss from a contract.  If the initial assignment is not to the mostefficient user, that user will exact a price. [Fn653]  In fact, the non- efficient user is likely to increase hisasking price simply because the benefit was initially assigned to him, since people tend to ask more in priceto give up something than they would be willing to pay to acquire that same thing. [Fn654]  This has beentermed the "sticky default." [Fn655]  Even if borrowers were to realize that the holder in due coursedoctrine assigned the risk of loss to them rather than to assignees of the loan, and even if they couldeffectively negotiate to transfer the risk of loss, they would have to pay for that transfer.  This default rule,therefore, provides a permanent subsidy to lenders at the expense of borrowers.
G. Default Rules as Gap-fillers in Standardized Consumer Contracts: The Uniform Code's Defense AgainstClaims of Unconscionability  In the context of standardized consumer contracts, default rules play a far different role than they do incommercial contracts.  In commercial contracts, default rules are used most often when the parties have notincluded a rule governing a specific situation, either intentionally or unintentionally.  Parties intentionallyomit a rule for a multitude of reasons: they have been unable to agree on a specific ***Page634 rule; theywant to avoid the transaction costs of negotiating a specific rule; or they consider the possibility of thesituation occurring too unlikely to concern them. [Fn656]  Unintentionally, parties may omit a rule because



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 61they did not conceive of the situation or expect that it could occur.  Default terms are used, manycommentators agree, to supply the terms that the parties would have agreed to had they been able costlesslyto bargain specific terms, in order to fill out the contract. [Fn657]  This use of gap filling matches the ideathat economic efficiency is most likely to result from the voluntary informed agreement between the parties.[Fn658]  By comparison, in standardized consumer contracts,  typically contracts of adhesion, default rules serve avery different purpose. [Fn659]  The default rules do not come into play because the parties have beenunable to agree on a rule,  because one party has had free rein to predetermine ***Page635 all of the rulescontained in the standardized, form contract. [Fn660]  Nor are they omitted to avoid transaction costs,since the standardization of consumer contracts already avoids those costs.  The consumer typically doesnot even read the form contract, let alone bargain over its terms. [Fn661]  Nor are the omissions the result,typically, of any lack of awareness by the drafters of the contracts of the possibility of an event, since thesame likelihood of such an event that would generate a default rule, the risk of fraud for example, wouldalso notify the commercial party of the need to include such a term in its contract.  Indeed, the holder in duecourse doctrine governs possibilities, such as risk of fraud or deception, with which any professionaldrafter of standard loan documents should be intimately familiar.  Instead, the primary purpose of a default rule in standardized contracts that harms a consumer, such asthe holder in due course doctrine, is to protect the enforceability of terms that could be held unconscionablewere they contained in the text of standardized, adhesive consumer contracts.  The default rules allow suchterms to be imported into those contracts in a way that makes it impossible for a court to declare themunconscionable.  A court might well declare a contract term waiving any defenses a non-commercialborrower might have unconscionable,  but if the Uniform Commercial Code, as enacted by a state, waivesthat same defense, the court will be hard pressed to find the waiver unenforceable.   In this way, the holderin due course doctrine encourages the formation of unconscionable contracts by providing a legal cloak tocover that unconscionability.  Similarly, the use of default rules in consumer contracts that  benefit sellers or lenders at the expense ofborrowers and consumers allows the seller or lender to benefit from harsh terms in the sales or loancontracts without having to incorporate those terms into the contract or loan agreement itself. By omittingthose terms from individual contracts and incorporating them generally through gap-filling laws, the sellersand lenders accomplish several tasks.  First of all, they avoid the possibility that the consumer or borrower,in the unlikely event that she reads all of the purchase or loan documents, will note, understand, andchallenge the harsh term, since that term will appear nowhere in the agreement.  The seller or lender avoidsthe necessity of either explaining or defending the harsh term and the possible liability that may result frommisrepresenting the effect of the ***Page636 harsh term. Secondly, the sellers and lenders minimize thechance that other lenders will lure away their customers by supplying better terms.  If the harsh terms arenowhere to be found in the contract, a customer is much less likely to make its purchase or borrowingdecisions based on the contract. [Fn662]
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VII. POTENTIAL METHODS OF ELIMINATING THE HOLDER IN DUECOURSE DOCTRINE FOR NON-COMMERCIAL LOANS  The holder in due course should be abolished in any instance where it would assign the risk of loss for aloan to a non-commercial borrower.   However, mere elimination of the holder in due course doctrine is notsufficient, since commercial actors quickly incorporate waiver of defense clauses to replace the holder indue course doctrine when it suits their purpose. [Fn663]  The incorporation of such clauses in pre-printedcontracts of adhesion would be as little bargained over as the current rule.  Given the complexity of theholder in due course rule, it seems hopeless to think that this is an issue a residential borrower can bargainover meaningfully.  Therefore, in the place of the holder in due course doctrine should be a non-waivablerule preserving any defenses that such a borrower would have as to any assignees, bona fide or otherwise. In effect, the holder in due course should be reversed and the risk of loss due to the originator's fraud ordeceptive practices should automatically be assigned to the purchasers of loans.  One possible method of reversing the holder in due course doctrine would be through revising U.C.C.'sArticle 3, which governs negotiable instruments, to reverse the holder in due course doctrine in everyinstance where it is applied to any non-commercial loan.  The likelihood of such a change seems small,given the history of drafting and revision of the U.C.C.  Article 3 was last revised in 1990, long after manylegislative and judicial battles over what protection should be given to non-commercial borrowers.  Therevisers of Article 3 intentionally refused to alter Article 3's distribution of risk between non-commercialborrower and lender.  Fred Miller notes the "exclusion, consistent with the traditional U.C.C. approach, ofaffirmative consumer protection provisions from revised Articles 3 and 4. . . ." [Fn664] The drafters of therevised Article 3 were under fairly explicit orders not to ***Page637 alter what some have referred to asthe "balance" Article 3 establishes between consumers and bankers, if one can speak of a "balance" in sucha pro-banker code. [Fn665]  Even the drafters' efforts to abide by this charge were deemed too far-reaching,and instead, as noted in Section II(E), the revision was limited to minor rewordings with little real change.[Fn666]  While more consumer protection has crept into the revision of Article 9, it seems unlikely that theguardians of the U.C.C. will be ready any time soon for such a bold and necessary stroke as reversing theholder in due course doctrine in all non-commercial loans. [Fn667]  Another possible actor that does much to reverse the holder in due course doctrine in non-commercialloans would be the GSEs that acquire so many of the prime residential loans.  If the GSEs, such as FannieMae and Freddie Mac, changed their form promissory notes to include an FTC-like disclaimer preventingthe cut-off of defenses, the GSEs would soon force all of the prime market and that limited portion of thesubprime market that the GSEs purchase to include such a preservation of borrower defenses.  Theremainder of the subprime market that is securitized could conceivably follow suit, though there would beno legal obligation to do so.  Other federal actors could claim to be hamstrung.  The OTC and the Federal Reserve Board have onlylimited powers to regulate all of the mortgage brokers and non-federally insured or regulated lenders acrossthe country, though they could order regulated banks to purchase only loans containing an expresspreservation of borrower defenses.  States could individually alter their laws so as to eliminate the holder indue course doctrine from non-commercial loans and preserve ***Page638 borrower defenses.  Suchstate-by-state action would create a patchwork system and vastly reduce the uniformity of the laws ofnegotiable instruments.  However, this lack of uniformity could convince the U.C.C. drafters to change therule uniformly to protect borrowers and, even if not, the benefit in fraud reduction would likely outweighthe costs of uniformity.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 63  The agent best able to eliminate the holder in due course doctrine for residential loans and replace it with apreservation of borrower defenses would be Congress, which has the power to eliminate the holder in duecourse doctrine generally on non-commercial loans, just as it did in a more limited fashion throughHOEPA.  Whether it will have the political courage to do so remains to be seen.
VIII. THE EFFECT OF ELIMINATING THE HOLDER IN DUE COU RSEDOCTRINE  The traditional view is that the holder in due course doctrine allows lenders to charge somewhat lowerinterest rates, since they bear less risk of loss and would, the argument goes, spend less money to defendsuits by disgruntled borrowers.  Instead, for the prime market, the effect on interest rates would likely be sonegligible as to be unnoticeable.  There is so little fraud in the prime market in proportion to the size of theprime market that the transference of risk of fraud from one party to another will have almost no effect onthe price of credit. [Fn668]  Eliminating the holder in due course doctrine in the subprime market could well affect the price of creditto subprime borrowers,  rather than increasing the cost of subprime credit, it would almost certainly lowerit.  As demonstrated by the fact that so many subprime borrowers could have received prime ratemortgages at a significantly lower cost and by how much more the subprime market charges A- borrowersthan the prime market does, the subprime market is not an efficient one. [Fn669]  In other words, subprimeborrowers are not sufficiently effective price shoppers, and often purchase more expensive credit when lessexpensive credit is available to them. [Fn670] Subprime lenders have too often competed with each othernot by offering lower ***Page639 rates, but by relying on more aggressive or misleading sales techniquesthan their competitors, not by offering better services, but by flipping more borrowers into new, higher costloans.  Competition among predatory subprime lenders has been to see which company could reach theelderly, the undereducated, or naive or easily confused first and obtain a high cost loan well above themarket rate given the risk characteristics of the borrower. [Fn671]  Many borrowers have been induced topurchase credit at above market rates through the aggressive marketing and dubious and deceptive salestechniques that have been the hallmark of predatory lenders and all too often practiced even by moremainstream subprime lenders.  One of the reasons that subprime lenders have been free to engage in this aggressive marketing and thatthe financial markets have been willing to securitize the resulting loans, is the understanding that, becauseof the holder in due course doctrine, the buyers of these loans are virtually immune from the borrowers'suits alleging many of these forms of fraud.  So long as the lender follows TILA and skirts the triggers forHOEPA, then the holder in due course doctrine reduces the possibility that the purchaser of the loans willlose any money based on those predatory practices.  If enough borrowers sue the initial lender, then thatlender can declare bankruptcy, leaving the borrowers with litt le recourse for the fraud committed on them.  If the holder in due course doctrine is eliminated, then the purchasers of subprime loans will be much lesslikely to deal with an unscrupulous lender and will go to much greater lengths to avoid those lenders whoseaggressive marketing tactics verge on predatory lending.  As a result, fewer borrowers will obtain loansbecause of the marketing blitz that predatory lenders use. Fewer will be tricked into entering into loansbased on oral misrepresentations regarding future loan reductions, or the nature and effect of creditproducts packed into the loan.  As the predatory lenders are starved by the financial markets, and the morelegitimate subprime lenders find a clearer path to the borrowers, the interest rate charged subprimeborrowers should, on average, decline significantly.  The extent of the likely decline can be estimated based



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 64on the amount that the subprime market currently appears to be overcharging its borrowers.   Thus, basedon various studies, interest rates to subprime borrowers would likely decline ***Page640 by an amountcommensurate with the 100 basis point  excess that subprime lenders currently charge subprime A-borrowers over prime A- borrowers. [Fn672]
IX. CONCLUSION  The time has come to end the holder in due course doctrine in the last area where it is damaging theinnocent, non-commercial makers of negotiable instruments who have no way of knowing of its existence,let alone its effect. The history of the negotiable instrument at first was the story of the intent of the makersof negotiable instruments driving the legal development of those instruments.  Since the codification ofnegotiable instruments law, however, and its takeover by bankers and their attorneys, the history ofnegotiable instruments has been that of the victimization of makers of negotiable instruments who neitherintended nor understood they were making negotiable instruments, with no clear idea of negotiability or itseffects.  The holder in due course doctrine is no longer necessary in non-commercial loans.  It is no longerneeded to provide an effective currency substitute.  Its purpose of providing liquidity to those loans hasbeen taken over by securitization, which has provided more ease in the transfer of notes than the holder indue course doctrine ever could have done.  The banking and lending industry has too long reaped the benefit of seizing control over the codificationof negotiable instruments law.  It is time to return the proper role of intent to that law by preventing thosewho are unlikely to understand the holder in due course doctrine or to intend they be bound by it fromcreating negotiable instruments.  We must finally end the pernicious effects of widespread, unintentionalnegotiability.
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Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 72[Fn118]. 460 N.W.2d 232 (Mich. Ct. App. 1990).[Fn119]. Elsner v. Albrecht, 460 N.W.2d 232, 233-34 (Mich. Ct. App. 1990).  In Childers v. Commerce MortgageInvestments, CMI, Diamond's alter ego, had the gall to claim that it was not liable for slander of title because itbelieved it was a holder in due course, a claim the court had no difficulty in disposing of.  Childers  v. CommerceMortgage Invs., 579 N.E.2d 219, 220- 22 (Ohio Ct. App. 1989).[Fn120]. Lary Lawrence, What Would Be Wrong With  a User-Friendly Code?: The Draftin g of Revised Articles 3and 4 of the Uniform Commercial Code, 26 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 659, 670 (1993).  For the effect of the exclusion ofconsumer advocates from this process, see Mark E. Budni tz, The Revision of U.C.C. Articles Three and Four: AProcess Which Excluded Consumer Protection Requires Federal Action, 43 Mercer L. Rev. 827 (1992) and EdwardL. Rubin, Thinking Like a Lawyer, Acting Like a Lobbyist: Some Notes on the Process of Revising UCC Articles 3and 4, 26 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 743 (1993).[Fn121]. Some courts had refused to consider adjustable rate notes negotiable because they did not have a "sumcertain."  James J. White & Robert S. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code 504 (4th ed. 1995).  In discussing thechanges to Ar ticle 3, other than making adjustable potential ly negotiable,  White and Summers stated "While wehesitate to label these changes as insignificant, we suspect that would be a fair characterization.  Except for thechange in the sum certain  requirement that makes var iable rates potential ly negotiable, we believe that the changesare not significant."  Id.[Fn122]. Me. Family Fed. Credit Union v. Sun Life Assur. Co. of Can., 727 A.2d 335, 340 (Me. 1999) (citingM.B.W. Sinclair, Codification of Negotiable Instruments Law: A Tale of Reiterated Anachronism, 21 U. Tol. L.Rev. 625, 654 (1990)).[Fn123]. U.C.C. § 3-103(a)(4) (2001).[Fn124]. U.C.C. § 3-103, cmt. 4 (2001).[Fn125]. Under U.C.C. § 3-302, notice of certain defects in, or defenses to, a note denies the holder status as aholder in  due course.[Fn126]. U.C.C. § 1-201(25) (2001).[Fn127]. Var ious commentators have differed as to how fully objective this test is, with  some cal ling it object iveand others, referring to the spl it in  courts as to how to apply the test, noting tha t it has a subjective element . Forexample, Brian Blum, in his article Notice to Holders in Due Course and Other Bona Fide Purchasers Under theUniform Commercial Code, 22 B.C. L. Rev. 203, 220 (1981), states   [T]he test contains both an objective and subjective element.  In the first instance it requires a subjective inquiryin order to establish that the person had actual knowledge of certain  secondary facts ... [O]nce the subjectivebaseline is established either directly or circumstantially, the court is able to apply an objective test and to inquirehow a reasonable person would have responded to the secondary facts. Id.[Fn128]. Robert L. Jordan & William D. Warren, Negotiable Instruments, Payments and Credits 25 (4th ed. 1997).[Fn129]. William D. Hawkland & Lary Lawrence, Uniform Commercial Code Series, Revised Article 3:Negotiable Instruments [Rev] 3-302:10.[Fn130]. James J. White & Robert S. Summers, Uniform Commercial Code  § 14-16 (4th ed. 1995).  Courts seemto be split on whether the "reasonable commercial standards of fair  dealing" test is subjective or objective.  SeeHalla v. Norwest Bank Minn., N.A. , 601 N.W.2d 449 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999) (finding it subjective) and San TanIrrigation Dist. v. Wells Fargo Bank, 3 P.3d 1113 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2000) (finding it objective).  The court in



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 73Hathorn v. Loftus, 726 A.2d 1278, 1281 (N.H. 1999), refers to an "objective element," which seems an attempt tofind a middle ground.  For a similar analysis, see Me. Family Fed. Credit Union v. Sun Life Assur. Co. of Can.,727 A.2d 335, 342 (Me. 1999).[Fn131]. 2 Frederick M. Hart & William F. Willier , Negotiable Instruments Under the Uniform Commercial Code,§ 11.04[2] (1997) (emphasis added).  In Maine Family Federal Credit Union, the court underscored the difficultyof applying this change, stating, "Unfortunately, the ease with which the distinction between 'fair dealing' and'careful dealing'  was set forth in the comments to the U.C.C. revisions belies the difficulty in applying theseconcepts to the facts of any particular case, or in conveying them to a jury." Me. Family Fed. Credit Union, 727A.2d at 342.[Fn132]. Chief exponent for this argument is Ronald J. Mann in Searching for Negotiability in Payment and CreditSystems, 44 UCLA L. Rev. 951 (1997).[Fn133]. Joseph C. Shenker & Anthony J. Colletta, Asset Securitization:  Evolution, Curren t Issues and NewFrontiers, 69 Tex. L. Rev. 1369, 1373 (1991) (citations omitted).   The authors note that the defin ition is l imitedbecause it describes the final product of the process of securitization, but not the process as distinct from itsproduct.  Id.  As a result , they give as their definition of securitization "the sale of equity or debt instruments,representing ownership interests in, or secured by, a segregated, income producing asset or pool of assets, in atransaction structured to reduce or reallocate certain risks inherent in owning or lending against the underlyingassets and to ensure that such interests are more readily marketable and, thus, more liquid than ownership interestsin and loans against th e underlying assets."  Id.[Fn134]. Leon T. Kendall , Secur itization : A New Era in American Finance, in A Pr imer on Secur itization  2 (LeonT. Kendall & Michael J. Fishman eds., 1996) (quoting John Reed, Chairman of Citicorp, Address at the KelloggGraduate School of Management).   Lewis Ranieri claims to have coined the term "securitization" when asked by aWall Street Journal  reporter  what to call  the process for creating a  new type of mortgage-backed security.  SeeLewis S. Ranieri,  The Origins of Securitizat ion, Sources of Its Growth, and Its Future Potent ial,  in A Primer onSecuritization 31 (Leon T. Kendall & Michael J. Fishman eds., 1996).  Ranieri reports that the Wall Street Journalused the word under protest, noting it was a term concocted by Wall Street.  The newspaper treated Wall Street'scoinage of the new word with the same lack of respect Judge Holt had shown Lombard Street's creation of a newform of negotiable instruments. See Kurt Eggert, Held Up In Due Course: Codification and the Victory of FormOver Intent in Negotiable Instrument Law, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 363,  387-88 (2002).[Fn135]. Laurence Murphy, Whose Interest Rates?  Issues in the Development of Mortgage-Backed Securitisation,11 Housing Studies 581 (1996).[Fn136]. 1 Tamar Frankel, Securitization: Structured Financing, Financial Assets Pools, and Asset-BackedSecurities § 1.2 (1991 & Supp. 2000).[Fn137]. The Comm. on Bankr. and Corporate Reorganization of The Ass'n of the Bar of the City of New York,Structured Financing Techniques, 50 Bus. Law. 527, 529 (1995).[Fn138]. Joseph C. Shenker & Anthony J. Colletta, Asset Securitization:  Evolution, Curren t Issues and NewFrontiers, 69 Tex. L. Rev. 1369, 1379-80 (1991).[Fn139]. See discussion of the central purposes of the holder in due course rule in section IV of Eggert, 35Creighton L. Rev. at 375.[Fn140]. Shenker & Colletta, 69 Tex. L. Rev. at 1380.[Fn141]. Id.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 74[Fn142]. Id. at 1380-81.[Fn143]. The Comm. on Bankr. and Corporate Reorganization of The Ass'n of the Bar of the City of New York, 50Bus. Law. at 529.[Fn144]. Claire A. Hill, Securitization: A Low-cost Sweetener for Lemons, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 1061, 1106 (1996). For a discussion of the extent of government ownership and r egulatory scrutiny of these GSEs, see Robin PaulMalloy, The Secondary Mortgage Market a Catalyst for Change in Real Estate Transactions, 39 Sw. L.J. 991,1001-02 (1986).  See A. Michael Froomkin, Reinventing the Government Corporation, 1995 U. Ill. L. Rev. 543,583 (1995) (observing that the str ategies and purposes of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have so converged that  theyhave essentially become competitors, if not entirely redundant).  Securities issued by GSEs are perceived asrelatively risk-free, as the market assumes tha t the securities are implicitly guaranteed by the federal government orat least, at worst, that GSEs are safe because either they are too large to fail or the United States government wouldnot allow them to fai l.  Id.  These GSEs were created by Congress largely to support the secondary market forresidential mortgages, with the hope that this support would reduce interest rates.  Roberta Romano, A ThumbnailSketch of Derivative Securities and Their Regulation, 55 Md. L. Rev. 1, 69 (1996).  Even mortgage backedsecurities issued by the most risk free GSE are not themselves risk free.  While they may be free of the ri sk ofdefault by the originator, they still can contain sizable risk that interest rate or other economic changes willsubstantially alter the prepayment rate, affecting the securities depending on how sensitive they are to prepaymentrates.  Id. at 71.[Fn145]. See Student Loan Mktg. Assn v. Riley, 104 F.3d 397, 399-400  (D.C. Cir. 1997) (discussing thesecuritization of student loans).[Fn146]. The Comm. on Bankr. and Corporate Reorganization of The Ass'n of the Bar of the City of New York, 50Bus. Law. at 529.[Fn147]. Lawrence R. Ahern, III, "Workouts" Under Revised Article 9: A Review of Changes and Proposal forStudy, 9 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 115, 123 (2001).[Fn148]. Michael  H. Schill,  The Impact of the Capital  Markets on Real Estate Law and Practice, 32 J. Marshal l L.Rev. 269, 271 (1999) (citing Mortgage Debt Outstanding, 73 Fed. Res. Bull. A39 tbl. 1.54 (June 1987)).[Fn149]. Schill, 32 J. Marshall L. Rev. at 271 (citing Mortgage Debt Outstanding, 84 Fed. Res. Bull. A35 tbl.1.54(Aug. 1998)).[Fn150]. Yuliya A. Dvorak, Comment, Transplanting Asset Securitization: Is the Grass Green Enough on theOther Side?, 38 Hous. L. Rev. 541, 573 (2001) (citing John K. Thompson, Securitisation: An InternationalPerspective 30-31 (1995)).[Fn151]. "Table funding" is the process whereby a loan is closed in the name of an originator, typically a mortgagebroker, though the funds for closing the loan are provided by a different lender and the loan is usually assigned tothat different lender almost immediately.  Table funding is very confusing for borrowers.  See Dominick A.Mazzagetti, Dealing with Mortgage Loan Brokers: Legal and Practical Issues, 114 Banking L.J. 923, 936 (1997). See also Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on Predatory Lending,Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 39 (June 2000), athttp://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn152]. Id.[Fn153]. Securitization of Financial Assets § 16.04[A] (Jason H.P. Kravitt ed., 2d ed. 1997).[Fn154]. See Steven L. Schwarcz, The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 133, 138-41



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 75(1994) (discussing "one-off" securitizations, those where all of the assets come from one originator, as compared tomulti-seller securitization conduits, where a number of originators use a common business entity to hold the assetsto be securitized).  The multi- seller securitization conduits have the benefit of economies of scale, and thedecreased risk that a single originator's bankruptcy might affect the business entity holding the assets, while the"one-off" securitizations have the advantage of allowing the originator to tailor the securitization to the originator'sparticular needs.  Id.[Fn155]. Andrew E. Katz, Due Diligence in Asset-backed Securities Transactions, 1247 PLI/Corp 529, 534 (2001).[Fn156]. Katz, 1247 PLI/Corp at 534.  See also Thomas J. Gordon,  Securitization of Executory Future Flows asBankruptcy-Remote True Sales, 67 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1317, 1321-23 (2000).  The above description is asimplification of the complicated world of securitization, in that exactly what the SPV transfers to the seller maydepend on the form of the SPV and how it is set up.  For example, if the SPV is a corporation, the investors maypurchase debt obligations rather than  securities.   See Kenneth G. Lore & Cameron L. Cowan, Mortgage-BackedSecurities: Developments and Trends in th e Secondary Mortgage Market 6-34 to -35 (2000).[Fn157]. The purpose of the SPV is three-fold: First, it provides a means for the illiquid assets to be pooled andtransformed into liquid securities. Second, it protects the investors in the SPV from bankruptcy by being an entityhighly unlikely to become bankrupt, since it serves mostly as a conduit for an income stream.  Third, it protects theinvestors from claims of the originator's creditors or other third parties.  Gordon, 67 U. Chi. L. Rev. at 1322-23(2000).[Fn158]. John H. Langbein, The Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce, 107 Yale L.J.165, 172 (1997).[Fn159]. Henry Hansmann & Ugo Mattei, The Functions of Trust Law: A Comparative Legal and EconomicAnalysis, 73 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 434, 469 (1998). For a contractarian view of the law of trusts, discussing thedevelopment of the trust from a means of conveyance to a structure for management, see John H. Langbein, TheContractarian Basis of the Law of Trusts, 105 Yale L.J. 625 (1995).  SPVs are dual in nature.  On the one hand,they typically are in the form of a business entity defined under state law, such as a trust, a corporation, apartnership or a limited liability company.  On the other hand, they may also have an identity under the federal taxcode that provides favorable federal income tax status.  SPVs can be REMICs ("Real Estate Mortgage InvestmentContracts") or FASITS ("Financial Asset Securitization Trusts"), which are different forms of entities under the taxcode.  See Robert Dean Ellis, Securitization Vehicles, Fiduciary Duties, and Bondholders' Rights, 24 J. Corp. L.295, 301 n.32 (1999); Kenneth G. Lore & Cameron L. Cowan, Mortgage-Backed Securities: Developments andTrends in the Secondary Mortgage Market 6-32 to -35, 6-115 to -117 (2000).[Fn160]. See Claire A. Hill, Securitization: A Low-Cost Sweetener for Lemons, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 1061, 1068-69(1996).[Fn161]. It is important  to note, however, that borrowers do not always refinance when interest r ates have droppedsufficiently to make it economically reasonable to refinance.  Brian A. Maris & Tyler T. Yang, Interest-Only andPrincipal-Only Mortgage Strips as Interest-Rate Contingent Claims, 13 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 187, 187-88(1996).[Fn162]. Borod describes a "continuous flood of innovations in the structuring of mortgage securities," includingstripped mortgage-backed securities, which separate the interest and principle payments into separate strips, and amultitude of other forms. Securi tization: Asset-Backed and Mortgage-Backed Securities §1.05(A)(1) (Ronald S.Borod ed., 1999).[Fn163]. Hill, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. at 1069 n.33.[Fn164]. Leon T. Kendall , Secur itization : A New Era in American Finance, in A Pr imer on Secur itization  4 (Leon



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 76T. Kendall  & Michael J.  Fishman eds.,  1996).  See also Trust Co. of La. v. N.N.P. Inc., 104 F.3d 1478, 1482 (5thCir. 1997), regarding the value of the guarantee provided by Ginnie Mae.[Fn165]. Steven L. Schwarcz, The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 Stan.  J. L. Bus. & Fin. 133, 136 (1994).[Fn166]. Derrick Allen Dyer, The Impact of Dilution in Asset Securitization: Commercial Separation Anxiety, 66Miss. L.J. 407, 419 (1996).[Fn167]. Rod Dubitsky, Deep Impact: The Effect of Deep Mortgage Insurance in the Home Equity Market, AssetSec. Rep., Apr. 16, 2001, 2001 WL 8009587. "Deep mortgage insurance,"  which covers a greater percentage ofeach loan, is increasingly relied on in subprime securitizations.  "Deep MI Coverage" Gains Favor, Nat'l MortgageNews, May 14, 2001, at 7, 2001 WL 9321852.[Fn168]. Such participation by the originator not only forces the originator to take the first loss, but also gives theoriginator  an increased and extended incentive to monitor  the assets and th eir  performance.  See Alan P. Murray,Has Securitization Increased Risk to the Financial System?,  Bus. Econ., Jan. 1, 2001, at 6367, 2001 WL15747038.[Fn169]. See, e.g., Steinhardt Group Inc. v. Citicorp, 126 F.3d 144, 146- 47 (3d Cir. 1997), in which th e promisewas made that an investor in such a securitization of delinquent and foreclosed loans could receive annual returnsof eighteen percent or more annually, though in this case, the investor claimed that these were fraudulent promises,and depended on in flated valuations of the under lying properties.[Fn170]. Lois R. Lupica, Revised Article 9, Securitization Transactions and the Bankruptcy Dynamic, 9 Am.Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 287, 313 (2001).[Fn171]. K.C. McDaniel, Impact of Securitization and Conduit Financing,  SF11 ALI-ABA 69 (2000).[Fn172]. McDaniel , SF11 ALI-ABA at 69.  See also SMFC Funding Corp. v. United Fin. Mortgage Corp., No. 97C 3257, 1997 WL 798780, at *1 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 22, 1997), in which the Seller/Servicer Guide adopted by thesecuritizer of mortgage loans requires an originator to buy back any loans where any person involved in the loantransaction made any misrepresentations or pertinent omissions in connection with the loan transaction.  In thatcase, the cour t refused to dismiss a claim for implied indemnificat ion where SMFC had also pled a claim forexpress indemnification.[Fn173]. See United Cos. Lending Corp. v. Sargeant, 20 F. Supp. 2d 192  (D. Mass. 1998), in which the subprimelender,  United Companies, apparent ly attempted to justify its high interest  rates by arguing tha t it had to buy backdefaulted loans.[Fn174]. See Trust Co. of La. v. N.N.P. Inc, 104 F.3d 1478 (5th Cir. 1997), for the record keeping used to track thesales of Ginnie Mae-issued securities to the ultimate investors, as well as a method of perpetrating fraud in such anissuance.[Fn175]. Andrew E. Katz, Due Diligence in Asset-backed Securities Transactions, 1247 PLI/Corp 529, 534-35(2001).  Some private placements are sold directly to investors without the involvement of an underwriter.  Id.[Fn176]. Claire A. Hill, Securitization: A Low-Cost Sweetener for Lemons, 74 Wash. U. L. Q. 1061, 1067-68(1996).  Hill notes that securitization differs from factoring, though the lines between securitization and factoringcan blur when the buyer actively negotiates the transaction terms.  Id. at 1068 n.29 (citing Steven L. Schwarcz,The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 133, 144 (1994)).  Tamar Frankel discusses aninteresting issue in securitization, namely who is in fact the issuer of the securities that result from the process: theSPV that is formed, the sponsors of the securitization process, the trustees or servicers of the SPV, or somecombination of them?  She concludes that this question may determine whether the securities need be registered



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 77under the Securities Act of 1933, or may be exempt as bank obligations.  See Tamar Frankel, Securitization: TheConflict Between Personal and Market Law (Contract and Property), 18 Ann. Rev. Bank. L. 197, 216 (1999).[Fn177]. To determine whether the transfer of the assets to the SPV constitutes a true sale, the most importantfactor the courts will look to is whether  the transferee has any recourse against  the transferor should there beproblems with the assets,  such as in  the quality or collectibility of a loan. Steven L Schwarcz, The Parts AreGreater Than the Whole: How Securitization of Divisible Interests Can Revolutionize Structured Finance andOpen the Capital Markets to Middle-Market Companies, 1993 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. 139, 145 (1993) (citingMajor's Furniture Mart v. Castle Credit Corp., 602 F.2d 538, 545 n.12 (3d Cir. 1979)).  Schwarcz gives as theother important factors to determine whether a true sale has occurred the following: (1) Whether the originator hasthe r ight to redeem or repurchase the asset after it  has been transferred, or has a  righ t to any surplus generated bythe asset over and above the return promised to the transferee; (2) whether the pr ice paid for the asset is adjustable,fluctuating like a commercial loan , or fixed, with a set discount reflect ing the difficulty in obtaining full value forthe asset estimated at the time of the transfer; and (3) who controls the collection on and the admin istration  ofaccounts, the transferor or transferee.  Id. at 146-48; see also Steven L. Schwarcz, Structured Finance: The NewWay to Securitize Assets, 11 Cardozo L. Rev. 607 (1990).[Fn178]. Schwarcz, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin . at 135.   For a description of the uneasy relationship betweensecuritization and the bankruptcy process, see David Gray Carlson, The Rotten Foundations of Securitization, 39Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 1055 (1998).  Car lson argues that the securitization  process should not r ender  accounts orchattel paper bankruptcy remote, citing Octagon Gas Systems, Inc. v. Rimmer (In re Meridian Reserve, Inc.), 995F.2d 948 (10th Cir. 1993), and especially dicta therein.  Carlson, 39 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. at 1059.  The basicunderlying concepts of securitization have been threatened in  the bankruptcy of LTV Corporation, which attemptedin bankruptcy court to undo two of its own securitizations, one backed by inventory, the other by trade receivables. Though it later  withdrew its attack on the securitizations after an  out of court settlement, LTV's act ions, buttressedby an in itia l Memorandum Opinion by the tr ial judge, threatened to challenge the belief that the securitizationprocess could render assets "bankruptcy remote" and thus unattachable in the bankruptcy of the original owners. See David P. Jacob & Joshua P. Phillips, LTV's Threat to Securitization--Is It Over or Just Beginning?,  Mar. 12,2001, Asset Sec. Rep., 2001 WL 8009503; David Feldheim, LTV Ruling Challenges Legal Basis forSecuritizations, Cap. Mkts. Rep., Feb. 16, 2001, at 15:35:00.  See also the discussion of bankruptcy remoteness andthe possibility of circumventing the bankruptcy remote provisions in the bylaws of corporate debtors who issuemortgage backed securities through collusion between the debtors and "friendly" creditors in Michael J. Cohn,Note, Asset Securitization: How Remote is Bankruptcy Remote?, 26 Hofstra L. Rev. 929 (1998).[Fn179]. John H. Langbein, The Secret Life of the Trust: The Trust as an Instrument of Commerce, 107 Yale L.J.165, 173 n.49 (1997); Henry Hansmann & Reinier Kraakman, The Essential Role of Organizational Law, 110Yale L.J. 387, 421 (2000).[Fn180]. See generally Lois R. Lupica, Circumvention of the Bankruptcy Process: The StatutoryInstitutionalization of Securitization, 33 Conn. L. Rev. 199 (2000); Lois R. Lupica, Asset Securitization: TheUnsecured Creditor's Perspective, 76 Tex. L. Rev. 595 (1998); Lynn M. Lopucki, The Death of Liability, 106 YaleL.J. 1, 92 n.127 (1996) (arguing that securitization is a method of judgment proofing even for defendants with astream of income).  But see Steven L. Schwarcz, The Inherent Irr ationality of Judgment Proofing, 52 Stan. L.  Rev.1 (1999); Charles W. Mooney, Jr., Judgment Proofing, Bankruptcy Policy, and the Dark Side of Tort Liability, 52Stan. L. Rev. 73 (1999), with Professor Lopucki's reply to Schwarcz, Lynn M. Lopucki, The Irrefutable Logic ofJudgment Proofing: a Reply to Professor Schwarcz, 52 Stan. L. Rev. 55 (1999) and Schwarcz's rejoinder, Steven L.Schwarcz, Judgment Proofing: A Rejoinder, 52 Stan. L. Rev. 77 (1999).[Fn181]. Hill, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. at 1073.[Fn182]. Michael G. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking Unbundling: Structure, Automation and Profit, MortgageBanking, Jan.1, 2001,  2001 WL 28402001.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 78[Fn183]. See generally Michael Padhi, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac at Work in the Secondary Mortgage Market,Fin. Update (Fed. Reserve Bank Atlanta), Jan. 1, 2001,  2001 WL 18971203.[Fn184]. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking, Jan.1, 2001, 2001 WL 28402001.[Fn185]. Ted Cornwell, Rating Agencies Gear Up for More Scrutiny, Mortgage Servicing News, Apr. 20, 2001,2001 WL 10529705 (noting that the increase in subprime lending has led to a demand for servicer ratings); FrankMusero, Fitch Rates RFC Top Loan-Master Servicer, Mortgage-Backed Securities Letter, July 17, 2001, 2001 WL4546967 (referring to the Fitch rating system).[Fn186]. Although  many mortgage-backed securities are not subject to the federal regulations imposing duties onmost trustees, rating agencies maintain their own minimum standards for trustees and the amount of capital thetrustees must maintain,  for the protection of investors.  Securitization: Asset-Backed and Mortgage-BackedSecurities § 8.01(A) (Ronald S. Borod ed., 1997).[Fn187]. If the servicer defaults on its obligation to pass loan payments on to the holders of the securities, thetrustee must step in and remove the servicer.  See FDIC v. Bernstein, No. CV 89-2080, 1990 WL 198738, at *3(E.D.N.Y. Nov. 2, 1990), aff'd, 944 F.2d 101 (2d Cir. 1991).  A master servicer collects loan payments andtransmits them to the trustee, advances late loan payments to the trustee, gives pool performance reports to theholders of securities, and refers nonperforming loans to a special servicer. Sally J. Gordon, Glossary of TermsCommercial Mortgage-Backed Securities, SE76 ALI-ABA 673, 695 (2000).[Fn188]. While specific practices vary from state to state, the standard American foreclosure process is thefollowing: After default by the borrower, the lender gives notice of foreclosure, giving the borrower an opportunityto pay the outstanding balance to the lender.  If the lender does not receive this payment, the lender may obtain apublic sale of the real property securing the loan, a sale conducted either by an agent of the lender or under courtsupervision.  Jane Kaufman Winn, Lien Stripping After Nobelman, 27 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 541, 592 (1994).  Anyfunds received at the sale are disbursed in the following order: first to the borrower's indebtedness to the lender,next to any junior lien holders,  and last, if any funds remain , to the borrower. Id.  The buyer at the public sale takestitle to the property with it still encumbered by liens senior to the foreclosing lender's, but free of junior liens andthe borrower's interest.  Id.[Fn189]. Kaufman Winn, 27 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. at 592.[Fn190]. A recent study has concluded that while prepayment r isk has a moderate effect on interest rates, the r iskof defaults has only a weak effect.  James W. Kolari,  Donald R. Fraser & Ali Anari, The Effects of Securi tizationon Mortgage Market Yields: A Cointegration Analysis, 26 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 677, 690 (1998).[Fn191]. Robert Dean Ellis, Securitization Vehicles, Fiduciary Duties, and Bondholders' Rights, 24 J. Corp. L.295, 302 (1999); Steven L. Schwarcz, The Alchemy of Asset Securitization, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 133, 146(1994).  Professor Hill notes that the Modigliani and Miller capital structure irrelevance theorem, which states thata firm's division of cash outflows between one or more layers of equity or debt, in other words, its capital structureis irrelevant to the value of the firm, seems to be violated by the idea that securi tization can increase the value ofassets held by a firm. Claire A. Hill, Securitization: A Low-Cost Sweetener for Lemons, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. 1061,1063-64 (1996).[Fn192]. Schwarcz, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 133, 136 (1994).  Schwarcz,  while in pr ivate practice, helped developsecuritization  and remains one of its foremost advocates.[Fn193]. Hill, 74 Wash. U. L.Q. at 1073.  But see Christopher W. Frost,  Asset-Securitization  and CorporationRisk Allocation, 72 Tul. L. Rev. 101, 105-06 (1997) (questioning whether securitization merely reallocates risk toother creditors rather than  lowering a firm's overall capital costs).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 79[Fn194]. Schwarcz, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. at 151.[Fn195]. Marilyn R. Seymann, Banking's Role in Emerging Secondary Markets, 47 Consumer Fin. L.Q. Rep. 253,254 (1993).[Fn196]. Robin Paul Malloy, The Secondary Mortgage Market: A Catalyst for Change in  Real Estate Transactions,39 Sw. L.J. 991, 1016 (1986).[Fn197]. Alan P. Murray, Has Securitization Increased Risk to the Financial System?, Bus. Econ., Jan. 1, 2001, at6367, 2001 WL 15747038 (noting that securitization erodes barriers to entry in the financial  industry).[Fn198]. The abili ty to turn receivables into ready cash also creates the ri sk that the cash received is likely to bequickly dissipated.  Chase W. Ashley, Comment, When a Company Securitizes, Its Creditors Face Higher Risks,Am. Banker ., May 7, 1993, at 4.  Schwarcz's response to this argument is that "given the scrut iny imposed byrating agencies and other  independent par ties such as credit enhancers,  securitization may present feweropportunities for self-dealing than other financing methods."  Schwarcz, 1 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. at 147.  However,Schwarcz notes that securitization is especially suspect where the originator is near bankruptcy, presumablybecause the originator  no longer has any fear of ratings agencies or other part ies at tha t stage, and may feel freeessentially to take the money and run.  Id.  Disreputable companies, with only the short term goal to deceive anddefraud as many borrowers and investors as possible before folding, would have a similar freedom from fear of thelong term effects of ratings agencies.[Fn199]. Robert Dean Ellis, Securitization Vehicles, Fiduciary Duties, and Bondholders' Rights, 24 J. Corp. L.295, 302 (1999).[Fn200]. Securitization is No Security Blanket, Bus. Wk., Oct. 26, 1998.  The article notes that this ability of banksto reduce the amount of capital they must hold by securitizing their safer loans, while retaining their ri skier loans,actually erodes the ability of bank regulators to ensure the financial stability of banks, and quotes Alan Greenspanstating, "The possibility that regulatory capital ratios may mask true insolvency probability becomes more acute."[Fn201]. 1 Tamar Frankel, Securitization: Structured Financing, Financial Assets Pools, and Asset-backedSecurities §§ 5.10-5.11 (1991 & Supp. 2000).[Fn202]. See Chris De Reza, Allegations Fly in Securities Fraud Case, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., June 18,2001, at 5, 2001 WL 8192961 (describing an alleged fraudulent mortgage backed securities scheme that may havecost investors $214 million).  After the company at the hear t of the scheme declared bankruptcy, the bankruptcytrustee discovered that the investors were identified by number only, and alleged that some overseas investors wereengaged in money laundering and tax evasion.  Id.[Fn203]. This efficiency is declining, as investors, perhaps burned once too often by declining ratings in mortgagepools, become more concerned about information regarding individual loans in the pools and securitizers areforced to disclose more and more data on those individual loans.  See Mark L. Korell, The Workings of PrivateMortgage Bankers and Securitization Conduits, in  A Primer on Securitization 99-100 (Leon T. Kendall & MichaelJ. Fishman eds., 1996).[Fn204]. Frankel, supra note 201, at § 5.11.2.[Fn205]. Id. at § 5.11.2.[Fn206]. During the year 2000, for example, investment houses issued 510 different upgrades to the highest qualitymortgage-backed securities, due to the strong economy.  See Chris De Reza, Structured Finance Upgrades BreakRecords, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., Jan. 29, 2001, at 8, 2001 WL 8192517.  Securities backed by lowerquality, subprime loans did much less well despite the thriving economy, with seventy-one downgrades and only



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 80twenty-five upgrades.  Id.   The rating of the pool can  also be changed through  market forces separate from the poolitself.  If, for example, interest rates drop more than expected, then more of the homeowners whose loans are partof the pool will likely refinance, and early refinancing disrupts the flow of income to the pool.  Frankel, supra note201, at § 5.11.2.  Frankel also details other risks to investors, stating, "asset-backed securities can be complex. They may require full information on what the Pools contain, high level expertise, and the right software todetermine and verify both the underlying assumptions on which the securities are based and their price."  Id.[Fn207]. See Chris De Reza, Allegations Fly in Securities Fraud Case, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., June 18,2001, at 5, 2001 WL 8192961.[Fn208]. Kenneth G. Lore & Cameron L. Cowan, Mortgage-Backed Securities: Developments and Trends in theSecondary Mortgage Market 2-30 to -39 (2000).[Fn209]. Leon T. Kendall lists as securitization's benefits to consumers/borrowers the following:   1. Lower costs of funds   2. Increased buffet of credit forms   3. Competi tive rates and terms nationally and locally   4. Funds available consistently. Leon T. Kendall, Securitization: A New Era in American Finance, in A Primer on Securitization 2 (Leon T.Kendall & Michael J. Fishman eds., 1996).[Fn210]. Kolari,  Fraser, and Anari report sign ifican t decrease in  yield spreads,  the difference between the effect iveinterest rate on home loans and the interest rate generated by Treasury bills with an average maturity equal to thatof the home loans, as securitization  increases.  James W. Kolari,  Donald R. Fraser & Ali Anari, The Effects ofSecuritization on Mortgage Market Yields: A Cointegration Analysis, 26 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 677, 679(1998). However, the studies surveyed by these authors, though  generally support ing their conclusion , do notuniversally demonstrate that securitizat ion lowers borrowers' loan  or costs, and even some of these authors' owndata seems to contradict the results of their study.  Id. at 685.[Fn211]. Andrea Heuson, Wayne Passmore, & Roger Sparks, Credit Scoring and Mortgage Securitization: DoThey Lower Mortgage Rates? Federal Reserve Board Paper 2000-44, Dec. 12, 2000,  at, http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2000/200044/200044abs.html (last visited June 17, 2001).  Unsurprisingly, theGSEs have attacked the Heuson, Passmore and Sparks paper, arguin g that it is based solely on a model of "ahypothetical mortgage market based on a flagrantly unrealistic assumpt ion," and "contains not one shred of data orevidence."  Mike Sorohan, Securitization Does Not Lower Rates, Fed Report Says, Real Est. Fin. Today, Dec. 12,2000, 2000 WL 8249712.  See also Wayne Passmore & Roger Sparks, Putting the Squeeze on a Market forLemons: Government-Sponsored Mortgage Securitization, 13 J. Real Est. Fin. & Econ. 27 (1996) (arguing thatwhere there is information asymmetry between the originator and the securitizer, the securitization process mayactually increase interest rates).  In the later study, Heuson, Passmore, and Sparks assume that new credit scoringapproaches have largely eliminated this information asymmetry, though originators still  have the "fir st moveradvantage" of deciding what loans to securitize.  Andrea Heuson, Wayne Passmore, & Roger Sparks, CreditScoring and Mortgage Securitization: Do They Lower Mortgage Rates?, Federal Reserve Board Paper 2000-44, at3, Dec. 12, 2000, at http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/feds/2000/200044/200044abs.html (last visited June 17,2001).[Fn212]. Edward L. Pittman, Economic and Regulatory Developments Affecting Mortgage Related Securities, 64Notre Dame L. Rev. 497, 546 (1989).[Fn213]. Pittman, 64 Notre Dame L. Rev. at 546.  As an example of how automated underwriting can become,E-Loans, an internet lender, announced in August 2001, that it had reduced its loan application process to roughlytwo minutes.  E-Loan Boasts Upgrading For 2-Minute Application, Am. Banker, Aug. 14, 2001, at 12, 2001 WL26573189.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 81[Fn214]. Chris De Reza, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac Agree to Common AU Standard, Real Est. Fin . Today, Elec.Ed., July 23, 2001, at 1, 2001 WL 8193092.[Fn215]. Elisabetta Montanaro, Efficient Risk Management in Financial Systems: Universal Bank orSecuritisation, in The Recent Evolution of Financial Systems 128 (Jack Revell ed., 1997).[Fn216]. See Ronald J. Mann, Searching for Negotiability in Payment and Credit Systems, 44 UCLA L. Rev. 951,971 (1997) (regarding the GSEs' promulgation  of standardized documents and how, through their marketdominance, these documents have become the industry standard).[Fn217]. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 127 (Aspen 5th ed. 1998).  Given the rarity of consumersactually reading and understanding form contracts, I think it is questionable whether many sellers have sufficientlycaptured the market using better form contracts to force other sellers to change their form contracts in  response,but at least, in the absence of an industry-wide standardized contract, a few individual consumers can  expressdispleasure at par ticularly harsh form contract terms, which may lead a seller  to change those terms.[Fn218]. The standardization of loan documents is so important to loan securitiza tion that fail ing to usestandardized documents is one of the ten ways to make a loan nonsecuritizable listed in the ar ticle Maura B.O'Connor & James Bryce, Ten Easy Ways to Make A Loan Nonsecuritizable, 470 PLI/Real 11, 11 (2001), whichdeals with commercial loans.[Fn219]. Michael G. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking Unbundling: Structure, Automation and Profit, MortgageBanking, Jan. 1, 2001, 2001 WL 11398425. Jacobides writes, "The mortgage banking indust ry is one of the mostfascinating examples of vertical disintegration and reconfiguration in modern  business history."  Id.[Fn220]. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking, Jan. 1, 2001, 2001 WL 11398425.[Fn221]. See Tamar Frankel, Securitization: The Conflict Between Personal and Market Law (Contract andProperty), 18 Ann. Rev. Banking L. 197, 202 (1999) (noting the seven stages of the securitized loan process).[Fn222]. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking, Jan. 1, 2001, 2001 WL 11398425.[Fn223]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 40 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn224]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the U.S. SenateComm. on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of Neill Fendly, past President,Nat'l Assoc. of Mortgage Brokers, July 27, 2001), at  http://banking.senate.gov/01_ 07hrg/072701/fendly.htm (lastvisited Feb. 27, 2002).[Fn225]. "Mortgage brokers do not have as much invested in their company [as mortgage bankers], can operatewith little or no overhead, and can disappear quickly if difficulties arise."  Dominick A. Mazzagetti, Dealing withMortgage Loan Brokers: Legal and Practical Issues, 114 Banking L.J. 923, 939- 40 (1997).[Fn226]. Mortgage Lending Abuses: Hearing Before the House Comm. On Banking and Financial Services, 106thCong. (2000) (testimony of Neill Fendly, President-Elect, Nat'l Ass'n of Mortgage Brokers, May 24, 2000), 2000WL 19304105.[Fn227]. For example, Ocwen Financial Services, headquartered in West Palm Beach, was reported to acquiremortgages from roughly 1,000 independent regional bankers and brokers from across the country as of 1998. Debra Sparks, Bad Loans Made Good, Bus. Wk., Oct. 26, 1998, at 128, 1998 WL 19884632.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 82[Fn228]. Kathleen E. Keest, Stone Soup: Exploring the Boundaries Between Subprime Lending and PredatoryLending, 1241 PLI/Corp 1107, 1135 (2001).[Fn229]. Keest, 1241 PLI/Corp at 1135.[Fn230]. Richard R. Daugherty, Will North Carolina's Predatory Home Lending Act Protect Borrowers from theVulnerability Caused by the Inadequacy of Federal Law?, 4 N.C. Banking Inst. 569, 572 n.17 (2000) (citing aninterview with Susan Lupton, Project Director, Coalition for Responsible Lending, in Durham, N.C. (Nov. 8,1999)).  Neill Fendly asserts, however, that "Most mortgage brokers who originate subprime loans do so primarilybecause they enjoy helping people."  Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: HearingBefore the U.S. Senate Comm. on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of NeillFendly, past President, Nat'l Assoc. of Mortgage Brokers, July 27, 2001), at http://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/fendly.htm (last visited Feb. 27, 2002).[Fn231]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 40 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn232]. For a 1997 review of the bond and minimum net worth requirements of mortgage brokers, see DavidUnseth, Note, What Level of Fiduciary Duty Should Mortgage Brokers Owe Their Borrowers?, 75 Wash. U. L.Q.1737, 1751-52 (1997) (reporting that thirty-nine states required some licensing to be a mortgage broker,twenty-nine required paying a fee along with a security bond and/or proof of minimum net worth, though in manycases the bond or net worth was much less than the amount of one typical  home equity loan, six states requiredsome proof of competence to be a mortgage broker, while four provided the heightened level of scrutiny they wouldgive to real estate brokers).[Fn233]. Michele Derus, MBA Official Looks Ahead, Milwaukee J. & Sentinel, June 10, 2001, at 01F, 2001 WL9360956.[Fn234]. Loan Battle Brews Anew: Subprime Lenders, Activists Set to Spar Again in Springfield, Crain's Chi.Bus., Dec. 11, 2000, at 4, 2000 WL 8130226 (quoting Ben Israel, president of the Illinois Mortgage BankersAss'n.).[Fn235]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 40 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn236]. Jodi Nirode, Mor tgage Brokers Face New Licensing Rules, Columbus Dispatch, June 13, 2001, at 05B,2001 WL 21107160.[Fn237]. Myron Levin, State Agencies Act to Control Fraud by Mortgage Brokers, L.A. Times, Oct. 29, 1998, atC1, 1998 WL 18887995.[Fn238]. Kyriaki Venetis, Hawaii Gets Streamlined Licensing, Origination News, May 25, 2001, at 2, 2001 WL14830457.[Fn239]. Myron Levin, Hitting Home Critics Say California's Lax Regulation of Loan Firms Is AllowingUnscrupulous Businesses to Prey on Unwary Homeowners, L.A. Times, July 26, 1998, at D1, 1998 WL 2448852. The broker whose license is rented is typically elderly or retired.  Id.[Fn240]. Id.[Fn241]. Leland C. Brendsel, Securitization's Role in Housing Finance, in A Primer on Securitization 24 (Leon T.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 83Kendall & Michael J. Fishman eds., 1996). Brendsel opines that the easy entry into the business helps consumersby fostering competition in service, mortgage rates and products, and takes a benign view of the use of telephoneand in home tactics of mortgage brokers, comparing them to the house calls of small town doctors.  Id. at 24-25.[Fn242]. Dominick A. Mazzagetti, Dealing with Mortgage Loan Brokers: Legal and Practical Issues, 114 BankingL.J. 923, 939-40 (1997).[Fn243]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 81 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 7, 2002).[Fn244]. Bankruptcies by these undercapitalized lenders have become epidemic.  See infra note 522 and theaccompanying text.[Fn245]. Bad Loans Made Good, Bus. Wk., Oct. 26, 1998, at 128, 1998 WL 19884632.[Fn246]. Id.[Fn247]. The HUD/Treasury Joint report notes:   State oversight of brokers, appraisers and contractors is uneven, and in some cases non-existent.  Even if stateenforcement in these areas were heightened, interstate problems might remain.  Legal aid attorneys at the regionalforums testified about unscrupulous, th inly capitalized brokers,  contractors and lenders who abused consumers,declared bankruptcy, moved to new states and began operating there under different names. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on Predatory Lending, CurbingPredatory Home Mortgage Lending 81 (June 2000), athttp://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn248]. 639 So.2d 1031 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994).[Fn249]. Dimuzio v. Resolution Trust Corp., 68 F.3d 777, 779 (3d Cir. 1995).[Fn250]. Dimuzio, 68 F.3d at 779.[Fn251]. Dimuzio v. Resolution Trust Corp., Civ. No. 94-1559 (DRD), 1994 WL 872620 (D.N.J. Nov. 18, 1994),aff'd, 68 F.3d 777 (3d Cir. 1995).[Fn252]. James v. Nationsbank Trust Co., 639 So.2d 1031, 1032 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994).[Fn253]. Menowitz v. Brown, 991 F.2d 36, 38 (2d Cir. 1993); In re General Dev. Corp. Bond Litig., 800 F. Supp.1128, 1130 (S.D.N.Y. 1992), aff'd sub nom Menowitz v. Brown, 991 F.2d 36 (2d Cir. 1993); Tapken v. Brown,No. 90-691-CIV-MARCUS, 1992 WL 178984 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 13, 1992).[Fn254]. Dick Youngblood & Bill Urseth, When Concerned About Your Concern, Who You Gonna Call?, StarTrib. (Minneapolis-St. Paul), Oct. 23, 1991, at 02D, 1991 WL 3941865.[Fn255]. Rolo v. City Investing Co. Liquidating Trust, 845 F. Supp. 182, 194 (D.N.J. 1993), aff'd, 43 F.3d 1462(3d Cir. 1994), vacated on reh'g, 66 F.3d 312 (6th Cir. 1995).[Fn256]. Jim Waymer, Area Poised For Growth Boom, Sarasota Herald-Trib., July 30, 2000, at BCE1, 2000 WL21498650; They Love Lucy It All Began with Slick Hustlers Selling Swampland to Naive Nor therners, But FromThose Crooked Roots Rose an Honest to Goodness Great Place to Live, Sun-Sentinel (Ft. Lauderdale Fla.), Aug.15, 1999, at 1B, 1999 WL 20275905.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 84[Fn257]. Judge OKs Plea Bargain  in Fla. Land Scam Paves Way for $160M in  Claims, The Record (N. N.J.), Nov.30, 1990, at C01, 1990 WL 7142392.[Fn258]. White Collar Criminals On Parade, Associated Press, Jan. 8, 1993,  1993 WL 4521669.[Fn259]. United States v. Brown, 79 F.3d 1550, 1559 (11th Cir. 1996).[Fn260]. Brown, 79 F.3d at 1557, 1561.[Fn261]. For the homeowners' too ineffectual efforts to recover their damages, see Rolo v. City Invest ing Co.Liquidating Trust, 155 F.3d 644 (3d Cir.1998); Dimuzio v. Resolution Trust Corp., 68 F.3d 777 (3d Cir. 1995);Rolo v. General Dev. Corp., 949 F.2d 695 (3d Cir. 1991); Rolo v. City Investing Co. Liquidating Trust, 845 F.Supp. 182, 194 (D.N.J. 1993), aff'd, 43 F.3d 1462 (3d Cir. 1994), vacated on reh'g, 66 F.3d 312 (6th Cir. 1995).[Fn262]. James, 639 So. 2d at 1034.[Fn263]. See also Roach v. Fed. Nat'l Mortgage Corp., 641 So. 2d 186, 187 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994), in whichthe court, also faced with allegations of fraud by GDC, remanded the case to the trial court to determine, amongother things, whether the owner of the mortgage had ever become a holder in due course, and Najera v.NationsBank Trust Co., 707 So. 2d 1153, 1155 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1998), where the court overturned summaryjudgment for the holder in a foreclosure action, remanding for further evidence regarding the fraud on theborrower.[Fn264]. For a discussion of this effect in the commercial loan context, see James Bryce Clark & Maura B.O'Connor, Ten Easy Ways to Make a Loan Nonsecuritizable, 457 PLI/Real 907 (2000).[Fn265]. This point is made in an article from Freddie Mac's online magazine, Larry Cordell & Jericho Trianna,Getting to Know Borrowers Again: Who Pays, Who Delays and Who Strays, Sec. Mortgage Mkts Online, Dec.1999, at http://www.freddiemac.com/finance/smm/dec99/pdfs/whopays.pdf (last visited Feb. 16, 2002).[Fn266]. Id.[Fn267]. 1 Tamar Frankel, Securitization: Structured Financing,  Financial Assets Pools, and Asset-backedSecurities § 1.3 n.5a  (1991 & Supp. 2000) (citations omitted).[Fn268]. Id. at § 5.6.[Fn269]. Id.; Securitization: Asset-Backed and Mortgage-Backed Securities § 8.01(C) at 8-3 (Ronald S. Borod ed.,1998).  How aggressively a servicer will attempt to collect or foreclose on a loan varies from servicer to servicer,and an individual servicer may treat different borrowers disparately, depending on the time lines contained in thesecuritization documents, the circumstances and payment and communication record of individual borrowers, statelaws, and local economic conditions.  See Cordell & Trianna, Sec. Mortgage Mkts Online, Dec. 1999, athttp://www.freddiemac.com/finance/smm/dec99/pdfs/whopays.pdf (last visited Feb. 16, 2002).[Fn270]. See Paul T. Peterson, Mortgage Servicing Takes Center Stage, Sec. Mortgage Mkts. Online, Dec. 1996, at http:// www.freddiemac.com/finance/smm/dec96/html/servicng.htm, (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).[Fn271]. Id.[Fn272]. Tamar Frankel, Cross-Border Securitization: Without Law, But Not Lawless, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int 'l L.255, 261 (1998).[Fn273]. See Chris De Reza, Allegations Fly in Securities Fraud Case, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., June 18,



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 852001, at 5, 2001 WL 8192961.[Fn274]. Securitization: Asset-Backed and Mortgage-Backed Securities § 8.01(C) at 8-4 (Ronald S. Borod ed.,1998).[Fn275]. Id. at § 8.04(C) at 8-13.[Fn276]. Tamar Frankel, Cross-Border Securitization: Without Law, But Not Lawless, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int 'l L.255, 261 (1998).[Fn277]. Even when lenders continue on as servicers, they may well be loath to work with borrowers to avoid adefault, since allowing any modification of the loan may make the lender 's original representations, upon whichthe investors relied, untrue, which could require the lender to take back the loan from the mortgage pool.  K.C.McDaniel, Impact of Securitization and Conduit Financing, SF11 ALI-ABA 69, 73 (2000).[Fn278]. The jargon of secur itization  is heavy with acronyms and ini tials.  Mortgage-backed securities can besliced up and repackaged as collateralized mortgage obligations, which are known as CMOs.  A CMO that dividesthe ownership of the mortgage-backed securities into interest-only (IO) and principal-only (PO) pieces is called aSTRIP, which stands for "Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal."  See Robert C. Downs & LenoraJ. Fowler, Derivative Securities: Governmental Ent ities as End Users, Bankrupts and Other Big Losers, 65 UMKCL. Rev. 483, 491 (1997).  "Tranche" is, as previously mentioned, French for "strip."[Fn279]. This conflict of interest is examined in the commercial loan context in Georgette C. Poindexter,Subordinated Rolling Equity: Analyzing Real Estate Loan Default in the Era of Securitization, 50 Emory L.J. 519(2001).  While this article extensively examines the potential conflicts of interests between the servicer and thevarious tranches of a commercial loan pool, it virtually ignores the effect of this conflict on the borrower,concluding that, while resolutions of this conflict may   disadvantage the marginal borrower who, with time and indulgence, could work out the troubled loan....  theborrowers in securitized transactions are sophisticated parties whom we can assume understand the nuances of thetransaction.  Hence, if a choice must be made, market efficiency should win out over borrower's rights. Id. at 562.  Clearly, Professor Poindexter's analysis is not meant to apply to the much less sophisticated residentialborrowers.[Fn280]. See Downs & Fowler, 65 UMKC L. Rev. at 491 n.65 (noting th at ear ly prepayment  or late payment of aloan causes one tranche of a securitization to benefit at the expense of another).[Fn281]. Professor Poindexter points out that, at least for the securitization of commercial loans, most pooling andservicing agreements establishing the securitization limit the liability of some of the parties steering the loan pool,allowing them to take some actions even though they favor one class of securities holders over another. Poindexter, 50 Emory L.J. at 560.  Providing the opportunity for immunity would not necessarily make a servicerwilling to test the limits of that immunity by restructuring a loan for the benefit of a defrauded borrower.[Fn282]. Fidelis Oditah, Selected Issues in Securitization, in The Future for the Global Securities Market 83, 89(Fidelis Oditah ed.,  1996).  Oditah argues that  separating the var ious aspects of the loan process provides greaterefficiency by allowing lending institutions to specialize, concentrating on specific parts of the process while leavingthe remainder  to other specialized institutions.  See also Frankel, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int'l L. at 259.  Frankel alsostresses the efficiency that unbundling creates, stating,   [W]hile banks provide "bundled" services (raising funds, usually through deposits, originating and servicingloans, and holding them to maturity), securitization has "unbundled" these functions, enabling separate actors toperform one or more of these functions and linking the actors through a sponsor rather than onesuper-intermediary.  This "unbundling" and the use of specialized actors can enhance efficiency. Id. (internal footnote omitted).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 86[Fn283]. See Frankel, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int'l L. at 259 (noting that the borrower may be dealing with foreigncorporations, who would be even more immune to local pressure).[Fn284]. See Experience Matters--Subprime Servicing Requires More Than Aggressive Collections, MortgageBanking, May 1, 1999, 1999 WL 12029545.[Fn285]. Diana B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Mortgaged Lives: a Special Report, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000,at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.  Currently, in the wake of wide publicity about predatory lendingas well as suits against  firms such as Lehman Brothers regarding their securit izat ion of loans originated bypredatory lending,  these Wall Street firms may have final ly taken some steps to ascertain  whether they are involvedwith predatory loans.  See Kyriaki Venetis, Case's Progress a Concern for 'Street'?, 26 Nat'l Mortgage News, Jan.28, 2002, at 2, 2002 WL 8158690. This action may only be short lived, however, if the Wall St reet firms win thosesuits and if the public outcry against predatory lending, now at a feverish pitch, abates somewhat.[Fn286]. Frankel, 8 Duke J. Comp. & Int'l L. at 263.  The extent to which securitization depersonalizes the lendingprocess is demonstrated by Frankel's discussion of off-shore SPVs, so that the beneficial owner of the loan poolcould be located, to the extent an SPV has any exact location, in another country.  Id. at 266.[Fn287]. For a discussion of this rat ionale for the prohibition against  assigning the right  to collect a debt, see W.M. Holdsworth, The Origin s and Early History of Negotiable Instruments, Part I, 31 Law Q. Rev. 12, 13 (1915).[Fn288]. See Tamar Frankel, Securitization: The Conflict Between Personal and Market Law (Contract andProperty), 18 Ann. Rev. Banking L. 197, 205 (1999).  Frankel states:   In securit ization, the endorsement requirement raises a serious practical problem when the number of notesinvolved (e.g., in the sale of mortgage loans) is enormous, and endorsement is very costly.  In addition, theborrowers may default, and notes should be in the name of the servicer or collector to facilitate court proceedingsagainst the borrowers. Id.  Ronald Mann also asserts that in the course of securitization, notes are not transferred by endorsement anddelivery.  Ronald J. Mann, Searching for Negotiability in Payment and Credit Systems, 44 UCLA L. Rev. 951, 970(1997).[Fn289]. Frankel, 18 Ann. Rev. Banking L. at 205.[Fn290]. See Michael G. Jacobides, Mortgage Banking Unbundling: Structure, Automation and Profit, MortgageBanking, Jan.1, 2001, 2001 WL 28402001 for this observation  of the decline in servicing by the originators ofloans and the probable causes for that  decline.[Fn291]. Id.  For a "servicing released" sale of a note by a predatory lender , see England v. MG Invs., Inc., 93 F.Supp. 2d 718, 723 (S.D. W. Va. 2000), discussed infra notes 611-13 and the accompanying text.[Fn292]. Steven B. Levine & Anthony L. Gray, Protecting the Transaction from Bankruptcy and Insolvency Risks,in Securitization: Asset-Backed and Mortgage- Backed Securities § 7.07(B) at 7-37 (Ronald S. Borod ed., 2001).[Fn293]. Securitization of Financial Assets § 16.04[A][1][b][ii] (Jason H.P. Kravitt ed., 2d ed. 1997) (citationsomitted).[Fn294]. Freddie Mac, Single Family Seller/Servicer Guide, Vol. 1, at Ch. 16.4 (2000), available athttp://www.allregs.com (last visited Mar. 22, 2002).[Fn295]. Freddie Mac, Single Family Seller/Servicer Guide, Vol. 1, at Ch. 18.6(b) (2001), available athttp://www.allregs.com (last visited Mar. 22, 2002).[Fn296]. Fannie Mae, Single Family Selling Guide, Part  IV, at  102 (1994),  available at  http://www.allregs.com



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 87(last visited Mar. 22, 2002).[Fn297]. Ginnie Mae, Memo 01-08: Streamlining of Ginnie Mae's Documentation Requirements (Apr. 20, 2001),available at http://www.allregs.com (last visited Mar. 22, 2002).  See discussion of Ginnie Mae's requirements inKenneth G. Lore & Cameron L. Cowan, Mortgage-Backed Securities: Developments and Trends in the SecondaryMortgage Market 5-25 to -26 (2000).[Fn298]. For cases in which the court held that an  allonge could be used only when there was insufficient space onthe note for an indorsement, see Crossland Sav. Bank v. Constant, 737 S.W.2d 19, 21 (Tex. Ct. App. 1987); Pribusv. Bush, 173 Cal. Rptr. 747, 749, 751 (Ct. App. 1981); and Bishop v. Chase, 56 S.W. 1080 (Mo. 1900).  But seeOsgood's Admrs. v Artt, 17 F. 575 (C.C. Ill. 1883); Haug v. Riley, 29 S.E. 44, 46 (Ga. 1897); and Com. Secur. Co.v. Main St. Pharmacy, 94 S.E. 298, 299 (N.C. 1917) for cases in which the court held that use of an allonge wasproper even though the note had space available for indorsement.  For a discussion of these cases generally, seeV.G. Lewter, Annotation, Indorsement of Negotiable Instrument by Writing Not on Instrument Itself, 19 A.L.R.3d1297 (1968).[Fn299]. "An indorsement on an allonge is valid even though there is sufficient space on the instrument for anindorsement."  U.C.C. § 3-204, cmt.1 (1999).  See also John Krahmer, Commercial Transactions, 53 SMU L. Rev.729, 737-38 (2000) (discussing conflicting opinions on whether cases arising under the previous Article 3 shouldbe interpreted under the more flexible rules of the 1990 revision).[Fn300]. U.C.C. § 3-202(2) (Pre-1990 Version).   See Barry Hart Dubner, The Case of the $19 Million Staple, 6Cooley L. Rev. 37, 45 (1989).  See also S.W. Resolution Corp. v. Watson, 964 S.W.2d 262, 264 (Tex. 1997)(holding that an allonge was "firmly affixed" to a note where it  had been stapled, clipped, and taped to the note,then removed and restapled multiple times, as the holder removed the staple in order to photocopy the note andallonge separately).[Fn301]. U.C.C. § 3-204(a).  See also Henry J. Bailey, New 1990 Uniform Commercial Code: Article 3, NegotiableInstruments, and Ar ticle 4, Bank Deposits and Collections, 29 Willamette L. Rev. 409, 452 (1993) (discussing thenew rule).[Fn302]. 865 F. Supp. 1186 (E.D. Va. 1994).[Fn303]. Bankers Trust (Delaware) v. 236 Beltway Inv., 865 F. Supp. 1186, 1189-91 (E.D. Va. 1994).[Fn304]. Bankers Trust, 865 F. Supp. at 1194-97.[Fn305]. Id. at 1195-97.[Fn306]. Id. at 1197-98.[Fn307]. 1996 WL 308285 (4th Cir. 1996) (per curiam).  See also  Midfirst Bank, SSB v. C.W. Haynes & Co., 893F. Supp. 1304 (D.S.C. 1994), aff'd, 87 F.3d 1308 (4th Cir. 1996).[Fn308]. Midfirst Bank, 893 F. Supp. at 1312 (citation omitted).  See also James v. Nationsbank Trust  Co., 639 So.2d 1031 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994) discussed supra, in which a trustee of a mortgage pool moved for summaryjudgment based on its alleged status as a holder in due course.  The court denied that motion, based on allegationsby the borrowers that the trustee had purchased the pool of mortgages with actual knowledge of the fraudulent salesscheme of the originator of the loans, a wholly-owned subsidiary of a company indicted for criminal fraud for itssales of overpriced houses through fraudulent appraisals that misrepresented the value of the homes.  Id. at 1034. However, it appears that unless the borrowers could somehow show that the trustee had knowledge of theoriginator's fraud at the time the trustee acquired the mortgages for the pool, then the borrowers' defenses based onthe fraud conducted by the originator of the note would be cut off because the trustee would be a holder in due



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 88course.[Fn309]. 879 F. Supp. 139 (D. Me. 1995).[Fn310]. Dupuis v. Fed. Home Loan Mortgage Corp., 879 F. Supp. 139, 144- 45 (D. Me. 1995).[Fn311]. Dupuis, 879 F. Supp. at 146.[Fn312]. Philip S. Porter, The Two Faces of Truth--in Lending, 12-APR S.C. Law. 18 (2001).  At the time of hisarticle, Porter was South Carolina's Consumer Advocate and current administ rator of its Department of ConsumerAffairs.  Id.[Fn313]. Donna Tanoue, 'Predatory Lending' Raises Default Risk, Mortgaging Serv. News, June 16, 2000, at 4,2000 WL 18803344 (quoting Interagency Guidance on Subprime Lending, March 1, 1999).  As the subprimemarket continues to expand and mature and traditional banks increasingly enter the subprime market, thisdefinition will become anachronistic, since it will become tradi tional for banks to lend to subprime borrowers.[Fn314]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 2-3 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn315]. Id. at 2.[Fn316]. Governor Edward M. Gramlich, Address at Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio, (Mar. 23,2001), at http:// www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/2001/20010323/default.htm (last visited Feb. 23,2002).[Fn317]. For a useful,  detailed study of the subprime market, see Cathy Lesser Mansfield, The Road to Subprime"HEL" Was Paved With Good Congressional Intentions: Usury Deregulation and the Subprime Home EquityMarket, 51 S.C. L. Rev. 473 (2000).[Fn318]. Mortgage Lending Abuses: Hearing Before the House Comm. On Banking and Financial Services, 106thCong. (2000) (statement of Gary Gensler, Treasury Under Secretary, May 24, 2000).[Fn319]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 34 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).  These borrowers with littledocumentation are labeled "low-doc" or "no- doc" borrowers.  Id.[Fn320]. Statements to the Congress, 86 Fed. Res. Bull. 454, 462-63  (2000) (statement by Governor Edward M.Gramlich, Member, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, before the Comm. on Banking andFinancial Services, May 24, 2000).[Fn321]. Mortgage Lending Abuses: Hearing Before the House Comm. On Banking and Financial Services, 106thCong. (2000) (statement of Gary Gensler, Treasury Dep't Under Secretary, May 24, 2000).  For an extensive andpenetrating analysis of the fringe banking system, which serves those borrowers either without property or seekingloan amounts too small even for the subpr ime market, see Lynn Drysdale & Kathleen E. Keest,  The Two-TieredConsumer Financial Services Marketplace: The Fringe Banking System and Its Challenge to Current ThinkingAbout the Role of Usury Laws in Today's Society, 51 S.C. L. Rev. 589, 631 (2000).[Fn322]. Home Equity Lending Abuses in the Subprime Mortgage Industry; Hearing Before the Senate SpecialSubcommittee on Aging, 105th Cong. (1998) (prepared statement of the Federal Trade Commission, Mar. 16,1998), available at http://www.senate.gov/<tilde>aging/hr14ft.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).  Most lenders split



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 89borrowers and credit into categories such as "A," "B," "C," "C-" and "D" even though there is no universal industrystandard  for these categories.  Borrowers with almost unblemished credit records are given "A" ratings, while thosecurrently in bankruptcy or foreclosure are rated "F" .  See Predatory Lending Practices: Hearing Before UnitedStates Senate Special Comm. on Aging, 105th Cong.  (1998) (statement by Prof. Gene A. Marsh, Universi ty ofAlabama School of Law), available at 1998 WL 8993224.[Fn323]. Home Equity Lending Abuses in the Subprime Mortgage Industry; Hearing Before the Senate SpecialSubcommittee on Aging, 105th Cong. (1998) (prepared statement of the Federal Trade Commission, Mar. 16,1998), available at http://www.senate.gov/<tilde>aging/hr14ft.htm (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).[Fn324]. Mortgage Lending Abuses: Hearing Before the House Comm. On Banking and Financial Services, 106thCong. (2000) (statement of Gary Gensler, Treasury Under Secretary, May 24, 2000).[Fn325]. Robert E. Litan, et al., The Community Reinvestment Act After Financial Modernization: A BaselineReport, U.S. Department of Treasury, at 19 (April 2000),  at http://www.ustreas.gov/press/releases/reports.htm(last visited Mar. 21, 2001).[Fn326]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 26 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn327]. Mansfield, 51 S.C. L. Rev. at 536-37.  Professor Mansfield's findings correlate with the 1998 estimate ofthe subprime industry's own trade group, the National Home Equity Mortgage Association (NHEMA), thatsubprime mortgages'  average interest ra te is between two percent and six percent higher than the prime rate.  SeeStatement of the National Home Equity Mortgage Association on Home Mortgage Lending Disclosure ReformBefore the Housing & Community Development and Financial Institutions & Consumer Credit Subcomms. of theU.S. House of Representatives Committee on Banking and Financial Services (September 16, 1998), athttp://www.house.gov/financialservices/91698nhe.htm (last visited June 19, 2001).  A more recent estimate is thatsubprime mortgages average 1.5% to 7% higher than prime mortgages.  Robert Pollsen, Joseph Hu & JayElengical, Residential MBS Post Solid Year, Mortgage Banking, May 1, 2001, at 4254, 2001 WL 11398554.[Fn328]. ACORN (Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now), Separate and Unequal: PredatoryLending in America 28 (Nov. 14, 2001), at http://www.acorn.org/acorn10/predatorylending/plreports/report.htm(last  visited Feb. 23, 2002).  See also Paul D. Davies, Subprime Lenders Prey on Hard-Luck Consumers,Philadelphia Daily News, Feb. 7, 2001, 2001 WL 12167836.[Fn329]. See Harold L. Bunce, et al., Subprime Foreclosures: The Smoking Gun of Predatory Lending? 258-59,available at http:// www.huduser.org/publications/polleg/hpcproceedings.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).  A basispoint is 1/100 of 1 percent,  so that 215 basis points equal 2.15%, and a 10% interest ra te is 200 basis points higherthan an 8% in terest ra te.[Fn330]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. OnBanking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO,Central Pacific Mortgage Co., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), at http://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).[Fn331]. See Comments of the National Consumer Law Center and Consumer Federation of America to the FDICon Predatory Mortgages, at http:// www.nclc.org/predatory_lending/fdic.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2002).[Fn332]. Home Bound: Nasty Surprise Haunts Some Folks' Mortgage: A Prepayment Penalty, Wall St. J., at A1,Aug. 1, 2001, 2001 WL-WSJ 2871388.[Fn333]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. On



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 90Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO,Central Pacific Mortgage Co., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), at http://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).[Fn334]. Dep't of Housing & Urban Dev., Unequal Burden: Income & Racial Disparities in Subprime Lending inAmerica, (April 2000), at http://  www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/subprime.html (last visited Feb. 23,2002); Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on Predatory Lending,Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 47 (June 2000), athttp://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).  In 1993, the subprimerefinance rate was eight percent in black neighborhoods and only one percent in white neighborhoods. Id.[Fn335]. Id. at 48.[Fn336]. A Woodstock Institute Report, Two Steps Back: The Dual Mortgage Market, Predatory Lending, and theUndoing of Community Development, found that the prime lenders who serve white and upper-incomeneighborhoods have not provided credit as widely in lower income and minority neighborhoods.  Report FindsDual Market in Refinance Loans Subprime Lenders Dominate Lending in Minor ity Neighborhoods, WoodstockInstitute,  at http:// www.woodstockinst.org/twosteps.html (Nov. 15, 1999) (last visited Feb. 24, 2002).  TheWoodstock Institute concludes that this failure by prime lenders to lend in lower income or minority neighborhoodshas  provided great impetus to subprime lenders to dominate these neighborhoods.  Id.[Fn337]. Harold Bunce, An Analysis of GSE Purchasing of Mortgages for African-American Borrowers and theirNeighborhoods, HUD Paper HF-011, (2000), at http://www.huduser.org/publications/hsgfin/workpapr11.html(Dec. 2000) (last visited Feb. 24, 2002).[Fn338]. Timothy C. Lambert, Fair Marketing: Challenging Pre-Application Lending Practices, 87 Geo. L.J. 2181,2221 (1999).  Lambert notes that "a particular segmentation of the market may be permissible if the additionalprocess costs of obtaining the needed information to extend credit to a smaller number of borrowers in alow-income neighborhood exceeds the expected losses to the financial institution for not lending to thiscreditworthy group."  Id.[Fn339]. Lambert, 87 Geo. L.J. at  2221-22.  Lambert notes tha t financial institutions seeking to lend in lowincome neighborhoods will have greater information gathering costs, as much of the income and assets of potentialborrowers in these neighborhoods does not fit into the lenders' typical models for credit standards; income such asinformal r ent payments and assets held outside of bank accounts are not counted by underwriters, and th ere may befewer property appraisals in  neighborhoods where banks have offered fewer loans, making any new appraisals lessreliable.  Id.  Credit scoring is a process of assigning numerical values to a variety of factors that indicate thecreditworthiness of a potential borrower, then applying a statistical  formula to  those various numer ical values,creating an individual number representing the creditworthiness of the subject.  Among the factors examined areincome, assets, employment, debt and repayment history, and age.  Kenneth G. Gunter, Computerized CreditScoring's Effect On the Lending Industry, 4 N.C. Banking Inst. 443, 444 (2000).[Fn340]. See Robert E. Litan, et al., The Community Reinvestment Act After Financial Modernization: A BaselineReport, U.S. Department of Treasury, at 19 (April 2000) (citing recent studies regarding credit administration), athttp://www.ustreas.gov/press/releases/reports.htm (last  visited Mar. 9, 2002).  For an  explanation of discriminationtheory and the result ing lending shortfall,  see Peter P. Swire,  The Persistent Problem of Lending Discrimination: ALaw and Economics Analysis, 73 Tex. L. Rev. 787 (1995).  For a market-failure theory of the lending shortfallproblem, see Michael Klausner, Market Failure and Community Investment: A Market-Oriented Alternative to theCommunity Reinvestment Act, 143 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1561, 1565- 72 (1995) and Keith N. Hylton & Vincent D.Rougeau, Lending Discrimination: Economic Theory, Econometric Evidence, and the Community ReinvestmentAct, 85 Geo. L.J. 237, 253-62 (1996).  For the argument that existing bank regulations lead to the shortfall  oflending in urban minority communities, see Keith N Hylton, Banks and Inner Cities: Market And RegulatoryObstacles to Development Lending, 17 Yale J. on Reg. 197 (2000).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 91[Fn341]. For example, an estimated thirty-five percent of subprime borrowers were fifty-five years old or older,compared to only twenty-one percent of subprime borrowers.  Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S.Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on Predatory Lending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 36 (June2000), at http:// www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn342]. Predatory Lending Practices: Hearing Before the U.S. Senate Special Comm. on Aging, 105th Cong.(1998) (statement of Jim Dough, Mar. 16, 1998), available at 1998 WL 8993304.[Fn343]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 37 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn344]. The subprime market quadrupled between 1994 and 1999, then fell about twelve percent during 2000 as"some lenders faced financial problems after making bad loans," according to the Wall Street Journal's report,citing the tr ade publication Inside Mortgage Finance.  See Home Bound: Nasty Surprise Haunts Some Folks'Mortgage: A Prepayment Penalty, Wall St. J., Aug. 1, 2001, at A1, 2001 WL-WSJ. 2871388.[Fn345]. James B Kelleher, What's Their Angle? Consumers Must Be Careful When Borrowing From SubprimeLenders, Chi. Trib. June 16, 2000, at 1, 2000 WL 3675686.[Fn346]. Federal Trade Commission, Predatory Lending Practices in the Home- Equity Lending Market:  PreparedStatement Before the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, (Sept. 7, 2000), at http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/09/predatorylending.htm (last visited Mar. 23, 2002).[Fn347]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 26, 28 (June 2000) (citation omitted), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).  In their article, MortgageCredit Outlook, Mark M. Zandi and Brian Nottage cite an estimate by Economy.com that there is $400 billion insubprime loans currently outstanding, which is 9% of the total mortgage debt outstanding.  Mark M. Zandi &Brian Nottage, Mortgage Credit Outlook, Sec. Mortgage  Mkts. Reps, Feb. 2001, at 3.[Fn348]. See Michael Murray, States, Lenders, Discuss Predatory Issues, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., July 3,2000, at 7, 2000 WL 8249281.[Fn349]. Steven Cocheo, Will Predatory Lending Shift Fair-Lending Enforcement?, 92 A.B.A. Banking J. 7(2000), 2000 WL 8249281 (citing Alexander Ross, special litigation counsel for Justice Department's Civil RightsDivision).  Laura J. Borrelli, past President of the National Home Equity Mortgage Association, estimates thatmortgage brokers originate over fifty percent of the subprime loans.  Mortgage Lending Abuses: Hearing Beforethe House Comm. On Banking and Financial Services, 106th Cong. (2000) (testimony of Laura J. Borrelli, May24, 2000), available at 2000 WL 19304104.[Fn350]. James B. Kelleher, What's Their Angle? Consumers must Be Careful When Borrowing from SubprimeLenders, Chi. Trib., June 16, 2000, at 1, 2000 WL 3675686.[Fn351]. Id.[Fn352]. Id.[Fn353]. Kevin Guerrero, N.Y. Working on Guidelines To Cut Predatory Lenders From Securitization Funds, Am.Banker, May 16, 2000, at 4, 2000 WL 331599 (citing Moody's Investor Service and SMR Research Corp.  ofHackettstown, N.J.).[Fn354]. Robert J. Grossman, Securitize or Sink, J. Lending & Credit Risk Mgmt., Apr. 1, 2000, at 56, 2000 WL



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 9217178326.[Fn355]. Lawrence Richter Quinn, Subprime's Thaw, Mortgage Banking, May 1, 1999, at 18, 1999 WL 12029538. First Franklin Financial Corp., of San Jose, CA, is another example of such rapid growth in the mortgage industry. See First Franklin, About First Franklin Financial Corp., at http://www.first- franklin.com/about/corporate.html(last visited Mar. 10, 2002).[Fn356]. For example, one mortgage originator dropped from three hundred employees nationwide in late 1998 tojust six in 2000, though its chief executive said, "[I]f the secondary market changes, I'll be back in business in a bigway."  Mary Fricker, Lender Exits Subprime Loans, The Press Democrat (Santa Rosa, Cal.), June 18, 2000, at E1,2000 WL 6213513.[Fn357]. Deposi tory Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of  1980, Pub. L. No. 96-221, § 501(a),94 Stat. 132, 161-62 (codified as amended at 12 U.S.C. § 1735f-7a (1994)).[Fn358]. Cathy Lesser Mansfield, The Road to Subprime "HEL" Was Paved With Good Congressional In tentions:Usury Deregulation and the Subprime Home Equity Market, 51 S.C. L. Rev. 473 (2000).[Fn359]. Mansfield, 51 S.C. L. Rev. at 502.[Fn360]. 12 U.S.C. § 1831d(a) (1994).[Fn361]. Lynn Drysdale & Kathleen E. Keest, The Two-Tiered Consumer Financial Services Marketplace: TheFringe Banking System and Its  Challenge to Current Thinking About the Role of Usury Laws in  Today's Society,51 S.C. L. Rev. 589, 631 (2000).[Fn362]. See Smith v. Fidelity Consumer Discount Co., Nos. 88-1406, 88- 1444, 1989 WL 106695, at *16-*17 (3dCir. Jun. 27, 1989), aff'd, 898 F.2d 896 (3d Cir. 1990) as well as other cases cited in Mansfield, 51 S.C. L. Rev. at515-21.[Fn363]. Paul D. Davies, Some Subprime Brokers Use Questionable Tactics, Confuse Borrowers, Phil. Daily News,Feb. 6, 2001, 2001 WL 12167789.[Fn364]. Id.[Fn365]. Jim Peterson, Lender  Beware.  "Predatory Lending" Threatens Subprime Lenders, A.B.A. Banking J., Feb.1, 2001, at 40, 2001 WL 11595148.[Fn366]. U.S. Department of Justice, Fair Lending Enforcement Program, athttp://www.usdoj.gov/crt/housing/bll_01.htm (Jan. 2001) (last visi ted Feb. 25, 2002) (ci ting unpublished draft1996 Freddie Mac report, based on sample of 15,000 subprime mortgages originated by four different financialinstitutions).[Fn367]. Paul D. Davies, Subprime Lenders Prey on Hard-Luck Consumers, Phil. Daily News, Feb. 7, 2001, 2001WL 12167836 (noting a statistic from a poll of the fifty most active subprime lenders, as reported by InsideMortgage Finance, a mortgage trade publication).[Fn368]. Id.[Fn369]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 30 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 93[Fn370]. James R. Peterson, Don't Cure Predatory Lending By Killing Subprime, A.B.A. Banking J., May 1, 2001,at 8, 2001 WL 11595211.[Fn371]. Lenders started foreclosures on 36 out of 1000 loans in the fourth quarter of 2001, up 20% from the yearbefore.  See Fred O. Williams, Avoid Foreclosure, Buff. News, Mar. 5, 2002, at B4, 2002 WL 7421447.[Fn372]. United States Dep't of Housing & Urban Development, Unequal Burden: Income and Racial Disparities inSubprime Lending in America 8, a t http:// www.huduser .org/publications/ fairhsg/unequal.html  (April 2000) (lastvisited Aug. 16, 2001).[Fn373]. See Harold L. Bunce, et al., Subprime Foreclosures: The Smoking Gun of Predatory Lending? 258-59, athttp:// www.huduser.org/publications/polleg/hpcproceedings.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2002).[Fn374]. See id.[Fn375]. James T. Berger, Subprime Lending Produces Dangerous Side Effects, Chi. Sun-Times, June 9, 2000, at16N, 2000 WL 6681282 (quoting William Apgar, Assistant Secretary for Housing at HUD).[Fn376]. For a  defense of including non-economic losses, such as pain and suffering, in any economic analysis ofthe effects of tortious behavior, see generally Steven P. Croley & Jon D. Hanson, The Nonpecuniary Costs ofAccidents: Pain-and-suffering Damages in Tort Law, 108 Harv. L. Rev. 1785 (1995) (defending the inclusion ofnon-economic losses, such as pain and suffering, in any economic analysis of the effects of tortuous behavior).[Fn377]. For a discussion of incommensurability, see Cass R. Sunstein,  Incommensurability and Valuation inLaw, 92 Mich. L. Rev. 779 (1994).[Fn378]. See Jeanne L. Schroeder, Rationality in Law and Economics Scholarship, 79 Or. L. Rev. 147, 244-45(2000) (discussing the "Madelaine" effect and its economic implications).[Fn379]. Julia Patterson Forrester, Mortgaging the American Dream: A Critical Evaluation of the FederalGovernment's Promotion of Home Equity Financing, 69 Tul. L. Rev. 373, 386 (1994).[Fn380]. Forrester, 69 Tul. L. Rev. at 386.[Fn381]. For a discussion of the humiliation and threatened loss of independence the elderly experience as a resultof being victims of crime, see Jeffrey L. Bratkiewicz, "Here's a Quarter, Call Someone Who Cares"; Who IsAnswering the Elderly's Call for Protection from Telemarketing Fraud?, 45 S.D. L. Rev. 586, 590 (2000); Trent M.Murch, Note, Revamping the Phantom Protections for the Vulnerable Elderly: Section 3A1.1(b), New Hope for OldVictims, 6 Elder L.J. 49, 55-56 (1998).[Fn382]. One study concluded that the life expectancy of the homeless is only fifty-one years, over twenty years lessthan the nat ional average.  See Sandra Guthans, Homeless Elderly Live Their Lives On the Brink, New OrleansTimes-Picayune, Dec. 19, 1999, at 3C, 1999 WL 29019056.  According to a study by the Federal InteragencyCouncil on the Homeless, eight percent of the homeless clients interviewed were fifty-five years old or older, butforty-five percent of the non-homeless that used homeless services were elderly, likely showing the effects of effortsto prevent homelessness among elderly.  See Martha R Burt, et al ., Homelessness: Programs and the People TheyServe, at http://www.huduser.org/publications/homeless/homelessness/ (Dec. 1999) (last visited Aug. 27, 2001).[Fn383]. Marybeth Shinn & Jim Baumohl, Rethinking the Prevention of Homelessness, athttp://aspe.hhs.gov/progsys/homeless/symposium/13-Preven.htm (last visited Feb. 26, 2002) ("The HOPE programin Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Texas, and Colorado (Schwartz et al., 1991) to prevent mortgage foreclosuresprovided good evidence that homelessness prevention has benefits to the community that go beyond benefits topeople whose homelessness is averted.").



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 94[Fn384]. Berger, Chi. Sun-Times, June 9, 2000, at 16N, 2000 WL 6681282.[Fn385]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 25 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn386]. Id. at 49.[Fn387]. Christine Jolls, Cass R. Sunstein & Richard Thaler, A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics, 50Stan. L. Rev. 1471, 1541-42 (1998).[Fn388]. See supra note 188-89 an d accompanying text for the foreclosure process and a discussion  of how aborrower normally loses any equity in the house when it is foreclosed.[Fn389]. See Transcript of the Federal Reserve Board Morning Session of Public Hearing on Home Equity Lending(Aug. 16,  2000), at  45, at http:// federalreserve.gov/Events/PublicHearings/20000816/20000816.htm (last visitedFeb. 14, 2002) (reporting the testimony of Dan Immergluck of the Woodstock Institute).  For the argument thatpeople purchase more of a good when the true cost is not reflected in the price, see Guido Calabresi, SomeThoughts on Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts, 70 Yale L.J. 499, 514 (1961).[Fn390]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 49 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn391]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact, and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm.On Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (July 27, 2001) (testimony of David Berenbaum of the Nat'lCommunity Reinvestment Coalition, July 27, 2001), at http://banking.senate.gov/01_ 07hrg/072701/brenbaum.htm(last visited Feb. 26, 2002).[Fn392]. Riegle Community Development and Regulatory Improvement Act,  Pub. L. No. 103-325, § 151-58, 108Stat. 2190-98 (1994) (enacted as a part of the federal Truth in Lending Act (TILA), 15 U.S.C. § 1601, et seq; Reg.Z, 12 C.F.R. § 226).[Fn393]. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1602(aa)(1), (3) (2000).[Fn394]. See Truth in Lending (Regulation Z), 65 Fed. Reg. 81,438 (Dec. 26, 2000) (proposing revisions to FRBRegulation Z, 12 C.F.R. § 226.32).[Fn395]. 15 U.S.C. § 1602(f) (2000).[Fn396]. 15 U.S.C. § 1602(b) (2000).[Fn397]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(a)(2)(B) (2000).[Fn398]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(a)(1) (2000).[Fn399]. In re Ralls, 230 B.R. 508, 514, 521-23 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1999).[Fn400]. See In re Murray, 239 B.R. 728 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1999) (noting th at the remedies are "(1) termination  ofthe creditor's security interest; (2) statutory damages for failing to properly respond to the rescission demand; (3) apenalty measured by at least recoupment against the remaining unsecured claim on account of the original TILAdisclosure violations; (4) elimination of all finance charges; and (5) where equitable to do so, elimination of thedebtor's entire obligation to the creditor and (6) recovery of all payments made; and (7) recovery of reasonable



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 95attorneys' fees and costs by the successful debtor's counsel").[Fn401]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(e) (2000).[Fn402]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(f) (2000).[Fn403]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(d) (2000).[Fn404]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(c) (2000).[Fn405]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(h) (2000).[Fn406]. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1602(u), 1639(j) (2000).[Fn407]. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1602(u), 1635(f), 1639(j) (2000).[Fn408]. 15 U.S.C. § 1640(a)(4) (2000).[Fn409]. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(1) (2000).[Fn410]. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(4) (2000).[Fn411]. 12 C.F.R. § 226.32(e)(3).[Fn412]. Vandenbroeck v. ContiMortgage Corp., 53 F. Supp. 2d 965, 967-68  (W.D. Mich. 1999).[Fn413]. In re Murray, 239 B.R. 728, 733 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1999).[Fn414]. See Home Loans and Low Income Families: Hearing on H.R. 3153 Before the Consumer Credit and Ins.Subcomm. of the House Banking, Fin. and Urban Affairs Comm., 103d Cong. (1994) (testimony of Joseph Falk,Nat'l Ass'n of Mortgage Brokers, Mar. 22, 1994), 1993 WL 3013956.[Fn415]. Statements to the Congress, Fed. Res. Bull., July 1, 1993, at 684,  1993 WL 3013956 (reporting thestatement of Lawrence B. Lindsay).[Fn416]. One lender, for example, revealed how near its fees were to the fee trigger when it estimated that ninetypercent of its loans would be covered by HOEPA if the fee trigger would include the cost of single premium creditinsurance.  See Sandra Fleishman,  Fed Favors Tougher Loan Rules; Abuses in SUBPRIME Lending Are Targeted,Wash. Post, Dec. 14, 2000, at E01, 2000 WL 29921414.[Fn417]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 85 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn418]. Id. "While most analysts consider HOEPA to have been effective, we hear reports of lenders skating justbelow the HOEPA requirements and still  engaging in egregious practices," said Gramlich, on  the board ofgovernors of the Federal Reserve.  Carol Hazard , Predatory Loans Often Set up Borrowers for Failure an d Can CostThem Their Biggest Investment: Their Homes.  Move Afoot to Halt Abusive Lending; Big Business TargetsLow-income Districts, Richmond Times-Dispatch, Oct. 9, 2000, at A1, 2000 WL 5049721.[Fn419]. Kathleen E. Keest, Stone Soup: Exploring the Boundaries Between Subprime Lending and PredatoryLending, 1241 PLI/Corp 1107, 1125 (2001).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 96[Fn420]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 85, 89 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/l ibrary/bookshelf18/pressrel/ treasrpt .pdf (last visited Mar.  9, 2002).  For  a defin ition  and descriptionof yield spread premiums, as well  as a discussion of whether they violate a mortgage broker's fiduciary duty, seeRobert M. Jaworski, Overages: To Pay or Not to Pay, That Is the Question, 113 Banking L.J. 909, 910-12 (1996).[Fn421]. Kathleen E. Keest, Timothy P. Meredith & Elizabeth C. Yen, 1997 Truth in Lending Developments, 53Bus. Law. 971, 981 (1998).[Fn422]. Newton v. United Cos. Financial Corp., 24 F. Supp. 2d 444, 457  (E.D. Pa. 1998).[Fn423]. 66 Fed. Reg. 65604-65607 (Dec. 20, 2001).[Fn424]. 66 Fed. Reg. 65606, 65608-65610 (Dec. 20, 2001).[Fn425]. 66 Fed. Reg. 65612-65613 (Dec. 20, 2001).[Fn426]. This point is made in Keest, 1241 PLI/Corp at 1139.[Fn427]. Jean Constantine-Davis, HOEPING for Better Days: the Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act of1994 (HOEPA), 1114 PLI/Corp 243, 252 (1999) (citing Newton v. United Lending Co., 24 F. Supp. 2d 444 (E.D.Pa. 1998)).[Fn428]. In re Jackson, 245 B.R. 23, 32 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 2000).[Fn429]. This discussion of the complexity of HOEPA and the detrimental effect of that complexity to theenforcement of HOEPA was suggested to me, along with examples of that complexity, by Kath leen Keest, to whomI am grateful.[Fn430]. 15 U.S.C. § 1602(aa)(4) (2001).[Fn431]. 15 U.S.C. § 1639(c) (2001).[Fn432]. How unlikely it is that a borrower will find an attorney who understands HOEPA can be seen in the caseBostic v. Am. Gen. Fin., Inc., 87 F. Supp. 2d 611 (S.D. W. Va. 2000), in which the court accepted as reasonablethe statement of borrower's attorney that no other at torney in the state of West Virgin ia sufficient ly understoodTILA (of which HOEPA is a complicated part) and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA) to aid him inlitigating the case, necessitating that he bring in counsel from out of state.  The attorney stated that the out of statecounsel's   role was key in dealing [with] the Truth in  Lending as well as the ECOA claim.  I know of no one else in WestVirginia who has any substantial knowledge of Truth in Lending and ECOA claims, and it was essential to goout-of-state to get this kind of experience. Id.[Fn433]. An example of how difficult HOEPA is for judges to apply can be found in the case In re Barber, 266B.R. 309 (Bankr. E.D. Pa.  2001). There, the court  wrestled with the basic question of whether HOEPA abrogatesthe holder in due course doctrine, stating all too tentatively,   At least one court has held that Section 1641(d) "eliminates HDC [holder in due course] defenses as to all claimsasserted by the consumer under TILA or other laws, unless the assignee proves, by a preponderance of theevidence, that it could not determine that the loan was a HOEPA loan." Id. (quoting In re Murray, 239 B.R. 728, 733 (Bankr. E.D. Pa. 1999)).[Fn434]. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(1) (2000).
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[Fn435]. 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(4) (2000).[Fn436]. Tri-Star Mortgage/Polo Financial cheated numerous homeowners and other lenders for years before itsfraud was discovered.  See Myron Levin, California Woodland Hills Broker Gets 3-Year Term in Mortgage Scam,L.A. Times, July 19, 2000, at C2, 2000 WL 2261701; Jesse Hiestand, Man Gets 3 Years in Fraud Case, L.A. DailyNews, June 23, 2000, at N17, 2000 WL 31038984; Myron Levin, California Valley Mortgage Brokers Face 11Charges, L.A. Times, Apr. 13, 2000, at C2, 2000 WL 2230456.[Fn437]. Ben Sullivan, Home Loan Scandal; Valley Seniors Say They Were Cheated, L.A. Daily News, May 10,1998, at N1, 1998 WL 3858449.[Fn438]. Sullivan, L.A. Daily News, May 10, 1998, at N1, 1998 WL 3858449.[Fn439]. Id.[Fn440]. Michael Youngblood, real estate analyst for Banc of America Securities, explained how lenders canconceal that a loan is covered by HOEPA: "And if they're lying to the company that buys their loans, and sayingthere's been no more than five points, or no more than ten points associated with a given loan, when in reality thetotal number of  points is much higher, it's very difficult to uncover fraud until it's  too late."  Michael Gregory, IfTrusts Were To Break Wide Open: The Shake-Up in Subprime Lending and Its Impact on ABS, Asset Sales Rep.,June 26, 2000, 2000 WL 3953601.[Fn441]. Arguably, HOEPA deters even the dishonest predatory lender once the buyers of mortgage discover thisfraud.  However, as demonstrated by the examples of fraud described herein, the damage that a dishonest lendercan do before its fraud is discovered is extreme.[Fn442]. E. Scott Reckard, California Mortgage Lender Hit With State Lawsuit, L.A. Times, June 13, 2001, at C2,2001 WL 2495071.  Because First Alliance is such a central figure in the ineffectiveness of efforts to deal withpredatory lending,  any detailed discussion of this issue must account for First Alliance's stunning success and evenmore sudden bankruptcy.[Fn443]. Diana  B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman,  Fast Talk and Home Equity Wall Street Loves First Alliance,Despite Lender's Legal Problems, Plain Dealer (Clev.), Mar. 18, 2000, at 1C, 2000 WL 5138774.[Fn444]. Elderly Couple Win $1 Million from Mortgage Company, Orange County  (Cal.) Reg., Oct. 16, 1987, atB06, 1987 WL 3876949.[Fn445]. State Files Suit/Loan Firm Accused of Anti-Black Bias, S.F. Chron., Aug. 12, 1988, at A6, 1988 WL6116729.[Fn446]. Al Delugach, State Bans 'Misleading' Ads by First Alliance Mortgage, L.A. Times, Aug. 19, 1988, at 2,1988 WL 2221809.[Fn447]. Al Delugach, Case Against First Alliance Stalled by Judge, L.A. Times, Aug. 16, 1988, at 2, 1988 WL2222758.[Fn448]. Dan Weikel, Mortgage Company Spared From Receivership, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., Oct. 7, 1988, atA03, 1988 WL 4453689.  The judge also rejected the state's ban on First Alliance's advertising.  Id.[Fn449]. Tony Cox, First Alliance Settles State's Redlining Suit, Orange County (Cal.) Bus. J., Oct. 2, 1989, at 1,1989 WL 2632567.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 98[Fn450]. Hedging Concepts, Inc. v. First Alliance Mortgage Co., 49 Cal. Rptr. 2d 191, 194 (Ct. App. 1996).[Fn451]. Id.; Activity Subsides, But Privates Keep Pace, Asset Sales Rep., Mar. 23, 1992, at 1, 1992 WL 5270089.[Fn452]. New Issue Scorecard, Asset Sales Rep., Aug. 30, 1993, at 6, 1993 WL 5862330; First Alliance OffersFirst Public Deal, Mortgage-Backed Sec. Letter, Aug. 23, 1993, 1993 WL 2785929.[Fn453]. Low-Grade ARMs Attracting Lenders, Mortgage Marketplace, Nov. 22, 1993, at 10, 1993 WL 6757561. See also Edward Kukosky, Q & A: Self- Securitization Eases A Switch to Adjustables, Am. Banker, Nov. 24, 1993,at 10, 1993 WL 5816766.[Fn454]. Anastasia Hendrix,  Loan Fi rm Bilked Elderly, Suits Say.  Bay Area Plaintiffs Accuse Fir st All iance ofDeception, S.F. Exam'r, June 9, 1997, at A1, 1997 WL 4340776.  See also Diana B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman,Mortgaged Lives: a Special Report, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn455]. Tom Kelly, Before Signing, Understand Rates, Loan Fees, Seattle Times, July 23, 1995, at G1, 1995 WL5033739.[Fn456]. Jonathan Lansner , Stock Sale May Get $55 Million For Firm, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., May 15, 1996,at C05, 1996 WL 7027645.[Fn457]. Marla Dickerson, Two O.C. Companies Test Testy Market Stocks, L.A. Times, July 27, 1996, at D1,1996 WL 11252834.[Fn458]. Jonathan Lansner , There Are Reasons These People Make So Much, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., May 27,1996, at C01, 1997 WL 7425276.  The New York Times reported that the founders received $135 million in thecourse of this transaction.  Henriques & Bergman, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000WL 19064943.[Fn459]. First Alliance Opens MA Branch Office, Origination News, Apr. 1, 1997, at 25, 1997 WL 24626585.[Fn460]. Hendrix, S.F. Exam'r, June 9, 1997, at A1, 1997 WL 4340776.[Fn461]. Henriques & Bergman, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn462]. Alex Rodriquez & Bill Rumbler, Loan Officers Told To Mislead, Ex- Worker Says, Chi. Sun-Times, Apr.4, 1999, at 15, 1999 WL 6532908.[Fn463]. Id.[Fn464]. Norma Garcia, The Hard Sell: Combating Home Equity Lending Fraud in California, 32-33 (ConsumersUnion of the US, Inc., West Coast Regional Office, July, 1998), available athttp://www.consumer.org/finance/hsreportwc898.htm (last visited Mar. 6, 2002).[Fn465]. Id. at 11.[Fn466]. 466.  Diana  B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Fast Talk and Home Equity Wall Street Loves FirstAlliance, Despite Lender's Legal Problems, Plain Dealer (Clev.), Mar. 18, 2000, at 1C, 2000 WL 5138774.[Fn467]. Id.[Fn468]. Kathryn Tong, Crackdown on Subprime Lenders State, Activists Take Aim at Abusive Practices,  BostonGlobe, Aug. 13, 2000, at H1, 2000 WL 3338524 (citing Pam Kogut, a Massachusetts assistant attorney general).
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[Fn469]. Diana B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Mortgaged Lives: a Special Report, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000,at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn470]. Id.[Fn471]. Anastasia Hendrix,  Loan Fi rm Bilked Elderly, Suits Say.  Bay Area Plaintiffs Accuse Fir st All iance ofDeception, S.F. Exam'r, June 9, 1997, at A1, 1997 WL 4340776.  See also Anastasia Hendrix, Suits Allege LoanFraud By Mortgage Company First Alliance, S.F. Exam'r,  July 7, 1997, at A5, 1997 WL 4342269.[Fn472]. Hendrix, S.F. Exam'r, July 7, 1997, at A5, 1997 WL 4342269; Anastasia Hendrix, Burned By HomeLoans Borrowers Allege They Were Duped Into Deals That Were Deceiving, S.F. Exam'r, Oct. 27, 1997, at A1,1997 WL 4348474; Shawn Foster, Minorities Told To Be On Guard; Minorities Beware, Even Of Legal Deals, SaltLake Trib., Dec. 1, 1997, at D1, 1997 WL 15239828; Customers Say Mortgage Firm Took Them For Up To$15,000, Ariz. Daily Star, Dec. 28, 1997, at 6B, 1997 WL 16299909.[Fn473]. Orange County Earnings, L.A. Times, July 25, 1997, at D5, 1997 WL 2232262.[Fn474]. See, e.g., Customers Say Mortgage Firm Took Them For Up To  $15,000, Ariz. Daily Star, Dec. 28,1997, at 6B, 1997 WL 16299909; First Alliance Corp. Prices $85 MM ABS, Origination News, Oct. 11, 1997, at69, 1997 WL 24626707.[Fn475]. First Alliance's Mix Sets it Apart from Other Lenders, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., Jan. 25, 1998, at K01,1998 WL 2609390.[Fn476]. Diana   B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Fast Talk and Home Equity Wall Street Loves First Alliance,Despite Lender's Legal Problems, Plain Dealer (Clev.), Mar. 18, 2000, at 1C, 2000 WL 5138774.  An estimatedtwenty percent of its loans were made to borrowers with "A" credit rating.  See Eric Stein, Quantifying theEconomic Cost of Predatory Lending, A Report from the Coalition for Responsible Lending 5, athttp:/ /www.responsiblelending.org (revised Oct. 20, 2001) (citing remarks by Pamela Kogut, Assistant AttorneyGeneral of Massachusetts at a meeting between consumer advocates and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors(April 12, 2001)).[Fn477]. Myron Levin, AARP Joins Suit Against First Alliance Mortgage, L.A. Times, May 7, 1998, at D2, 1998WL 2425183; Heather Timmons, AARP Joins Lawsuit Charging Fraud By Subprime Lender Against Seniors, Am.Banker, May 7, 1998, at 1, 1998 WL 4882921.[Fn478]. Myron Levin, Nationscapital Mortgage Accused, L.A. Times, July 29, 1998, at D1, 1998 WL 2449906.[Fn479]. See Alan S. Kaplinsky & Mark J. Levin, Anatomy of An Arbitration Clause: Drafting andImplementation Issues Which Should Be Considered By a Consumer Lender, SF81 ALI-ABA 215, 223-24, 228(2001) (citing several First Alliance cases involving arbitration clauses, including Jones v. First Alliance, No. 98 C3848 (N.D. Ill., Nov. 30, 1998) (holding an arbitration clause binding despite the lender's failure to explain it,stating "Loans generate a lot of paper, and no law of which I am aware requires the papers to be orally explicatedto the signers"); Bagley v. First All iance Mortgage Co., No. 2:99-CV-578B (D. Utah,  Feb. 10,  2000); Bright v.First Alliance Mortgage Co., Case No. 99CV3762 (Dist. Ct., City and County of Denver, CO, Feb. 28, 2000);McAndrew v. Fir st Alliance Mortgage Co.,  No. 1:99-CV-00206 (N.D. Ill.,  May 5, 1999); Pagter v. First AllianceMortgage, No. CV766996 (Cal.  Super. Ct. , Dec. 12, 1997) an d Durney v. First Alliance Mortgage Co., No.H018267 (Cal. App. 1999)).[Fn480]. For a discussion of the benefits to a consumer lender generally of arbitration agreements, as well as thedrafting issues involved and a discussion of the resulting litigation, see Alan S. Kaplinsky & Mark J. Levin,Anatomy of an Arbitration Clause: Drafting and Implementation Issues Which  Should Be Considered by a



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 100Consumer Lender, SF81 ALI-ABA 215 (2001).[Fn481]. Shelly Smith, Comment, Mandatory Arbitr ation  Clauses in Consumer Contracts:  Consumer Protect ionand the Circumvention of the Judicial System, 50 DePaul L. Rev. 1191, 1230 (2001).[Fn482]. See Smith, 50 DePaul L. Rev. at 1223 ("Thus, out of court dispute arbitration is attractive to largecorporations because, without precedent, it can continue engaging in harmful or unlawful practices without fearinglawsuits or bad publicity.").[Fn483]. See generally, Sean T. Carnathan,  Discovery in Arbitration?  Well, It Depends, 10-APR Bus. L. Today 22(2001).  See also, Smith, 50 DePaul L. Rev. at 1229-30 and Martin A. Frey, Does ADR Offer Second ClassJustice?, 36 Tulsa L.J. 727, 735 (2001).[Fn484]. For discussions of the interplay between arbitration and collateral estoppel and res judicata, see generallyThurston K. Cromwell, Note, Arbitration and its Collateral Estoppel Effect on Third Parties, 2000 J. Disp. Resol.425, 427-29 (2000); Timothy J. Heinsz, Grieve it Again: of Stare Decisis, Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel inLabor Arbitration, 38 B.C. L. Rev. 275, 278-81 (1997); Hiroshi Motomura, Arbitration and Collateral Estoppel:Using Preclusion to Shape Procedural Choices,  63 Tul. L. Rev. 29, 31-32 (1988); and G. Richard Shell, ResJudicata and Collateral Estoppel Effects of Commercial Arbitration, 35 UCLA L. Rev. 623, 629-57 (1988).[Fn485]. See generally, J.T Westermeir, How Arbitration Clauses Can Help Avoid Class Action Damages, 14Computer L. Strategist 1 (1997).  See also Smith, 50 DePaul L. Rev. at 1229.[Fn486]. E. Scott Reckard, First Alliance Says It Faces Federal Inquiry Into Lending Financial Services, L.A.Times, Oct. 9, 1998, at C2, 1998 WL 18881573.[Fn487]. Neal Gendler, State Sues Home Lender, Alleging Exorbitant Fees, Star Trib. (Minneapolis-St. Paul), Jan24, 1998, at 03B, 1998 WL 6377523.[Fn488]. Neal Gendler, Mortgage Firm's Legal Problems Add Up: Minnesota, Other  States Targeting FirstAlliance, Star Trib. (Minneapolis-St. Paul), Dec. 2, 1998, at 02B, 1998 WL 6378591.[Fn489]. William Kleinknecht, NJ Suit Accuses Mortgage Lender Of Fraud, Star-Ledger (Newark N.J.), Dec. 18,1998, at 051, 1998 WL 33865850.[Fn490]. FACO Completes $120 Million Deal, Nat'l Mortgage News, Dec. 28, 1998, 1998 WL 18767767.[Fn491]. Industry Briefs, Credit Risk Mgmt. Rep., Dec. 28, 1998, 1998 WL 9577688.  The high ratings for thesecuritizations of First Alliance's loan pools was aided by the credit enhancement provided by one of the nation'slarge financial insurance companies.  Diana B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman, Mortgaged Lives: a Special Report,N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn492]. Henriques & Bergman, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn493]. Fannie Mae Reopens $2 Billion Five-Year Benchmark Note, Nat'l Mortgage News, Mar. 29, 1999, at 6,1999 WL 16553533.[Fn494]. First Alliance Plans New Site, Bank Adver. News, June 28, 1999, at 1, 1999 WL 32643275.[Fn495]. Edmund Sanders, First Alliance Settles Consumer Fraud Complaint Agreement, L.A. Times, Sept. 22,1999, at C3, 1999 WL 26178206.[Fn496]. Jan Norman, Maintaining Their Optimism First Alliance Mortgage's Leaders Say Their Company Will



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 101Survive Tough Times, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., Feb. 20, 2000, at K01, 2000 WL 4817806.[Fn497]. In re First Alliance Mortgage Co., 264 B.R. 634, 641 (C.D. Cal. 2001).[Fn498]. Lehman Brothers is Wall Street's fourth-largest  brokerage house.  See Henriques & Bergman, N.Y.Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn499]. See ABS World Warily Eyes New Suit Against Lehman,  Inv. Dealers' Dig., May 8, 2000, 2000 WL4666934 and Michael Gregory, The Predatory Lending Fracas: Wall Street Comes Under Scrutiny In TheSubprime Market As Liquidity Suffers And Regulation Looms, Inv. Dealers' Dig., June 26, 2000,  2000 WL4667107.[Fn500]. Diana  B. Henriques & Lowell Bergman,  Fast Talk and Home Equity Wall Street Loves First Alliance,Despite Lender's Legal Problems, Plain Dealer (Clev.), Mar. 18, 2000, at 1C, 2000 WL 5138774.[Fn501]. E. Scott Reckard, Markets First Alliance Will Refund $60 Million Financing, L.A. Times, Mar. 22, 2002,at C1, 2002 WL 2462793.[Fn502]. Henriques & Bergman, N.Y. Times, Mar. 15, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19064943.[Fn503]. Diana B. Henriques, Under Fire, Mortgage Lender Files Chapter 11 First Alliance Corp. Faces ManyLawsuits, San Diego Union & Trib., Mar. 24, 2000, at C2, 2000 WL 13955318.[Fn504]. Bert Caldwell, First Alliance Mortgage Firm Seeks Bankruptcy Protection, Spokesman-Rev. (SpokaneWash.), Mar, 25, 2000, at A11, 2000 WL 6758503.[Fn505]. The New York Times reported: "Financial records provided to investors by First Alliance on March 14showed no signs of financial distress. As of Dec. 31, the company had assets of more than $112 million, includingmore than $15 million in  cash, and liabili ties of just $33 million."  See Diana B.  Henriques,  Troubled LenderSeeks Protection, N.Y. Times, Mar. 24, 2000, at A1, Abstract available at 2000 WL 19065654.[Fn506]. Id.[Fn507]. In re First Alliance Mortgage Co., 264 B.R. 634 (C.D. Cal. 2001).  A copy of the FTC complain t againstFirst Alliance can be found in Mark D. Fleischer & Amy J. Mayer, Increasing Involvement of Regulatory Agenciesand Public Officials in Consumer Issues 1242 PLI/Corp 581 (2001).[Fn508]. In re First Alliance Mortgage Co., 264 B.R. 634 (C.D. Cal. 2001).[Fn509]. In 2000, First Alliance's attorney reportedly noted that First Alliance spent $6 million defending itselfduring the previous year.  See Edmund Sanders, Judge Stalls Suits Against Founder  of First Al liance Bankruptcy,L.A. Times, June 7, 2000, at C1, 2000 WL 2248330.[Fn510]. Class Action Proofs Disallowed for  Some in  First Alliance  Mortgage Case, 37 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (LRP) No.11, at 7 (March 21, 2001).[Fn511]. James B. Kelleher, California  Bankruptcy Judge Bars Retirement Group from Suing Irvine,  Calif.-BasedLender, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., Mar. 20, 2001, 2001 WL 16513664.[Fn512]. See In re First Alliance Mortgage Co., 269 B.R. 428 (C.D. Cal. 2001).[Fn513]. See James B. Kelleher, Banks Win in First Alliance Pact, Orange County (Cal.) Reg., Mar. 7, 2002, 2002WL 5442455 and E. Scott Reckard, Markets First Alliance Will Refund $60 Million Financing, L.A. Times, Mar.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 10222, 2002, at C1, 2002 WL 2462793.[Fn514]. Id.[Fn515]. If Trusts Were To Break Wide Open: The Shake-Up in  Subprime Lending and Its Impact on ABS, AssetSales Rep., June 26, 2000, 2000 WL 3953601.[Fn516]. Joint U.S. Dep't of Housing and Urban Dev.--U.S. Dep't of the Treasury Task Force on PredatoryLending, Curbing Predatory Home Mortgage Lending 109 (June 2000), at http://www.hud.gov/library/bookshelf18/pressrel/treasrpt.pdf (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn517]. See Draft FDIC Staff Memorandum: How to Avoid Purchasing or Investing in Predatory Mortgage Loans(November 2000), at http:// www2.fdic.gov/epc/predlend/ (last visited Mar. 7, 2002).[Fn518]. Edward M. Gramlich, Open Forum: Predatory Lending and Mortgages, Nat'l Mortgage News, Apr. 16,2001, at 4, 2001 WL 9321630 (citing a special survey by the Office of Thrift Supervision).[Fn519]. Although the language of HOEPA already seems clear, the Federal Reserve Board has proposed a"clarification" that HOEPA does in fact eliminate the holder in due course doctrine for high cost loans, a proposalthat the Federal Trade Commission opposes because it could be used by targets of current FTC action as a basis toclaim that the holder in due course doctrine survived HOEPA even in high cost loans before the "clarification." See Letter from the FTC, to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (Mar. 9, 2001), available athttp://www.ftc.gov/be/v010004.htm (last visited Mar. 7, 2002) (commenting on proposed changes to HOEPA).[Fn520]. ABS World Warily Eyes New Suit Against Lehman, Inv. Dealers' Dig., May 8, 2000, 2000 WL 4666934.[Fn521]. Chris De Reza, Senate Votes to Pass Bankruptcy Reform Bill, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., Mar. 19,2001, at 4, 2001 WL 8192660.[Fn522]. Erick Berquist, Preparing for a Bad-Loan Boom, Am. Banker, Oct. 6, 2000, at 1, 2000 WL 25345973.[Fn523]. FTC Charges Subprime Lender with Abuse, 37 Bankr. Ct. Dec. (LRP) No. 14, at 6 (April 10, 2001).[Fn524]. Id.   See also Commission Alleges Sales Abuses by 2 Citigroup Units, Best's Rev., Apr. 1, 2001, at 131,2001 WL 12285331 (noting that the FTC filed complain ts against two Citibank subsidiaries, Associates FirstCapital Corp. and Associates Corporation of North America).[Fn525]. Citibank may be trying to clean up the lending practices of Associates, as it reportedly stopped doingbusiness with over 4,000 brokers, suspended more than 1,300 foreclosures "over concerns about the originalAssociates loan," and ceased using single premium credit insurance.  Mike Vogel, Hazel Ruffin  Got a Loan .. . HowFar Should Florida Go in Curbing Credit?, Fla. Trend, Mar. 1, 2002, at 42, 2002 WL 11485547.[Fn526]. Cit igroup Inc.  agreed to pay as much as $20 mill ion.  Paul Beckett,  U.S. Regulators Press Cit igroup forData in Suit, Wall St. J. Eur.,  Mar. 7, 2002, at 2002 WL-WSJE 3356268.[Fn527]. Mike Sorohan, Predatory Lending Definition Challenges Enforcers, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., June25, 2001, at 28, available at 2001 WL 8192996.[Fn528]. Mansfield, 1242 PLI/Corp at 11.[Fn529]. Mike Sorohan, Spring Fever for Predatory Lending Bills, Real Est. Fin. Today, Elec. Ed., Apr. 23, 2001,at 20, 2001 WL 8192793; see also Mike Sorohan, Cities Take Up Predatory Lending Battle Cry, Real Est. Fin.Today, Elec. Ed., Dec. 18, 2000, 2000 WL 8249743.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 103[Fn530]. N.C. Gen. Stat. § 24-1.1A (1999).[Fn531]. Elizabeth C. Yen, Wingrove S. Lynton & Timothy P. Meredith,  Truth in Lending in the Year 2000, 56Bus. Law. 1089, 1095 (2001).  See N.C. Gen. Stat. § 24-1.1E (2000); Massachusetts Division of Banks,Amendments to 209 C.M.R §§ 32.32, 40.00-40.10 (2000) (effective Mar. 22, 2001); 3 NYCRR § 41.1 (2001);Chicago, Ill., Code § 2-32-455 (2000).[Fn532]. Fannie Mae's guidelines regarding predatory lending are discussed in its list of answers to frequentlyasked questions, available at http:// www.fanniemae.com/faq/231001q.jhtml (last visited Mar. 23, 2002), whileFreddie Mac's equivalent, an anti-predatory lending "Don't Borrow Trouble" campaign tool-kit available to somecities, was announced at Press Release, Freddie Mac, Newspapers Report Legislative Progress on Anti-PredatoryLending Legislation (Mar. 15, 2001), available at h ttp://www.freddiemac.com/news/analysis/pred_ index.h tml (lastvisited Mar. 23, 2002).[Fn533]. Examples of such web pages include: Predatory Lending Resource Center, Mortgage Bankers Associat ionof America, at http:// www.mbaa.org/resources/predlend/ (last visited Mar. 5, 2002); Legislative Update, NationalHome Equity Mortgage Associat ion, at http:// www.nhema.org/Bills (last visited Mar . 5, 2002);  and Coali tion forResponsible Lending, at ht tp://www.responsiblelending.org/ (last visited Mar. 5, 2002).  An excellent non-webpage discussion of recent predatory lending legislation may be found in Cathy Lesser Mansfield, PredatoryMortgage Lending: Summary of Legislative and Regulatory Activity, Including Testimony on Subprime MortgageLending Before the House Banking Committee, 1242 PLI/Corp 9 (2001).[Fn534]. Robert E. Litan, A Prudent Approach to 'Predatory' Lending, The Brookings Institution, athttp://www.mbaa.org/resources/predlend/ (Feb. 2001) (last  visited Mar. 5. 2002).   See also Erick Berquist,  StiffPredator Laws Lead Lenders to Exit, Am. Banker, June 15, 2001, at 1, 2001 WL 3912254.[Fn535]. Berquist, Am. Banker, June 15, 2001, at 1, 2001 WL 3912254.[Fn536]. Martin Eakes, North Carolina Anti-Predator Law A Good Model for Other States, Am. Banker, Apr. 6,2001, at 16, 2001 WL 3910692.[Fn537]. Robert E. Litan, A Prudent Approach to 'Predatory' Lending, The Brookings Institution, athttp://www.mbaa.org/resources/predlend/ (Feb. 2001) (last visited Mar. 5. 2002).  For example, at the time this iswritten, Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, and the United States all  have distinct and different sets of rules againstpredatory lending.   See Erick Berquist, Execs Want Simplified Subprime Loan Laws, Am. Banker, July 27, 2001,at 1, 2001 WL 3913088.[Fn538]. See Cal. Assembly Bill No. 489 (codified as Cal. Fin. Code § 4970, et. seq).[Fn539]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4973(a)(1) (2002).[Fn540]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4973(c) (2002).[Fn541]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4973(f)(1) (2002).[Fn542]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4973(m) (2002).[Fn543]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4978(b) (2002).[Fn544]. Cal. Fin. Code § 4979.8 (2002) ("The provisions of this division shall not impose liability on an assigneethat is a holder in due course.  The provisions of this division shall not apply to persons chartered by Congress toengage in secondary market transactions.").



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 104[Fn545]. Oakland, Cal. City Council Ordinance No. 12361 C.M.S. (2001).[Fn546]. Oakland, Cal. City Council Ordinance No. 12361 C.M.S., 5.33.040  (2001).[Fn547]. Oakland, Cal. City Council Ordinance No. 12361 C.M.S., 5.33.050  (2001).[Fn548]. Oakland, Cal. City Council Ordinance No. 12361 C.M.S., 5.33.070  (2001).[Fn549]. American Financial Servs. Ass'n v. City of Oakland, Case No. 2001-027338 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Oct. 15, 2001)(verified complaint) (on file with the Creighton Law Review).[Fn550]. See Philip S. Porter, The Two Faces of Truth--in Lending, 12-APR S.C. Law. 18 (2001).[Fn551]. See discussion of state's independent action in Kurt Eggert,  Held Up in Due Course: Codification and theVictory of Form Over Intent in Negotiable Instrument Law, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 363, 423 n.273 (2002).[Fn552]. See Comments of the National Consumer Law Center and Consumer Federation of America to the FDICon Predatory Mortgages, at http:// www.nclc.org/predatory_lending/fdic.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2002).[Fn553]. See discussion of the early warning system created by lenders and securitizers at notes 583-87, infra, andthe accompanying text.[Fn554]. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 13-14 (Aspen, 5th ed. 1998).[Fn555]. See Jules L. Coleman, Efficiency, Utility, and Wealth Maximization,  8 Hofstra L. Rev. 509, 512-513(1980); Steven L. Schwarcz, Rethinking Freedom of Contract: A Bankruptcy Paradigm, 77 Tex. L. Rev. 515, 560(1999).[Fn556]. Posner, supra note 554, at 13-15.  Posner states that, because  "[t]he conditions for Pareto superiority arealmost never satisfied in the real world, ... the operating definition for efficiency in economics must not be Paretosuperiority.  When an economist says that [a transaction] is efficient, nine times out of ten he means Kaldor-Hicksefficient."  Id. at 14-15.[Fn557]. According to Milton Friedman, the test to determine whether a transaction benefits both parties iswhether the transaction is bilaterally voluntary and informed.  See Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom 13(1962).[Fn558]. For a discussion of how rational consumers price risk to factor it into their choices, see Milton Friedman& Leonard J. Savage, The Utility Analysis of Choices Involving Risk, 56 J. Pol. Econ. 279, 288-93 (1948).[Fn559]. Lee Goldman, My Way and the Highway: the Law and Economics of Choice of Forum Clauses inConsumer Form Contracts, 86 Nw. U. L. Rev. 700, 721 (1992).  Goldman notes:   [M]arket imperfections, especially those contributing to consumers' imperfect knowledge, undermine the corepostulate of the classic Chicago School model. The consumer's signature cannot be viewed as a voluntaryacceptance of terms that will necessarily result in wealth maximization.  Consumers cann ot 'voluntarily' acceptterms of which they are unaware.  Similarly, consumers' lack of knowledge precludes the assumption that each hasacted in his or her self-interest to maximize his or her wants. Id.[Fn560]. Lary Lawrence, Misconceptions about Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial  Code: A SuggestedMethodology and Proposed Revisions, 62 N.C. L. Rev. 115, 152 (1983) (footnotes omitted).  Nelson and Whitmandefend the rule, even while acknowledging how few understand it,  stating: "[T]he word order  warns the mortgagorthat he or she is signing a negotiable instrument, with the potential liabilities that implies.  Perhaps many



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 105mortgagors have no idea what the word means, but the rule is clear, all the same."  Grant S. Nelson & Dale A.Whitman, Real Estate Finance Law 390-91 (4th ed. 2001).  But what  importance is clarity, one might ask, whenfew of the residential  borrowers affected know of the rule which  Nelson and Whitman assert is clear?  See sectionVI(C)(4), infra, for the argument that the holder in due course rule not only is relatively unknown by the borrowingpublic, but also its effect is not even clear, to borrowers, to lenders or even to judges.[Fn561]. The holder in  due course doctr ine is "hard... to explain."  Gran t Gilmore,  The Commercial Doctrine ofGood Faith Purchase, 63 Yale L.J. 1057, 1098 (1954).[Fn562]. See Am. Fin. Serv. Ass'n v. FTC, 767 F.2d 957, 980-81 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (stating that HDC rulepromulgated "to prevent consumers from being victimized by a counter-intuitive legal doctrine").[Fn563]. Michael  I. Meyerson, The Efficient Consumer Form Contract: Law and Economics Meets the RealWorld, 24 Ga. L. Rev. 583, 599 (1990).[Fn564]. Karen Eggleston,  Eric A. Posner & Richard Zeckhauser, The Design and In terpretation of Contracts:Why Complexity Matters, 95 Nw. U. L. Rev. 91, 97 (2000).[Fn565]. Evidence that subprime borrowers are regularly entering into loan agreements that  do not benefit themcan be seen in the mounting numbers of foreclosures of subprime loans, discussed in section IV(C) supra, as wellas in the staggering percentage of subprime borrowers who would have qualified for prime loans, discussed innotes 366-67, supra, and the accompanying text.[Fn566]. In his article, "The External Triangles of the Law:" Toward a Theory of Priorities in Conflicts InvolvingRemote Parties, 90 Mich. L. Rev. 95 (1991), Menachem Mautner calls this conflict between two victims of a conartist, (the original victim and the innocent purchaser of the interest obtained from the original victim by fraud), a"triangle conflict," as all three parties have a hand in creating the conflict, but typically only the two victims willbear any of the loss.  Mautner also notes that these triangle conflicts may be analyzed as accidents, using the same"efficiency imperative" developed for tort accidents.  Id. at 102.[Fn567]. As we have seen from the examples of First Alliance and GDC, even large, apparently well-fundedorganizations can strand their victims without adequate recourse by declaring bankruptcy.  See discussion at notes255 and 503, supra, and the accompanying text.[Fn568]. See discussion of the real defenses in note 102, supra, and the accompanying text.[Fn569]. Karl Llewellyn performed perhaps the first economic analysis of the holder in due course doctrine andrecognized that the doctrine was, in the banking system of the day, probably an inefficient method of resolving thedispute between the borrower and the holder in due course of a note.  He wrote, in a fascinating footnote to hischatty article Meet Negotiable Instruments:   Negotiability pr esupposes a policy judgment, conscious or unconscious,  that we shall throw the total loss one way,not seek to split it.  Much more deeply and much more dubiously, today, it presupposes a policy judgment thatdespite the growth (1) of our  commercial banking system, and (2) of our insurance system, and (3) of our notwholly negligible machinery for the policing and prevention of frauds and forger ies, and (4) of our also notundeveloped system of policing bankers' credit risks--despite all of these things (and with bankers constituting theoverwhelming mass of holders in  due course of commercial paper) we shall go on  applying th e "party versus party"legal  machinery for seeing the issue and solving it which goes back to the commercial and financial conditions ofLord Holt.  It would seem plain that the agency-or-sale approach to collection risks requires rethinking in the lightof the modern institution of deposit-insurance.  Is there not similar thinking to be done about negotiability, interms of risk-spreading and of risk-reduction?  I offer no answer. K.N. Llewellyn, Meet Negotiable Instruments, 44 Colum. L. Rev. 299, 321 n.5  (1944).  And so he stepped backfrom the brink, concluding that even wise alterations might be too disruptive if applied so late in the day, butnoting that there might be material differences in how "personal" and business instruments should be treated.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 106[Fn570]. Robert D. Cooter & Edward L. Rubin, detailed three of these four principles,  namely loss reduction, lossimposition, and loss spreading in A Theory of Loss Allocation for Consumer Payments, 66 Tex. L. Rev. 63, 67(1987).  To these, I have added loss activity assignment, a detailed discussion of which can be found in GuidoCalabresi, Some Thoughts on Risk Spreading and the Law of Torts, 70 Yale L.J. 499 (1961).[Fn571]. Loss activity assignment appears to be a toss-up in the question of assigning risk of loss between investorsand borrowers, since both are fairly equally engaging in the creation,  sale and collection of the loans.  Therefore,this issue will not be addressed separately outside of this footnote.[Fn572]. Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 73.[Fn573]. See Robert Cooter & Melvin Aron Eisenberg, Damages for Breach of Contract, 73 Cal. L. Rev. 1432,1464 (1985) ("Incentives for precaution [in contract] are efficient if they compel the promisor  to balance the cost ofhis precaution against the cost of failing to take precaution, including the risk to the promisee of losing his share ofthe contract's value.").[Fn574]. Robert Cooter, Unity In Tort, Contract, and Property: the Model of Precaution, 73 Cal. L. Rev. 1, 3-29(1985).  See also Robert D. Cooter & Thomas S. Ulen, An Economic Case for Comparative Negligence, 61 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1067 (1986) (arguing tha t comparative negligence is an  effective system because it allocates some r isk ofloss to all parties to a loss, thus inducing each to take precautionary measures).[Fn575]. Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 74.[Fn576]. Id. at 127.[Fn577]. See Michael Ferry, Home Buyers Should Be On the Lookout for Predatory and Abusive Lending, St.Louis Dispatch, July 20, 2000, at 4, 2000 WL 3537854 (offering advice to borrowers for avoiding predatory loans).[Fn578]. See Jerry Demuth, The View from Springfield, Mortgage Banking, Mar. 1, 1994, a t 56, 1994 WL13436253 (repor ting an interview with John D. "Jack" Seymore, former  top mortgage regulator  for the State ofIllinois).[Fn579]. See discussion of predatory lending charges against  First Alliance and other  subprime lenders in sectionV(B) supra.[Fn580]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. OnBanking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO,Central Pacific Mortgage Co., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), available athttp://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).  Courson states: "[T]hecomplexity of the current system is the camouflage that allows unscrupulous operators to hide altered terms andconceal crucial information without fear of the consumer discovering or even understanding the import of themasked or undisclosed items."  Id.  See a lso Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 69  (discussing the"incomprehensible legalisms of form contracts and statute books" in consumer payments contracts).[Fn581]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. OnBanking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO,Central Pacific Mortgage Co., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), available athttp://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).[Fn582]. For a discussion of the complexity that security to a loan inevitably causes, see Kurt Eggert, Held Up inDue Course: Codification and the Victory of Form Over Intent in Negotiable Instrument Law, 35 Creighton L.Rev. 363, 401-03 (2002), and also Lincoln Nat. Bank v. Perry, 66 F. 887, 894 (8th Cir. 1895), in which the judgeheld that such a complex loan document should not be negotiable because it could too easily become a trap for the



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 107unwary.[Fn583]. Beginning in 1995, for example, the Mortgage Asset Research Institute (MARI) has provided a nationalproprietary database known as the Mortgage Industry Data Exchange (MIDEX) which  collects reports of allegedfraud and suspicious incidents and th e companies and in dividuals involved identified by law enforcement orregulators as acting illegally or improperly.  See Michele M. Walczak, Mortgage Industry Turns Up Heat on FraudArtists, Sec. Mortgage Mkts. Online, Oct. 1997, at http://www.freddiemac.com/finance/smm/oct97/html/oct97.htm (last visited Mar.  9, 2002).  See also Robert Julavits,Industry Stepping Up Efforts to Thwart Loan Fraud, Am. Banker, Feb. 13, 2001, at 11, 2001 WL 3909474.  TheMortgage Bankers Association has contracted with MARI with regard to this database.  See Predatory MortgageLending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. On Banking, Housing andUrban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO, Central  Pacific MortgageCo., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), available athttp://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).[Fn584]. HUD's Government Insured Mortgages, Before the Senate Comm. On Government Affairs PermanentSubcomm. On Investigations, 106th  Cong.  (2000) (statement of Will iam Apgar , Ass' t Secretary forHousing/Federal Housing Commissioner, June 30, 2000), available at 2000 WL 23831258.[Fn585]. See Draft Memorandum from the FDIC Staff, How to Avoid Purchasing or Investing in PredatoryMortgage Loans (November 2000), at http:// www2.fdic.gov/epc/predlend/ (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn586]. See generally Balvinder S. San gha & Anne Ker ttula, Fair  Lending and Predatory Analytics for Lenders,83 The RMA Journal 66 (2000).[Fn587]. See Comments of the National Consumer Law Center and Consumer Federation of America to the FDICon Predatory Mortgages, at http:// www.nclc.org/predatory_lending/fdic.html (last visited Mar. 26, 2002).[Fn588]. Raj Bhala, Paying For the Deal: An Analysis Of Wire Transfer Law And International Financial MarketInterest Groups, 42 U. Kan. L. Rev. 667, 704-05 (1994) (citing Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 73-77).[Fn589]. See Guido Calabresi & Jeffrey O. Cooper, New Directions in Tort Law, 30 Val. U. L. Rev. 859, 864(1996) (making this argument regarding the injured victims of torts).[Fn590]. This process is discussed  in notes 583-87, supra, and the accompanying text.[Fn591]. See discussion of the requirement of standardized documents for securitization in note 218, supra, and theaccompanying text.[Fn592]. Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 75.[Fn593]. According to Cooter and Rubin: "The parties' responsiveness to liability rules depends on their knowledgeof law and their ability to factor this information into a calculus of costs."  Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 75.[Fn594]. See John H. Burton, The Economic Basis of Damages for Breach of Contract, 1 J. Legal Studies 277(1972), reprinted in The Economics of Contract Law 154, 163 (Kronman & Posner, eds., 1979).[Fn595]. Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 77 ("The responsiveness element of loss reduction , like the innovationelement, correlates with the size and nature of the party, particularly for losses that arise infrequently and involveesoteric laws.").[Fn596]. See discussion of the inherent difficulty of the holder in due course doctrine in notes 560-65, supra, andthe accompanying text.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 108[Fn597]. Cooter and Rubin distinguish responsiveness and learning as separate elements of the operation of theloss reduction principle, but at the same time note that learning is a dynamic factor of responsiveness.  See Cooter& Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 73.  I have chosen to analyze them together because, without learning of theassignment of risk, parties cannot be responsive to it, and without any resulting responsiveness, learning by itselfwould come to naught.[Fn598]. See Transcript of the Federal Reserve Board Morning Session of Public Hearing on Home Equity Lending(Aug. 16, 2000), at 42-43 (reporting the testimony of Dan Immergluck of the Woodstock Institute), at http://federalreserve.gov/Events/PublicHearings/20000816/20000816.htm (last modified Feb. 14, 2002).  See alsoPredatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact, and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. OnBanking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (reporting the testimony of David Berenbaum of theNat'l Community Reinvestment Coalition, July 27, 2001), available at http://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/brenbaum.htm (last visited Feb. 26, 2002) ("Loan transactions, particularlymortgages, can be the most complex transaction in a typical consumer's lifetime, making it difficult for the averageAmerican to understand loan terms, choice of products,  and that counseling and consumer protect ions may beavailable.").[Fn599]. Predatory Mortgage Lending: The Problem, Impact and Responses: Hearing Before the Senate Comm. OnBanking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 107th Cong. (2001) (testimony of John A. Courson, President and CEO,Central Pacific Mortgage Co., on behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association), at http://banking.senate.gov/01_07hrg/072701/courson.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2002).[Fn600]. See Predatory Lending Practices: Prepared Statement on Home Equity Lending Abuses in the SubprimeMortgage Industry: Hearing Before the Senate Special Comm. On Aging, 105th Cong. (1998), 1998 WL 8993225(testimony of Jodie Bernstein of the Federal Trade Commission Mar. 16, 1998).[Fn601]. See Transcript of the Federal Reserve Board Morning Session of Public Hearing on Home Equity Lending(Aug. 16,  2000), 43-44, at h ttp:// federalreserve.gov/Events/PublicHearings/20000816/20000816.htm (last visitedFeb. 14, 2002) (reporting the testimony of Dan Immergluck of the Woodstock Institute).[Fn602]. Investment in Technology Boosts First Union's Master Servicer Rating, Mortgage Servicing News, Jan21, 2000, at 34, 2000 WL 18803128.[Fn603]. A recent report by researchers for Freddie Mac reports the following rates of reduction in 90-daydelinquency rates on mortgages for the following types of counseling: individual counseling: 34 percent reduction;classroom counseling 26 percent reduction; home study 21 percent reduction; and telephone counseling: nostatistically significant impact on borrower delinquency.  See Abdighani Hirad & Peter M. Zorn, A LittleKnowledge Is a Good Thing: Empirical Evidence of the Effectiveness of Pre-Purchase Homeownership Counseling2 (2001), at http://www.freddiemac.com/corporate/reports/ (last visited Mar. 9, 2002).[Fn604]. HUD's Government Insured Mortgages, Before the Senate Comm. On Government Affairs PermanentSubcomm. On Investigations,  106th  Cong.  (2000) (statement of Will iam Apgar , Ass' t Secretary forHousing/Federal Housing Commissioner, June 30, 2000), available at 2000 WL 23831258.[Fn605]. For a  description  of recent, extensive efforts by the mortgage industry to insti tute effective methods ofinvestigating mortgage fraud, see Dona DeZube, Fraudgate, Mortgage Banking,  Nov. 1, 2000, at 1825, 2000 WL12170912.[Fn606]. Robert D. Cooter & Edward L. Rubin, A Theory of Loss Allocation for Consumer Payments, 66 Tex. L.Rev. 63, 90 (1987).[Fn607]. "Consumer protection... is likely to increase at a decreasing ra te in response to further liabil ity."  Cooter& Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 92.



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 109[Fn608]. Id. at 78 ("If reallocating the loss is required for increased efficiency, then the most desirable enforcementprocess is the one that will shift liability as cheaply as possible from the creditor to the party that should suffer thefinal loss. This goal can be achieved by fashioning simple, clear, and decisive liability rules.").[Fn609]. See discussion of the difficulty of obtaining uniform results in applying the holder in due course doctrineand how that doctrine is often overruled by TILA, though in a way non-uniformly applied by the courts, in theDiamond/Obie cases, discussed in section II(D) supra.[Fn610]. See discussion of HOEPA in section V(A) supra.[Fn611]. 93 F. Supp. 2d 718, 722 (S.D. W. Va. 2000).[Fn612]. England v. MG Invs., Inc., 93 F. Supp. 2d 718, 723 (S.D. W. Va. 2000).[Fn613]. England, 93 F. Supp. 2d at 724.[Fn614]. 46 F. Supp. 2d 490 (S.D. W. Va. 1999).[Fn615]. Given that both Advanta and Bankers Trust claimed to be holders in due course in  these two publisheddecisions, one wonders how often they both claimed to be holders in due course in unpublished cases, either beforearbitrators or trial judges.[Fn616]. Hays v. Bankers Trust Co., 46 F. Supp. 2d 490, 494 (S.D. W. Va. 1999).  The second lender al soapparently became defunct.  Id.[Fn617]. Hays, 46 F. Supp. 2d at 495.[Fn618]. Id. at 496-97.[Fn619]. See 15 U.S.C. § 1641(d)(1).  See also the discussion of HOEPA's limited abrogation of the holder in duecourse doctrine for HOEPA loans in notes 409-13, supra, and the accompanying text.[Fn620]. Hays, 46 F. Supp. 2d at 497 n.12.[Fn621]. Id. at 497.[Fn622]. As Guido Calabresi noted in 1961, this was even then not a novel proposition.  Guido Calabresi, SomeThoughts on Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts, 70 Yale L.J. 499, 517 & n.49 (1961) (citing L.W. Feezer,Capacity to Bear Loss as a Factor in the Decision of Certain Types of Tort Cases, 78 U. Pa. L. Rev. 805, 809-10(1930)).[Fn623]. See Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 71.[Fn624]. Posner views the ri sk averseness of people in general  as a corollary to the dimin ishing marginal utility ofmoney, Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 12 (Aspen 5th ed. 1998), apparently with the idea that ifpeople value what they already have, or could be certain to get, more than they value a smaller chance at obtaininga much larger amount, then it must be because they value the smaller amount of money more for each dollar thanthey value the chance at the larger amount of money.[Fn625]. Calabresi, 70 Yale L.J. at 518.  Calabresi disparages the theory of the diminish ing marginal utility ofmoney, stating that then-recent studies indicate that a loss of a relatively small amount of money can have nearlyas significant an effect on an individual as a much larger loss if they each cause approximately the same change inthe person's social position.  However, simply because particular instances can be found where the marginal utility



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 110diminishes at a much smaller rate than is ordinary does not invalidate this theory as a general matter, so long asone is mindful that exceptions exist.[Fn626]. This point is made, using a consumer installment contract as an example, in Russell B. Korobkin &Thomas S. Ulen, Efficiency and Equity: What Can Be Gained by Combining Coase and Rawls?, 73 Wash. L. Rev.329, 334-35 (1998).  Arguably, such an allocation of risk may damage society by discouraging the accumulation ofwealth and the energetic endeavors that produce wealth.  However, it is not clear that the wealthy provide morevaluable service to society than the less wealthy, or that loss allocation would be sufficient to dampen anyone'sdesire to gain more wealth  or will ingness to take measures to do so.[Fn627]. See Guido Calabresi, The Costs of Accidents: A Legal and Economic Analysis 39-67 (1970).[Fn628]. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 16 (Aspen 5th ed. 1998).[Fn629]. See Calabresi, supra note 627; George L. Priest,  The Current Insuran ce Crisis and Modern Tort Law, 96Yale L.J. 1521 (1987); Charles J. Goetz & Robert E. Scott, Liquidated Damages, Penalties and the JustCompensation Principle: Some Notes on an Enforcement Model and a Theory of Efficient Breach, 77 Colum. L.Rev. 554 (1977).  See also James M. Fischer, The Presence of Insurance and the Legal Allocation of Risk, 2 Conn.Ins. L.J. 2 (1996) (arguing that not only is determining who can most efficiently obtain insurance useful informulating general legal doctrine, but also that the presence of insurance in a particular case tends to determinethe assignment of risk of loss in that case).[Fn630]. Frank S. Alexander, Mortgage Prepayment: The Trial of Common Sense, 72 Cornell L. Rev. 288, 330(1987) (stating that the secondary market, including securitization , "allows issuers and investors to hedge againstrisks associated with individual mortgages by aggregating mortgages from different geographical areas").[Fn631]. Calabresi noted the insurance effect of pools of mortgages even before the advent of securitization,stating, "[F]rom the standpoint of total loss spreading,  the ideal would be for all insureds to be in one great pool sothat the burden of all accidents would be evenly distributed among all people."  Calabresi, supra, note 627, at 48.[Fn632]. Cooter & Rubin, 66 Tex. L. Rev. at 78.[Fn633]. Id.[Fn634]. Ian Ayres & Robert Gertner, Filling Gaps in Incomplete Contracts: An Economic Theory of DefaultRules, 99 Yale L.J. 87, 87 (1989).[Fn635]. U.C.C. § 3-104(d).[Fn636]. See Gregory E. Maggs, The Holder in Due Course Doctrine as a Default Rule, 32 Ga. L. Rev. 783, 798(1998) ("A waiver of defense clause (also known as a "cut off" or "hell  or high water" clause) says that the obligorunder the contract waives the right to assert defenses against subsequent assignees.").[Fn637]. For the most complete explication of this argument, see Gregory E. Maggs, The Holder in Due CourseDoctrine as a Default Rule, 32 Ga. L. Rev. 783 (1998).[Fn638]. Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 128 (Aspen 5th ed. 1998).[Fn639]. Id.[Fn640]. Marie T. Reilly, The FDIC as Holder in  Due Course: Some Law and Economics, 1992 Colum. Bus. L.Rev. 165, 204-13 (1992).



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 111[Fn641]. Maggs, 32 Ga. L. Rev. at 816.[Fn642]. Id. at 805.[Fn643]. Id. at 818.[Fn644]. Reilly, 1992 Colum. Bus. L. Rev. at 206.[Fn645]. See also the discussion of the efficiency of the holder in due course doctrine in Clayton P. Gillette, Rules,Standards, and Precautions in  Payment Systems, 82 Va. L. Rev. 181, 237-43 (1996), in which Gillette concludesthat the rule is efficient over all, even though  the so called "real defenses" seem a motley collection of defensesthrown together with little rhyme or reason.[Fn646]. Ian Ayres & Robert Gertner, Strategic Contractual Inefficiency and the Optimal Choice of Legal Rules,101 Yale L.J. 729, 760 (1991).[Fn647]. Ayres & Gertner, 101 Yale L.J. at 760.[Fn648]. Id.[Fn649]. Id. at 761.  Of course, in the consumer setting, this argument depends on the notion that consumers canbe sufficiently alerted to the doctrine of the holder in due course, would understand that doctrine if they werealerted to it, and would take an active role in replacing the default rule with a separately negotiated provision. Instead, as discussed in notes 561-66, supra, and the accompanying text, consumers would be unlikely tounderstand the holder in  due course doctrine even if they were alerted as to its existence. Furthermore, mostconsumer notes are essentially contracts of adhesion, neither understood nor negotiated by consumers, and if theholder in due course doctrine were to be abolished, with no explicit rules taking its place, no doubt lenders wouldmerely insert nearly identical terms in the boilerplate of the contract and so achieve the same effect with the samelack of efficiency or intent  by the consumer to waive any of her defenses.[Fn650]. Calabresi notes, in  a discussion  of accidents equally applicable to fraud: "[F]ree market determination  ofthe value of accident costs will lead to an acceptable result only if the potential injurers and victims are reasonablyaware of and take account of the risks, i.e. only if they have adequate statistical knowledge of the risks involvedand act on that knowledge. Injurers may often obtain and act on such knowledge, but as we have seen... victims areunlikely to do either."  Calabresi, supra, note 627, at 91.[Fn651]. Homer Kripke, Consumer Credit Regulation: a Creditor Oriented Viewpoint, 68 Colum. L. Rev. 445, 473(1968).[Fn652]. Kripke, 68 Colum. L. Rev. at 473.[Fn653]. See Peter Linzer, On the Amorality of Contract Remedies- Efficiency, Equity, and the SecondRestatement, 81 Colum. L. Rev. 111, 138 n.185 (1981) (arguing the same regarding the default assignment of therisk of pollution from a coal company).[Fn654]. Cass R. Sunstein, Human Behavior and the Law of Work, 87 Va. L. Rev. 205, 220-21 (2001).[Fn655]. See generally, Ian Ayres, Empire or Residue:  Competing Visions of the Contractual Canon, 26 Fla.  St. U.L. Rev. 897, 907 n.37 (1999); Sunstein, 87 Va. L. Rev. 205, 220-24.[Fn656]. See Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 104-05 (Aspen 5th ed. 1998).[Fn657]. Ayres and Gertner state: "While ex post each party will have economic incentives to shift costs to the



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 112other side, ex ante the parties have an incentive to place the risks on the least-cost avoider," Ian Ayres & RobertGertner, Filling Gaps in Incomplete Contracts: An Economic Theory of Default Rules, 99 Yale L.J. 87, 89 n.18(1989) (citing Kronman, Mistake, Disclosure, Information and the Law of Contracts, 7 J. Legal Stud. 1 (1978)).Ayres and Gertner propose an alternative to the traditional "what the parties would have wanted" theory, arguingthat penalty defaults would better force the parties to disclose material information to each other.  For the moretraditional view, see Richard A. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 104-05 (Aspen 5th  ed. 1998) and see CharlesJ. Goetz & Robert E. Scott , The Mitigation Principle: Toward a General Theory of Contractual Obligation, 69 Va.L. Rev. 967, 971 (1983) ("Ideally, the preformulated rules supplied by the state should mimic the agreementscontracting parties would reach were they costlessly to bargain out each detail of the transaction.").[Fn658]. See Michael I. Meyerson, The Efficient Consumer Form Contract: Law and Economics Meets the RealWorld, 24 Ga. L. Rev. 583, 587 (1990) ("To be consisten t with  the principle that efficient contracts arise fromvoluntary negotiations, default rules must approximate what the parties would have agreed to had they negotiatedthe issue.").[Fn659]. Todd D. Rakoff, in  his article Contracts of Adhesion: an Essay in Reconstruction, 96 Harv. L. Rev. 1173,1177 (1983) has identified seven characteristics of contracts of adhesion:   (1) The document whose legal validity is at issue is a printed form that contains many terms and clearly purportsto be a contract.   (2) The form has been drafted by, or on behalf of, one party to the transaction.   (3) The drafting party participates in numerous transactions of the type represented by the form and enters intothese transactions as a matter of routine.   (4) The form is presented to the adhering party with the representation that, except perhaps for a few identifieditems (such as the price term), the drafting party will enter into the transaction only on the terms contained in thedocument. This representation may be explicit or may be implicit in the situation, but it is understood by theadherent.   (5) After the parties have dickered over whatever terms are open to bargaining, the document is signed by theadherent.   (6) The adhering party enters into few transactions of the type represented by the form--few, at least, incomparison with the drafting party.   (7) The principal obligation of the adhering par ty in the transaction considered as a whole is the payment ofmoney. Rakoff, 96 Harv. L. Rev. at 1177.[Fn660]. The terms of the standardized form contracts are unlikely even to be bargained on in the aggregate byconsumers choosing lenders with better terms since, as noted supra,  where the harsh  terms are not known orunderstood by consumers, the presence of those terms will not deter customers or lead to a loss of business by thelender.   See Meyerson, 24 Ga. L. Rev. at 605.[Fn661]. Rakoff, 96 Harv. L. Rev. at 1179.[Fn662]. As discussed in note 218, supra, and the accompanying text, the standardization of contracts necessary forsecuritization has effectively eliminated the loan customer's ability to bargain for form contracts with morebeneficial terms.[Fn663]. Kurt Eggert, Held Up in Due Course: Codification and the Victory of Form Over Intent in NegotiableInstrument Law, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 363, 424 (2002).[Fn664]. Fred Miller, U.C.C. Articles 3, 4 and 4A: A Study in Process and Scope, 42 Ala. L. Rev. 405, 412 (1991).[Fn665]. Edward L. Rubin, Learning From Lord Mansfield: Toward a Transferability Law for Modern CommercialPractice, 31 Idaho L. Rev. 775, 777 (1995).  Rubin notes the inelegance of using the term "balance," stating "therecent revisions of Articles 3 and 4 were specifically designed not to change the original balance between banks



Held Up in Due Course:  Predatory Lending, Securitization, and theHolder in Due Course Doctrine, 35 Creighton L. Rev. 503 (2002)                                                               Page 113and consumers, even though one observer described that balance, when established in 1950, as 'a deliberate sell-outof the American Law Institute and the Commission of Uniform State Laws to the bank lobby." '  Edward L. Rubin,The Code, the Consumer, and the Institutional Structure of the Common Law, 75 Wash. U. L.Q. 11, 12 (1997).[Fn666]. See Gail K. Hillebrand, Revised Articles 3 and 4 of the Uniform Commercial Code: a ConsumerPerspective, 42 Ala. L. Rev. 679, 694-95 (1991).[Fn667]. Professor Edward Rubin, who served from 1986 to 1990 as the chair of the Subcommittee on Articles 3and 4 of the American Bar Association's Ad Hoc Committee on Payment Systems, expressed his growingdisenchantment with the process of revising the U.C.C. general ly and Article 3 specifically, in his ser ies of articleson the subject: Edward L. Rubin, Policies and Issues in the Proposed Revision of Articles 3 and 4 of the U.C.C., 43Bus. Law. 621 (1988); Edward L. Rubin, Efficiency, Equity and the Proposed Revision of Articles 3 and 4, 42 Ala.L. Rev. 551 (1991); Edward L. Rubin, Thinking Like a Lawyer, Acting Like a Lobbyist: Some Notes on theProcess of Revising U.C.C. Articles 3 and 4, 26 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 743 (1993); Edward L.  Rubin, The Code, theConsumer, and the Institutional Structure of the Common Law, 75 Wash. U. L.Q.  11 (1997).[Fn668]. See Homer Kripke, Consumer Credit Regulation: a Creditor Oriented Viewpoint, 68 Colum. L. Rev. 445,473 (1968) (observing that in a legitimate market, the holder in  due course doctrine is statistically insignificant).[Fn669]. See supra notes 366-67 an d the accompanying text for a discussion on the surprisingly large number ofsubprime borrowers who could have obtained conventional  loans with much better  terms, such as lower interestrates and fees.[Fn670]. As discussed in note 343, supra, and the accompanying text, subprime borrowers are, on average, lesseducated than prime borrowers, which may to some extent  explain subprime lenders' ability to charge them abovemarket ra te loans.[Fn671]. It was this predatory competition that led legitimate North Carolina lenders to press state legislators topass laws designed to suppress predatory lending.  The legitimate lenders were weary of seeing their customersstolen by predatory lenders charging higher interest and fees through aggressive and deceptive marketing.   "Wesaw these horrible abuses of the people who are our customers," one such legitimate lender declared.  See JimPeterson, Lender Beware. "Predatory Lending" Threatens Subprime Lenders, A.B.A. Banking J., at 40, Feb. 1,2001, 2001 WL 11595148.[Fn672]. See supra discussion at note 329.
End of Article
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